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ABSTRACT 

ThIS thesis examines the ways in which two Christian, feminist theologIans, 
Rosemary Radford Ruether and Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki, understand the relationship 
between liberation, the fulfillment of justice and the concept of an immortal se If. Central to 
this discussion are Suchocki's and Ruether's differing views of immortality. Suchocki 
argues that without su~jective immortality (the possibility of continuing to experience some 
form of "life" after death as a subjective centre of conscIOusness) there can be no justIce. 
Ruether. however. contends that the concept of an immortal self is the rool of injustice. 
While Ruether reproaches the concept of subjective immortality, this thesis shows that she 
nevertheless defends a form of "objective" immortality (that all that occurs within the 
creation is taken up within the divine). 

In Part One. I discuss Ruether's understanding of oppressIOn and liberation. I 
conclude that while Ruether provides a good analysis of the role of freedom in the 
development of oppressive social conditions. she neglects to explain the nature of finitude 
within which human activity is carried out and the limitations which finitude places on 
human freedom. 1 also conclude that while Ruether's understanding of liberatilOn addresses 
forcefully the emancipative aspect of liberation, her characteristic understanding of God's 
redemptive activity as a form of objective immortality does not address satisfactorily the 
consequences of injustice as at once individual and relational. 

In Part Two. I discuss Suchocki's understanding of the nature of oppressIOn and 
liberation. Her appropriation of Whiteheadian metaphysics figures SIgnificantly in her 
account of both enabling her to account for oppression as arising from freedom and from 
the limitatIOns of finitude. It. moreover. enables her account of liberation to address 
fruitfully not only liberation as emancipation and salvation, but also as redemption. In 
regard to lehe latter, Suchocki develops a somewhat original argument for the neceSSIty and 
possibility of subjective immortality. 

I conclude that while both Suchocki's and Ruether's theologies are dnven by a 
concern for justice. Suchocki provides a better understanding of the nature of oppression 
which results in injustice, and a better understanding of liberation as the fulfillment of 
justice. L moreover, conclude that while for the most part the concept of subjective 
immortality has been viewed as anathema by feminist theology, Suchocki's vie\v of 
subjective immortality may in fact open up the possibility of reassessing the concept of an 
immortal self within feminist theology as not only conslstent with but ,is an aid to 
developing its own deepest concerns for liberation and justice. 
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For in that sleep of death, what dreams may come 
when we have shuffled off this mortal coil 

must give us pause. 

Only Justice Can Stop a Curse 

AlIce Walker 

And it was then I knew that the healing 
of all wounds 
is forgiveness 

that permits a promise 
of our return 

at the end. 

AlIce WJlkcr 



Introduction 

In this thesis I propose to examme the ways in which two Christian. 

feminist theologians. l Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki2 and Rosemary Radford Ruether. 

understand the relationship between liberation. the fulfillment of justice and the 

conc<~pt of an Immortal selr"' To begin. it is important to consider Sharon Ringe's 

1 Since the advent of what is commonly referred to as the second wave of 
feminist theolo~v, Le .. feminist theology that has developed since the early 
1960s, a number of feminist theologians have abandoned Christianity. See, 
e.g .. Mary Daly. Gyn/ecology: The Metaethtcs oj Radical Feminism (Bo'3ton: 
Beacon Press, 197t1): Carol Christ. Laughter oj Aphrodite: Reflections on a 
Joumey to the Goddess (San Francisco: Harper & Row. 1987). and Daphnt' 
Hampson. Theology and Femmism (Oxford: Basil Blackwell. 1990). Unlike 
Daly. Christ and Hampson. Suchocki and Ruether. however. havt' chosen to 
remain within the Christian tradition and develop their work a~ Christian 
feminist theologians. There are numerous essays within the literature which 
raise the question whether Christianity and feminism are indeed compatible. 
See. for example. Daphnf' Hampson and Rosemary Radford Ruether. "Is There a 
Place for Feminists in a Christian Church?" New Blaclifriars. 68. 801 (January 
1987).7-2 .. 1-: Anne Carr. "Is a Christian Feminist Theology Possible?" 
17wological Studies. 43. 1982.279-297. and MaIJ0rie Hewitt SuchockI. "The 
ChalIenge of Mary Daly." Encounter, 41. 4. (1980). 307-317. 

2 Suchocki grounds her theolo~v on Whiteheadian process philosophy. 
Set' Chapter Three. In her 1994 work The Fall to Violence: Original Sin in 
Relational Theology (New York.: Continuum. 1994). Also st'e Chapter Thrt'e 
footnote 10. 

3 Ruetht'r's major works which art' most pt'rtinent to tht' present 
discussion includt' Gaia and God: An Ecqfeminist Theology OJ Eartlt Healing 
(San Francisco: Harper Collins. 1992), Disputed Questions: On Being a Chris/tan 
(Maryknoll: Orbis Books. 1989), Se:dsm and God-Talk: Toward a Feminist 
Theology (London: SCM. 1983). and Faith and Fratricide: The Theological Roots 
oj Anti-Semitism (London: Serach Prt'ss. 1975). Suchocki's major works which 
are most pertinent to the present discussion include. 171e Fall to Vwlence: 
Original Sin in Relational Theology (Continuum: Nt'w York. 1994): The End oj 
Evil: Process Eschatology in Historical Context (Albany: State University of 
Nt'w York Press. 1988), and God-Chris/- Church: A Practical Guide to Process 
Though! (Nt'w York: Crossroads. 1985). If one considers only Suchocki's major 
works. it is possiblt' to rt'ad her just as a process or "relational" theologian (see 
Chapter Three. footnote 10). Suchocki. however. views herself as a proct'ss 
theologian and as a feminist theologian. Set', e.g .. "The Idea of God in Feminist 
Philosophy." Hypatia 9.4 (Fall 1994), "Weaving the World," Process Studies. 14, 2 



cautionary note concerning liberation theoJogies . .-J. which include feminist 

theologies-.S Ringe writes that 

ltJo speak of "hberatlOn theology" [(lJ' feminist theology J in the smgular I~ a nllSnomer. 
Rather. we must speak of "liberation theologl<;;s" or of "theologies of liheratlOn" in the 
plural. The methodologIcal shiff repre.~ented In these theological construclIom. namely 
the affirmation of the 5ignificance of expenence and SOCIal locatIOn In one's theological 
fommbtion. guarantees that no one <;;xpression of liberation theology can claIm to speak 
for all 6 

Suchocki's and Ruether's theologies are therefore two among now many 

feminist theologies. 7 I have chosen to examine Suchocki's and Ruether's 

(Summer 1985), 76-86, "Openness and Mutuality in Feminist Thought and 
Action," Feminism and Process Thought, ed. Sheila Greeve Davaney, New York: 
Edwin Mellen, 1981, "Anxit'ty and Trust in Feminist Experience," The Journal 
<-:f Religion, 60/ 4( 1980). and "The Challenge of Mary Daly." 

4 Peruvian theologian Gustavo Gutierrez's 1971 work A Theology oJ 
Liberation marks the beginning and gives the name to liberation theology. it is 
interesting to note that in the mid 1930s Chinese theologian Y. T. Wu 
"reinterpreted Jesus as 'a revolutionary, the upholder of justice and the 
challenger of the rights of the oppressed' ... anticipating the kind of liberation 
theology that developed decades later." Kwok Pui-Lan, "Discovering the Bible in 
the Non-Biblical World," Lift Every Voice: Constructing Christian Theologies 
from the UnderSide, Susan Brooks Thistlethwaite & Mary Pottt'r Engel. eds. 
(San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1990).274. 

5 Rosemary Radford Ruether offers one formulation of the relationship 
between feminist theologies and the more general appellation of liberation 
theolo~v: "Christian feminist liberation theology is necessarily interconnected 
with theologies representing all other movements for human liberation. 
whether from a class and Third World perspective. a racial or ethnic minority 
perspective. or perspectives critical of militarism and the abuse of the 
environment. Feminist theological critique, nevertheless, insists that sexism 
be recognized as a specific structure of marginaliLation and oppression that 
cannot be subsumed under any other category." Ruether, "Spirit and Matter, 
Public and Private: The Challenge of Feminism to Traditional Dualisms," 
Cooey. Paula M, Sharon A Farmer and Mary Ellen Ross, cd .. Embodied Love: 
Sensuality and Relationship as Feminist Values (San Francisco: Harper & Row. 
1987), 65. 

6 Sharon Ringe, "Reading from ConteAi to Context: Contributions of a 
Feminist Hermeneutic to Theologies of Liberation," Lift EvenJ Voice. 284. It is 
also impossible to propose that there is necessarily some sort of one feminist 
"ideal." As Anne Klein argues "lildeals are problematic philosophically as well 
as experientially. To assume any type of overly simple relation to an ideal is 
also to assume a unitariness of subject ... ; it also suggests. untenably from most 
feminist perspecti\'es. that the appropriate ideals are already fully conceived." 
Anne C. Klein, "Presence with a Difference," Hypatia 9. 4 (Fall 1994). 

7 See Shelly Finson, ed., Women and Religion: A Bibliographic Guide to 
Christian Feminist Liberation Theology (Toronto: UniverSity of Toronto Press, 
1994). 



understandings of liberation. justice and immortality for two primary reasons: I) in 

my opinion they are vigorous and original theologians. and :2) their work 

distingUIshes itself from that of other femInist theologians in that they both examine 

eschatological questions and in doing so raise significant concerns regarding the 

relationship between immortality and justice.~ 

If one considers the now extensive amount of feminist theological 

lliterature.q one will find that there has been little feminist theological inquiry into the 

subjecL of eschatology.!O As Peter Phan notes. 

whIle femlm,t theolugy has reartlculatcd almost all fundamental Chnstwn doclnne~. from 
hermcneutle~ and theological method to the doctnne of God and the Trimty. ('hn~tolL)g). 
eccleslOlugy, anthropulogy . ethiCS. and ~pJrltualitJ' It has not given a systematIc 
treatment to" [e~chatoJogyJ."l J 

Phan observes that the lack of study of the topic from a feminist perspective is 

notable especially in texts such as Catherine Mowry LaCugna's Freeing The%rC": 

8 This is not to say that this is the sale feature of their work that sets 
them off from other f("minist theologians. nor is it necessarily the most 
important aspect of their theology, particularly in the case of Ruether. However. 
unlike most other feminist theologians Suchocki and Ruether tak(" up these 
questions. Also see footnote 11 below. 

9 See Finson. ed .. Women and Religion. 
10 Eschatology involves "the study of realities that occur both to the 

individual - called 'individual eschatology' - (i.e .. death. particular judgment. 
purgatory, heaven and hell) and to human kind as a whole - called 'collective 
eschatology - (Le .. th(" end of the world. the Parousia, [a New Testament term 
\vhich refers to the second coming of Christl. th(" resurrection of th(" dead, and 
the gen("ral judgment." Peter C. Phan, "Woman and the Last Things: A Feminist 
Eschatology," In the Embrace oj God: Femmist Approaches to Theological 
Anthropology, Ann O'Hara Graff. ed. (Maryknoll: Orbis Books. 1995), 207. 

11 Phan. "Woman and the Last Things: A Feminist Eschatology,' 206. 
Other than Suchocki and Ruether the only other feminist theologian who 
conSiders the topiC is Sallie McFague. See Sallie McFague, "Eschatology: A New 
Shape for Humanity." The Body oj God: An Ecological Theology (Minneapolis: 
Fortress Press, 1993). 197-212. I have not included McFague in this study 
because although McFague does include a chapter on eschatology in her work 
The Bod!! Q{ God: An Ecological Theology she defines eschatology as "the 
breaking in of new possibilities. of hope for a new creation." (The Body Q{ God: 
An Ecological Theology (Minneapolis: Fortress Press. 1993), 198) which seems 
to reflect an exclusively this-worldly eschatological vision. Although she 
makes one oblique reference to resurrection. she does not develop her 
understanding of the concept fully enough to be able to bring her views into 
dialogue with those of Ruether and Suchocki. 



The Essentials of Theology ill F P171inist Perspecti\'c (1993) 12 :.-lnce. as Phan 

indicates. "it~ stated purpose is to present 'the essentials' of theology." 13 

While the lack of feminist theological inquiry into the concept of 

eschatology may be noteworthy. it is indeed not ~urprising. For many feminist 

theologians eschatology is not conSIdered to be an "essential" of theology. at least 

certainly not as the doctrine is traditionally understood. Traditional Christian 

doctrines of eschatology presume the existence of an afterlife in which the 

individual participates as some form of an immortal selL I,,} The lack of feminist 

the~)logical inqUIry into the subject of eschatology stems from the position taken by 

most feminist theologIan'> that the concept of an immortJI self is anathema to 

feminist theology. 

Within the f1eld of feminist theology the concept of an immortal self tends to 

be viewed as "both anti-woman and antilife." 15 a grievous inheritance of which the 

western world mu:.-t divest itself. Dorothy Dinnersteln. for example. argues that 

until we come to terms with our bodies and our mortality we will contmue "the self-

contemptuous human impulse toward worship of dead automatic things amI 

disrespect for what lJves."lh Valerie Saiving states that "[t]he most basic 

assumption we have inherited from patriarchal culture, and the one which most 

12 Catherine Mowry LaCugna, eeL. Freeing Thea/agrJ: The Essentials oj 
Theology in Feminist PerspectlL'e [San Francisco: Harper, 1993J. 

13 Phan. "Woman and Last Things," 225. 
14 General works on the topic of immortality include Geddes MacGregor. 

Images QJ the AjterlUe: BeUcj's jrom Antiquity to Modem Times (New York: 
Paragon House, 1992). and Hans Kung. Eternal Lffe? Life Ajter Death as a 
Medical. Philosophical and Theological Problem (New York: Doubleday. 1982). 

15 Naomi R Goldenberg. "Archetypal Theory and the Separation of 
Mind and Body: Reason Enough to Tum to Freud?" Journal ojFeminisf Studies 
in Religion (II!' 55-72), 55. 

16 Dorothy Dinnerstein. The Mennaid and the Minotaur: Se.uwl 
Arrangements and Human Malaise (New York: Harper & Row, 1976). 162. 
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feminists may find most difficult to overcome, is that the enduring self is the true 

locus of value, and that the death of the self is our greatest adversary." 17 

From the perspective of many feminist theologians the death of the self IS 

not viewed as the greatest adversary. On the contrary, the greatest adversary to be 

confronted is often considered to be the oppression and injustice which arise from 

theological doctrines and attendant social structures which reflect the belief in an 

immortal self. As feminist theologians Thistlethwaite and Engel write. "the denial 

of death lies at the root of much of the paralysis of social justice concerns in these 

sOcIeties.... Reverence for life (Schweitzer), public good, social sin, and social 

salvation are all values that are undermined by a personalistic view of salvation 

beyond history." Iii 

Since most feminist theologians reject the concept of an enduring. 

substantial self. the concept of eschatology, as traditionally understood,has no 

relevance. Justice IS not linked to some form of other-worldly redemption 

dependent on an immortal self. but is viewed in terms of liberation as this-worldly 

emancipation. 19 

For both Suchocki and Ruether. albeit in significantly different ways, 

immortality plays a crucial role in their understandings of the process of liberation 

and the fulfillment of justice. Suchocki champions a form of "subjective" 

immortality. while Ruether characteristically argues for what I refer to as an 

underdeveloped or mitigated form of "objective" immortality. 

17 Valerie Saiving. "Androgynous Life: A Feminist Appropriation of 
Process Thought," Feminism and Process Thought, ed. Sheila Greeve Davaney 
(New York: Edwin Mellen, 1981).28. 

18 Susan Brooks Thistlethwaite and Mary Potter Engel. eds.. L[ft Every 
Voice: Consiructing Christian Theologies from the Underside (San Francisco: 
Harper & Row. 1990)' 110. 

19 For a discussion of the way in which I am using the terms redemption 
cHld emancIpation see below, 13ft'. 
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Subjective immortality refers to the possibility of continuing to expenence 

some form of "life" after death as a subjective centre of consciousness. 20 The term 

"subjective" immortality is meant to contrast both with "social" immOltality, which 

refers to the idea that while there is no subjective survival on death. one lives on in 

the lives of other humans,21 and with "objective" immortality, a view of 

immortality developed primarily within process thought. The concept of objective 

immortality refer" to the belief that while there is no subjective survival at death. the 

deeds of one's life are taken up into God, enjoyed by God, and used by God for 

the future. 22 

Suchocki argues that "for those who have been broken by eviL only 

subjective immortality can provide a sufficient redemption."::3 Suchocki insists, 

however, that "the major issue is not immortality per .'Ie. but justice. and that the 

20 There are three traditional ways of understanding the concept of 
subjective immortality. Subjective immortality can be undf'rstood as the 
survival of the astral or subtle bodv. which refers to the survival of "a subtle. 
ordinarily mvisible body which survives the death of the ordinarily gross 
body." Peter Geach. "Immortality." Immortality. Terence Penelhum. ed. 
(Belmont. CA.: Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1973), II. The concept of an astral 
body is championed today within modern spiritualism by, for example. 
Elizabeth Kubler-Ross, On Death and Dying (New York: Tavistock Publ.. 1970). 
The concept can also be found. however. within the Christian tradition in the 
wntings of the early church father Tertullian (c. 160-220). Tertullian. 'The Soul 
as an "Astral Body." Anthony Flew. ed .. Body. Mind and Death (New York: 
Macmillan. 1964).91. Subjective immortality can also refer to the survival of 
the disembodied mind. or soul. This view includes the concept of reincarnation 
or metempsychosis, the transmigration of a soul from one body to another. The 
third way in which subjective immortality can be understood is as resurrection 
which refers to the rising of the dead as a total person in an embodied form. 

21 Werner Jaeger, for example. notes "references to a different kind of 
immortality than the survival of the human person after death. Such are man's 
physical survival in his offspring, or his social survival in tbe honour shown 
him by the community in keeping his name and memory alIve after his death." 
"The Greek Ideas of Immortality," Krister Stendahl ed. Immortality and 
Resurrection: Death in the Western World: Two Conflicting Currents oj Thought 
(New York: Macmillan. 1965). 96. 

22 For a more detailed discussion of the concept of objective 
immortality see Chapter Four, 192 ff. 

2:3 Suchocki. The End of Evil, 165. n. 2. 
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fullne~s of justice reqUIres a transhistorical dimension through some form of 

existence beyond death. "2--1 

While Suchocki argues that the concept of subjective immortality is 

inextricably linked to the fulfillment of justice, Ruether takes a signficantly different 

position. Ruether contends that the "concept of the 'Immortal self.' survivable apart 

from our particular transient organism [that is, the concept of a disembodied self 

which is subjectively immortal], must be recognized. not only as untenable, but a~ 

the source of much destructive behavior toward the earth and other humans. "2:'1 

Although Ruether challenges the concept of an immortal self. eschatological 

questions have been informed much of the development of her theology. In facL a 

central concern of Ruether's theology is that it seeks to expose the dominant 

Christian eschatology as false and pernicious, offering as the basis of hope other-

worldly redemption at the expense of this-worldly emancipation. 

While challengmg the dominant Christian eschatology provide~ a 

framework for her thought the development of an alternative eschatology does not 

hold a key place in Ruether's theology. In her extensive body of wc,rk. 2() she 

devotes but one chapter to this theme in her work Sexism and God -Talk: Toward a 

Feminist Theulog\' (1983).:27 An essay titled "Eschatology and Feminism" which 

appears to be a reworking of the earlier chapter. with some significant changes,28 

24 Marjorie Hewitt SuchockI, "EvIl, Eschatology, and God: Response to 
David Griffin," Process Studies 18, 1 (Spring 1989), 63. 

25 Ruether, Gaia and God, 251. Emphasis added. As I dISCUSS below. 
Ruether'S position is more ambiguous than U1is quote mdicates. Even though 
Ruether rejects the concept of subjective immortalIty on the grounds that there 
is a direct relationship between the development of the concept of subjective 
immortality and social injustice, she nevertheless champions what can be 
described as a form of objective immortality. See Chapter Two, 102 ff. 

')6 -'-' Ruethf'r has written some twenty books and over two hundred 
articles. 

27 Ruether, "Eschatology and Feminism." SeAism and God-Talk, 235-
258. 

28 See Chapter 1\vo. 



can be found in Llli E1'('rl' Foice: COllstrucTing Christian Theologies jrom the 

Underside (l990).2l) 

Unlike Ruether. however. Suchocki ha~ made eschatology a pnmary 

concern of her theological inquiry. Suchocki ha~ written more extensively on the 

subject than Ruether. albeit from a significantly different point of view. Suchocki 

would not deny that traditional patnarchal views of ,>ubJective immortality have 

been detrimental. Unlike Ruether. Suchocki, however. views ~ubjective 

immortality not as a doctrine which must be discarded but as a doctrine that needs to 

be retained within Christianity so as to allow for the possibility of the fulfillment of 

justice. SuchockI, however, does not rely lm a traditional concept of subjective 

immortality nor on a traditional e<.;chatological vision. but develop~ an alternative 

view based on her modification of Whitehead ian process philosophy.:iO 

Suchocki's development of an alternative eschatology can be traced back to 

her work as a doctoral student. Suchocki's unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. The 

Correlation BetH'l:'en God ([nd Evil (1974) was the predecessor to her later major 

\vork The End or E1'il: Process Eschatology in Historical Cmztnt ( J 988). In The 

End or Evil Suchocki develops most fully her understanding of the concert of 

subJecti ve immortality and ib relationship to the fulfillment of Justice. In her work 

God-Christ-Church: A Practical Guide to Process Thought (I ClS5), which as the 

title indicates is an introduction to proces.:; thouglu, Suchocki discusses her view of 

the relationship between subjective immortality and the fulfillment of justice in a 

less technicaL and con"equently more accessible way. Early discussions of the 

relationship between subjective immortality and the fulfillment of justice can be 

29 Rosemary Radford Ruether. "Eschatology and Feminism," 111-124-. 
30 See Chapter Fr)ur, 206 ff. 
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found in her two 1977 essays "The Question of Immortality"3l and "A 

Whiteheadian Reflection on SubjectIve Immortality." which was written In 

collaboration with process theologian Lewis S. Ford.32 While in her most recent 

works The Fall to Vin/ence: Original Sin in Relational Theology, ( 1994) and The 

Presence of God: Theological Reflections Oll Praver (1996),33 Suchocki does not 

extend her eschatologIcal views. these works presuppose those views. 

The second reason that I have chosen to discuss Suchocki's and Ruether's 

theology IS that they are in my opinion vigorous and original theologians. Of the 

1 wo Ruether is the more widely acclaImed and influentiaP-+ Ruether, who i:-. 

currently Georgia Harkness Professor of Applied Theology at the Garrett-

Evangelical Theological Seminary in Evanston. Illinois. has been associated with 

feminist theology since the early 1970s. although she now defines her theology in 

terms of "ecofeminism. "35 As one of the most prolific feminist theologians. 

Ruether continues to playa vital role in the development of feminist theology. 

31 Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki. "The Question of Immortality," Joumal oj 
Religion 57/33 (July 1977), 288-306. 

~j2 Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki and Lewis S. Ford. "A Whiteheadial1 
Heflection on Subjective Immortality," Process Studies (I977), 1-13. 

33 Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki. The Presence oj God: Theological 
Re.flections on Prayer (St. Louis: Chalice Press. 1996). 

34 There can be no doubt that many feminist theologians are indebted to 
Huether. Carol Christ. e.g .. who unlike Ruether rejects Christianity 
nevertheless maintains that Ruether's "brave and pioneering" work has made 
her own theological development possible. Diving Deep and SurJacing: Women 
Writers on Spiritual Quest (Boston: Beacon Press. 1986). xxxii. 

:35 The tenn ecofeminism was first introduced bv Francoise d'Eaubonne 
in Le Ieminisrne OLl la mort (Paris: Pierre Horay. 1974). -Ecofeminism brings 
together feminist and ecological theolo~v. Ecological theology finds its impetus 
in the ecological crisis and demands a shift from anthropocentrism to 
ecocentrism or biocentrism. Ecofeminism brings together feminism and 
ecology and "explores how male domination of women and domination of 
nature are interconnected. both in cultural ideology and in social structures." 
Ruether. Gaia and God. 2. Ruether and Sallie McFague are two major figures in 
the field of ecofeminism. See Sallie McFague. The Body oj God: An Ecological 
The%oy (Minneapolis: Fortress Press. 1993). This is not to suggest that an 
ecological aspect is new to Ruether's thought but that she has not defined her 
work in ti1ese terms until recently. 
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Ruether's theology has been the subject of a number of feminist theological 

studies, the earliest of which i~ Judith Vaughan's, Sociality, Ethics and Social 

Change: A Critical Apprazsal of Reinhold Niehuhr's Ethics in the Light of 

Rosemary Radford RlIether's Works ( 1983 ).30 Others include Mary HembrO\v 

Synder'~ The Christ%gy of Rosemary RUL1t'ord Ruether: A Critical Introduction 

(1988)37 and Kathleen Sands. Escapeji"Olll Paradise: EI'il and Traged'\' in Feminist 

Theola!?)' (1994 »)X Studies of Ruether'~ theology can also be found in other 

works such as Pame]a Dickey Young's Feminist Theology/Christian 11Ie%g\': III 

Search (~r Method (1990) in WhiCh Young highlights Ruether's methodological 

approach as an example of a femmist methodology.3l) 

Suchocki is currently Ingraham Professor of Theology and Vlce President 

for Academic Affairs and Academic Dean of the School of Theology at Claremont. 

Claremont, California. Her work to date has not had the same influence on the 

development of feminist theology as that of Ruether. While it is po~sible to find 

references to Suchocki's work within the feminist theological literature:+o my 
------~- ----- ~~-

36 Judith Vaughan, Sociallttj. Ethics and Social Change: A Critical 
Appraisal oJ Reinhuld Niebuhr's Ethics in the Light oj Rosemanj Radford 
Ruether's Works (Lanham. Marvland: University of America Press, 1983). 

37 Mary Hembrow Synder The Chrisrol~g~J oJ Rosemary Radford 
Ruether: A Critical Introduction (Mystic, Conn.: Tv.renty-Third Pubhcations. 
1988). 

38 Kathleen Sands. EscapeJrom PamdLc;e: ELlil and Tragedy in Feminist 
Theology (Minneapolis: Fortress Press. 1994.) Sands discusses Ruether's 
theology in relation to that of Goddess theologian Carol Christ. 

39 Pamela Dickey Young. Feminist Theology/Christian Theology: In 
Search oJ Method (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1990). 31-40. 

40 See e.g .. Mary Grey. Feminism Redemption and the Christian 
Tradition (Mvstic: Twenty-Third Publications. 1990). Rosemarv Radford 
Ruether. Ga-w and God: An Ecq[emiIlL<;t Theology OJ Earth Healii-tg (San 
Francisco: Harper Collins. 1992): Carter Heyward, 'An Unfinished Symphony of 
Liberation: The Radicalizatwn of Christian Feminism Among: White U.S. 
Women," Journal of Femims/ Studies in Religion. I/l (1985. 98-118). It is 
interesting to note'that Phan does not discuss Suchocki's work. expecially given 
the fact that she has written more eA'lensively on the question of eschatology 
than either Ruether or McFague. (See footnote 11 above.) Phan's lack of 
reference to Suchocki's writings on this topiC may indicate that he is either not 
familiar with Suchocki's work or that he perhaps considers her work to be that 
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re~earch has not discovered any major studies done of her \\lork. As the feminist 

scholar who has developed eschatological questions most fully, it is important to 

consider her work and examme her vie\vs, particularly with respect to fhc way in 

which they challenge other feminist views of the concept of an immortal ~,elf. 

Approach 

One of the fundamental tasks of theological inquiry is to examine the nature 

of the human condition. This task includes raising such questions as, Why IS there 

injustice and attendant suffering in the world? What is, so to speak. wrong with 

human life? Is there a baSIC flavi that needs to be remedied or a sickness that needs 

to be healed') What creates the oppressive conditions under which so many live and 

die and to what degree are they mamfestations of the nature of finitude and thus part 

of the tragic nature of existence: And to what degree are oppression and injustice 

the re~ult of human freedom? 

Another fundamental theological task follows from this initial inquiry: to 

explain the way in which oppression and injustice are overcome. that i~, to say, to 

explain the process of liberation."!] From this critical theologIcal reflection another 

series of questIOns arises. Can humanity be in fact liberated from oppressIve 

conditions that create injustice? If so, what is the nature of the process of 

liberation: Does the process of liberation lI1volve the overcommg of oppression as 

this-worldly emancipation. or IS there an "other-worldly" aspect to the process'? 

WhallS the role of the individual in this process? \Vhat is the role of the divine? 

-------------

of a proCf'SS theologian rather than a feminist theologian. As I indicated aboW'. 
(see footnote 3) it is possible to read SuchoclG solely as a process theologian. 

41 Sef' below. 13 ff.. for a discussion of the way in which I am using this 
term. 
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To examine Suchocki's and Ruether's vie\vs of the relationship between 

lIberation, justice and immortality I begm by examining the way in \vhich each 

under"tands the nature of oppression, that Vv hich creates injustice. I then examine 

theIr views of the process of liberation. After con-,idering their theological 

positIons, I compare their understandings of oppression and liberation in term~ of 

the central question of the relationship between the fulfillment of justice and the 

concept of immort3lity. 

This work IS consequently divided into two parts. In Part One, Chapters 

Olle and Two. I will discuss Ruether':, theology. In Chapter One. I will examine 

her view of the nature of oppression in western culture and her claim that the 

concept of an immortal self is the source of injustice. In Chapter Two. I will 

consider the way in which Ruether views the process of liberation as overcoming 

oppression and providing the grounds for the fulfillment of justice, focusing on her 

understanding of immortalIty 

In Part Two, Chapters Three and Four. I will discuss Suchocki's 

ullderstandmg of the same topic,,: the n3ture of oppression and the process of 

lIberatIOn. [n Chapter Three. I will examine Suchocki's understand1l1g of 

oppression in relation to the Whlteheadian metaphysics upon which ~he bases her 

theology. In Chapter Four. I will discu~s the way in which she modifie~ 

Whitehead's thought and develops a VJew of subjective immortality by which the 

fulfillment of justice is carried out. 

In the conclusion to this work, Chapter Five, I will as<;ess Suchocki's and 

Ruether'... views of oppression and liberation by drawmg on Schubert M. Ogden's 

tripartite understanding of the process of liberation as redemptive. salvific and 
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emancipative.42 It needs to be noted that the terms redemption. emancipation. 

salvation and liberation are often used interchangeably within theological discourse 

and tihis can create considerable confusion. To provIde consistency throughout this 

work I wish to explain Ogden's terminology more fully with the understanding that 

when I use these terms in this work I am applying his meaning to them unless 

otherwise stated. 

In Faith and Freedom: Toward a 17zeology of Liberatiun (1989) Ogden 

develops the concepts of redemption. salvation and emancipation as mterrelated 

processes comprising the single process of liberation. In Ogden's view. each of 

these terms relates to a specific activity carried out by a particular agent or agents. 

In differentiating between these processes Ogden maintains that redemption. 

"liberation from the bondage of death. transience and sin."43 refers solely to God's 

activity. This aspect of liberation is not only exclusively God's aCl:ivity but. 

moreover. is "the unique process of God's self-actualization. whereby God 

creatively synthesizes all other things into God's own actual being as God. "44 God 

in reI ation to this aspect of the process of liberation is identified as "the Redeemer." 

Whik redemption is solely God's activity. whIch is to say that only God is 

capable of overcoming sin. transience and death. salvation refers to "the faithful 

response to this action on the part of the indiVIdual sinner."45 Whereas God 

redeem">, the individual is saved through faith. i.e .. through "[her or his] trusting 

42 Schubert Ogden. Faith and Freedom: Toward a TIleology oJ 
Liberation (Nashville: Abingdon Press. 1989). As with Suchocki. Ogden is also 
a process theologian. 

43 Ibid .. 103. 
44 Ibid., 69. This rather obscure statement refers to the process of 

objective immortality. Objective immortality is explained at length below in 
Chapter Four. 185 ff. 

45 Ibid., 72. 
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acceptance of God's acceptance."-+6 God carries out the redemptive act. Salvation 

depends on the human response to that divine actiVIty inspired by faith. In Ogden's 

view redemption and salvation therefore are not synonymou:-. terms. Only God 

redeem'>. Salvation is trust and faith in that redemptive acti vity and depends on 

human participation. 

God, however, in Ogden's view. is not only the Redeemer, but also the 

EmancipatoL WhIle emancipation. as with redemptive activity. is also God's 

worL Ogden claims that God as the Emancipator depends "on the co-operation of 

God's creatures If the intentIOn lying beh1l1d [God's workJ is to be fully 

reahzed."'p Unlike the redemptive proces:-, which is carried out within God. the 

process of emancipation occurs within the creation itself and depends on the 

creation for its actualization. So while redemption refers to the self-actualization of 

God in God's self. emancipation refers to the self-actualization of societies and 

cultures. Ogden claims that 

hy far the mmt important way m whIch wc partIcipate in God's work (1f emancipatIon I~ 
(0 lahor for fundamental SUCIaI and cultural change - thc f-md of ~!ructural or ~ystemlc 
change In the very order oj our socIety and culture that IS clearly nece~sary If each and 
every person IS to he the acllvc subject 01 her ,)r hiS hlstorv mstcad (1f merely Il~ pa,qve 
obJccL-+/\ 

Ogden's definition of the process of liberation as redemption. salvatIon and 

emancipation makes clear that these terms are interrelated but di:;,crete. that is to say. 

they are not synonymous, The term "liberation" refers to the overall transformative 

process from hondage to freedom. 

My use of Ogden's distinction:-- goes beyond providing a set of working 

definitions to consider the way in which Suchocki and Ruether understand the 

proces<., of liberation. Ogden develops hIS understanding of these different aspects 

46 Ibid., 7:3. 
-1-7 Ibid., 75. 
48 Ibid .. 78. 
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IJf the process of liberatIon in his critique of liberation theologies. Ogden argues 

I:hat lIberation theologie:- tend to collapse the complexity of the liberative process 

mto the concept of emancipation. and therefore inadequately develop the concepts 

of redemption and salvation. Ogden maintains that such theological positions 

seem to forget. that although Chnstian hope doe~ indeed have tll do with this world. 
and thus IS ppen tll all that seculanty Itself can hope for. It neverthelcs~ I~ not In tl1\'; 
world hut In the houndless love embraCIng It [I.e .. God] that such hope has Its sole 
ultimate ground Jnd object .+9 

Feminist theologies. as one group of liberation theologies. are open to Ogden's 

criticism. I suggest that it is productive to examine Suchocki's and Ruether's 

thought especially in light of the question of justice which underlies their theology 

vis-a-vis this concern of Ogden. 

In light of Ogden's distinctions I raise a series of questions which I regard 

as imperative for examining the relationship between Suchocki's and Ruether's 

understanding of the process of liberation. Does their \vork provide an adequate 

distinctIOn between diVIne and human activity within the liberative process'? In 

other words. do Suchock.i and Ruether distinguish between the redemptive. 

salvific. and emancipatory aspects of liberation? If so. what distinctions do they 

make') 

It need:- to be stressed that while Ogden's categories provide a vocabulary 

and a framework for my discussion of Suchocki's and Ruether's understanding of 

the process of liberation. his categories are. of course, open to question and 

criticism. HIS view of the process of liberation is not to be seen as an absolute and 

self-contained framework into which Suchocki's and Ruether's thought must fit. 

but a~, a startIng point to consider their views of oppression and liberation. and to 

49 Ibid. 
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examine their understandings of the relationship between liheration, the fulfillment 

of ju:-.tice and immortal it)'. 

On examming Suchocki's and Ruether's views of oppression and liberation 

there are two interrelated criteria upon which I rely to evaluate the credibility of their 

claim". I refer to these criteria as "the particularity of injU'itice" \vhicb demands "the 

particularity of justice." A central insight of liberation theologies is the systemIc 

nature of injustice. Liberation theologies have played a critical role in highlighting 

that social systems are not stable givens but human creations which must be 

continually assessed, critiqued and when appropriate changed. While it cannot be 

denied that there is an urgent need to recognIze and address systemic injustice, the 

very particular nature of the results of systemic illJustice cannot be overlooked. 

Injustice is, of course. decried because individuals or groups of individuals suffer 

unJustly. The particularity of injustice refers. therefore. to the very specific nature 

of injustice and the need to understand and address manifestations of injustice 

within the world. while also taking mto account the systemic or relational nature of 

ex.istence. 

As I examine the way m which Suchocki and Ruether explain the nature of 

inJustice. I consider. therefore. whether their arguments adequately address the very 

"'pecific and particular nature of injustice. That is to say. I consider whether their 

argumenb take into account the very human face of injustice. 

Furthermore. I argue that to understand fully the process of liberation it is 

imperative to address these particular instances of injustice. An adequate concept of 

the process of liberation must consider specific instances of injustice not as abstract 

representations of injustice, however that is defmed. but rather as concrete, 

particular experiences. Later when I reier to the "particularity" of justice and 

inJustice I will have this in mind. 
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Such a stipulation is by no means unique within contemporary theology. 

Feminist theologian Mary Potter EngeL for example, states that for any proces:-, of 

liberation to be convincing it "must be grounded in and responsive to the practical 

experiences of oppression and liberation of particular victims."5o The need for this 

criterion b poignantly stated by political theologian Johannes Baptiste Metz. In The 

Emergent Church Metz states that "[a]fter Auschwitz, every theological 'profundity' 

which is unrelated to people and their concrete situations must cease to exist. Such 

a theology would be the very essence of superficiality."S] Irving Greenberg. In 

turn. contends that theological statements must not only be related to concrete 

situations but that they must be credible to those who have suffered. In response to 

the practice of expediting the process of exterminating Jews at Auschwitz by 

throwing children "straight into the crematorium furnaces, or into a pit near the 

crematorium, without being gassed first"5::: Greenberg argues that "[n]o ~~tatemenL 

theological or otherwise, should be made that would not be credible in the presence 

of burmng children."53 It is in the face of specific instances of injustice. that is, for 

50 Compare Mary Potter Engel, "Evil. Sin, and Violation of the 
Vulnerable," Lift Every Voice: Constructing Christian Theologtes from the 
Underside. Susan Brooks Thistlethwaite & Mary Potter Engel. eds. (San 
Francisco: Harper & Row. 1990), 153. While this criterion is but the flrt',t of seven 
which Engel argues are necessary for an adequate process of liberation. it is the 
most significant for the present discussion. 

5] Johannes Baptiste Metz, The Emergent Church: The Future oj 
ChristIanity in a Postbourgeois World, Peter Mann, trans. (London: SCM, 1981), 
19. 

52 Ibid .. 10. 
53 Irving Greenberg. "Cloud of Smoke, Pillar of Fire: Judaism. 

Christianity and Modernity after the Holocaust." Auschwitz: Beginning oj a New 
Era? E\'a Fleischner. ed .. (New York: KTAV, 1977), 23. Greenberg's plea is 
reminiscent of that of Ivan KaramozO\': "I want to protect myself and so I 
renounce the higher harmony altogether. It's not worth the tears of that one 
tortured child who beat itself on the breast with its little fist and prayed in its 
stinkmg outhouse. with its tears to 'dear. kind God'! It's not worth it because 
those tears are unatoned for. They must be atoned for. or there can be no 
harmony. But how? How are you going to atone for them? Is it possible:" 
Fyodor Dostoyevsky. The Brothers Karamazov. Andrew H. MacAndrew. trans, 
(New York: Bantam Books). 
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example, in the presence of burning children. that theological claIms must be 

credible. 5-1 

The demand for the particularity of justice is moreover predicated upon an 

inclusive vision of the process of liberation. That is to say, addressing the 

particularity of Justice is not only "grounded in and responsive to the practical 

experiences of oppression and liberation of particular victims.")) as Engel 

suggests. but I argue that the particularity of justice must also result in the 

resolution of injustice in a way that addresses the very particular nature of the 

relationships between those who suffer injustice and those responsible for 

mjusticeYJ We need to consider. therefore, the way in which Suchocki and 

Ruether take into consideration the particularity of justice in theIr vIews of the 

process of liberation, and the degree of inclusivity within their vIews. We need to 

ask who is included within their understanding of the process of liberation. Who is 

excluded? How do Suchocki's and Ruether's views of immortality. subjective and 

objective respectively. address the question of inclusivity? 

54 I do not know of any feminist theology that has been developed using 
the welfare of children as its startmg point. Robert Mesle. however. who refer::, 
to himself as a process humanist. cites Robert McAfee Brown's position that a 
new starting point f()r theology. " ... must be a theology which puts the welfare of 
children aooye the niceties of metaphysics," Robert Mesle. eJohn Hick's 
Iheodicy: A Process Humanist Critique (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1991). xi. 
While Mesk's statement raises the question of whether it is possible to have an 
adequate tlwology that does not have a coherent metaphysical basis. it 
nevertheless stresses the need for a theology to address the specifIC needs of the 
most vulnerable within societv. 

55 Engel, "Evil. Sin. a~d Violation of the Vulnerable." 153, 
56 Ce;tainly not all liberation theologIans would concur that 

inclusivity is a requirement for the process of liberation, In A Black Theology 
of Liveration, James H, Cone Criticizes an inclusive view of liberation which. in 
his view. compromi::,es an adequate theological view of justice. "Black people 
want to know whose side God is on and what kind of deCision he is making about 
the Black Hevolution. We will not accept a God who is on everybody's side -
which means that he loves everybody in spite of who they are, and is working 
(through the acceptable channels of the society of course) to reconcile all people 
to himself." A Black TIleology qI Liberation (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott. 
1970). 131. 
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PART ONE 

ROSEMARY RADFORD RUETHER 

The Nature of Oppression 
and 

The Process Of Liberation 
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Chapter One 

The Nature of Oppression: 
The Tyranny of the Immortal Self 

The cOlla!'t of tlze 11I/1Il0rta! ,Ielf. 
Slln'll'ab[c apart from ollr parriclIlar rransient organislII, 

IIIllSt he recof!,lIi;::ui. not onh as IIIlfellah/c, 
hut as the S(Il/rce (If much destrllcl/i'C bdliH'iolll, 

Rll~emarv Radford Ruether] 

High hearted SOlI of T,dells, I\'h\' a,d, of lilY generatioll~) 

A.I is the gencrath>/1 of' [em'es, 5(1 thot of IIII'll. 
The Il'ind scatters the [(,aI'es Oil th(' f!rollild. 
hut the rimher hllrge(III.I l\ irh I(m'es agmll 

Til the season ofspnng r('fllrlllng. 
So olle gefU:ratum of 1111'11 groll'S 1\ Illfe tlIlOthCl (hI'S. 

Iliad 6. 1-+5-50. 

It would c(Ttainly not be an exaggeration to state that Ruether's concern for 

Issue~ of oppre~~lOn. liberation and social injustice is the primary motivating force 

behind her theology. Of Ruether, Kathleen Sands writes that "[i]njustice is her 

1 Ruether. Gaia and God 251. 
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guiding theological prohlem, and it has drawn her erudition and moral \visdom not 

only to the suffering of women but to a panoply of global issues."2 Since Ruether 

has developed much. if not alL of her theology in response to specific 

manifestatiom of social injustice such as anti-Judaism. racism, the suhjugation of 

women and ecological abuse. one might very well say that Ruether's theology is 

"justice-driven." Ruether, In fact. refers to herself as an "Anglo-American Roman 

Catholic \voman who seek'> to integrate faith understanding with commItment to 

justice ."3 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the way in which Ruether 

understands the nature of oppression and attendant injustice. To carry out this task 

a number of questiom. need to be addressed. HO\\. for example. does Ruether 

identify the nature of oppression'? What in Ruether's view, are the underlying 

causes of oppression? Are the<,e causes directly related to human activity within the 

world. or does the inherent nature of this-worldly existence playa foundational role 

in the creation of oppressIOn? Another way of stating the last question i~. how 

does Ruether understand the rebtionship bet\veen freedom and finItude in the 

creation 01 oppression ,) 

To hegm this dIscussion I wish to provide a brief and selective overVIew of 

some of the early Influences and experiences that lead Ruether to the development 

2 Kathleen M. Sands. Escape Jrom ParadISe: Euil and Tragedy tTl 

Peml:nist Theology (Minneapolis: Fortress Press. 1994). 7l. 
3 Rosemary Radford Ruether. "Eschatology and Feminism." LUi Every 

Voice: Constructing Chnstian Theology Jrom the Underside. Susan Brooks 
Thistlethwaite & Mary Potter Engel. eds. (San Francisco: HarpE'r & Row. 1990). 
tIl. Ruether discusses the development of her theology in "The Development of 
MyTheologv," Religious Studies Review 15.1 (January 1989). 1-4. Disputed 
Questions. On Bemg A Christian (Maryknoll. N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1989), and 
"Beginnings: An Intellectual Autobiography." Joumeys: The Impact oj Personal 
Experience on Religious Thought. Gregory Baum. ed. (NE'w York: Paulist Press. 
1975), 34-~)6. 



of what I have referred to as ~l iu~tice-dri ven theology:f The purpose of thi:;. 

discussion is to provide a thumbnail sketch of the way in which Ruether's theology 

developed. There is. however, an important presupposition underlying this 

discussion. which in fact underlies all of this thesi~. 

The way in which one knows the world and one's self within the world. 

that is. one's epistemic vantage point and consequently the way in which one acts 

(here I am using the word "act" to include all that one does within one's life) are 

determined by two interdependent factors: 1) social expectations. which are 

determined primarily by the dominant social voice or ideology. and :2) one's 

experience of and response to the demands of those expectations. which are 

detenmned by numerous interconnected factors including one's social location 

within the social fabnc. s the degree to which one has internalized SOCIal 

expectations. and the nature of one's per~onal experiences. 6 

The relationship between women's epistemic vantage point, women's 

experience and ideological expectation~ of women is key to all feminist inquiry be 

that theological or otherwise 7 It needs to be stressed. however, that it is impossible 

4 For a dISCUSSIOn of Ruether's theological development see Mary 
Hembrow Snyder. The ChrisCOl091) oJ Rosemary Rac{ford Ruether (Mystic: 
Twentv-Third Publications. 1988). 2-27 . 

. 5 The term social location refers to ones place within SOCiety based upon 
factors such as one's gender. race. class, sexual orienlation, age. ethnicitv and 
abilitv, - '- . 

. 6 Included within these experiences are also such factors as the natural 
environment within which one lives. For example, a woman who spends all of 
her life in Hamilton leads a significantly different life from a woman who 
spends her life in the Kalahari Desen. 

7 It is important to note that Valerie Saiving's 1962 essay. "The Human 
Situation: A Feminine View" which is heralded as marking the beginning of the 
second wave of feminist theology. specifically addresses tlw question of 
women's eX"perience Saiving argues that the denial that women's eX"perience 
differs from that of men has meant that the way in sin has been dellned has not 
in fact represented women's experience. Saiving statt's that "[t]lw temptations 
of woman as woman are not the same as the temptations of man as man. and the 
specifically feminine forms of sin,.. have a quality which can never be 
encompassed by such terms as "pride" or "will to poweL" They are better 



to suhsume the myriad of \Vornen's experiences under some category which can be 

referred to as "woman's experience." Hav1I1g SaId that. 111 her work Feminist 

The{)logy/Christian Theology Pamela Dickey Young outlines five dimen slOns of 

women\; experience which are helpful to understand the gendered way in which 

women experience the world: "women's bodily experience. women's socialized 

experience (whdt culture teaches us about women). women's feminist experience 

(response to women's socialized experience). women's historical experience. and 

women's individual experience. "t; 

Given that Ruether's theology explicitly challenges dominant Christian 

ideologies. it seems appropriate to begin my discussion of Ruether's view of 

oppression by conSIdering particular experiences within her own life which directly 

int1uenced the development of her theology. 

sup;geskd bv such terms as tnvIality. distractibility. and diffuseness: lack of an 
organizing center or focus. dependence on other's for one's self-definition: 
tolerance at the expense of standards of excellence ... In short. 
underdevelopment or negation of the self." V'/omanspirit Rising. Carol Christ 
and Judith Plaskoweds. (San Francisco: Harper and Row. 1979). 37. 

Eo: Young. Feminist 77le%gy/ChrL"iUan Theology. 53. While women's 
experience has been ignored. "women" as a category of study has thrived 
throughout western history. As Virginia Woolf discovered on opening the 
British Museum's catalogue to "women." numerous books have been written 
about women. She found. however. that they were written primarily by mf'n. 
some of whom she argued had "no apparent qualifications [for writing about 
women] save that they were not women." Vir,ginia Woolf, A Room oj One's Own 
(Hannondsworth: Penguin Books. 1945). 28-9. It is interesting. yet not 
surprising to note that when she looked under "men," she found no entries, 29. 
With the development of what Gerda Lerner refers to as "feminist 
consciou sness." it has. therefore. become abundantly clear that what has been 
referred to as "man," or "mankind" has been a fallacious representation of the 
\vhole of humanity. Mankind has consequently meant just that. The way in 
which human nature has been defIned has referred to the experience of men and 
not to that of women. More speCifically human nature has been for the most 
part defined by certain "groups" of men: that is to say. SOCially privileged men. 
for example, men \vho are educated, usually middle or upper class. white. and 
heterosexual. See Gerda Lerner. Lerner, Gerda. The Making oj Patriarchy, 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986. and The Creation oj Feminist 
Conciousncss: From the Middle Ages to Eighteenth Century, New York: Oxford 
University Press. 1993. 
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Ruether: A Biographic Overview 

Ruether (nee Rosemary Radford) was raised under the tutelage of her 

Roman Catholic mother. whose Catholicism Ruether describes as "free-spirited and 

humanistic. "9 Ruether recounts that the Catholic environment within which she 

grew up shaped her "impression of Catholicism r as] something with deep historical 

roots, both profound and meaningful in content, not something trite or vUlgar." J 0 

Juxtaposmg her Catholic upbringing with that of other Catholic women, Ruether 

writes that 

lclertaIn ()bSeSSIOIl~ with sex and (onduct. which seem to have marred many a CatholIc 
girlhood, thu~ p3~sed me by. ThiS means that I lack some of the mort;' humorous 
melJ1Ofle~ that hmd together products of parochIal Amencan Catholicism. hut I also fed 
lc~~ of the ho~tihty that comes from living down debilitatmg restnctlOn~ on personal and 
intellectual development. 1 J 

During her years as an undergraduate at Scripps College. Claremont, 

California and as a graduate student at Claremont Graduate School. Ruether was in 

ongoing dialogue with Catholicism. although during much of this period she 

resisted affiliation with the Roman Catholic Church. Ruether contends that 

"representatives of official Catholicism available to [herl at that time tended to be 

anti-intellectual clerics who looked with suspIcion on free questioning." 12 She not 

only found the Catholic ambiance anti-intellectuaL she also found that It was sexist 

9 Ruether. Disputed Questions. 20. Ruether claims that her very 
conservative father, "Anglican. Republican. a Virginia gentleman." with whom 
she had little contact as a child and who died when Ruether was twelve, had little 
influence on her personality. Ibid .. 18-19. 

10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid. This IS an interesting comment upon which to reflect for it may 

in part be the reason that Ruether's theology is less "enraged" than that of other 
feminist theologians. e.g .. Mary Daly. See Mary Daly, Beyond God the Father: 
Toward a Philosophy of Women's Liberation, Boston: Beacon. 1973, and 
Gyn/ecolomJ: the Metaethtcs of Radical Feminism. Boston: Beacon Press, 1978. 

12 Ibid., 35. 
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presupposing as it did that theological study and marriage were mutually exclusive 

endeavours. U 

Encouraged by the renewal of the Catholic church initiated by the Second 

Vatican Counci I (1962-1965), by the late 1960s Ruether had renewed her 

participation in the Catholic church. It was "[t]he development of liberation 

theology in Latin America, Catholic feminism, the Base Community movement m 

both Europe and the Third World, [that] provided expanding and international 

communities of Catholics to which [she] felt a special affinity" 1.+ that provided her 

with an acceptable ambiance within \vhich to once agam feel at home withm 

Catholicism. 

Along with post-Vatican II Catholicism, the civil rights movement played a 

significant role in the development of Ruether's theology. In her words. the 

interplay between her involvement in post-Vatican II Catholicism and the civil rights 

movement. "the one questioning American society and the other questiomng the 

Catholic church, were the matrix in which [her] theology developed."l) Her 

attempt to integrate the Christian meaning of faith "with commitment to social 

justice began in the early 1960s with the Civil Rights Movement."16 Ruether cites 

13 Ruether cites the example of the nun with whom she took a course in 
medieval philosophy. Ruether writes that "[tloward the end of the course [the 
nun] discovered that I was soon to be married. She breathed a sigh of relief and 
said. 'Well, this reading will be of no more danger to you. You will soon be too 
busy to do any more of it.' This statement was profoundly shocking. Apparently 
she thought that the best way to save my soul was to eAi:inguish my mind in a 
diaper paiL" Ruether, Disputed Questions, 35. 

14 Ruether, Disputed Questions. 42. 
15 Ruether. 'The Development of My Theology. ,. Ill. 
16 Ibid. Also see e.g., Ruether. 'The Question of Politics and Religion in 

America," Disputed QuestiOns, 75-107. 
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what she refers to as "[a]n important 'peak' experience" 17 when she spent time 

working for civil rights in Missis5ippi in the summer of 1965. 1S 

It was during this period that Ruether's awareness of the "ystemic nature of 

oppression began to develop. Ruether notes that 

It was not merely a question of raci~m at home. but racist nco-colonialism and mIlItansm 
in the relatIOn of rich and poor nations. InterventIOn ablOad bred polIce repre~slOn and 
paranoia at home. One began to conned the hlstonc structures of l'ppreSSlOn: race. class. 
sex. colonialism. fInally the destructive patterns (If human society toward nature. In an 
Integrated vislOn 01 socIal contradictIOns and demands for social revolutIOn. 19 

Ruether completed her Ph.D. in classics and patristics,20 and in 1966 she 

moved to Washington D.C. with her husband. Herman Ruether. and their three 

children to begin a ten year teaching post at the School of Religion at Howard 

University. During this period she continued her involvement in the civil rights 

movement and in the peace movement. In 1972-73 she had her first opportunity to 

carry out major research in feminist theology when she was asked to teach as, a 

vi5iting professor at Harvard Divinity SchooJ.21 

17 Rosemary Radford Ruether. "Social Sin." Commonweal 108 (January 
30. 1981). .t-7. 

18 It was during this period that Ruether witnessed the social 
consequences of racial hatred first hand. Ruether's awareness of the extent 10 

which racial hatred is rooted in white hearts was heightened when she went to 
\'isit some elderly relatives of her father. During Ruether's visit one of the pink
gloved cousins proclaimed that "[iJf any of those civil rights workers comes 
around here. we are going to drive them right out of this world." Ruether also 
relates that one of the brothers had died of a heart attack when he went to vote 
against the civil rights voting acts. After the election another brother, "Cousin 
TroopE'r. had taken to tile men's quarters [of their mansion] and hadn't appeared 
downstairs for a week." Ruether. "The Question of Politics and Religion in 
America," 80. 

19 Ruether. "Beginnings: An Intellectual Autobiography." 53. 
20 Ruether's dissertation was a study of the Cappadocian father Gregory 

of Nazianzus (329-389). Rosemary Radford Ruether. Gregory oJNazianzus: 
Rhetor and Philosopher (London: Oxford University Press, 1969), 

21 Ruether. "The Development of My Theology," 2. Ruether's earliest 
wntings from what could be referred to if not from a feminist perspective. at 
least from a woman's perspective include "Marriage. Love and Children." 
Jubilee 11 (December 1963), 17-20; "A Question of Dignity. A Question of 
Freedom." What Modem Catholics Think About Birth ControL William 
Birmingham ed. (Toronto: The New American Library. 1964), 233-240: 
"Symposium on Women." Commonweal 85 (January 27. 1967),446-458: and 
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Another key area of Ruether':>. academic research which needs to be noted is 

her work in the area of Jewish-Chdo.;tian relation:'>, which she began in the 1960~22 

and lead to a major and still unpublished manuscript, "The IvIessiah of Israel and the 

Cosmic Christ" Ruether states that the research for this work provided her with 

much of the background for her subsequent writing on "Christian origins In 

Christology. anti-Semitism. the Goddess and Manology. and finally on political 

Since the early 1970s Ruether's concern for ecological issues has abo 

played an import::mt role in the development of her theology. In fact Ruether vie\vs 

"earth-exploitation" as having the same roots as other forms of oppression such as 

anti-l udaism and sexism. In Liberation Theology (1972) Ruether writes that 

"The Becoming of Women in Church and Society," Cross Currents j 7 (Fall 1967). 
419-426. 

22 See e.g., "Theological Anti-Semitism in the New Testament," The 
Christian Century 85 (February 14. 1968), 191-196: "Christian Anti-Semitism -
The Dilemma of ZIOnism," Chnstianity and Crisis 32 (April 17. 1972).91-94. 
and Rosemary Radford Ruether, Faith and Fratricide: The Theological Roots oj 
Antt-Sermtisrn (London: Search Press, 1975). In 1971 while carrying out 
research for Faith and Fratricide, Ruether was also in dialogue with womt>n 
who were engaged in feminist theolo&.Y. It is mteresting to note that Ruether was 
called to task for being concenled with issues related to racism and poverty and 
not just sexism. 'To be concerned about class and race was seen as distracting 
from 'pure' kminism." Her concern with race and class was found 
reprehensible, but the response to her interest in patristiC anti-Semitism was 
disbelief. Ruether writes that "[t1he fact that I was teaching a course and writing 
a book on patristic anti-Semltism was seen by these feminists as a puzzling 
anomaly that did not fit any of their expectations. Anti-Semitism was not even 
a fad become passe for them. It simply did not make any sense at all. Feminist 
presumably should see Judaism as the granddaddy of patnarchal misogyny. 
Liberation theologians should sympathize with the Third World. not with Jews." 
Dispwed Questions, 53. 

23 Ruether. DL<;puted Questions. 51. In the same work Ruether recounts 
the influence that a beloved Jewish uncle (by marriage) had on her relatIOnship 
to Jiudaism. "Whenever the subjects of the Jews was mentioned I seemed to feel a 
special pang of personal pathos, as though here was a mystery that must be 
explored" a secret that underlay some unspoken tragedy of our whole 
civilizailOn. It is possible that my uncle helped to create that sensitivity in an 
unintended wav." 45. 
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"oppression of people and oppression of environments go together as part of the 

same mentality." 

The rejectIOn of a people finds Its ultimate expressIon In the pushIng of these people on 
t() the "reservatIOn" ot ruined. waterless and unusable land. By the same token. the puor 
and despised in society are herded into the rotten core are3.~ of the CIty where the 
unwillingness of the dommant society to bUild. except by polluting and rummg the land. 
IS most evident.24 

Of late Ruether has corne to define her own theology in term~ of ecofeminism.:::s 

arguing that ''It]he abuse and neglect of nature has become a critical issue of 

planetary survival. without which all other justice issues will be rendered null and 

void."2() 

The development of Ruether's justice-driven theology has been highly 

intluenced by her epistemic vantage point which results from the confluence of 

personal experiences, and from the pressure to accept dominant social values and 

succumb to concomitant expectations. The resultant tension that both underlies and 

drives her theology forward ha~ led Ruether to devote much of her theological 

enterprise to disclosing the nature of oppression and the way in which injustice 

arises within western society. 

The Nature Of Oppression 

There are a number of ways 111 which one could approach the topic of 

Ruether's understanding of oppression and attendant injustice. For the purposes of 

this discussion, however, I wish to begin with Ruether's ~tatement that "[tJhe 

concept of the 'immortal self,' survivable apart from our particular transient 

24 Rosemary Radford Ruether. Liberation Tileolomr Human Hope 
Confronts Cilri...<;tian History and American Power ( NeW York: Paulist Press. 
1972), 18. 

25 For a dellnition of ecofeminism see Introduction, 9. 
26 Ruether, Gaia and God. 264. 
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organism. mmt be recognized, not only as untenable. but as the source of much 

destructive behavior toward the earth and other humans."27 Many questions arise 

from Ruether's statement. Why does she claim that the concept of an immortal self 

is untenable? On what does she base this claim? Furthermore. how can Ruether 

associate the concept of an immortal self so closely with the concept of oppression. 

that is. with "destructive behavior toward the earth and other humans",? If 

traditionally Christianity has offered immortality as hope in the face of oppression. 

why does Ruether state the opposite? That is to say. why does Ruether argue that 

the concept of an Immortal self should not be viewed as a vehicle of hope. but as 

the came of suffering and injustice? 

Before I begin to conSIder these questions. it is necessary to discuss briefly 

Ruether's use of the term "the concept of an immortal self." When Ruether uses 

this term. it is always in the context of referring to some form of "subjective" 

immortal ity. That is to say. she is referring to a concept of the self which continues 

"living" after death as a subjective centre of consciousness as opposed to some 

form of objective or SOCIal immortality.2i-> Throughout this discussion. unless 

stated other wise, when I use the term "immortal self." I am, therefore. refernng to 

the idea that the "true" self is thought to be able capable to exist in some immortal 

form. 

Another term that I wish to clarify briefly is my use of the term "human 

nature." When I use the term "human nature," I am using it in a very restricted 

sense. refernng to the most fundamental way in which a human being is defined. 

That is to say in this work. the term human nature refers to whether an individual is 

27 Ibid .. 251. 
28 For a discussion of the way in which I am using these tenns see 

Introduction. 13ff. 
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considered to be comprised of ~olely a mortal aspect or whether an indvidual is also 

considered to have an immortal aspect. If the latter IS the case. the question that 

arises is what are the characteristics of the immortal aspect of human nature? 

The Concept of the Immortal Self as Untenable and the Source of Injustice 

To recalL Ruether 'itates that "[t1he concept of the 'immortal self.' 

survivable apart from our particular transient organism. must be recognized, not 

only as untenable. but a:-. the source of much destructive he havior toward the earth 

and other humans. "29 Ruether argue;; that the concept of an immortal self is 

untenable for it depends on a distorted vie\\' of human nature. She argues that the 

concept of an immortal self is the source ot much destructive behaviour because 

oppressive condition~, which have become sy~tematically entrenched in western 

culture, result directly from this misconstrual of human nature. For Ruether the 

concept of an immortal self is consequently intellectually incredible and morally 

Ruether's view of the concept of an immortal self as untenable is by no 

means a recent development in her theology. Ruether traces her early misgivings 

concerning the concept of an immortal self back to her youth. In her essay 

"Beginnings: An Intellectual Autobiography," ,I Ruether writes that "[a]t the age of 

twelve I was alone in Greece when my father suddenly fell ill and died .... Both 

29 Ruether, Gaia and God. 25l. 
30 As I discuss in Chapter Two. there is an underlying tenSIOn in 

Ruether's work between her dominant position on the concept of an immortal 
self and a more moderate and somewhat ambiguous position that she takes. 

31 Ruether, "Beginnings: An Intellectual Autobiography," 39. 
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then and in subsequent brushes with death, I have experienced a strong sense of 

human mortality, the finitude of the individual self."3: Ruether goes on to state 

that over time "[t]he doctrine of the personal [subjective] immortality of the .;,oul 

slipped away from me as an idea without real roots in my better intUltions.":'-' 

While Ruether's "intuitive" rejection of personal immortality may be viewed 

as patently subjective, It is nevertheless important. Her rejection of the concept of 

an immortal self at a time of personal loss marked for Ruether the beginning of hel 

conscious rejection of one of the fundamental doctrines of the Roman Catholic 

Church. Ruether admits that her rejection of subjective immortality puts her 

theological enterprise in tension with ecclesial authority. Ruether. however. 

discusses her rejection of the concept of subjective immortality as a positive 

personal development. a~ a "cross[ing] over from heteronomous to autonomous 

selthood."34 Ruether writes that 

[,]uch a cntIcal dI~CardIng of the central doctnne [subjective Immortality] of catholic 
popular fmth. the very nub upon whIch all dIscipline and doctrIne are hInged. could onl:
mean that. In an Irrevocable ~ense. I had crossed over from heteronomous tll aut(\nomou~ 
seIthood. Whate\er else I m:.lde up my mInd to helIeve in thereafter would be because I 
fuund It personally belIevahle. not because "the Church" taught It. WIthout knOWIng It I 
had al~(> detached the keystone of any relation to the tradItIOnal mode of CatholIc 
authority. Year:, later my Benedictine guru would POInt out to me the unCatholIc 
,~haracter of my method. sayIng that. like CardInal Merr) del Val. who dIsputed the faIth 
WIth Lord Halifa\ In the nIneteenth century. he mIght not personally hcIJe\e half ,0 

much as 1. hut he belIeved everythIng the Church taught. hecause she taught It Such 
fidelsm was totally allen to me. Upon contact WIth It I could only shudder, a~ If 
encountenng a macahre self-emasculatIOn35 

~~2 Ibid. 

33 Ibid. Ruether notes that when in college she wrote dO\vn the following 
quote from the Iliad as an expression of [her] own perception" concerning the 
question of an immortal self. In this passage Glaukos is speaking to Diomedes. 
"High hearted son ofTydeus. why ask of my generation? As is the generation of 
leaves. so that of men. TIle wind scatters the leaves on the ground. but the timber 
burgeons with leaves agam in the season of spring returning. So one generation 
of men grows while another dies." Ibid., 39. 

34 Ibid. 
35 Ibid. 
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Ruether seems to view her personal rejection of the concept of suhjective 

immorality as in some way symbolic of her independence as a theologian. I would 

suggest, moreover. that Ruether\, rejectlOn of the concept of an immortal self IS 

more specifically symbolic of her independence as afeminist theologian. 

Ruether's rejection of the concept of subjective immortality provides her 

with an altemative sense of selfhood which frees her from not only what she views 

as an untenable doctrine which is the source of oppressive social structures, hut. 

and perhaps more importantly, her rejection of the concept of an lmmortal self 

allows her to feel a degree of freedom from the authority of the church. By 

disavowing the very tenet which she views as the source of the creation at unjust 

social systems, which have been particularly detrimental for women. Ruether 

therehy challenges the ecclesiastic authority that developed and continues to 

sanction that doctrinal presupposition, and hy extension continues to sanction the 

oppression of women 3 () In other words. by attacking the Roman Catholic Church 

at its doctnnal roots. she is in fact challenging its ethical integrity.:;7 

Ruether's challenge to the church follow;, from her view that the early 

Christian church3 ::i not only regrettably develop,,", the concept of an immortal self as 

an essential part of its theology. but that It spuriollsly takes up the concept. thereby 

36 For a detailed dif,( ussion of Ruether's understanding of the 
relationship between the concept of an immortal self and the oppression of 
women see below 54 11. 

37 References to the Roman Catholic Church as a promoter of injustice 
can be found throughout Ruether's work but perhaps none is so poignant as her 
statement in Liberation Theo1ogy where she maintains that "ltJhe kingdom of 
Satan is thus doubly entrenched in history'. since Satan now wears the robes of 
the Vicar of Christ and uses the cross of .Jesus as his specter." 24. \Vhile. because 
of Ruether's affiliation with the Roman Catholic Church. this discussion is 
directed against that particular church. this is certainly not to suggest that the 
Catholic church is the only Christian church which must be held accountable 
for promoting injustice. 

38 By "the early church" Ruether is referring to the post-crucifixion 
community the theology of which became dominated by the Pauline
Augustinian tradition. 
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distorting the fledgling religion which initially emerged as an instrument of 

liberation into an instrument of oppression. To make this claim relies on a specific 

methodological approach so as to identify oppressive doctrinal formulations that 

have hecome regarded as religious truths. 

In the most general terms Ruether's methodology can be referred to as at 

once deconstructive and restorative. By this I mean that Ruether's theology is 

grounded on two fundamental premises. First. Ruether insists that "[o]ne cannot 

correctly pose the question of the meaning of Christian identity today until one is 

willing to tell the story of Christian origins truthfully. Or. to put it another way. 

people who have to lie about their history cannot clarify their identity." 3Y In 

Ruether's view to be able "to tell the story of Christian origins truthfully" reqUlres 

deconstructing the story. Through the deconstruction process the way in which 

Christianity has misconstrued human nature and divine-human relationships will 

come to lIght 

The second premise upon which Ruether's theology is based is that when 

one engages in a deconstructive analysis of the Christian tradition one finds that 

underneath the lies and the deceit of the tradition there is "a deeper bedrock of 

authentic Being"40 upon which to rebuild the tradition. Beginning with these two 

premIses it is possible to identify four key elements to Ruether's deconstructive-

restorative methodology. 

First. in the most general term.'>. her approach is dialecticaL That is to say 

"Ruether takes traditional polarities. -male/female. soul/body. humankind/nature. 

transcendent/historical- and seeks to transform them into dynamic unities."-+ I 

39 Ruether, Disputed Questions, 50. 
40 Ruether, Sexism and God-Talk. 18. 
41 Snyder. The Christology oj Rosemary Radford Ruether, 15. 



Second. to move from theological claims based on oppo-;JtiOnal dualisms to those 

based on interconnected dialectics Ruether draws on two critical pnnciples to assess 

the degree to which a theological claim is credible. the concept of the critical 

principle of feminist theology and the prophetic-liberating traditions . .+2 

Third. Ruether draws on what she refers to as "feminist 'ecumenism'. "·L; 

Ruether contends that "feminist theological reflection takes place in the context of a 

feminist 'ecumenism' betv,!c-en relIgious traditions that does not necessarily feel 

bound by the traditional boundaries between true and false religions."++ 

Underlying the third aspect of her methodology. which supports her view 

that all religions point in some way to salvation . .+5 IS a fourth key element of her 

methodology: ever present although concealed beneath the existent theological 

system. divine reality awaib to be re-encountered . .+6 As Pameb Dickey Young 

states. "[a]ccording to Ruether. feminist theology must not be built on the 

foundation of Scripture. or tradition. or church. but on the belief in a divine 

foundatiOn that is ultimately good. on a 'primal re-encounter with divine reality.' 

".+7 Thi .... laconic phrase. "a primal re-encounter \\lith divine reality," demands 

explanation, which I will do at length below. Suffice to say for the moment that 

42 f I discllss these two prinCiples below. See 34 f. 
43 Rosemary Radford Ruether. "Feminist Spirituality and Historical 

Religion," Han1ard Dillinity Bulletin 16, 3 (1986)' 11. 
44 Ibid. An example of Ruether's attempt to develop feminist ecumenical 

resources would be her work \.Vomanguides: Readings Toward a Feminist 
Theologu (Boston: Beacon Press. 1985). Ruether states that aim of the work is "to 
make women's experience visible." x. The tex1: includes prost' and pictures from 
"the ... cultural matrLx that has shaped Western Christianity: the ancient Near 
East. the Hebrews, the Greeks. the New Testament and the marginated 
communities at the edges of Judaism and Christianity." xi. Daphne Hampson 
raises important questions concerning the degree to which these texts can in 
fact help women today name their experience. Hampson. Feminism and 
Theology. 157. 

45 See Chapter 1\vo, 92 ff. 
46 Rosemary Radford Ruether, "The Future of Feminist Theology ill the 

Academv," Joumal oj the American Academy oJReltgion 53 (1985).710. 
47 Pamela Dickey Young, Feminist Theology/ChrL<;tian Theology, 34. 
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Ruether's approach presuppo~es the existence of an ultimate divine goodness which 

one can, in fact. encounter. 

A~ I indicated above, Ruether's methodological approach is deconstructive, 

a means to descry oppressive, hidden lies of the Christian tradition. If, however, 

the lIes are deeply embedded within the tradition, as Ruether certainly insist~ that 

they are, one needs the aforementioned analytical tools, the prophetic liberating 

traditions and the critical principle of femini~t theology. to be able to expose the lie 

and consequently to be able to assess the degree to which any given aspect of 

Christianity i'> oppressive. At this point I wish to discus,> briefly what she means 

by the latter criterion, the concept of the critical principle of feminist theology. I 

will discuss the prophetic-liberating traditions later in this chapter. 

Ruether develops the concept of the critical principle of feminist theology 

melst fully in Sexism and Gud-Talk. 4 'd Ruether contends that this principle. which 

calls for "the promotion of the full humanity of women," -19 can be applied to any 

theological system and its redemptive claims. Ruether argues that according to this 

principle whatever does not promote the full humanity of women is not of the Holy 

and doe:; not reflect true relation to the divine. Conversely that which promotes the 

full humamty of women "is of the Holy, it does reflect true relation to the divine. it 

i~ the true nature of things, the authentic message of redemption and the mission of 

the redemptive community."50 

Ruether maintains, however. that what the fidf humanity of women means 

is still unknown. It is not been culturally experienced within the western world. 

What can be known is the "denigration and marginalization of women'~ 

48 Ruether, Sexism W1d God-Talk, 18-·20. 
49 Ibid .. 19. 
50 Ibid. 
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humanity."51 The critical principle of feminist theology therefore empha~izes that 

any theological concept which continues to distort rather than to promote the full 

humanity of women contributes to injustice. By applying this principle Ruether 

contends that it is possible to recognize that extensive sexism within Christianity. 

the systematic privileging of men over women,52 has resulted from a fallacious 

understanding of the concept of human nature. 53 

It needs to be clarified that by naming this principle the way in which she 

does. it may give the impression that all feminist theologians adhere to it. The 

statement of the principle is in fact Ruether's. While there are other feminist 

theologians who would certainly agree with this principle, Ruether is not drawmg 

on a formal femimst theologIcal principle that exists outside of her own work. This 

is also not to suggest that all feminist theologians do in fact agree with Ruether's 

51 Ibid. 

52 The pervasiveness of sexism in western society is also attested to 
outside of feminist writings. Writing in 1973 when feminist thought was 
beginning to emerge as a significant cultural force, Harvey Cox notes the 
cultural pervasiveness of sexism. Cox \vTites that "[m]an's domination of 
women is the oldest and most perSistent and maybe the most baSIC fonn of 
seigniorality. It suffuses all societies with the bacillus of over-under hegemony 
and therefore fuels both racial tyrannies and the corporate caliphates that 
despoil the people of the Third World." Seduction qfthe Spirit (New York: Simon 
& Schuster, 1973), 232. 

53 Whik Ruether certainly suggests that men benefit more than women 
from the power structures of a patriarchal social ~ystem, (see e.g .. "Patriarchy 
and the Men's Movement." Women Respond to the Men's MOt'emenr. Kay Leigh 
Hagan, ed. ( San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1992), 13-18). it needs to be 
stressed that Ruether is certainly not suggesting that only the full humanity of 
women needs to be advanced. There is to my knowledge no place in Ruether's 
writings where she argues that the full humanity of women take'S precedence 
over the full humanity of men. Ruether's theology is not gvnocentric. that is to 
say, her theology does not advocate restructuring social relations in such a way 
which privileges women at the cost of marginalizing men. Ruether. in fact, is 
highly critical of any gynocentric theological approach such as those promoted 
by Goddess femmism. See e.g" Rosemary Radford Ruether. "Goddesses and 
Witches: Liberation and Countercultural Feminism," Christian Centunj 97:28 
(September 1980),842-47. Ruether contends that "[alny prinCiple of religion or 
society that marginalizes one group of persons as less than fully human 
diminishes us all." Ruether, SeA'1Sm and God-Talk. 20. In other words, systems 
that do not promote the full humanity of women are based on a distorted view of 
human nature, both female and maJe, and lead to distorted relationships. 
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use of the principle. Sheila Greeve Davaney. for example. maintains that 

Ruether's position IS In danger of repeating a basic error of "male" thinking. 

Davaney contends that 

pro p 0:-. [ mf'J a" a cnth.::al norm for evaluatmi! truth cialITIS the furtherance of women's full 
humanIt) ... and giving It ontological statm IS the as:,umptlOn that such female 
hecorning l'olTespond~ to and ref1ect~ dl\'ll1e purpose and wIll. Hence, VISIOB> supportll1g 
iemll1l"t aSplratlom arc not sImply compellIng human news, cl)ndItlOned and relatlYt'. 
out Indeed 'true' If not absolute 111 that they bear the mark of di vme yalidatlon and rene,! 
I he 'true mlure of things.'5-1 

Davaney's critique is significant and I come back to her point in Chapter Five. For 

the present it is important to note that while Ruether applies this principle as a 

criterion upon \vhich to evaluate truth claims. her use of the principle raises the 

question whether she is in fact substituting one "truth" for another. thereby 

absolutizing a "feminist" principle as the truth. 

Through her application of the critical principle of feminist theology to her 

study of the origin:-, of Christianity Ruether concludes that defining human nature in 

terms Ol~ a mortal body and an immortal soul is an erroneous presupposition of 

Christian thought. Ruether substantiates this claim by arguing that the development 

of the concept of messianism55 within the Hebrew tradition suffered a series of 

changes as it shifted from a religio-political concept to an apocalyptic eschatology. 

Through these changes "the earlier prophetic concept of a redeemed histOrIcal 

age"56 Ivas overshadowed by a new cosmic VIsion. A view of liberation based In 

----~------ -------------

54 Sheila Greeve Davane,v. "Problems with Feminist Theory: Historicity 
and the Search for Sure Foundations," Embodied Love: Sensuality and 
Relationship as Feminist Values. Paula M. Cooey, Sharon A. Fanner. & Mary 
Ellen Ross. t'ds. ( San Francisco: Harper & Row. 1987), 89. 

55 Messianism refers to the Hebrew expectation of the Messiah. or 
annointed one, who was thought would comt' to rule the world in righteousness. 
In Greek the tenn is translated as christos (which is derived from ehrio, I 
anoint) from which comes the word "Christ." 

56 Ruether. "Eschatology and Feminism." 116. 
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social hope was gradually lost to an other-worldly vision, primarily in terms of the 

concept of the resurrection of the dead from past agesY 

For Ruether the prophetic-liberating traditions. 5R which developed in the 

eighth-century B.C.E. as a way in which to resist the concept of hope in terms of 

national vindication, comprised a signifIcant chapter within the story of the 

development of the messianic tradition. Ruether argues that these traditions contain 

the lost "truth" which became distorteJ by the later developments of the messianic 

tradition. 

Ruether argues that the usurped prophetic-liberating traditions offer a more 

adequate view of lithe basic ingredients of a just and livable society. These 

ingredients have roots in nature and involve acceptance offiniilule. human scale. 

and balanced rdatlOlIShips between persons and between human and nonhuman 

beings."SlJ In other words these traditions stand in stark contrast to later traditions 

which view messianism in future. other-worldly terms. flO Ruether moreover 

57 Ibid. Ruether notes that the development of the concept of the 
resurrection appears to have been advanced by concerns for injustice rather 
than the problem of mortality. Death per se was not the central issue, but dying 
before justice was fulfilled. Ruether su~£tests that "[b)y resurrecting the 
unrewarded righteous and the unpunished evil-doers of past ages, it was possible 
to imagine that the scales at injustice could finally be balanced in history." 
Ruether argues that the apocalyptic texis do not suggest a definitive change- from 
the concept of the self as mortal to th<:> self as immortal. Ruether state-s that 
'[mlost of the apocalypses continue to assume that humanity is mortal. Even 
the resurrected are often assumed to be mortal. Thev do not live for ever. but 
only live that full life of long years that is the proper- measure of redeemed 
humanity." Ibid., 12-13. Cf. Ruether. "Eschatology and Feminism," 116-117. 

58 Ruether also refers to these traditions as "prophetic-messianic." See-, 
e.g., Ruether, Sexism and God-Talk. 28, Rosemary Radford Ruether. Theologian_'> 
in Transition, <James M. Wall e-d. (New York: Crossroad. ]981). 164. Rosemary 
Radford Ruether, "Feminist Interpretation: A Method of CorrelatIOn," Feminist 
Interpretation qfthe Bible. Letty Russell, ed. (Philadelphia: Westminster. 1985). 
117. In this work I use the terminology prophetic-liberating traditions to allow 
for consistencv. 

59 Ru~ther, Gaia and God. 253. Emphasis added. 
60 Ruether's emphasis on the prophetic-liberating traditions as a way in 

which to assess social sin contrasts to e.g .. Hans "Valter Wolfs view that 
"[a]lthough CritiCism of contemporary circumstances plays an important role in 
prophecy, even more prominent and characteristic is the prophet's word about 
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attributes a prototypical characteristic to these traditions, stating that "the biblical 

liberation tradition is precious to all concerned with social liberation because it is the 

cultural prototype of all such movements in Western society."61 

Ruether maintains that from these traditions, which insisted on personal and 

social conversion.6::: four central themes emerge. 

I I ) Gud's defeme and vll1dlcation of the oppressed. (2) the crItIque "t the domll1ant 
~ystems of power and theIr p(l\\erhoIJcrs. (3) the \,1~lon of a ncw age to corne in whIch 
the pre,ent sy~tem of lB)U,t1CC IS overcome and God's mtended feIgn ()f peace and .Justice 
i~ Il1stalkd m history; and (-+) [mally. the cntique (If Ideology. Of of feligwn. smce 
Ideology In thb ,eme IS pnmanly religlou~.63 

Ruether argues that by evaluating any social situation or any theological concept 111 

terms of these four themes, the prophetic-liberating traditions act as "a plumb line of 

truth and untruth. justice and injustice. "64 

There are three signifIcant points that need to be made concerning Ruether's 

insistence on restoring the use of these traditions. First Ruether draws on them as 

a resource for femllllst thought. Ruether mamtains that although these themes 

emerged from a specific historical situation, that is to say, as a means to protest 

against the exploitative grip of the \vealthy city-d\velling Canaanites, they can "be 

the future. Two basIc obse-rvations support this. First. the de-cisive content of all 
call narratives and visions is not contemporary sin. but those coming events 
brought forth by Yahweh. Second, it is to bl:' obse-rvEd in the structure of 
prophetic speech that if both elements are not presente-d as the word of God. then 
only th,~ announcement of the future is: the indictment of the hearers is never 
given alone (ef. Amos 3:9-1 1: 4: 1-3; Isa. 5:8-10; Mic. 2: 1-5)." "Prophe-cy From the 
Eighth Through the- Fifth Century." Interpreting the Prophers, James Luther 
Mays & Paul J. Achtemeier. eels. (Philadelphia: Fortre-ss Press, 1987). 19. 

61 Rosemary Radford Rudher, "Recontextualizmg Theology." Theology 
Today 43: 1 (April] 986). 27. 

62 Oft-quote-d as exemplary of these traditions is Amos' admonition "1 
hate, I despise your feasts. and I take no delight ill your solemn assemblies .... 
Take away from me the noise of your songs: to the melody of your harps I will 
not listen, But let justice roll down the waters. and righteousness like an ever
flowing stre-am." (Amos 5:2 L 23-24), 

- 63 Ibid. Cf.. Ruether. Disputed Questions. 32-33. 
64 Ibid .. 27. 
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constantly adapted to changing social contexts and circumstanccs."65 Thev arc 

tools of analysis. which "cannot be made into a static set of 'ideas.' "66 

Ruether therefore suggests that the prophetIc-liberating traditions provide 

the means to assess whether any given system promotes justice or perpetrates 

injustice by asking such questions as: Does the system or principle defend the 

concerns of those who are the most oppressed within society? Or does the system 

merely serve to maintain the status quo and empower those who are already In the 

position to dominate and to control others? 

The second point that needs to be made is that Ruether admits that the 

prophetic-liberating traditions are not sufficient in and of themselves to be able to 

provide an adequate social analysis. Although Ruether contends "it is not some 

particular statements about women's liberation. but rather the critical pattern of 

rrophetic thought. that is the usable tradition for feminism in the BIble,"67 she 

recognizes that these traditions developed within a patriarchal society and need to be 

critiqued. Ruether therefore argues that it is when the prophetic-liberating 

traditions are used in conjunction \vith the critical principle of feminist theology that 

they can offer an effective means of social analysis.68 

In light of the critical principle of feminist theology the prophetic-liberating 

traditions take on a new dimension as the critical principle of feminist theology 

"radicalizes" them.bLl In redi~covering the prophetic-liberating traditions Ruether 

mall1tains that "feminism goes beyond the letter of the prophetic message to apply 

65 Ibid. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Rosemary Radford Ruether. "A Religion for Women: Sources and 

Strategies." Christianit~J and Crisis 39 (1979). -309. 
68 Ruether, Disputed Question..s. 31. 
69 Ibid .. 31-33. 
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the pruphetic-hberating principle to women. "70 She suggests that" [b]y including 

women in the prophetic norm, feminism sees what male prophetic thought generally 

had not seen: that once the prophetic norm IS asserted to be central to the Biblical 

faith. then patriarchy can no longer be maintained as authoritative."7! Feminism 

together with the prophetic-l iberating traditiOns act "to destabilize" the power 

structures in a way that the prophetic-liberating traditiOns alone are unable to do. 

Ruether therefore contends that "all the liberating prophetic visions must be 

deepened and transformed to include what was not included: women."7:': 

Ruether's use of the prophetic-liberating traditions has met with 

considerable criticism from other feminist theologians. Feminist biblical scholar 

Elizabeth Schussler Fiorenza, who reproaches Ruether's methodology as neo-

orthodox'?' contends that "[b]ecause she [Ruether] does not analyze the classical 

propheric tradition as a historical phenomenon, but uses it rather as an abstract 

crltical interpretative pattern, "he does not consider its patriarchal polemics and 

repression of the cult of the Goddess."74 

Chinese theologian Kwok Pui-Lan argues that she does not think that "the 

prophetic element of the Bible can be correlated with women's experiences as 

Ruether suggest:'> because thi:'> assumes that the prophetic principle can be lifted 

from the original context and planted elsewhere. "75 Kwok applies the Korean 

70 Ibid., 32. 
71 Ibid .. 24. 
72 Ibid .. 32. 
73 Schflssler Fiorenza writes that "[tJhis neo-orthodox hermeneutics can 

be described with Pet<:>r Berger as an attempt 'to absorb the full impact of the 
relativizing perspective but nevertheless to posit an 'Archimedean point' in a 
sphere immune to relativization." Elizabeth Schussler Fiorenza. In Memory oJ 
Her: A Femmist Theological Reconstruction oJ Christian Origins ( New York: 
Crossroad. 1990). 15. 

-'4 / Ibid .. 17. 
75 Kwok Pui-Lan. 'Discovering the Bible in the Non-Biblical World." 

Lift Every Votce: Constructing Christian Theologies from the Underside. Susan 
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concept of minjwzg theology 7b and conclude" that "the richness of the Bible cannot 

be boiled down to one principle. The milljll11g need many voices. not one critical 

principle." 77 

Daphne Hampson, on the one hand, defends Ruether's use of the prophetic-

liberating traditions. Hampson contends that "one must, as a theologian. make 

some judgment as to what the scriptures are about and Ruether is explicit ~s to how 

she reads. "78 On the other hand, Hampson criticizes Ruether's use of these 

traditions as an inadequate application of a golden thread methodology.711 By this 

Hampson means that through thIs methodological approach a thematic coherence is 

imposed upon Christianity. Hampson suggests that this approach "has 

considerable theological ancestry, particularly Lutheran," in which case the golden 

thread is justification by faith. Hampson maintains that much liheration theology 

uses the same approach. "The theme of liberation ... is both read out of the 

scripture and the scriptures are read in terms of this theme. "80 

In Ruether's case. Hampson argues. this approach results in work that is 

"less than satisfactory because muddled methodologically." Hampson contends 

that 

----~--~~-~---

Brooks Thistlethwaite and Mary Potier EngeL eds. (San Francisco: Harper & 
Row. 1990).280. 

76 Mi1'!jung "is a Korean word which means the mass of people. or the 
mass who were being subjugated or being ruled. ". The history of the mmjung 
was often neglected in traditional historical writing. They were treated as either 
docile or as mere spectators to the rise and fall of kingdoms and dynasties. 
Minjung theolo~'V. reclaims miT1ciung as protagonists in the historical drama. 
for they are the subject of history." Kwok. "Discovering the Bible in the Non
Biblical World." 277. For a discussion of miryung theology see Minjung 
Theolog~/: People as the Subjects qf History. Kim Yong Bock. ed. (Singapore: 
Commission on Theological Concerns. Christian Conference of Asia, 1981). 

77 Kwok Pui-Lan, "Discovering the Bible in the Non-Biblical World." 
280. 

78 Hampson, Theology and Feminism, 28. 
79 Ibid. 
80 Ibid .. 25. 
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Ruether, who IS by tramlllg a historian, and polnically of left-wmg COn\'lctlOn~, c()rne~ 
qUIckly tn emhark on a descnptwn ot certalll threads which ~he belil'\'e~ to have run 
through 11I~tllf~. Thus \\e ha\(~ the impressIOn ()f what we may call a '~acred hlstor;. '. 
threaded through history: the hlstury of the IIberallon of people 81 

Kathleen Sands also cnticizes Ruether's use of the prophetic-liberating 

traditions. Sands contend., that "it has been tricky to shov; how the prophetic-

messianic tradition is the truest or most authentic dimension of the Bible. other than 

OIl the a priori assumption of its moral superiority."82 I think that Sands is correct 

in stating that Ruether thinks that these traditions are morally superior. But thiS 

privileged status is not awarded arbitrarily. Ruether confers moral superiority on 

the prophetic-liberating traditions becam,e of her judgment that "the prophetic texb 

themselves are \vritten from the standpoint of the oppressed. "83 While she does not 

suggest that they comprise a "canon within the canon,"8'+ she argues that despite the 

patnarchal framework. within which they developed, these traditions are 

nevertheless authoritative in that they "indeed intend the full humanity of women as 

created and redeemed. "x:; 

Sands contends that Ruether's use of the prophetic liberating traditions i:-. 

more "theological than hIstorical or exegetical"86 by which she mean", that "the 

ethically good [as revealed through these traditions] is equivalent ipso facto to 

ultimate truth. \vhile evil - though true enough in its own sphere· is a distortion of 

wh<lt i~, ultimately true."87 Sands. therefore, holds suspect Ruether'~ "Christian 

81 Ibid., 28. 
82 Sands, Escape from Paradise, 103. 
83 Tony Clarke-Saver, 'The Bible and the Religious Left: An InterTiew 

with Rosemary Radford Ruether." The Witness 66:3 (March 1983): 8, quoted in 
Sands. Escape/rom ParaciLse, 104. 

84 Ruether. "Feminist Interpretation," 117. 
85 Ruether. 'Theology as Critique and Emancipation from Sexism. ,. The 

Vocation oj the Theologian. Theodore Jennings, Jr. ed. (Philadelphia: Fortress 
Press, 1985), 28. 

86 Sands, EscapeJrom Paradise, 104. 
87 Ibid .. 105. 



theism,"~~ that is to say, Ruether's "Ulalth in a goodne-.s beyond tragedy.">'LJ 

Ruether's adherence to these traditions is in Sands's view based on Ruether's faulty 

notion of transcendent goodness. 

I think, however. that an essential aspect of Ruether", defense of these 

traditions. whIch is overshadowed hy her more explicit use of them as a means of 

critical analysi:-., is that they ""ere written out of a worldview that as I stated above. 

offers a more adequate view of "the basic ingredients of a just and livable society. 

These ingredients have root:-. in nature and involve acceptance ofjinitllde, /zwnan 

scale, and balanced relationships between persons and between human and 

nonhuman beings. "l)() 

While it IS indeed impossible to separate the message of the prophetic 

liberating traditions from the worldview within they developed. I think that 

Ruether's argument that these traditions viewed human nature as finite lacking an 

immortal aspect tends to he overlooled. A:-. I discussed in the Introduction, the 

concept of an immortal self is generally viewed as anathema by feminist theology. 

It may very well be that other feminist theologians do not highlight this aspect of 

Ruether's thought because it is seen in effect as somewhat of a given. 

Nevertheless, I think that by neglecting to acknowledge the importance of this 

aspect of the prophetic-liberating traditions one disregards an important point of 

Ruether'" argument. This brings me to the third point which I wish to make 

concerning Ruether's use of the prophetic-liberating traditions. 

Ruether defends her use of the prophetic-liberating traditions on the baSI'> 

that they are central to the mission of JesusYl Ruether in fact develops her 

88 Ibid., 104. 
89 Ibid., Ill. 
90 Ruether. Sexism and God-Talk. 253. Emphasis added. 
91 Ibid., 24. 
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Christology based on her view of Jesus as the defender of these traditions. Ruether 

maintains that her view of Jesu~ is not original but represents an early 

Christological vision, the predecessor of later orthodox Christology, which was 

inJitiated by the crucifixion of Jesus and took five centuries to come to full fruition. 

To be able to understand Ruether's view of oppression, it is, therefore, 

necessary to understand her Christology in relation to the orthodox position as 

developed within the Pauline-Augustinian tradition. To that end it is useful to 

consider these views in relationship to Ruether's understanding of what is referred 

to as "the FaIL" for it is through the development of this doctrine that Ruether's 

claims of the pernicious nature of traditional Christology and its role as a promoter 

of oppression is made most explicit. 

Thj~ Beginnings of an Orthodox Christolog~: St. Paul and the Fall 

The concept of the fall was initiated by St. Paul in the first century c.E. 

and was brought to full development in the thought of St. Augustine (354-430) 

Ruether argues that Paul's theology, which forms the basis for the doctrine of the 

faIL is based on "a profound dualism between two modes of existence: existence 

according to the 'flesh' which he characterizes as a state of slavery to sin and death, 

and existence in the Spirit, which he sees as freeing the Christian, through their 

rebirth in Christ both to virtuous and loving life and also to the promise oj 

im11lortalih;. "92 

The passage from slavery to freedom depends on a t\vofold process. The 

first stage is baptism. While a fulfilled state of being may be anticipated after 

92 Ruether. Gaia and God. 127. Emphasis added< See I Cor 15:35-45. 
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haptism. the process is not complete. After baptism the power of ~in IS still pre~ent 

"in our flesh. "93 Paul maintains that [aJ fulfilled state of bemg can only be enjoyed 

within "an immortal state of being."9'" which consequently demands a ~econd stage 

In the transformative process. Ruether argues that through this ~econd stage "the 

fleshly and mortal mode of life finally will be destroyed. and the self will be 

transformed into a sinless and immortal state of being."LJS 

PauL however, goes beyond stating his theological position in terms of 

abstract Jdeas. He develops his Idea of the fall and redemption in terms of a 

mythological framework. Drawing on Genesis 1-3. which includes the story of 

Adam and Eve. Paul develops what is referred to as the Adamic myth. While 

Paul\ use of the Genesis story as a mythIC explanation for evIl was not unique. his 

lI1terpretation of the story differs from other Jewish versions of the "fall of man" in 

that he uses the story to explain the cosmological necessity for Christ, the second 

Adam. However, unlike, for example, the influential Hellenistic Jew Philo (30 

B.C.E. - 50 C.E.), Paul did not attribute blame to Eve.% Paul emphasizes the old 

individual giving way to the new. juxtaposing Adam. the first man. with Christ, the 

new Adam97 

93 Ibid., 128. 
94 Ibid. 
95 Ibid. 
96 Philo, Commenta11J on Genesis, 46, 53. In fact the only place in the 

New Testament where Eve is blamed for bringing sin into the world is in the 
pseudepigraphal letter 1 Timothy. This letter, which was attributed to Paul. 
asserts that "1 permIt no woman to teach or to have authority over men: she is to 
keep silent. For Adam was formed first, then Eve: and Adam was not deceivf'd. 
but the woman was deceived and became a transgressor.'· (1 Timothy 2: 12-14) 
For a general discussion of the development of the concept of Eve within the 
Christian tradition see e.g .. J.A. Phillips, Eve The History oj an Idea (San 
Francisco: Harper and Row, 1984.): Gregory Allen Robbing, cd .. Genesis 1-3. 
History qf Exegesis: Intrigue m the Garden (Lewiston: Edwin Mellen Press, 1988)' 
and William E. Phipps, GenesL..<; and Gender: Biblical Myths qI Sexuality and 
TIleir Cultural Impact (New York: Praeger. 1989). 

97 Romans 5:12-21. 



While Paul did not directly scapegoat Eve for bringmg sin into the world (a 

dubious privilege that was attributed to her by later Christian theologiansl):-;), 

Ruether nevertheless criticizes his view of the fall as "seeing redeemed life as 

something fundamentally transcendent to our uriginaL created potential."LJ9 Ruether 

argues that the error of Paul's theological position is that he confuses creation with 

evil. She contends that this confusion stems from Paul\' quasi-Gnostlc]()() 

cosmology. 

Paul take~ fur grantcd the t\\o-storied cosmology of contemporary philusophy, On the 
upper Icvd. the celestial h(ldie~ are made up of a type of matter that I~ spmlual or 
"Ilghthke" and Immortal. In the ~ublunar realm of air and earth, there arc budles that arc 
~uhJect to decay, Thl~ I(Jwer realm of earth and aIr IS ~cen as governed hy demonic 
puwers that trap us In Sin and death 101 

98 I discuss this development in more detail below. See 54 ff. 
99 Ruether. Gaia W1d God. 127. 
100 GnostiCIsm. a term derived from a Greek word for knowledge 

(gnosisl. is applied to a philosophical and religiOUS movement. which c~m be 
found lI1 a variety of pagan, Jewish. and Christian fonns that influenced the 
Mediterranean world from the first century B.C.E. to the third centurY C.E. The 
movement gained its name from the promise of salvatIOn through a secret 
knowledge or understanding of reality possessed by its followers. 

101 Ruether. Gaia W1d God, 129. In Gaia W1d God Ruether indicates that 
Gnostic cosmologies insist on a radical division between the divine and the 
creation. In this system ·'the entire cosmos, including its planetary upper 
regions, have been demonized." 124. The creation is not divinely-appointed but 
the result of a faBen. demonic power. Ruether cites the Valentinian Gnostic 
myth which states that Sophia failed to accept her mediated relation to God 
thereby creating a fissure in the divine pleroma resulting in the divine 
community. Through Sophia's error ignorance erupts. Expelled from the 
pleroma. ignorance lwcomes "root and substratum of the visible cosmos." 125. 
Gnostic cosmology alleges that despite the demonic nature of the creation some 
humans embody divine sparks. "particles of divine light that escaped from the 
pleroma in the cosmic fall.' 124. Once the spirit of these "elect" human beings 
are awakened. they gain knowledge. or gnosis, of their true being, and of the 
ignorance of the cosmos. Salvation occurs when the spirit is released from the 
restraints of matter and the dIvine spark is freed to return to the divine 
community. Ruether argues that the exclusionary nature of gnostIc thought. the 
salvation of the elect. denies a concept of universal salvation. Only the few, the 
"elect," are to be saved. The rest of the creation is lost to the demonic. This 
system results in an exclusive. elitist and divisive view of humanity. which 
denies the inherently relational nature of all of existence. The chosen are the 
"elecL" temporarily confmed to a fallen world. 
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Within this worldvIew indIviduals, a~ inhabitants of this lower realm. come under 

the power of demonic spirits, pO\vers and principalities. 102 Ultimately only Christ 

can reconcile the creation to God. 

Ruether argues that Paul understands Christ as the cosmogonic Logos.! 03 

Christ is the beginning and the end. Through Chri",t all was. and through Christ all 

will be reconciled to God. As Ruether explains. 

ltlhc manjje~tatll)n of the c()~mnf!0nIC LllgOS In the end time thus can he under,\ood a, a 
reincur,J()n of God's pnmal creative p(1\Ver. ,uhJugatlllg these dl,SIdent angelIc powers and 
therehy hringing about .l reunIfIed co~mos. reconciled to God. and filled with Gnd\ 
plenary goodne~s. The culminallUll e,f thIS proces~ of suhJugatlon ut the unruly cosmll' 
power,. and the rcconcIllcltlUn of the c()smo~ with God. IS. as Paul pub it In 1 
CorinthIans 15:25. "So that God may he allm all."]O.J 

Ruether, however. taking issue with this christological position. argues that 

Paul's view of Christ as the cosmogonic Logos contradicts the gospel portrayal of 

Jesus' ministry, and what she views as a more adequate meaning of the concept of 

Christ. 105 

102 While Ruether criticizes Paul's use of the concept of power and 
principalities, she nevertheless also uses the terms. In Sexi.sm and God-Talk, 
e.g .. Ruether argues that "[tJhc powers and principalities are still very much in 
control of most of the world." 2~)4. Cf. to where she refers to "the powers and 
principalities that are the perverse realizations of the stuff of our heavenly 
dreams." "Paradoxes of Human Hope: The Messianic Horizon of Church and 
SOCiety." Theological Studies 33:2 (June 1972).251. 

103 Ruether Gaia and enxi, 232. 

104 Ibid .. 233. I~uether cites Colossian~ 1:15-20 as "[oJne of the fullest 
expressions of this cosmological Christology." Gaia and God, 232. Ruether, 
sUfSgests that this Christolo,gical understanding rei1ects a .Judaeo-Persian 
apocalyptic cosmolo,gy. Gaia and God, 2~1:j. It is not entirely clear from Paul's 
writings whether he believed in a universal salvation. Passages such as I Cor 
15:22, Romans 5: 18, Romans 11 :32 and Ephesians 1: 10 would suggest that he 
did. On the other hand. Romans ~ and 2 Thessalonians 1:8-9 ~uggest a non
universalist view of salvation. 

105 For Ruether's understanding of Jesus's mission and the concept of 
Christ see e.g .. "In What Sense Can We Say that Jesus Was the Christ?" TIle 
Ecumemst 10 (January-February 1972). 17-24: The Suffering Servant Myth," 
Worldview 17 (March 1974),45-46: "Christology and Je\\ish-Christian 
Relations," Jews and Christians AJter the Holocaust. Abraham Peck, ed. 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press. 1982), 25-38: "Christology: Can a Male Saviour 
Save Women~) Se)ci..',m and God-Talk, 116-138: ''The Liberation of Christology 
from Patriarchy," Feminist Theology: A Reader. Ann Loades. ed. (London: 
SPCK. 1990), 138-148. 



Ruether's Christolog~' I U6 

Ruether argues that fundamental to Jesus' teaching is his recognition and 

criticism of the way in which the prophetic-liberating traditions have become 

deformed. 107 Ruether argues that Jesus' ministry is a ministry of renewal. an 

attempt to restore the Hebrew prophetic critique on behalf of the oppressed. lOX 

Ruether contends that in keeping with the prophetic-liberating traditions Jesus 

maintalns that "the Word of God does not validate the existing social and religiOUS 

hierarchy but speaks on behalf of the marginalized and despised groups of 

SOcIety." I ()ll Ruether identifies Jesus as the liberator of "the pOOL the 

downtrodden. those who hunger and thirst." l]{) As liberator Ruether views Jesus 

as "critic rather than vindicator of the present hierarchical social order." III 

Ruether ..lrgues that Jesus moreover provides a radical interpretation of the 

prophetic-liberating traditiom., He not only rejects the "use of religion to sanctify 

dominant hierarchies but also the temptation to use prophetic language simply to 

justify the revenge of the oppressed."ll2 Ruether contends that Jesus' critique of 

power relationships calb for a transformation, In her view this is not a 

transformation of a fallen world. at least not in Paul's sense of fallen world. but the 

106 The most extensive study of Ruether's Christology to date is Mary 
Hembrow Snyder. The Chnstology oj Rosemanj RadJord Ruether (Mystic: 
Twentv-Third Publications. 1988), 

. 107 Huether. Gaia and God. 29. 
108 Ruether cites e.g., Matthew 23:23 as witnessing to Jesus' true 

messaf~e. In this text Jesus confronts the scribes and Pharisees as hypocrites for 
ti1thing while neglecting the "weightier matters of the law, justice and mercy and 
faith.' See e.g .. To Change the iVa rid , 35. 

109 Ruether. Se.xism and God-Talk, 136. 
110 Ruether. "Christology and Feminism: Can a Male Saviour Save 

Women?" Ta Change the World: Chri.5to[ogy and Cultuml Criticism (New York: 
Cmssroad. 1981).53. 

III Ibid,. 55. 

112 Ibid .. 29. Cf.. Ruether. Disputed Questions. 92-93. 
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transformation of all relationships. Relations of power that reduce the other to 

servility are to be exposed as sinful and changed. I 13 

Ruether's christological position therefore :-,uggests that Paul's 

underst:mding of the fall and consequently of redemption. that is the fall of 

humanity through Adam and the restoration of humanity through Christ presents a 

distorted view of Jesus' ministry. Rather than the cosmogonic Logos Ruether 

views Jesus' mission as leading women and men to a new creation. "a nev,' 

humanity" I ]4 on earth. Paul :llso describes the work of Christ in terms of a new 

creation,l ]:; but Ruether's and Paul's visions differ considerably. 

Paul's vision depends on what Ruether refers to as fulfilled messianism. 

i.e .. the promises contained in the scriptures are already fulfilled In Jesus. Ruether. 

however, claims that Jesus as Christ "is not confined to a static perfection of one 

person two thousand years ago. Rather. redemptive humanity goes ahead of us, 

calling us to yet incompleted dimenSIOns of human liberation." 116 Rather than 

fulfilled messianism Ruether':-, christological view is better described as proleptic 

and paradigmatic messianism. Ruether understands Jesus as redemptive inasmuch 

as he anticipates future glory. Jesus IS the paradigm of humanity for he "reveals to 

us the structure of human existence as it stands in that point of tension between 

what 1 S and what It ought to be." ) 17 

One of Ruether's clearest christological statements is in her chapter on 

chnsto!L)gy in Sexism and (Jod- Talk. I quote one paragraph from this chapter at 

22. 

113 Ruether. Sexism and God-Talk. 30. 
114 Ibid., 138. 
115 See. e.g .. Galatians 6:15 and 2 Connthians 5:12. 
116 Ruether, Se:dsm and God-Talk. 138. 
11 7 Ruether, "In What Sense Can We Say that Jesus Was 'The ChIist?' ". 
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length for it presents a succinct summary of Ruether's understanding ot Jesus' 

mISSIOn. 

Impliut in the early Je~us movement IS a challenge to relIgluus authonty embodIed In 

pdst revelatIon and mstitutionalw:d in the hands of a privileged group of mterpreten, 
Jesus decl:m:s that God has not Just spoken In the pa~t but I, speakmg !lOll". Prophecy IS 
nor canon17ed m past texts; the SPlflt of God speaks today. Those of low l)r l11:1rgInal 
status (Jesw. and hh dl~clples [includIng wumcnJ) speak nut sImply a~ Interpreten, of p:bt 
tradItIons but a, the dIrect word of God (with authl1nty. not as the Scribes and Phan~ce~ 
~pea"). Jesus frees relIgIous e,pencnce from the fu~sIlizatlOn of past tradItIOns (whICh 
doesn't mean he rejects those tradItIons) and makes It accesSlhle In the present. And Jesu, 
docs not thInk uf hImself :IS the "last word of Gud." but pumb beyond hImself to "One 

,vho will c('me .,,11 X 

Ruethel consequently differentiates between Jesus and Christ by suggestmg that 

"Jesus is our paradigm of hoping, aspiring man. venturing his life in expectation of 

the kingdom and Christ stands as the smlhol of the fulfillment of that hope." II <) 

Christ therefore has not yet come. but is the sign of that which can be. 12u 

While Christ is a sign, Ruether maintains that Christ\ spirit can be 

expressed through humanity. male and female. Ruether. therefore, does not view 

the confession that Jesus i~ the Christ as a gender issue. She argues that Jesus' 

ability to speak as liberator. as the Christ. does not depend on his maleness "but in 

the fact that he has renounced this system of domination (whIch supports sexism] 

and seeb to embody in his person the new humanity of service and mutual 

empowerment-" 121 Ruether argues moreover that Christ cannot be thought of in 

terms of a single person, male or female, rather that" [nhe redeemer IS one who has 

] 18 Rue-ther. Sexism and God-Talk. 121 
I 19 Ibid .. 22. Emphasis added. 
120 Baum suggests that one implication of Ruether's position is that it 

"re1ativize[s! Christianity so as to leave room for other religions. and in 
particular for Judaism. before God." Baum, '·Introduction." 17. This is a 
different position from. e.g .. Karl Rahner's "anonymous Christian." In Rahner's 
view other religions are ultimately to be superseded by Christianity. See Karl 
Rahner "PulOnymous Christians," Theological Investigations, vol. VI. (New 
York. Seabury. 1974). 

121 Ruether, Sexism and God-Talk, 137. 
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been redeemed, just a<; Jesu~ accepted the baptism of John. Those who have been 

liherated can. in tum, become paradigmatic. liberating persons for others."l22 

Ruether therefore differentiates between the pre-crucifixion period In 

which Jesus proclaims repentance in anticipation of "One who is to come," and the 

post-crucifixion penod which begins with the reassembling of the disciples "under 

collective experiences of Jesus Resurrection," and proclaims Jesus as saviour. l2 -' 

Ruether maintains that after the resurrection the prophetic Jesus and his mission 

become distorted. 

This distinction is significant for Ruether contends that Jesus as the Christ 

i.e .. the potentially redemptive Jesus. IS the one who proclaims the prophetlc-

liberating traditions. It is not the resurrected Jesus, but the living prophetic Jesus 

who is the redeemer. Ruether therefore clearly distinguishes between the idea of 

Jesus as renewer of the prophetic-liberation traditions which focuses on this 

worldly emancipation. and the concept of a resurrected Christ which reflects the 

shift to a worldview that relies on the concept of an immortal self. The former 

Ruether views as indeed a liberating Christ, the latter she views as a symbol of 

oppre:-,sion which has lead to inordinate injustice for women. ]24 

It j~ interesting to note that in his introduction to Ruether's early work Faith 

Lind Fratricid~ (1974) Gregory Baum tries to apologize for Ruether's lack of 

attention to the resurrection of Jesus. Baum contends that Ruether wants to show 

that the facticity of resurrection event is of a different kind from the facticity of the 

Exodm event. l::.':; Baum argues that unlike the resurrection of Jesus, Israel's 

Exodus from the land of bondage was "visible to all participants as well as to their 

122 Ibid .. 138. 
123 Ibid" 122. 
12..t See below. 54 ff. 
125 Baum. "Introduction." 19. 
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oppressors." 126 Baum suggests that belief in the resurrection of Jesm was a 

question of per:-,pective. The Jews expected a different kind of event. a messianic 

event that would end all :-,u1'fering. 127 

1 do not see that Baum's argument is related to the question at hand. i.e .. 

why Ruether does not discuss the resurrection. Baum does not seem to want to 

explain Ruether's lack of resurrection talk. but to excuse It. Maybe it was because 

her book profoundly influenced his view of Jewish-Christian relationships J 2X that 

he does not want to admit that she is challenging the veracity of the concept of 

resurrection. As Baum admits. jf this is the case. Ruether could be accused of 

"having abandoned the center of the gospel. i.e .. of no longer being a Chnstian 

theologlan."124 But as J indicated above. Ruether knOll's that she \vill be 

challenged, for in her own mind she Jzas abandoned the center of the gospel. that is 

to say. if the centre is thought of in terms of the resurrection. Moreover. as 1 

discussed above. she considers this to be a positive development both personally 

and theologically.130 It is not just the resurrection of Jesus that Ruether gainsays. 

but the concept of resurrection 111 general. 

126 Ibid .. 18. 
127 As Spivey and Smith state. "[tJhe basic messianic hopt' of first

centUlY Israel was the hope for a political Messiah. usually expected to be an 
heir of King David. and perhaps Son of God .... He was to overthrow the political 
enemies of Israel. establish the chosen people in a new and perfect reign of 
David. and inaugurate tht' Kingdom of God." Spivey. Robert A. and D. Moody 
Smith. Anatomy of the New Testament: A Guide to Its Structure and Meaning 
(New York: Macmillan. 1982), 236. Spivey and Smith clarify that "[nJot all 
hopes for the restoration of Israel were tied to the figure of the Messiah. For 
example. the Messiahs of the Qumran community were apparently not ex-pected 
to play the major role in the redemption and restoration of the fortunes of the 
true Israel. In some Jewish eschatological hopes and schemes the Messiah 
apparl=ntly played no role." 236. 

128 Baum. "Introduction." 2-4. 
129 Ibid.. 18. 
13CJ See above 30 fl. 



What i~, therefore, the signIficance of Ruether's Christology'! First. in 

Ruether's view the development of the concept of an immortal self goes beyond a 

distortion of the concept of human nature within Christlanity. Ruether contends 

that the development of the concept of an immortal self is a distortion of what she 

views a~ the true message of Christianity. Jesu" in her view plays a prophetic role. 

challenging authority. Ruether argues that the "true" concept of Christ did not arise 

out of the resurrection event. Chnst is a ,-ymhol for justice that can be. Ruether 

argues that through the development of traditional christology Jesus, however. 

becomes spiritualized into "a timeless revelation of divine perfection located in a 

past paradigmatic movement." 131 In her view Jesus is not proclaiming the hope of 

an other-\vorldly redemption hUl demanding participation in thi<;-worldly 

emancipation. Her christology therefore disassociates Jesus from the concept of an 

actually risen Christ. If Jesus lives, it is through his "spirit" that can be known by 

discerning the prophetic-liberating message he delivered. In sum, Ruether argue __ 

that the dominant christological position not only distorts Jesus' message but in it-. 

dependence on the concept of an immortal ~elf it IS oppressive and a source of 

injustIce. 

Throughout thiS chapter I have insisted that Ruether views the concept of an 

immortal self as the source of oppression for women. It is now necessary to clarify 

why in fact Ruether takes this view. In the following section J wish to continue my 

discussion of Ruether's understanding of the fall and through this discu~sion 

consider the way in which Ruether views the relationship between the concept of 

the immortal self and injustice particularly as it relates to the question of the 

oppression of women within the western world. 

131 Ruether. Sexism and God-Talk. 124. 



The Concept of an Immortal Self: The Denial of the Full Humanity of \Vomen 

To begin thi~ discu-;sion it is necessary to recall what Ruethel refers to as 

the critical principle of leminist theology. This principle states that any system of 

thought. theological statement or social system is unacceptable which does not 

promote the full humanity of women. It is in the context of Ruether's concept of 

the critical prinCIple of feminist theology that I wish to consider her contention that 

the dominant Chnstologlcal position is based on an erroneous understanding of 

human n(Jture which has severely compromIsed women within western society. 

To carry out this discussion it is necessary to reconsider the story of the fall 

as part of the mythological universe which developed within early Christianity. I 

indicated above that Ruether contends that the way in which the concept of the 

immortal self develops within early ChristianIty was highly influenced by Pauline 

thought through the development of the Adamic myth. Although Paul initiates the 

myth within ChristJanity. he does not bring it to Its full development. His theology. 

however. serves a" the basis for a signifIcant development of the myth which 

results in the scapegoating of women as the cause of evIl. 

Ruether argues that the way in which the Genesis myth has been interpreted 

has lead t,) a particular understanding of the ontological status of \vomen, Ruether 

contends that the myth is instrumental in developing the concept of the very hcin,f.!. 

of woman as evil. The etIOlogy of evil "not only makes women responsible for enl 

in the world. but It also translates female evil into an ontological principle.' 132 

What needs to be stressed is that for this "characteristic" to be bestowed 

upon women depends on the possibility of directly associating women WIth the 

mortal body whIch is held in opposition to the eternal soul. "The female comes to 

132 Ruether. Sexism and God-Talk. 168-9. Emphasis added. 
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represent the qualities of materiality. irrationality, carnality, and finitude. which 

debase the 'manly' spirit and drag it down into sin and death."]31 Ruether refers to 

this myth, which developed within a social-religious milieu in which the male is 

viewed as normative. as a "male mythology," In this myth the female is not only 

viewed as secondary to the male. The female. associated with matter. is viewed as 

dragging down the male, who is associated with spirit. 

Ruether therefore endeavours to expose the theological construction of 

human nature which inspired contempt for women as exemplified, for example. by 

the infamous fiery admonition of the early Church father Tertullian (ca. 160-220 

C.E,). 

On you IW( know that each of you IS Eye') The sentence ot God on this sex of y()urs in 
thi" age: the gUllt must of ncce~sity live too You are the DeVIl'" gatev,ay, YOll are the 
unsealer of the tnrhldden tiel' You arc the fIrst deserter of the dl\'me law, You are ,he 
who persuaded him whom the De,,11 was not \'ahant en()ugh In attack, You destroyed su 
easily God's ima£e man On account of your desert, that IS death. even the Snn of God 
had to die,134 - . 

By the time of Tertullian women. all women. had become associated with Eve, The 

nature of women therefore had become directly linked to sin. mortality and the need 

for the redemption of all of humanity. Christ \vas indispensable because Eve had 

sinned. 

Ruether states that it is with 51. Augustine that these early "Christian 

perspectives on nature, sin, mortality, and redemption from sin and death were 

refined .. ,," 13:" Ruether argues that" [i]n a series of letters and treatise~." to refute 

Pelagius' view of nature and free wilL "Augustine hammered out the anthropology 

133 Ibid .. 169. 
134 Tertullian. De Cull a Feminarnm 1.1. Quoted in Ruether. 

"Misogynism and Virginal Feminism in the Fathers of the Church." Religion 
and Sexism, Ruether. ed .. 157. As Nel Noddings suggests. there are various 
translations of this text. and that [tlhe translation in Warner. Alone Qf All Her 
Sex. p. 58 sounds a bit less universally accusatory." Nel Noddings. Women and 
Evil ( Berkelev: University of California Press. 1989),. 251. footnote 40. 

135 Ruether. Se~i."m wld God-Talk, 134. 
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of transct'ndent grace, and of the fallen selt that has lost the freedom to do what it 

will~, \vhich would shape Western Christianity." 13() Ruether stresses that while 

Augustine maintains that all is from God and therefore all is good. 

th.:re remains In hi~ thought the PlatonIC \'cr~lOn at the antI-body. anll-matenal 
hl'crarchy .... The mtellectual J"urney to truth and the moral Journey w goodne~~ l~ one 
WI th the Journey from bodIly bemg~ to lh,embodled Bemg137 

In his interpretation of this intellectual journey which takes place \v1thin 

humanity's fallen state Augustine viewed \vomen as redeemable but "they are 'b) 

nature' under male sUbjugation. The male alone possesses the image of God. and 

woman is related to the d1VlIlC 'image' only under the 'male as her head.' "1."8 

Since fallen nature 1S tainted by concupiscence or lust. redemption as a journey 

from the natural world to the divine entails for Augustine moving from worldly 

relations to a celibate life. The redeemed male attests to his redemption by focusing 

away from hi" concupiscent body and onto his eternal souL while the redeemed 

female attesb to her redemption by subjecting herself to male authority. As Ruether 

states, 

I\\' Jomen. naturally suborJmate. were to be redeemed by subordmatmg them;,elve, all tnc 
more tu the'" III of their hu,band~. or tll other men m authontv over them. Redeemed 
males exprc ,5 theIr redemptIon by e,chewmg ,exual relatIons w;th women 1311 

136 Ibid .. 136-7. 
137 Ibid. 

138 Ibid .. 138. Ruether's understanding of Augustine's concept of the 
image of God is a little misleading. Augustinf' understands the image of God as 
referring to the interior pf'rson where reason and intellect reside. Drawing as he 
does on Platonic thought the real person therefore is the mind or the soul. 
Au!~ustine does not deny that women have souls. That is to say he does not deny 
that women wert:' born in the Image of God. He does however makt:' it qUIte clear 
that woman was created not only second but from man for a reason. Women are 
men's inff'rior. Men are the master. the ruler. \Vomen are to serve and to follow. 
Men are ruled by WIsdom and women are rulf'd by men. See e,g .. Augustine. Tu'o 
Books on Genesis Against the Manichees. Roland J. Teske. S.J .. trans. 
(Washington. D.C.: Catholic University of America Press. 1991).11-114. For 
feminist -interpretations of Augustine's thought see e.g .. Genevieve Lloyd. 
"Augustme and Aquinas." Feminist Theology: A Reader. Ann Loades. ed. 
(London: SPCK. 1990), 90-98. 

139 Ibid .. 139. 
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Augustine's understanding of Adam and Eve, based on a Neoplatonic 

anthropology and consequently on a NeopJatonic understanding of immortalIty, 1-111 

suggests that" [w loman. despite her status as co-heir of grace. must pursue that 

same path burdened by the symbolic force of her subordination to man ... " 1-1 ) 

Augustine viewed this suhordmation as "natural." Redemption for women 

therefore depends on their submission to male authonty. 

140 The Platonic notion of immortality is found most elegantly 
expressed in Plato's Phaedo. See. Plato, "The Phaedo," Fil'e Dialogues: 
Euthyp/lro, Apology, Cnro. Meno. Phaedo. G.M.A. Grube. trans. [Indianapolis: 
Hackett PublIshing Co .. 1981\. 93-156. It is generally accepted by both ancient 
and contemporary phIlosophers that the concept of the body-soul split came 
into Greek thought through Orphism. In Cratylus Plato e.g .. writes: "1 think tlMt 
this admits of many explanatiolls if a little. even very little. change if., made; for 
some say it is the tomb of the soul. their notion being that the soul is buried in 
the present life. dnd again. because Ly its means the soul gives any signs which it 
gives: it is tor this reason also properly called ·sign·. But I think it is most likely 
tbat tIle Orphic poets gave this name with the idea that the soul is undergomg 
punishment for something; they think it has the body as an enclosure to keep it 
safe. like a prison. and this IS. as the name denotes. the safe for the soul until the 
penalty is paid. and not even a letter needs to be changed." As quoted in 
Giovanni Reale. A FhstonJ oj Annent Philosophy: From the Origins to Socrates. 
,John R Cratan. ed. & trans. (Albany: State University of New York Press. 19871. 
296. 

141 Genevieve Lloyd. "Augustme and Aquinas." 9-1. Platonic cosmology 
suggests that mattfT is shaped into the cosmos not by God but by "the Demiurgos 
(Creator). by fashioning It accordmg to the eternal essences." The Dt'miurgos 
also fashions the soul or the life prinCIple which \vhen infused into the cosmos 
becomes its ~overning power. The soul has the power to govern for it has the 
capacity for knowledge. Le .. "contemplative union WIth the divine essences," 
which enabit's it to subdue to the body when it is joined to it. Since it also 
contain~. the "lower forces of unruly passions." the soul has the capacity to be 
lose its contemplative union by giving in to the lower passions and is 
consequently ruled by them. The desired end for the soul is to detach Itself from 
matter and to return to its true home. the dernal. Freedom from matter can 
consequently come about only when \'1rtue is attamed. that is to say. when "the 
mind. as tilt' governing prmcip](' of the soul and the body. remains united with 
the \ision of the eternal. unchangeable truths." Ruether. Gma and God, 122. 
Ruether contends that the hierarchical nature of the SOCIal systems that follow 
from this view promotes domination and its corollary oppression. Existence is 
understood in tenns of a chain of being. God occupies the uppennost level 
followed by. in order of importance. spirits-ma]e-fema!e-animals-nol1-human 
matter. H.uether argues that this chain of being is mon'O\'er a chain of 
command. God rules all. Within this hierarchical system males are 
consequently viewed as the "natural" rulers of females. ILid .. 123. 
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This Augustinian basis for understanding human nature becomes normati ve 

tor Christian anthropology. It does. however. go through a significant 

development in the thirteenth century by the medieval theologian Thomas Aquinas 

(l225-L~74). Unlike Augustine who relied on Neopiatonism. Aquinas develops 

his theology based on Aristotelian thought which results in a somewhat different 

view of human nature. The social repercussions. however. are similar. 

Aquinas follows Aristotle's view that woman is a misbegotten male.]..I2 

1I.ccordIng to Anstotehan blOlogy. the male ;,eed provIdes the "form" of the human bod\'. 
V.'llm .. ll1·~ reproductIve role contrihutes only the matter that "fleshe;, out" thl' formatI\'e 
PO\\ er of the male seed. NormatIvely. ever) male insemInatIon would produce another 
male In the "Image" of Its father But hy some aCCIdent. thIS male form IS sometImes 
suhverted by the temale matter and proJuce~ an Inferior or defectIve human specIes. ur 
female. ThIS mfenonty touches the entire nature of woman. She is Infeno[ in hody 
(\,veaker). in) erwr m mll1d (less capahle of rea,on l. and infenor morally (less capahlc oj 
will and moral selt-control. )143 

Aquinas argues that since the tram-mission of sin demanded an active impulse 

\vhich had to be given through the seed of the father. the mother's passive 

contribution of material would not be able to transmit an active impul-;e. Eve 

therefore had nothing to do with the transmission of original sin. Consequently. if 

Eve alone had sinned. there would have been no original sin. His view implies 

that Eves existence had no significance beyond her generative function. She had 

no moral or religious role to playas "mother of life." 144 

So while Aquinas relieves women from having to bear the burden of gutlt of 

bringing death into the world, it is at the expense of women's capacity to be active 

moral agents capable of bringmg about such a catastrophe. Due to women's 

inferior nature she is less able to act. She is also "naturally," as attested to by 

142 See Aristotle. De Generationp Animalium. A. L. Peck, trans .. 
(London:Heinemann. 1943). 737a 28. 

143 Ruether. Se:>dsm and God-Talk. 96. 

144 Prudence Allen. The Concept oJ Woman. (Montreal: Eden Press. 
1985). 387-400. 
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Augustine. dominated by men and subject to their reason. Aquinas argues that 

male domination of women is consequently essential to be able to assure a good 

social order. Just as it is "natural" for the mind or reason to rule the body, it is 

"natural" for men to rule women. As with Augustine's Neoplatonic anthropological 

modeL Aquinas' Aristotelian anthropological model also depends on a direct 

correlation between the concept of the immortal self and the subjugation of women. 

Ruether argues that keeping women in their place. that is to say, keeping 

women subjected to men. has meant trying to enforce a social structure which has 

denied women their full humanity. Social repercussions have been systematically 

enforced and have often been extreme. 1.+5 For example. in the fifteenth century two 

Dominican fathers. Heinrich Kramer and James Sprenger. wrote that women by 

nature are "feebler both in mind and body." Through a woman's defective birth 

"she is an imperfect animal. she always deceives." 1.+6 This view of women 

underlies their Mallells Maleficarum (1486), the opprobrious handbook used to 

determine the guilt of suspected witches. In this work" [w ]itchcraft is explicitly 

linked to women's inferior 'nature'."J.+7 

Through her analysis of the way in which Christianity has named evil in 

terms of the fall. Ruether consequently suggests that the nature of "the fall" has in 

fact been erroneouslv identified. With Paul and Augustine Ruether agrees that - ~ ~ 

humanity exists in a fallen state. However. unlike the Pauline-Augustil11an tradition 

which views humanity as having fallen from a pristine to a tainted state. Ruether 

argues that it is in fact the development of such a view that constitutes the real fall of 

145 See e.g., Mary Daly. Gyn/ecolagy: the Meraethics a/Radical 
Feminism (Boston: Beacon Press, 1978). 

] 46 Ruether. Se:...ism and God-Talk, 170. It is interesting to note that 
Kramer and Sprenger argue that women's "weak" and deceitful nature" can be 
apparently etymologically verified. "for Femina comes from Fe and Minus, 
smce she is ever weaker to hold and preserve the faith." Ibid. 

147 Ibid. 
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the Christian world.I-it: She contends that \vithin western culture humanity is 

indeed "fallen'" because it has been incorrectly defined. fallaciously mythologized 

in terms of a mortal body and an immortal soul, 

I n Ruether"; view the fall, therefore. has nothing to do with a single event 

that ushered death and evil into the world. The falL correctly identified. is the 

creation of a worldview based on dualistic oppositional thinking derived from the 

concept of a divided self. Ruether therefore views the Christian tradition as a 

"major culture and system of domination" due to its underlying patriarchal error of 

distorting the dialectics of human existence into oppositional dualisms which leads 

to "false polarities." Ruether argues that 

[tlhe We~tl'rn de;,lgn ()f conscl0usness might be descnbed a~ one of altenatlOn and the 
splItting pf reaItty Into false pc,Jantie~: "mascultl1lty' over "femlnil1lty," "man" (rulmg 
cia.,., m.lil'1 over Cre<ltlon, hIstory (wer nature. ego over body, splnT over matter. 
v,hltenes~ over hlackness, the "ahove" over the "below," self over '>oclelv. hean:n 0\'er 
earth 1-i9 . 

As a result of this fallen way of viewing existence, that is. the ontological nammg 

of women as evil. Ruether proclaims that "we are all products of the original sin of 

sexism." ISO Ruether argues that "the real Fall takes place in the dehumanization of 

woman. There is the essence of that original sin which is perpetuated. not through 

sex, biologically. but through sexism, morally and socially .... "l:"l 

Ruether therefore challenges Christianity as a perpetrator of evil. She 

writes that 

148 See Ruether's development of this argument in SeAism and God-
Talk. 159-192. and Gaia and God. 126-142. 

149 Rosemary Radford Ruether, "Whatever Happened to Theolo~V?" 
Christianitu and Crisis 35 (12 May 1975), 110. Cf.. Rosemary Radford Ruether, 
New Woman/New Earth: SeAist Ideologies and Human Liberation (New York: 
SeabuI) Prt'ss. 1975), 58. 

150 Ruether, Se-\.ism and God-Talk. 174. Emphasis added. 
151 Rosemary Radford Ruether, "Sexism and the Theology of 

Liberation," Christian Centwy 60 (12 December 1973), 1225. 
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('vii does eXIst. precisely In thi'> false namJng. projectIOn and explOitalion. Tim, very 
pfClcess of false namlTIg :.md explOitatllll1 l'l\nstltute~ the tundamental distortIOn :ll1J 
corruptiOn of human relatiOnalIty. Evil corne~ ahout precl~eJy hy the dlstortton at the 
:-,e\f-other relatIOnshIp into the good-e\'ll, ~Ureril)r-intenor dU<.Jll';m 152 

Ruether contends that the false naming of women, the creation of woman a." the 

Other, which has lead to women\ subjugation to men, women's inferior status and 

the insistence that women comply to male dominance, is symptomatic of what she 

refers to as the "Big Lie." Ruether argues that the Big Lie 

makes matter the fmal de\'olutlon of the mllld. and the mmd the onglnal source uf all 
heing. It regard~ the body as an alien tomh of the souL and the soul a~ growll1g stronger 
the more It weakens the body. It ab~tracts the human from the earth and God from the 
cosmos ... and telh U~ that we are ~tr::tngers and SOjourners on this planet, that OUI flesh. 
l1ur blood. our in~tll1ct~ tor survi\ al are our enemy.153 

The Big Lie, that is. perpetuating the idea that human nature is comprised of a 

mortal body, which must die. and an immortal soul which can experience other-

worldly redemption. has meant that for the most part the Christian tradition ha.., 

been one of domination and deceit alienating humanity from itself. from others. 

from the earth and from the true nature of Christ. 

Assessing Ruether's View of Oppression 

What then can we say about Ruether's view of the nature of oppression? I 

have approached this question by beginning with Ruether's statement that "[t]h[e] 

concept of the 'immortal self.' ..,urvivable apart from our particular transient 

organism, must be recognized, not only as untenable, but as the source of much 

destructive behavior toward the earth and other humans." 154 

As I discussed above, Ruether in part grounds her view of the immortal self 

as untenable based on what she refers to as her "better intuitions." 155 She recounts 

152 Ruether. SCAism and God-Talk, 174. 
153 Ibid., 264. 
154 Ruether. Gaia and God 251. 
155 Ruether. "Beginnings: An Intellectual Autobiography," 39. 
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becoming cognizant of her aversion to the concept when her father died when she 

was twelve. While it call be argued that this reflects a very subjective respon:--e of a 

child. Ruether nevertheless notes that the experience is foundatIOnal for the 

development of her understanding of the concept of an immortal self. and that this 

early intuition becomes more developed as she matures. 

It seems evident that her growing social and political awareness helped to 

substantiate her earlier intuitive feelings. The destructive consequences. particularly 

as they apply to \vomen. resulting from social structures which have their roots in a 

worldview based on the concept of an immortal self undoubtedly. in Ruether's 

view, serve to testify to its untenability. 156 The two aspects of Ruethds criticism 

of the concept of an immortal souL its untenability and that it is the source of 

injustice are inextricably linked. The latter. verifiable from an analysis of social 

structures by applying the critical principle of feminist theology and the prophetic-

liberating traditions, supports her "better intuitions" that the concept is untenable. 

But is Ruether's argument tenable? Ruether's position leads to two 

interrelated and problematic consequences, First. Ruether reduces the nature of 

oppression to the misuse of freedom which in her view has lead to an insidious 

worldview. a counterreality which has inverted "the true patterns of biotic and 

social mterdependence." 157 By arguing that" [tJhe reconstruction of the ethical 

tradition must begin by a clear separation of the questions of finitude from those of 

sin,"15S and by failing to examine the limitations of finitude in terms of oppression. 

Ruether creates a false dichotomy between oppression that arises from the misuse 

156 I raise this issue again in Chapter Two in light of my argument that 
Ruether appears to be perhaps softening her position on the concept of an 
immortal self. See 105 ff. 

157 Sands, Escape jrom Paradise, 92. 
158 Ruether, Gaia and God, 141. 
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of freedom within finitude and oppressIon that anses from the limItations of 

finitude. While Ruether acknowledges the cumulative social results of a false 

consciousness. that is to say. original sin. she 19nores condit10ns over \vhich 

human freedom does not have control regardless of the pervasiveness of original 

sm. 

Ruether's neglect to examine the limitation of finitude raises numerous 

questions. How can a society endeavour to create just social systems when the 

nature of the "world" is in fact not understood': Without an understanding of the 

nature of the limitations of finitude within which social structures must be created. 

how can these limitations be taken into account? How is one to assess the degree of 

one's individual responsibility without having some knowledge of the limitations 

within which one has to act? Do these limitations not influence the ethical demands 

placed on individuals? 

Without some base other than social analYSIS upon which to ground her 

view of oppression. Ruether's theology drifts into dangerous seas. Kathleen Sands 

faults Ruether for seeking refuge from the "risk of drowning in the tragic"1511 by 

"clinging to a boat that no longer floats."160 that is. by clinging to the theistic notion 

of an unambiguous good. I argue, however. that Ruether's understandll1g of 

oppression falls short not from her fmlure "to jive without metaphysical 

guarantees"J61 but, on the contrary. from her failure to develop a metaphysical 

basis upon which to develop her theology. 

We need to recall Ogden's use of the term metaphysics upon which I am 

drawing as 

159 Sands. Escape from Paradise. 1 l2. 
160 Ibid. 
161 Ibid. 
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th:ll flll1ll of cntIcal relkL'tlon whIch ~ceks tll m.lke fully e"pllclt and under~t;mdahle lhe 
ll1U~t fundamental rre~upp()'ltll\ns of all ,lur t: "penence and thought. llL a, r ma:- ,1j<,() 

~a:. the mo,t universal pnnclplcs th,lt are the strictly ncces,ary -:undl[jon, of the 
pos»lbIiIty of an: thlJ1?; whateyc[.162 

SeyJa Benhabib contend~ that "[s]ocial criticism without some form of 

philosophy IS not possible, and wIthout social criticism the project of feminist 

theory that is at once committed to knO\vledge and to the emancipator), interests of 

vmmen is inconceivable."lh3 As Benhabib further explains. 

[sloCIal critiCIsm need, phJlo~()phy preCIsely because the narratIves of our l'ultures are so 
contllctual and IrreconcIlahle that. e\Cn when one appeab to them. a eertam llrdcnng of 
one\ normatl\ e pnontles. a qatement of the methodologIcal assumptJOm gUIdIng one\ 
chOIce of narratlYCs. and a clanfIcatlOn of those pnnCJple~ In the name of \\hlch one 
speaks IS unavllldable 10-+ 

Without analysing more fully the limitations of fInitude. Without some ne\v of the 

metaphysical structures upon which all the world depends. the possibJlity of 

knowing the extent of one\ freedom within fInitude is obstructed. 

The second consequence of Ruether's view of oppression IS that by 

radically separating oppression that arises from freedom within finitude from 

oppression that arises from the limitations of finitude. the present unjust system can 

be viewed as the sole source of ,>ocial evil while the future yet to be Sy stem is ~een 

as the source of good. If. however. the limitations of fimtude are not factored ll1to 

an analysis of oppression. patriarchy can be Viewed a~ the "evil other" that the 

emergent "good" feminist model mu~t surmount This i-; certainly an approach 

162 Ogden. Fmth and Freedom. 61. 
163 Sf'yla Benhabib, Sltuatmg thl? Se~{: Gender, Community and 

Postmocicmism in Contemporary Ethics (Cambridge: Polity Press. 1985). 225. 
164 Ibid .. 226. Benhabib's concern is f'chof'd in Nancy Fraser and Linda 

Nicholson's essay "Social CritiC'lsm without Philosophy." Here Fraser and 
Nicholson ask: "How can we conceive a version of criticism WIthout philosophy 
which is robust enough to handle the tough job of analyzing sexism m all its 
endless "ariety and monotonous similarity,?" Nancy Fraser and Linda J. 
Nicholson. "Social Criticism Without Philosophy: An Encounter Between 
Feminism and Postmodernism," Feminism/Postmodemism, Nicholson ed. 
(New York: Routledge. 1990), 34. Also see Iris Young, "The Ideal of Community 
and the Politics of Difference," Feminism/ Pos/modemism, 300-301. 
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which Ruether di~claims. As I discussed above, she rejects essentIah~t argument'. 

which invert the male-female dichotomy therehy privileging women over men. By 

aligmng "true" consciousness with emerging femaIe consciousness her theology, 

however, bib to acknowledge that any social system, feminist-based or othenvise. 

will foster a certain degree of oppres~lOn. and may in fact result 111 forms of 

oppression hitherto unknown. 

There is another danger \vith Ruether's view that is directly related to the 

preceding one. When a newly emerging system is viewed as ideologically correct. 

adherents to the new ideology may not recognize the degree to which they have 

internalized the system within which they have been socialized. Drawing on the 

work of Paulo Freire. 16 :1 Audre Lorde cautions that "the true focus of 

revolutionary change b never merely the oppressive situations that we seek to 

escape, but that piece of the oppressor that l~ planted deep within each of us. and 

which knows only the oppressors' tactics. the oppressor< relationships." 1 h6 

While Ruether recogmzes that an oppressed group "internalizes the 

dominant ideology, which shapes it>; own socialization. and so becomes filled with 

fear and ambiguity about its own humanity,"167 she does not seem to apply This 

lI1slght to her understanding of an emergent femimst theology. When the new is 

viewed a~ systematically sound, and the old as systematically perverse, there is the 

danger of slipping into the self-righteous illusion of systemic purity.lhS 

165 Paulo Freire, The Pedagogy oj the Oppressed (New York: Seabury 
Press, 1970). 

i66 Audre Lorele. "Age, race. class and sex: Women redefining difference." 
R. Ferguson. et al.. eds. Out There: Marginaltzatwn and Contemporary Cultures 
(Cambrid,ge: The MIT Press, 1990).287. 

167 Ruether. Sc.u.sm and God-Talk. 163. 
168 Compare Ogden's warning. "that the existing theologies of liberation 

typically show signs of still being very much under the influence of a 
metaphysical understanding of God that has played a fateful role in Christian 
theology." FaUll and Freedom, 61. 
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Ruether may argue that the prophetic-liberating traditions and the critical 

principle of femini<;t theology are needed to counterbalance thi~ pos~ibil1ty. We 

nevertheless need to ask if these tools of ~ocial analvsis suffice. 

WIthout repeating previous arguments it i~ possible to summanze the 

problem with the critical principle of feminist theology by stating that \vhile it b 

meant to address patriarchal tendencies \vithin the prophetic-liberating traditions. It 

runs the risk of collapsing in on itself as femll1ist theology develops in disparate and 

at times conflicting ways. There IS no unanimity as to what in fact promotes the full 

humanity of women. 

The former cntical tool. the prophetic-liberating traditions. which propo~es 

that "the basic ingredients of a just and livable society ... have roots in nature and 

invol \ie acceptance of/lnitude, hllman scale, and balanced relationships between 

persons and between human and nonhuman beings"169 is also problematIC. 

Ruether presents the traditions as morally superior precursors to later traditions 

which distort the nature of reality by appropriating the concept of an immortal self. 

thereby moving the eschatological vision out of this world to an other-worldly 

realm. She doe~ not, however. examine what in fact she means by "finitude. 

human scale, and balanced relatIOnships." Her primary intention seems to be to 

defend the traditions so as to undercut a v,:orldview which includes a concept of an 

immortal self 

WIthout qualifying her underlymg premise that the concept of an immortal 

self IS the root of injustice as it dn'eloped H'ithin the H'estern tradition, Ruether 

dismisses all \'iews of the concept of an immortal self. She does not allow for the 

possibilIty that perhap~ the concept of an immortal self alternatively conceived is in 

]69 Ruether. Gaia and God. 253. Emphasis added. 
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fact not only intellectually tenahle. but also morally defensible. as it may in fact 

provide the basis for the fulfillment of justice. In Ruether's view the concept of the 

immortal self IS given the baneful status of villain and quickly sentenced to death. 

without perhaps being granted a fair triaL 

Her own ambiguity vis-a-vis the question of an immortal self exacerbates 

the problems with her argument. As I will discuss in Chapter Two. Ruether may 

not have rejected the concept of an immortal self as fully as she would like to admit. 

Moreover. she may in fact be 'Ioftening her view of the concept of an immortal self. 

Ruether's view of the concept of an immortal self as the root of oppression 

and attendant injustice is problematic. In her attempt to deconstruct western culture 

so as to understand the underlying cause of oppression, Ruether reduces her 

understanding of oppression to a false conscIOusness which IS alienated from the 

true nature of being. She does not take into account the role finitude has to play in 

the creation of injustice, nor that her view of the concept of an immortal self IS 

culturally bound. 

Of course, if Ruether admits to the possibility of an immortal self. it might 

be argued that she undermines her own view of oppression. Ruether can, 

ho\vever. retain her view that the concept of an immortal self, as conceivt'd vvit/zm 

the Christian fmdition. has been the root of injustice while at the same time 

exploring alternative views of subjective immortality that may in fact address the 

question of justice more fully than hers. 1 return to thi,s question in Chapter Five, 

Summary 

In sum. Ruether views oppression in terms of social injustice which arises 

from distorted relationships, The primary distortion which in her view is the source 
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of injustice re~ults from dichotomizing human nature into a mortal body and an 

immortal soul. By ~plitting the indivIdual into opposing components, pItting one 

against the other, and by extension dividing all of existence into the holy and the 

unholy, the good and the eviL the redeemable and the irredeemable, Ruether 

contends that the appropriation of this anthropology within early ChrIStianity lead to 

the development of a dominant Christian tradition which has promoted various 

forms of injustice which include anti-semitism, sexism, and ecological abuse. 

Ruether therefore contends that in western culture oppres<.,ion finds its roob in 

patriarchal Christianity's embracmg of the concept of an immortal self. 
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Chapter Two 

The Process of Liberation: 
At One With the Divine 

For Rusemary Radford Ruether, 
women's passion for justice is itself heaven's defense, 

pouring down to lower the mighty and buoy the oppressed 
KATHLEEl'; SANDS! 

lHother, into your hands I commend my spirit. 
illfinite creativity.' 

Introduction 

Use me as YOIl will ill your 

It might seem from my discw"sion in the previous chapter that Ruether's 

position on the fulfillment of justice would be easily discernihle. Her rejection of 

the concept of an immortal self would seem to imply that there i<; nothing to survive 

death. consequently the process of hberation and the fulfillment of justice must 

necessarily occur within finitude. If this were indeed the case. to a~sess Ruether's 

understanding of the process of liberation would therefore involve an examination 

of her understanding of salvation and of this-worldly emancIpation . ..' The 

1 Sands. Escape Jrom ParadL<;e. 71. 
2 Ruether, Craia and God 253. 
3 This is the position that. e.g .. Judith Vaughan takes in Sociality. 

Ethics and Social Change: A Critical Appraisal oj Reinhold Niebuhr's Ethics in 
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fulfillment of justice as the righting of wrong relatIOnships would involve exposing 

the patriarchal framework of western social structures and the creation of an 

alternative. more just social order. 

While the primary concern behind Ruether's theology is to challenge the 

status quo and to endeavour to establish a more just this-worldly ~ocial order. it 

would be incorrect to suggest that this IS the extent of her view of the process of 

liberallion and the fulfillment of justice. There are, in fact. two ways In which 

Ruether understands the process of liberation: 1) this-worldly emancipation which 

depends on the human capacity to respond to the gracious inbreaking of God's will. 

recognize injustice within socIety, turn from it. and develop forms of social 

structures which enhance the full humanity of all members of the community, 2) 

As well as this-worldly emancipation, Ruether also identifies a redemptive aspect of 

the process of liheration which is carried out through a future unity within God.-+ 

Since the emancipative aspect of the process of liberation depends on the 

human abilIty to respond to di vine grace. and the redempti ve aspect depends on 

God's activity. to understand the complexity of Ruether's view of the process of 

liberation it IS necessary to consider the way in which Ruether understands the 

nature of the dl\'ll1e. 

-,------,--- --------
the Light qfRosemary Radford Ruether's Works (New York: Lanham, 1983). 147-
l86. 

cj For a discussion of the way in which I am using the terms 
emancipation, liberation and redemption, see Introduction 13 ff. 



The Nature of God 

assertion that a new view of the divine will emerge as awarcnes~ of the detrimental 

nature of the patriarchal God becomes more clearly understood. s This is not to 

excuse Ruether's lack of God-talk: nor is It to suggest that Ruether ha.;; nothing to 

say about the nature of God. If one, however, is looking for a highly developed 

concept of God in Ruether'~ work. one will look in vain. 

As I begin this discussion of Ruether's doctrine of God, it is necessary to 

recall that Ruether draws on the critical principle of feminist theology to assess the 

degree to which a theological principle promotes or impedes Justice b Ruether 

argues that a fundamental aspect of the Christian tradition which diminishes and 

distorts the fuJI humal11ty of women is the way in which the concept of God has 

developed within Christianity. Ruether contends that mainstream Christiamty as 

with all "lr]eligions that reinforce hierarchical stratification use[s] the Div1l1e as the 

apex of this system of privilege and control. "7 God fwm his seat of ultimate 

power is seen as justifying structures of dIstorted relationality thwugh which. 

Ruether argues. sin anses. 

Ruether maintains that a patriarchal community which understands existence 

in terms of distorted relatiomhips is an idolatrous people, makers of idolatrous 

images of God.;'; HE is created in the image of the powerful and the dominant. A:-, 

a result "such images of God become sanctions of evil. "l) 

5 Ruether. Sexism and l,-ad-Talk, 7l. 
6 The critical feminist principle states that"[wlhatever denies, 

diminishes, or distorts the full humanity of women is, therefore, appraised as 
not redemptive," Ruether, Sexism and God-Talk. 18-19. 

7 Ruether. SeAism and God-Talk, 6l. 
8 Ibid., 37. 
9 Ibid., 66. 
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As I discussed in Chapter One. Ruether argue~ that SIn anses from 

hierarchical and oppositional relationships which set the self against "the other" 

The other, whIch is viewed as inferior to the self, can be another individuaL a 

group of individuals, or the body when the mind or the soul is considered to be the 

"true" self. Within thi<; type of oppositional relationship the other is seen as in 

some sense a threat to the individual or to the community. At best the other must be 

"subjugated," "tamed." or "controlled." At worst the eradication of the other. either 

physically or culturally, is justified as a necessary undertaking to eradicate evil. 

Ruether therefore suggests that those who struggle for justice "know that 

the true God does not support the thrones of the mighty, but is one with those who 

struggle."l0 Ruether, therefore. contends that the "true" Christian God supports 

those who seek to identify and eliminate structures that create injustice. Ruether 

states that "[0 ]nly a theology that denounces all forms of impoverishment (including 

spiritual impoverishment) and calls for a more just and mutual society, as God's 

mandate for creation, is in line with the normative message of biblical hope. "11 

So as to reclaim the true nature of Christianity and an "authentic" vision of 

the Christian God. it is necessary to "rename" the divine. In Ruether's view 

renaming the dIvine does not mean substituting femmine God-talk for masculine. 

thereby. for example, replacing the metaphor of God as father with God as mother. 

Ruether. in fact argues that reliance on parental language for the divme has played 

a detrimental role in the way in which individuals view themselves and their 

relationship to the divine, which has led to the pernicious doctrinal position that 

10 Ruether. Disputed Questions. 105. 
II Ruether, SeAism and God-Talk. 91. 
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"[t]o become autonomous and respon~ible for our own lives IS the gravest S1I1 

against God." 12 

Ruether does not, however. say that all parental language for the di vine is 

damaging. Parental language can in fact be positive when it is used in terms of. for 

example, father-mother, inasmuch JS it symbolizes our roots. "the sense of being 

grounded in the universe in those who have gone before. who underlie our own 

existence." 13 She warns, however. that parental language can suggest "a kind of 

permanent parent-child relationship to God. God becomes a neurotic parent who 

does not want us to grow up. "J'I 

In lieu of the term "God" which tends to evoke traditIOnal images of the 

pdtriarchal God. Ruether suggests using the term "Godless." 

The teml Godless [isl a written symbol Intended to combine hoth the masculine and the 
feminine forms of the word for the divllle while preservmg the Judco-Chri~tlan 
affirmatIOn that diVInIty IS one. The telID IS unpronounceahle and madequale. It i~ nut 
mtended as a language for wor~hlp. where one might prefer a more eV(ll'ativc term. o,uch 
as Holy One 0f H(lly WIsdom. Rather It sene~ here as an analytIc sIgn to pomt toward 
that yet unnamahlc understandmg of the dlvme that would transcend patnarcha] 
limitations and signal redempm'e experIence fix women as well as men. 15 

12 Ruether, Disputed QuestiDns, 105. 
13 Ruether, Sexism and God-Talk. 69. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Ibid .. 46. Ruether's use of the term Godless is not to be confused with 

the use of the term "Goddess" by other feminist theologians. Ruether 
ditlerentiates her own theology from that of Goddess feminism by sugg;esting 
that within the women's movement there are "women who take the need for a 
new culture or spirituality as primary, and thf'refore start with the need for a 
new women's religion" which expresses the divine in terms of the Goddess. 
Ruether maintains that there are also women. of which she is one. "who are 
mainly concerned with a I1f'W social order and who assess the negative or 
positive role of religion in relation to this SOCial order." "Sexism. Religion and 
the Social and Spiritual Liberation of Women Today," Beyond Domination: NeLL' 
Perspectives on Women and Philosoph~}, Carol Gould. ed. (Totowa. N.J.: Rowman 
and Allanheld. 1983), 108. Works on Goddess religion include Margot Adler 
Drawing Down the Moon: Witches. Druids. Goddess-Worshippers. and other 
Pagans in America Today (New York: Viking Press, 1979): Carol Christ. 
Laughter oj Aphrodite: R~flections on a Journey to the Goddess (San FranCisco: 
Harper & Row. 1987): C. Spretnak, ed. The Politics oJ Women's Spirituality: 
Essays on the Rise oJ Spiritual Power within the Feminist Movement (Garden 
City: Anchor Doubleday. 1982): Starhawk. The Spiral Dance: A Rebirth oJ the 
AnClent Religion oJthe Great Goddess (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1979). 
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While Ruether states that the nature of Godless is still to be known and that 

"[ w]e have no adequate name for the true Godless. the 'I am who I shall become.' 

"16 she does not state that there is nothing that can be known about the divine. 

Ruether argues that the divine has the fundamental characteristic of being at once 

spirit and matter. By stating that Godless is both matter and spirit Ruether is 

speaking ontologically, not metaphorically. 17 In her view the divine is spirit. and 

the divine is matter. As matter Godless is the "material substratum of our 

existence." I R As spint Godless is "the endlessly new creative potential." 1 <) The 

way in which the divine as spirit and matter is named is metaphorical. 

TradItionally the divine as a solely spiritual entity is identified with the 

"father." while nature as matter is identified in terms of maternal imagery. Ruether 

argues that" [t]he Identification of matter, nature and being with mother makes such 

patriarchal theology hostile to women as symbols of all that 'drags us down' from 

freedom. "20 Traditionally. Ruether contends. such a view of the divine has meant 

that the process of liberation has been defined in terms of "out of or against nature 

into spirit. "21 

Ruether's contention that the divine is at once matter and spirit IS 

problematic. The difficulty that she faces is how to explain the nature of the divme 

in a way that i.'> consistent with a view of existence in which matter and spirit are not 

understood as two separate elements opposed to one another. but as two aspects of 

a single unity which cannot be split apart. Asking therefore how Ruether 

understands the divine as matter and as spirit can be misleading. The question can 

16 Ibid., 71. 
17 Ruether, Womanguides. 8. 
18 Ruether, Sexism and God-Talk. 71. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid. 
~n Ibid .. 70. 
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be interpreted as presupposing oppositionally dualistic language. Referring to the 

dIvine as "matter-spirit" or "matter/spirit," or perhaps by applying a referent such as 

"X," where X connotes a concept of the divine \vhich can be discussed in terms of 

matter and spirit, may help to mitigate the language problem. It may be, ho\,,:ever. 

that using these terms really only serves to highlight the inadequacy of language to 

express the concept of the divine as a unity of spirit and matter without immediately 

dichotomizing spirit and matter. 

Ruether's view that Godless is matter as well as spirit is based on her 

dialectical methodological approLich to synthesize these dualisms int(1 a new 

understanding of divine being. 'Vole need to consider, however, the efficacy of her 

approach, How does the divine as spirit and matter relate to the creation? If spirit 

Lind matter are, in fact one and the same. and since \ve tend to assume that matter is 

contained within finitude, does that mean that spirit is also contained \vithin 

finitude? If so, is there any sense in which she views God as in some way 

transcendent to nature') Does God as spirit-matter in some way depend on matter 

for God\ existence? One may also ask if all of these questions are in fact ill-

conceived, merely reflecting a dichotomous way of VIewing spirit and matter that do 

not in the end reflect adequately Ruether's view of the nature of the divine. 

Ruether develops the concept of God/ess as matter. or the "material 

substratum of our existence."22 over against the traditional Christian view of God 

which by separating matter and spirit. and consequently subordinating matter to 

spirit. had led to the rejection of the concept of the divine as the material substratum 

of our existence. Ruether refers to this material substratum as "the Matrix." 2.1 

Ruether'~ understanding of the concept of a matrix appears to correspond to the 

22 Ibid. 
23 Ibid., 258. 
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standard definition of a matrix as something within which something else originates 

or dewlops. Ruether contends that the great matrix which "supports the energy-

matter of our individuated beings is itself the grounu of all personhood as \\eU."2..J. 

As the ground of all personhood "[t]his matrix of dancing energy operates within a 

'rationality.' predictable patterns that result in a fixed number of possibilities. "::.,, 

As the "ground" of being the Matrix is the sustainer of what we refer to as 

phYSIcal life, but it is also the sustainer of moral life. Ruether suggests that the 

primordial matrix or original harmony is, as our ontological ground, the "truth" out 

of which a future vision of goodness can be derived. It is the ground for the \vay 

things "ought" to be. God guides existence morally as well as limiting existence as 

to that which can occur within the confines of finitude.::'6 

While Ruether calls to task traditional patriarchal Christian views which 

understand God solely as spirit existing apart from matter, her critique of theologies 

24 Ibid., 266. 
25 Ruether. Gaia and God. 248-9. 
26 It is possible to see somewhat of a shift in Ruether's use of the teml 

matrix for the di\ine. In her chapter on eschatology in Sexl5m and God-Talk 
(1985) Ruether uses the tenn exclusively in the lower case. In her essay 
"Eschatology and Feminism" (1990) Ruether consistently uses this tenn In its 
capitalized form as a title for the divine. ( See. e.g .. pages 122-124.) In the later 
essay. which appears to be a reworking of the earlier. instances can be found 
where Ruether rewrites sentences. at times nearly verbatim, but she conSistently 
makes this change in the spelling of this teml. For example in Sexism and God
Talk Ruether writes. "In effect. our t'xistence ceast's as individuated 
eg%rganism and dissolves back into the cosmic matrix of matter/energy. from 
which new centres of the indiViduation arise.... Acceptance of death. then. is 
acceptance of the finitude of our individuated centres of being. but also our 
identification with the larger matrix as our total self that contains us all.' 257. 
In "Eschatology and Feminism" she writes. "[olur existence as an mdi\iduated 
organism ceases and dissolves back into the cosmic Matrix of matter/energ,v out 
of which new centres of the individuated beings arise .... Acceptance of death is 
acceptance of the finitude of individuated centres of being, but also our 
identification ",ith the large Matrix: as our total self which contains us alL" 122-
123. Her invariant capitalized use of the tenn in the latter text seems to indicate 
that she is applying more significance to the term as a way in which to the refer 
to the di"ine. It emphasizes that this is not just a attribute of the divine but that 
the divine 15 a matrix. 
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which reduce God to matter focuses on Goddes<.; theology.27 As with patriarchal 

theologies Ruether charges Goddes~ theologies with reJtgious exclusivism which 

lays the basis for injustice by projecting evil onto the Other. 

To recalL as I discussed in Chapter One, Ruether views the act of projecting 

evil onto any other as in itself constituting evil. This is a fundamental argument that 

Ruether levies against patriarchy and one that "he also levies against Goddess 

theologies. As Sands aptly puts it 

[RuC'ther's] pOInt was that evIl must not be entirely prujected onto an Other. smce tim 
legllnnatcs the oppreSSJ011 01 that Other and abo leaves one's own group accountahle to 
no higher good. ThiS, to Ruether", mmd, was the central aror of palflarchal theology, ,md 
Goddess femini~m was repeating It hy absoluttzmg the Immanent gr>od~ [SIC] of women 
and nature 2g 

Ruether contends that Goddess theologies, which, in abandoning 

Christianity and the Christian concept of God on the grounds that it is irredeemable, 

substitute the concept of a transcendent "male" God with an immanent "female" 

Goddess. are problematic. 29 Ruether maintains that "merely replacing a male 

27 This revival depended on theories developed in the nineteenth 
century by, e.g., .J.J. Bachofen Da...<; Mutterecht (Stuttgart: Krais and Hoffman, 
1861) and Friedrich Engels The Origin Q{ the Family. Private ProperttJ and the 
State (New York: International Publbhers, 1942). Bachofen viewed this as "a 
period of 'immanence' in which the human spirit is controlled by 'dark forces.' 
Patriarchy represents a higher stage of development in which the 'transcendent 
Spirit' triumphs over 'nature.' "Ruether. Gaia wld God, 146. The Marxist 
understanding of this early period of social development viewed it as "original 
communism, a time of primitive egalitarianism that was undone by unjust male 
and class rule. Finally communism will supersede these unjust social systems, 
bringing back original communist equality, but on a higher level of 
technological development." Ibid., 146. Ruether contends that some first wave 
feminists such as Matilda Joslyn Gage saw this early period as "a time of high 
culture in early Egyptian and Near Eastern civilization, when women were in 
the ascendancy in family, religion and society." Ruether, Gaia and God. 146. 
Patriarchy was seen as regreSSive. The liberation of women called for the 
overthrow of patriarchal J e\vish and Christian heritage. Ibid.. 145- 146. Despite 
the rejection of the theory of original matriarchy by mainstream anthropology 
in the 1920s this idea has been revived within the current feminist milieu 
within the work of feminist thinkers such as Mary Daly, and Carol Christ. 

28 Sands. EscapeJrom Paradise, 75. 
29 Ruether also criticizes Goddess theologians on the grounds that in 

abandoning Christianity they are also abandoning western culture. Ruether 
writes that "[ilf they try to negate that culture completely, they find themselves 
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transcendent deity with an immanent female one is an insufficient answer to the 

"god-problem." 30 Ruether reproves any form of Goddess theology \vhich is 

separatist or female-dominant. and which consequently leads to the projection of 

evil onto an other. in this case on to males)l Ruether therefore develops the 

concept of the divine as spirit-matter to counter patriarchal denigration of the earth. 

and "defend nature from its patriarchal detractors .... " while at the same tIme she 

defends "the transcendent God from feminist detractors ... "32 Against patriarchal 

thought she wants to overcome the rejection of the divine as matter: agJinst 

Goddess theology she \vants to defend the diVine as being also spirit. 

Ruether suggests that as spirit Godless is a transcendental power active 

within the process of liberation. Godless. Ruether writes. "liberates us from this 

false and alienated world ... as a constant breakthrough that points us to new 

possibilities ... "33 This does not happen "once-for-all" but on an ongoing baSIS 

"calling us to yet incompleted dimensions of human liberation."34 

Ruether refers to this process of ongoing divine activity as "Divine 

Grace. "35 Godless activity as divine grace is. in Ruether's view, ever-present. 

without a genuine tradition \vith which to work. and they neglect those basic 
gUidelines which thE' culture itsE'lf has developed through long experience in 
order to avoid the pathological dead ends of human psychology." Rosemary 
Radford Ruether. "Goddesses and Witches: Liberation and Countercultural 
Feminism." Christian Century 97.28 (Sept. 10-17. 1980).846. Ruether. however, 
does not completely dismiss Goddess theology. On the contrary she SE'es its 
emphaSIS on "the naturalness and goodness of thmgs as they are ... as well as the 
communitanan and ecological values" as pOSItive attributes of these theologies. 
DL<>puteci Questions. 136. The Goddess theologian to whom she seems to be most 
sympathetic is Starhawk (Miriam Simos). Ruether suggests that Starhawk 
"would also reject female-dominant and separatists forms ofWicca." Disputed 
Questions. 135. 

30 Ruether, Gaia and Goci, 4. 
31 Huether suggests that "Mary Daly has come closest in theological 

circles t(l th[eJ view of males as demonic by nature." Disputed Questions. 127. 
32 Ibid .. 77. 
33 Ruether. Se.\:ism and God-Talk, 7l. 
34 Ibid., 1:38. 
3:5 IbId., 266. 
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ever-available to the \vorld. Ruether argues that "[t]hc Godless \\/ho i~ the 

foundation of our being-new heing doe:;, not lead us back to a stifled, dependent :;,elf 

or uproot us in a spirit-trip outside the earth. Rather it [the Godless] leads to the 

converted centre, the harmonization of self and body. self and other. self and the 

world. It [the Godless] is the Shalom of our being."-'b 

What is significant concerning Ruether's undersw.nding of Godless is that 

the new possibilities to which she suggests Godless leads individuals "are at the 

same time. the regrounding of ourselves in the primordial matrix. the original 

harmony." ~7 Ruether therefore contends that Godless. transcendent to nature, 

constantly breaks through into nature and leads the self back to the Godless as 

matrix. Godless a<;, spirit leads humanity to Godless as matter through which 

individuals become regrounded in what Ruether refers to as authentic being. 

Ruether therefore contends that images of Godless "must he transformative. 

pointing us back to our authentic potential [i.e .. back to the matrix. the matena! 

aspect of the divine] and forward to the new redeemed possibilities [the spirit aspect 

of the divine]."JII 

Ruether's vIew of the nature of God raise'. many questions. I wish. 

however. to raise these questions in light of my discussion of the way in whiCh she 

views the process of liberation. As I indicated above. there are two ways in which 

Ruether views the liberatinf power of the divine: first, through the emancipative 

36 Ibid .. 71. Cf. Letty Russell who uses the' tern1 shalom to refer to the 
summation and fulfillment of God's purposes in creation. Russell writes. that 
shalom is "the most comprehensive denomination of happiness, as it deSignates 
the healthy development in all forms, both of the harmony within the covenant 
and all progress is life." Letty Russell. Human Liberation in a Feminist 
Perspective' A Theology (Philadelphia: Westminister Press, 1974), 107. 

37 Ruether. SeJltsm and God-Talk. 7l. 
38 Ibid., 69. 
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mteraction het\\'een the divine and the self within finitude: second, through a future 

unity lNithm God which depends on God's redemptive activity. 

The Process of Liberation: Liberation as Emancipation 

The liberating power of the divine depends on the individual's ability to 

respond to ever-present divine grace and consequently to bring about emancipative 

social changes. Ruether therefore argues that the basis for the process of liberation 

from sin as dIstorted relational1ty is the salVlfic response of metanoia, conversion, 

the process of changing one's consciousness. 'lJ While conversion depend~ on a 

change of mdividual consciousness. it is not an individualistic change in one's 

comciousness in relation to God\ grace that brings about emancipation. but a 

change in one's way of viewing the world which leads to an alternative way of 

relating to others within the world. That is. it leads to "the 1-Thou relation as the 

relationship of men and women,"-iiJ 

Ruether defmes conversion as "a way to develop a just and balanced socIety 

that encourages harmonious re13tionships with the environment."-iJ Conversion. 

therefore. is at once a prerequisite to carry out the fulfillment of justice. the righting 

of wrong relationships, and conversion is conscious participation 1I1 attempting to 

establish a nevv social order as one comes to recognize evil in new tem1S, 

39 Ibid .. 163. 
40 Ruether, SeAism God-Talk, 163. In a 1977 article Ruether writes that 

"Martin Buber was a very important mentor for me in the contemplative life. 
His concept of I-Thou encounter still prOVides my basic model of divine 
creature'ly relationship." "Prayer-Authentic Marriage of Contemplation and 
Social Witness," New Catholic H'orld 220 (January-February 1977: 682-685). 
Ruether continue'S to use Buber's model throughout her work. See Martin Bube'r. 
I ami Thou, W. Kaufmann. ed. & tr. (London: T & T Clark. 1970). 

41 Rosemary Radford Ruether. "Fe'minist Theology and Spirituality," 
Christian Feminism: Vision oj a New Humanity. Judith Weidman. ed. (San 
Francisco; Harper & Row. 1984), 18. 
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In Ruether's view conversion and consciousnes~ of evil are inextncablv 

linked. Indeed Ruether argues that "(c]onsciousness of en!, in fact. originates in 

the process of conversion itse[f."42 Through conversion one recognizes that below 

the falsehood and lies imposed by patriarchy there is an original harmony which is 

the basis for "authentic and tnlthful Iife.'·.1-:: Conversion takes one "back to some 

original base of meaning and truth betore corruption. "44 Conversion allows one 

"to know that truth is more basic than falsehood and hence" that truth is "able, 

ultimately, to root out falsfhood in a new future that is dawning in contemporary 

experience. "4) 

The '\mginaJ base of meaning and truth" of which she speaks is 111 effect 

Godless as matrix which I discussed above. Ruether uses the term "original" to 

refer to that which fomls the foundation of an authentic existence. She argues that a 

change of consciousness is necessary so that the mdividual is able to comprehend 

not only that which can be but what should be within the limits of finitude. 

Ruether's view of what can be and should be needs to be qualified. Ruether 

states that 

while there is no une utopIan state of humamty lymg back ll1 an origll1al paradi~e of the 
"hegmnmg ," there are ha"Ic ll1grcclJcnb ot a Just and hvable society. The~c ingredlent~ 

have roots m nature and 1m nh e acceptance of fmltude, human scale, and halanced 
rclatillnshIp~ between per"on~ cmd between human and nonhuman bemgs . ..J.b 

The continual breakmg through of Godless constantly lures all selves to 

authentic being. Grace. in Ruether's view, i:-. not. however. irresistible. While all 

are potentially capable of conversion. there is nevertheles'i the possibility for a 

continual trajectory of alienation from authentic being for those who have not 

42 Ruether, Sc;\.:ism and God-TaLk, 159. Emphasis added. 
43 Ibid .. 18. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Ibid. 
·'1-6 Ibid .. 253. 
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responded to Godless's grace and have not experienced a change of consciousness. 

That i'~ to say. that despite the ever-present mture of divine grace. it is possible to 

remam grounded in inauthentic being. 

The question arises as to the way in which one can know and experience 

Godless. Ruether contends that there are t\\/O ways: through nature and through 

specific religions. Ruether states that the basic ingredients "of finitude, human 

scale, and balanced relationships" which create the conditions for a 'just and livable 

society" are rooted in and revealed through nature. Recognizing these conditions IS 

in effect being aware of Godless's wiJI to which all have access. Ruether describes 

this relationship between the divine and the world as redemptive hope:+7 

"Redemptive hope is the constant recovery of that Shalom of Godless that holds us 

all together, as the operative principle of our collective lives. ".j.R 

As I indicated above, in contrast to Goddess theologies Ruether does not 

want to suggest that Godless is analogous to nature and that the divine can be 

known exclusively through nature in and of itself. To avoid the Goddess 

theologians' notion of the divine, Ruether maintains that while divine grace IS 

universaL that is to say, divine grace is available to aIL the divine is also known 

through the many religious contexts found within the world . .j.l) While Ruether 

does not disavow the ability of any religion to reveal Godless, she stresses and 

works withm her own ChristIan context. Within Chflstianity, Ruether contends. 

47 In Ogden's tenus this would be salvific hope. See Chapter Five for a 
more detailed discussion of Ruether's understanding of the process of liberation 
in relation to that of Ogden. 

48 Ruether. Sexism and God-Talk. 256. 
49 Also see below, 92 ff. 



"[clhristology is that symbol of Christian theology that should manifest the face of 

Godless as liberator. "50 

While Jesus points to the possibility of justice, that is to ~ay. of right 

relatlOn~hip. divine grace is the power that brings the self into contact with the true 

basis of selfhood. the great matrix. Divine grace consequently leads to the 

possibility of right relationships within the world. Ruether maintains that to be able 

to live authentically depends on conversion to the "shalom of being" through which 

we "discover the blessedness and holy being within the mortal limits of covenantal 

existence. "51 

By covenantal existence Ruether is referring to a model of conversion-based 

hope which draws on the Jubilee tradition found in Leviticus 25:8-12. In Sexism 

and God- Talk Ruether describes this tradition as combining both linear and cyclical 

patterns of history. She argues that it is a continual "return to certain starting 

points," thereby suggesting that "revolutionary transformation cannot be done once 

and for all. "52 Life is in constant process and change. and in need of continual 

renewal. The divine sets limits for the creation which necessItate the generational 

responsibility "to create and preserve the base of a livable world."5.' Ruether states 

that 

50 Ruether, Womanguides: Readings Toward a Femimst Theology, lO5. 
For a discussion of Ruether's christolog;:V see above. As 1 dlscussed 111 Chapter 
One. Ruether understands Jesus as redemptive inasmuch as he antiCipates 
future glory. Ruether consequently differentiates between Jesus and Christ by 
suggesting that "Jesus is our paradigm of hoping, aspiring man, venturing his 
life in expectation of the kingdom and Christ stands as the s!jrnbo[ of the 
fulfillment of that hope." Ruether. Womanguides: Readings Toward a Feminist 
Theology, 22. Emphasis added. Christ therefore has not yet come, but is the sign 
of that which can be. 

51 Ruether. Sexism and God-Talk, 256. Within this model of periodic 
redemptive eco-justice Ruether suggests a "more absolute messianic future" 
which "will bring a final fulfHlment of the covenant of creation, restoring peace 
between people and healing nature's enmity." 

5') . ~ IbId., 254. 
53 Ibid., 255. 
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ItlhlS concept of ~oclal change as conversIOn to the centre, conversIon to the earth and In 

each other. rather than night mtn the unrealizable future. IS a model of change more In 
kccpmg WIth the real We" uf tcmporal cXlstcnce 5 -l 

She ~uggests that "[r]edemptive hope is the constant recovery of that Shalom of 

Godless that holds us all together. as the operative principle of our collective 

lives"."5 

Ruether's visionary social model is "The New Earth."56 The arrival of the 

New Earth depends on "that massive repentance of all humanity, the great 

metanoiu, in which all humans decide to disaffiliate from violence and cooperation 

with violence "57 Ultimately the great metanoia "demands the conversion of all" to 

bring about the proces.c, of liberation. It is therefore incumbent upon each individual 

to refrain from ":~inning." That is to say it is incumbent upon each individual to 

challenge the cun'ent social structures and not to identify oneself with the dominant 

ego group. Ruether writes that 

[olne cannot Just IdealIze the collectIve group ego a" salvatJon but must "eek a new 
syntheSIS In ""hlch the dIchotomy between egOIstIc IIldlvldualIsm and passIve 
acqUle,cence III group roles j, transcended m the self that i~ grounded JI1 communIty as a 
free and ll1dlviduated ,c1f.58 

5·-1 Ibid., 255-6. Ruether also expresses this redemptive hope through 
anticipatory faith in Jesus, who "announced messianic hope and ga\'e signs of 
its presence, but \vho also died in that hope. crucified on the cross of unredeemed 
human history," Disputed Questions: On Being a Christian. 72. 

55 Ruether, Sexism and God-Talk. 255. In Gaia and God Ruether argues 
that although n[slcholars have doubted whether the Jubilee laws were ever fully 
applied. there is evidence of partial application of these laws at different times.' 
Ruether contends that "[tlheir importance, however, lies in providing a model of 
redemptive eco-justice. Unlike apocalyptic models of redemption. the Jubilee 
vision does not promise a 'once-for-all' destruction of e\'il. Humans will drift 
into unjust relations between each other. they will o"envork animals and 
exploit land. But this drift is not to be allowed to establish itself as a permanent 
'order.' Rather, it is to be recognized as a disorder that must be corrected 
periodically. so that human society regams its right eco-social relationships 
and starts afresh.' Gaia and God, 213. 

56 Ibid .. 233. 
57 Ibid., 183. 
58 Ibid .. 164. 
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Consequently through the process of conversion the individual seeks new 

relationships as a "free and individuated self" while "grounded in community."59 

These new relationships undermine "The Big Lie"60 as they aid in restructuring 

society in terms of non-patriarchal relationships. 

In this section I have suggested that Ruether views the divine as an active 

force which lures the self toward conversion, and back to the ontological basis of 

being, that is to say, back to the divine . This emancipative aspect of the process of 

liberation depends on the process of conversion whereby the self, in response to 

divine grace turns to a right relationship with the world thereby allowing for the 

possibility for the fulfillment of justice in terms of this-worldly relationships. 

Through this process, through the application of the prophetic-liberating traditions 

and the critical principle of feminist theology, evil is recognized, social structures 

are analyzed and systemic injustice is challenged. While emancipative activity 

depends on inner conversion, the act of conversion cannot be separated from 

emancipative action, the attempt to change unjust this-worldly social structures. In 

Ruether's view "[s]ocioeconomic humanization is indeed the outward 

manifestation of redemption."61 

It is interesting to note Vaughan's discussion of the emancipative aspect of 

Ruether's process of liberation which she puts forth in the militant term of 

59 Cf.. Charles Taylor who in the 1991 Massey lectures The Malaise oj 
Modernity addresses this very problem in terms of the "dialogical character" of 
human life. Taylor stresses the need to develop individual authenticity while 
realizing that individual identity depends on our relationship to others. Taylor 
writes that "modes [of understanding contemporary culture] that opt for self
fulfillment without regard (a) to the demands of our ties with others or (b) to 
demands of any kind emanating from something mOre Or other than human 
deSires or aspirations are self-defeating. in that they destroy the conditions for 
realizing authenticity itself." 33-35. 

60 See Chapter One. 63. 
61 Ruether. Gaia and God. 216. 
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"revolutionary praxis."b:: Vaughan suggesb that Ruether's revolutionary praxis 

begins \vith consciousness raising and includes "utopian thought or creative 

imagination"6J which leads to social transformation. solidarity with the oppressed. 

and women as revolutionary leaders. 6-+ Based on her reading of Ruether's work 

Vaughan outlines "a program of action as a part of praxis" which 1I1cIude:-. the two 

primary features of "denollncing the existing order and (l11l10111lcing what is not yet 

but will be. "65 Denunciation includes empowerment and armed resistance: 66 

annuncIation includes universal community and nonviolence. 67 

Vaughan\ reading of Ruether's understanding of the process of liberatIOn 

111 strictly emancipative terms is echoed. albeit, more critically. by Daphne 

Hampson who suggests that Ruether's theology appears to be a social activist 

platform WhICh ultImately has little to say about God. Hampson asks if there is 

really any God behind Ruether's use of God-talk. Hampson criticizes Ruether's 

"Marxist-Hegelian" approach 111 which "all reality tends to collapse into history." 

Hampson states that 

62 Vaughan. SOCiality. Ethics and Social Change. 160. 
63 Ibid., 162. 
64 Ibid .. ] 63. 
65 n)id .. 164. 
66 Vaughan argues that by "anned resistance" Ruether means "response. 

It is the refusal by a group of people to be dehumanized to the point of death. It is. 
in Ruether's words, 'a grim holding out in the face of evil. stupidity and 
blindness to elementary justice. [and] an effort to carve out some small spaces of 
humanization within which to keep one's sanity and souL'" Sociality. Ethics 
and Social Change. 165-166. Cf. Karen Lebacqz, Justice in an U,yust World: 
Foundations Jor A Christian Approach to Justice (Minneapolis: Augsburg 
Publishing House, 1987). Lebacqz writes that "[gJoing to war is justified only if: 
(l) there is a just cause. such as the repudiation of grave evil: (2) the legitimate 
authOrity declares war; (3) the intention is just - that is. it is to resists evil. not to 
annihilate others: (4) the intention is made public; (5) war is a last resort, other 
avenues have been tried: (6) there is a reasonable hope of success; and (7) the good 
to be done is proportional to the destruction or evil likely to be caused by the 
war." 97-98. Also see. James F. Childress, "Just-War Criteria," Thomas A 
Shannon, ed. War or Peace?: The Search Jor New Answers (Maryknoll: Orbis, 
1980), 40-58. 

G7 Ruether, Gaia and God. 164-170. 
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it Is (11 m,:ult for her [Ruether 1 tu haye a God Whll b somcthIn~ other than a fOfL'C I perhJP~ 

J hum,ln H.iea) present withm hlstllfY In the cvent ()nc IS hard pressed to see how her~ IS 

d theology, a" llpposed to ;,lmplv a polItlCJI Jg:enJa 10r the hbefJtlOn ofpe'JPle (In fact. 
It une read" her work cIrelull). one notices that she never speab of Glld, hut rather of 
people's concept of God. which ffiJY lead them on 1I1 their stnnng for Justice.) Oh 

While Hampson's and Vaughan's readings of Ruether's theology "tress 

Ruether's primary concern for this-worldly emancipation. emancipative activity is 

not the only way in which Ruether envision" the process of liberation. Ruether also 

develops a redemptive aspect to her view of the process of liberation as a future 

unity within God. 

The Process of Liberation: God's Redemptive Activity 

Ruether contends that there can be this-worldly justice when a community 

recognizes right relationship within the limitations of finitude and strives to create 

social systems which reflect those limitations. The fulfillment of justice within 

finitude demands an ongoing critique of social structures so as to ensure that these 

structures do not become oppressive and hierarchical favoring one social group 

over another. Ruether maintains therefore that "[h]ope for a redeemed world must 

hegll1 by saying 'never again' will we be silent while any group of people is 

victimized. "h9 If refusing to be silent in the tace of injustice is the beginning of 

hope for a redeemed world, inasmuch as systemic injustice can he addressed, what 

about individual expenences of injustice? What about those who have suffered and 

do not experience some form of redemption in this world? 

Ruether certainly does not ignore these questions. She raIses senous 

concerns questioning the meaning of existence in the face of injustice: 

68 Hampson. Thealam} and Feminism. 29. Also see Hampson and 
Ruether. "Is there a Place for Feminists in a Christian Church'?" 

69 Ruether, Disputed Questions. 10. 
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What of all thnse who havc suffcred and died in mIsery bc('au~e of socIal e\'ll over whIch 
they have nu control '? What of the vast tm Img masses of human hemgs who ha\ e had ,') 
lIttle chance to lIve fulfIllll1g lIves through the centune~') \Vhat of the \\hole tragic dr,nna 
of human hlqory where so few have had opportu111tles for momenb of leIsure and 
happiness In the midst III oppressIve lahor,)7U 

Ruether recognizes that there cannot be complete fulfillment of justice within 

finitude. In a letter to Daphne Hampson. Ruether moreover concedes that she 

"thinks that the conclusion to history may well be that we annihilate ourselves."i! 

Ruether. however. does not leave the question of hope in such pessimistic terms, 

She provides an eschatological vision of hope based on her concept of a future 

unity within God, 

Ruether's eschatological vision has not received much attention. In fact. 

neither Hamp:-.on nor Vaughan, for example. acknowledge this aspect of Ruether's 

theology. It is difficult to say with any certainty why this is so. Both Hampson and 

Vaughan have most certainly read Ruether's Sexism and God-Tulk In which 

Ruether first puts forth her view of a feminist eschatology most systematically.!::' I 

can only speculate. but it may be that in Hampson's case Ruether's underdeveloped 

doctrine of God did not provide a sufficient basis for Hampson to recognize some 

form of cOIlvincing divine redemptive actlvity. In Vaughan's case it may be that 

Ruether's emancipativc argument provided her with a satisfactory way in \vhich to 

70 Ruether. "Eschatology and Feminism." 122. 
71 Hampson. Theology and Feminism. 28. 
72 While Vaughan's Sociality. Ethtcs and Social Change. was published 

in 1983, the same vear as Ruether's Sexism and God-Talk. Vaughan drew on 
Ruether's galley copy of the text to develop her argument. Hampson's and 
Vaughan's reading of Ruether seems to concur with that of Mary Hembrow 
Synder masmuch as in her discussion of Ruether's Christology Synder also does 
not refer to tht' redemptive aspect of Ruether's theology. As I indicate in Chapter 
Five, Kathleen Sands takes quite a different position. Sands argues that 
Ruether's concep1 of the process of liberation depends too heavily on the concept 
of a transcendent God. While I do not agree with the conclusions that Sands 
draws from her reading of Ruether (that Ruether's theism is her theology's 
shortcoming), I think that her reading more adequately rdlects Ruether's 
understanding of the process of liberation (Sands recognizes the redemptive 
aspect of Ruether's theology) than that of the other aforementioned theologians. 
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understand the proces~ of liberation. She may simply ignore the eschatological 

argument as irrelevant or she may be uncomfortable with the argument and prefer 

to not engage with it. 

Hampson and Vaughan do not represent. however. the on 11' response to 

Ruether's view of the process of liberation. As I di,>cuss in Chapter Five. Kathleen 

Sands argues that Ruether's concept of the process of liberation depends too 

heavily on her eschatological vision. While I do not agree with the conclusions that 

Sands draws from her reading of Ruether\ work, I think that her argument more 

adequately reflects Ruether's understanding of the process of liberation than that of 

either Hampson or Vaughan.?" 

We now need to consider in some detail Ruether's concept of a future unity 

within God. To carry out this discussion there are a number of questions \vhich 

need to be considered: What does Ruether's \'iew of a future unity within God 

mean in terms of divine activity and in terms of the relationship of the self to this 

activity'? How does this concept provide sume basis for hope': How does it 

address the issue of justice? 

To understand Ruether's concept of a future unity within God 1 wish to 

begin by considering her development of this concept in her work Faith and 

Fratricide: The Theological Roots ()f Alltl-St'lIlirwll (1975).7'+ While Faith and 

Frarricide is not written from what could be called a feminist perspective, this work 

73 TIlat Sands refers to Ruether's eschatology may in part be due to 
Ruether's discussion of her eschatological view in Gaia and God. a text published 
after Hampson's and Vaughan's examinations of Ruether s thought. The fact 
remains that Hampson and Vaughan nevertheless would have presumably read 
Ruether's chapter on eschatology in Se.xism and God-TaLk. which outlines the 
basic eschatological pOSition upon which Ruether develops her later work, and 
therefore would not have been unaware of her view. 

74 Rosemary Radford Ruether, Faith and Fratricide: The Theological 
Ruots Q! Anti-Semitism (London: Serach Press, 1975). 
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is the first. as far as I am aware, in which Ruether distinguishes between the 

emancipative and redemptive aspects of the process of liberation. 

Ruether's primary thesis in this work is that Christian thought is based on 

an exclusionary dualistic mode of Christian self-understanding which she describe~ 

in terms of the "ChristologlCal midrash and its anti-Judaic left hand."75 Ruether 

argues that the development of a christology as final and fulfilled. I.e" the 

promi~:es contained in the scriptures are already fulfilled in Jesus, created an anti-

Judaic myth 76 which becomes intrinsic to Christian theology. Chri5tianitv 

develops the claim that Judaism is to be superseded by the new Christian vision of 

redemption. The "good redeemed" Christian is identified over against the "evil 

unredeemed" Jew. The Jew as the outsIder and as the other therefore is seen as 

existing over against the Christian. Ruether argues that the concept of a fulfilled 

eschatology. which incorporates a vision of the salvation of the elect and the 

destruction of those who are not. has provided the roots for anti-JudaIsm In 

Western civilization, thereby turning Christianity into a fratricidal religionJ7 

Ruether argues that to overcome the injustice that results from Chn~tianity's 

fratricidal tendencies it is necessary to establish "an internal task of Christian 

theological reconstruction. "JR For Christianity to overcome the sin of fratricide the 

theological structures from which sin has emerged must be challenged by critically 

75 Ruether. Fmth and Fratncide. 95. For a more detailed discussion of 
Ruether's christology see Chapter One, 49 ff. 

76 The anti-Judaic mvth contains elements such as "the Jews are a 
rejected people. a people abandoned by God. condemned for their unbelief.' 
Gregory Baum, "Introduction," Faith and Fratricide, 4. 

77 For a critique of Ruether'S Faith and Fratricide see Monika Hellwig. 
"From the Jesus of Story to the Christ of Dogma," Anti-Semitism and the 
Foundations oJ Christianity. Alan Davies. ed. (New York: Paulist Press, 1979). 
1 18-136. For Ruether'S response see "The Faith and Fratricide Discussion: Old 
Problem~. and New Dimensions," Anti-Semitism and the Foundations oj 
Christianity. Alan Davie&. ed. (New York: Paulist Press. 1979). 242-243. 

78 Ruether. Faith and Fratricide. 228. 
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rethinking anti-Judaic tendencies within the Christian tradition. This process. 

challenging theological structures which promote injustice. is the emancipative 

aspect of the process of liberation \vhich addresses the speciflC situation of J udeo-

Christian relations. 7CJ 

The redemptive aspect of Ruether's concept of the fulfillment of justice. a 

future unity of all humanity. is much less developed in Faith and Fratricide than is 

the emancipative aspect. It nevertheless is there and warrants comment. To be able 

to understand Ruether's view of the fulfillment of justice in terms of a future unity it 

is necessary to note the way in which Ruether identifies Judaism and Christianity as 

two "religious languages." Ruether argues that the Jewish and Christian 

communities must be understood as arising out of different experiences. which give 

them "different foundations [or languages] for their faith."80 While both can claim 

revelatory knowledge of the process of liberation from within the experiences of 

their own faith communities. neither has the ultimate word on the precise nature of 

this process. As redemptive religious traditions Ruether argues that both point 

beyond the particulanty of their own tradition~ to a vision of universal redemption. 

Universal redemption. however. depends on the particular religious language of 

each faith community for its expression. S! 

Ruether suggests that no one religion can claim ultimate know ledge of the 

nature of redemption. All religions, however, point to :1 universal future unity. 

Ruether maintains that there is no single language' which can adequately express that 

79 Also see Ruether. Disputed Questions. Chapter 'I\vo "The Question of 
Jewish-Christian Relations." 43-74. 

80 Ruether. Faith and Fratricide. 4. 
81 Also see e.g.. Hampson and Ruether, '"Is There a Place for Feminists 

in a Chri.stian Church?". 15. 



ul1Ity While revelatory experiences differ as they are discerned within a given 

context, all revelatory experiences pomt in some way to universal kinship. 

Ruether mamtains that the basis for uni versa! kinship is the concept of a 

God as a unifying Creator. Only the creative power of God can bring together the 

particularity of each religion into a future unity. Ruether does not. howe veL 

explain the nature of this messianic fulfillment of history other than in general terms 

such as. for example, "the ultimatc,"IQ "the final hope which is still ahead of both 

Jews and Christians."X3 and the becoming of one people "at that end of hiqory 

which is truly 'final."'1\-+ From this general understanding of the nature of religion 

she contends that "[t]his future point of unity exists now only in the transcendent 

universality of God and his original work as Creator. which gives us the basis for 

affirming universal human kinship."s:" 

Ruether emphasizes ul1lversal human kinship as a way to overcome 

tendencies of particularity and exclusivity in religious thought that lead to 

oppres~;lOn. Her concern in thIS work is to advance the concept as an ethical 

demand to overcome Christian excluslvism so that "this unity of God as Creator 

and Redeemer cannot be said to be incarnate in one people and their historical 

revelation. givmg them the fight to conquer and absorb all the others."Ro Ruether 

claims that "[t]he only universality which can be truly said to be 'of God' is one that 

transcends every panicularity ... "s7 Ruether presents the concept of a future unity 

82 Ruether. Faith and FratriCIde, 238-9 
83 Ibid., 256. 
84 Ibid., 260-1. 
85 TIJld. 
26 Ibid .. 239. 
87 Ibid. 
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in terms of an ethical position which guarantees "the integrity of each people to 

stand before God in their own identities and histories. "S~ 

Ruether's view of a redemptive future unity is therefore present early within 

her thought. In her later work. how'ever, the way in which she expresses this unity 

shifts in meaning. Instead of a unity of kinship brought about by God at some final 

endpoint her view changes to an ongoing unity which occurs within God's self. 

Ruether develops two aspects to her understanding of the concept of a unity in God: 

the dissolution of the self as energy-matter back into the cosmic matrix, and the 

retention of one's deeds within the dIvine. The way in which Ruether understands 

the concept of unity within God depends not only on her understanding of the 

nature of the divine but al"o on her understanding of the nature of the self. It is 

therefore necessary to consider the way in which Ruether understands the nature of 

the self. 

There are in effect two ways in \vhich Ruether understands the nature of the 

self' the social self and the self as energy-matter. X9 The social self refers to the 

"self" as it engages in emanCIpator), activity. Perhaps the most significant point that 

needs to be made concerning Ruether's understanding of the social self i~ that 

Ruether maintains that there is no inherent anthropological difference between 

women and men that can account for their roles within any given social system. 

Ruether contends that "all humans possess a full and equivalent human nature and 

personhood. as male and {emale. "lJfJ B Y thi~ Ruether is not suggesting an 

androgynous model of humanity in which fem1l1ine and masculine aspects of the 

88 Ibid. 
89 As I discuss below, se'e 102, it may also be possible to suggest a third 

concept of the' self in terms of "the' meaning at the self." 
90 RUe'ther, Sexism and God-Talk, 111. Ruether's emphasis. 
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~eJf need to be brought together within each individual.l)] Ruether argues that the 

diffen~nce hetween men and women can be best expressed in terms of "reproductive 

role spccJalization."92 She holds that "[t]here is no necessary (biological) 

connection between reproductive complementarity and either psychological or social 

role differentiation. These are the work of culture and socialization. not of 'nature'. 

"93 Suggesting that male and female are inherently different. associating male 

nature with the mind, reason and God and consequently with good, and femak 

with the body, nature and consequently \vith evil is the result of a culturall) 

determIned social construction which results in the distortion of relatIOnships 

between women and men, humanity and nature, God and the world. 

Just as Ruether contends that the divine must be renamed so as not to 

perpetuate the erroneous patriarchal split of matter and spirit. she also contends that 

the concept of the self must be expressed in terms that overcome the oppositional 

and hierarchical view of the self as a mortal hody and an eternal soul. Ruether 

therefore refels to the self as energy-matter. which acknowledges that the self is 

more than a "physical" being. The energy component of the self cannoL however. 

be sen~red from the self as matter as some foml of disembodied mind or soul. 

Ruether develops the concept of the self as energy-matter most fully in Gaia 

and God. In this text Ruether briefly dIscusses the paradigm shift from Newtonian 

physic~, to that of subatomic phYSICS, wIthin which through the discovery of energy 

field" "in which energy 'events' appeared and disappeared"CI-I an alternative 

understanding of matter arises. This alternative view of the nature of matter 

challenges the concept of elementary building hlocks, Ruether argues that 

--'~-------' ---

91 Ibid" 1IO-l11. 
92 Ibid .. Ill. 
93 Ibid. 
94 Ruether, Gaia and God. 248. 
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subatomic physics advances the notion of an ahsolute minimum and an absolute 

maXImum, In the case of the absolute minimum Ruether contends that "the 

classical distinction between matter and energy disappears, Matter is energy 

moving in defined patterns of relationality, "1I5 Ruether suggests that once we move 

beyond the "absolute minimum" we recognize that this is also the "abs-olute 

maximum." which Ruether refers to as "the matrix of interconnections of the whole 

universe,"% Le .. God, It is at the extremes ()t existence that all collapse into one, 

and in doing so emerges as the oneness of the divine, 

Ruether therefore suggests that matter and energy which are in effect one, 

depend on the relational nature of existence, God as ahsolute maximum - the 

Matrix which contain~ all interconnections - contains the energy-matter of winch all 

selves are comprised, So what happens to the self when one dies'! In Sexism alld 

God- Talk Ruether states that after we die, "[i]n effect our existence, ceases as 

individuated ego-organism and dissolves back into the cosmic matrix of matteI-

energy, from which new centres ot individuation arise:":i7 The dissolution of the 

self back to God, which in this case she also refers to as matter-energy like the selL 

is the coming together of all \\'ithin God, Ruether contends that "[tJhe 

disintegration of the many into infinitely small 'hits,' and the One, or unifying 

whole that connects all things together. coincide,"l!8 The finite nature of the self 

unites with the whole that connects all as part of that whole, 

Ruether therefore maintalOs that the selL as energy-matter, is not lost after 

death, rather it is retained withlO the matrix of being, Ruether suggests that the 

process by whICh God and matter come together to form a unity as the self IS taken 

95 Ibid, 
96 Ibid, 

97 Ruether. Sexism and God-Talk. 257. 
98 Ruether. Gaia cuul God, 248-9, 
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back into the earth i~ a form of redemption, She argues, therefore, that ''It]o bury 

oursel ves in ~teel coffins. so that we cannot disintegrate back into the earth. i~ to 

refuse to accept this process of entering back mto the matrix. of renewed life, Such 

a manner of hurial repre~enb a fundamental refusal to accept earth as our home and 

the plants and animals of earth as our kindred,"YY 

Ruether consequently maintains that we are redeemed by returning to our 

home which IS the earth, We are redeemed hy changing form, by becoming "food 

for new beings to arise from our bones," 100 Ruether argues that the acceptance of 

our individual finitude is not just the Jcceptance of the cessation of our individuated 

bemg at death, [t also involves the acceptance of "our identifIcation with the larger 

matrix as our towl self that contains us all."101 Ruether writes that "[i]t is thi~ 

matrix. rather than our individuated centres of being, that is 'everlasting: that 

subsists underneath the coming to he and the passing away of individuated bell1g~ 

and even planetary world~," 1 02 

Ruether. therefore. distinguishes between the self which becomes part of 

the great matrix. and the concept of an everlastmg existence whIch is predicated 

upon some form of subjective immortality, She argues that subjectIve immortalIty 

results from 'an effort to absolutize personal or individual egolf).' as ibelf 

everlasting, over against the total community of being," 104 Ruether contend~ 

moreover that "[tlo the extent to which we have tran~cended egoi~m for relatIon to 

community, we can abo accept death as the final relmquishment of indi\'lduated ego 

99 Ruether. Se_xism and God-Talk. 258, 
100 Ibid, 

101 Ibid" 257, Emphasis added. 
102 Ibid, 
103 While Ruether does not define her use of the term "ego," an 

examination of her \vork indicates that she seems to use it to refer to the 
individual as a conscious self 

104 Ruether. SexLc;m and God-Talk. 257, 
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into the great matrix of being." I 05 Ruether maintaim that it is imperati \'e that our 

society Jearn to accept death and in doing ~o accept "the finitude of our individuated 

centre~ of being." 1(1) 

But what can we say about her view of the self as energy-matter which 

returns to the divine? I think that the major problem with her argument IS its lack of 

clarity. Just what does she really mean by thi" occurrence? Is she suggesting that 

the individual ego perishes on death and the body returns to the earth? It seems 

possible to reduce this aspect of her view of redemption to such simple terms. 

It b interesting to note the questIOn which Phan raises. Phan writes that 

while Ruether "does grant that the human person achieves a kind of survIval by 

being dissolved back into what she terms the 'cosmIc Matrix of matter-energy" 

which alone is everlasting '" what IS the difference between the cosmic MatrIX of 

matter-energy and individual human beings (who are also matter-energy) that make~ 

the former alone everlasting')"l07 Phan continues hi" inquiry by asking. "[i]s It 

because there is a greater amount of matter-energy in the cosmic Matrix?" He 

seems to assume an affirmative answer to this question and continue~. "[b]ut it is 

ditficult to see how a quantitative difference can produce such an essential disparity 

between immortality and m0l1ality." lOS 

Phan\ line of questioning indicates two things. First the ambiguous 

nature of Ruether's argument concerning the returning of energy-matter back to 

energy-matter. It is simply not cle;lr what she means. Her argument therefore leads 

to numerou:- que,-;tions which cannot be answered without making ungrounded 

assumptions. 

105 nJid .. 257-258. 
106 Ibid., 257. 
107 Phan, "Woman and the Last Thin!?:s." 221. 
108 Ibid. -
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Second. Phan's questioning also suggest<.: that he has reduced the two 

ways in whIch Ruether understands divine redemption to one. He doe~ not 

satisfactorilv differentiate between the two. While Ruether states that the finite self 

returns to the divine as the Matrix. there is more to her argument than that \ve die 

and become sustenance for the crocllses. As I indicated above. in Se.xwn and God

Talk Ruether develops her understanding of the concept of the unity of all within 

God to include the retention and consequently the redemption of the "meaning of 

the self" wIthin God. as "our achievemenh and failures are gathered up. assimilated 

into the fabric of being [that is. into the divine] and carried fOf\\ ard mto nev. 

possibiJities."109 Ruether therefore differentiates between the redemption of the 

self as matter-energy and the meaning of the self. In her vie\v. when an indivIdual 

dies. neither are lost. They are both retained albeit in different ways. 

As I have just discussed. Ruether argues that the ~elf as matter-energy 

returns to the earth and is thereby in her view redeemed. inasmuch as nothing that 

exists within the world I~ lost. Ruether also argues that what the individual self 

does become~ a part of God and is used by God. In this way the meaning of the 

self is redeemed. Ruether therefore insists that the "life" of the self. in terms of that 

which occurs withIn the period of the seIfs existence. is not lost. While Goo does 

not redeem an aspect of the self which could be referred to as a soul in the sense of 

some aspect of the self which is meant to endure beyond the death of the body. 

God nevertheless redeems what the individual doe~. Redemption in terms of God 

taklllg up all into God's self thereby gives meaning to all human actIvity that occurs 

within fmItude. 

109 Ibid .. 258. 
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Ruether does not leave the issue of the redemption of the meaning of human 

lite without at least questioning the way in which this divine activity might occur. 

She a"ks if we can see "the collective Person of Holy being 11 () :1" where our 

personal achievements and failures are gathered up and assimilated into the fabric of 

Being, to be preserved in eternal memory?"]ll It is interesting to note the way in 

which she poses this question. By asking if all is preserved in eternal memory, 

Ruether seems to be alluding to the concept of objective immortality as found within 

process theology which states that all is taken up into the divine memory, preserved 

therein and used for the future. 1 1.2 While Ruether does not name this activIty in 

terms of process thought. the allusion to objective immortality seems to be 

unmistakable. 

In response to her question ot the way God uses our deeds Ruether 

maintains that we cannot know the answer. She claims that it is "beyond our pO\ver 

and imagination"l1.' to know the manner in which Goel uses our deeds. While 

Ruether's answer indicates that she does not fully ascribe to the proces~ concept of 

objective immortality. a similarity can nevertheless be drawn between Ruether's 

Vle\V of the redemptive process and that of process thought. Ruether, as with 

process theologian~ \\1ho champion objective lmmortality. argue" that God retains 

all withll1 God's self using: that which has been for the future. While Ruether does 

not want to go any further than this very general statemenL her view of God\' 

redemptive activity is in effect an underdeveloped version of the process concept of 

1 10 'The collective Person of Holy being" refers to God in that God 
contains all within God's self Cr. "[t]h(' great collective personhood is the Holy 
Bdng," in the conesponding sentence in Se)asm and God-Talk, 258. 

- 111 Ruether. "Eschatology and Feminism," 122L 
112 For a more detailed discussion or the concept of objective 

immortality, see Chapter Four. 194 ff. 
113 Ruether, "Eschatology and Feminism." 12:1, 
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objective Immortality. 1 1.+ A~ I discuss in Chapter Five. thIs simJlarity becomes of 

particular importance \vhen I bring Ruether's view of divine redemptive actIvity into 

dialogue with that of Suchocki. 

Ruether views this lack of knowledge in positive terms. She argues that 

by not having the capacity to know the way in which one's deeds are retained 

within God. we are therefore relieved of the responsibility of having to understand 

God's activity. and consequently should not feel oblIged to try to understand it. 

Ruether contends that 

[IJt IS not our callmg to be concerned about the eternal meanmgs of our lives. and lelIgllln 
should not make thl~ the focu~ of Its me~sage. OUf responsIbIlity J~ to usc our temporal 
hfe span to create a just and good communIty for our generation and for our chIldren.! J.'\ 

Ruether argues that since the self cannot acquire such know ledge. it is mm.! 

prudent to take an agnostic position vis-'a-vis this question. By this she i~ not 

denying the meaningfulness of human existence. She contends that to be able to 

claim that our lives have meaning in the face of apparent meaninglessnes~ depends. 

however. on faith. Ruether Dvers that "our agnostIcism about what [everlasting 

life] means is then the expre~sion of our faith."116 

Ruether's argument that one's deeds are taken up into God. yet that it IS 

impo~sible to knO\v what this means except as a statement of faith. raises a number 

of questions. What does it mean that "our deeds" are taken up into God? To be 

able to mak.e this statement she must have some vision of God's activity 111 mind. 

While I have stated that Ruether's view of God's activity is similar to that of 

process thought. according to the Whiteheadian process tradition all that has 

become actuaL as opposed to merely potential, is then taken up into the life of God. 

114 Peter Phan also suggests that there is a similarity betvveen Ruethers 
view of the redemptive nature of God and that of "process thought's notion of 
immortality .... '· Phan. "Women and the Last Things," 221. 

115 Ruether. Sexism and God-Talk. 258. 
116 IbId. 
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conserved. treasure. redeemed by being included withll1 God's everlasting 

experience. This would include what one has felt and experienced as \vel! what one 

did in the narrow sense of one\ "deeds." 

Ruether, however. does not develop this idea. Nevertheless. her view 

raises the question of what it means that "our deeds" are taken up into God but that 

"we" are not. Is she in effect creating a new dichotomy. or perhaps better stated a 

trichotomy" Rather than a body/soul split do we now have a split between. 1) the 

conscious "I.'" which is not 2) the self as a physical body, nor 3} the "deeds" 

carried out by the mortal self'! Ruether's intention is certainly not to splinter the 

self into a multifarious bemg. She seems to try to get around this by arguing that 

albeit in different ways the self as a physical body and that which the self does 

during its finite existence on earth are taken back into the divine. What therefore 

may seem to be multiform is in fact unified through God. The finite body \vhich is 

energy-matter returns to the Matrix which is also energy/soul-matter. She argues in 

tum that all that we do returns to the divine. It would seem that for our deeds to be 

retained within God there mmt, however. be something that can 111 fact be retained. 

Are our deeds also a form of energy-matter? And what about the conscious "I'''? Is 

it not in some way retained an thereby redeemed? 

In view of such questions as these Ruether advocates agnosticism as an 

appropriate response. She argues that "[w]e should not pretend to know what we 

do not know or to have had "revealed" to us what is the projection of our 

wishes."117 But we need to ask how in tact she can say as much as she does about 

God's activity. It would seem that to be able to contend that "our achievements 

and failures are gathered up. assimilated into the fabric of bemg and carried forward 

117 Ibid .. 257. 
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into ne1h possibilitie,," requires not only some sort of vision of God's activity. but 

also some sort of vIsion of the nature of the relationship between the divine and the 

world. Ruether. however. does not indicate the way in whIch she comes to this 

view of God. other than to say that it is an expression "of our faith." Is this 

Ruether's personal faith statement? Or is she referring to the faith of a larger 

commumty'? If so. how does she define the nature of the community and the way 

in which it reached this faith stance? Is this vision based on some form of 

revelation') Is it scripturally verifiable. or is it revealed through nature'~ None of 

this is clear III her work. 

In his essav "Women and the Last Things" Peter Phan raIses some 

significant questIons concerning Ruether's eschatology. He states that 

\\ ith rcg:!rd 10 questwlls COnCCrnIllg the indi\ idual\ fate after death. espeCIally of "the vast 
tl)Iimg masse~ (11' human bemg~ who h:!d ,0 lIttle chance to fulfIll themsel\'e~." Ruether 
cummcnds, a~ we have seen. "honest agnostIcIsm." While her reticence to gl\'e detaded 
de~cnp(]om of the beyond IS admIrable and while we have to be mllldful at the an:!loglcal 
and ImaglllatI\'e character 01 our e,chatolngIcallanguage. It is far from satIsfactory to <;ay. 
as she dlle~. that "our Images of lIfe after death. IlldlvIduallv and collectIve l\'. arc nut 
re\ e::tled knowlcdge. but pn~jectlOns of our wbhcs and hope~." i 11:1 -

Plwn contends that such a position is unsatisfactory for "besides putting us on the 

slippery road of Feuerbach and the 'masters of suspicion.' [it] does not take 

seriously what has been revealed to us in the resurrection of Chnst." Ill) 

I come hack to questions concerning Ruether's understanding of the 

resurrection below. With Phan I agree that Ruether's position "put[s] us on the 

slippery road of Feuerbach." While Ruether criticizes traditional eschatological 

vie\vs as projections of hope, it would seem that \vithout a base on which to ground 

her argument. Ruether's faith stance that all is taken up into God could also be 

118 Phan. "Woman and the Last Things." 222. 
119 Ibld. 
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interpreted a~ a Feuerbachian projection of her uwn wishes and hopes that the 

meaning of human ex.istence is retamed. 

This faith position. by whatever means she has come to it is part of 

Ruether's answer to the question of "the sad insufficiencies of natural finitude." i~() 

When confronted with questions of the me:l11ing of our personal lives such as. 

"What of the personal good to be remembered. the evil to be redressed'.! Does the 

personal have no meaning in itself? Does it simply disintegrate into the impersonal 

Matrix of the alI,?"12l Ruether wants to offer some measure of hope as a way 111 

which to addres<., issues of the meaningfulnes~ of existence. But is she in fact 

providing a vision of hope? While the meaning of our lives may in some way be 

retained. can the retention of our deeds within God offer any hope in the face of 

injustice.) If the self does not participate conscIOusly in the resolution of particular 

Instances of injustice. If the individual is not aware that her or his deeds are being 

used. what difference does it mak.e to the self if one's deeds are retained" Is the 

individual to take solace solely in what she (lr he can potentially give to the whole 

despite what has occurred within her or his own life" Is there to be no 

reconcilIation with those with whom the individual has interacted within the Vvorld') 

In light of Ruether's understanding of God taking up all into God's self. 

autonomou<., selves could apparently playa meaningful role in the future if their 

deeds are taken into the divine and in some way used by the divine. Each self 

would aid in creating the future. But we are still left with the question of the 

relationship hetween the meaningfulness of existence and the fulfillment of justice. 

Does having a meaningful existence depend on having some intluence on the 

future. whether one is aware of that influence or not'? Or does meaningfulness 

120 Ruether. "Eschatology and Feminism." 122. 
121 Ibid .. 123 
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need to include the fulfillment of justice on a personal level whereby oppressive 

relationship:-. are in some way righted? If the latter is the case. can there ever be 

right relationship for aIL or even for some') Is justice as the righting of wrong 

relationships indeed a possibility beyond implementing systemic changes? 

Ruether might answer that these questions reflect too great a concern with 

the survival of the individual ego and are mdeed treacherous questIons \vhich 

underlie the development of a concept of subjective immortality. But if the 

indivIdual lIves in an inherently relational world. can the individual be considered 

except \vithin the context of those relationships which define her or his life? When 

an injustice has been levied against an individual or a group of individuals. should 

the fulfillment of justice not in some way include these individuals and the righting 

of the wrong that has occurred within these particular relationships? If it IS 

impossible for this to occur within finitude, can the inherent relationality of 

existence extend beyond finitude? 

WhIle Ruether rejects the idea of subjective immortality on the grounds that 

it IS a concept which leads to distorted relationships, she nevertheless tnes to 

develop an alternative eschatology which takes into account the relational nature of 

existence. If Ruether's argument were consistent throughout her wntings. that is to 

say, if she were consistent in her view that on the death the self as energy-matter 

returns to the primordial matnx and that there is an ongoing process of the divine 

taking up and using that which occurs withm the world. then an analysi:-. of her 

position would be quite straightforward. 

A careful examination of her work. however. indicates that her position is 

not consistent. In this section I examine four significant examples of the tension 

which ari:'.cs in her work: 1) Ruether's use of resurrection language in Disputed 

Questions: Oll Being Ll Christian: :2) 
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her use of a funereal prayer which she state~ sums up her view of feminist 

eschatological spirituality; 122 3 \ her discussion of eschatology in Sexism and God-

Talk and in "Eschatology and Feminism:" and 4) her discussion of the process 

view of God's redemptive activity in Gaia and God. I begin with the first. 

In Chapter One. I indicated that Ruether does not view the resurrection as a 

fundamental aspect of the Christian message. In Disputed Questions: On Being 17 

Christian Ruether, nevertheless, describes Christianity as "resurrec:tlOn faith." I 2.' 

She refers to the "Cross and resurrection" as foundational "breakthrough" Christian 

experiences "that mediate hope 111 the midst of adversity for lIs."124 Ruether clamls 

that Christianity "arises through a refusal to take these facts of the victory of evil 

[i.e., that after Jesus was crucified by the Romans '[tlhe powers and principalities 

showed in Jesus' death that they were still in command'J as the bst word."125 

Ruether writes that "Christianity, in the resurrection, looks back to a foundational 

experience that expresses hope and conquest of defeat." 1.2() 

What is notable is that Ruether does not deny that the resurrection is a 

feasible concept. In this chapter Ruether's concern appears to be to de-emphasi::e 

the resurrection as an overcomll1g of death and stress Jesus' struggle against this-

worldly evIl. She write~ that "[wje transform it [the cross] into a symbol of the 

VIctory of God only if we reject this victory of evil [i.e., the death of Jesu.,,;] by 

continuing Jesus' struggle against it." 127 Ruether therefore argues that Christians 

122 This prayer occurs in two places in Ruether's work. It was first 
published in Women-Church: Theology and Practice oJ Feminist Liturgical 
Communities (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1985)' 213. It later appears in 
Ruether's 1990 essay "Eschatology and Feminism," 123-4. 

123 Ruether, Disputed Questions: On Being a Christian. 98, 

124 Ibid .. T3. Ruether's emphasis. 
125 Ibid., 98. 
126 Ibid.,7l. 
127 Ibid., 105. 
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~hould not "u~e the resurrection as a way of not taking the unresolved evils of 

history seriously."l:!' The importance of Jesus' death is not that he rose on the 

thll'd day, although in this work she does not deny that this occurred. but that there 

is a continual I\truggle against the powers of evil. 

In this \vork Ruether draws a connection between this-worldly emancipatIon 

and Jesus' resurrection, She states that "[h]ere and now... we struggle \vith 

unresolved history, holding on to the memory of Jesus' resurrection from the grave 

as the basis for our refusal to take evil as the last word and our hope that God \\ill 

win in the end."l2!) If we take this passage at face value, it seems to contradIct 

Ruether's understanding of the nature of the finite self as well as contradicting her 

understanding of the mission of Jesus. I indicated in Chapter One that Ruether 

views Jesus' mission as that of renewing the prophetic-liberatll1g traditions and that 

critical to Ruether's vision of hIS mission is that he does not champion a vie\\ of 

hope which depends on subjective immortality. What, therefore, is she suggesting 

in this passage? She seems to be implying that Jesu~ experienced resurrectIOn. and 

that Jesus' expenence of the resurrection is the basio.; of our hope that God will 

overcome evil. 

It is lllteresting to consider these passages in light of Ruether's and Daphne 

Hampson's essay "Is There a Place for Feminisb in a Christian Church')" In thIS 

essay Ruether discusses her understanding of the concept of the resurrection as a 

religious truth. Ruether contends that "[\v]hat makes these thlllgS [resurrection and 

the virgin birthJ religiom. truths to me lies in their metaphorical ... meal1lng." nu 

Ruether. however. goes on to state that 

128 Ibid. 
129 Ilnd., 72. 

130 Ruether and Hampson, "Is There a Place for Feminists in a Christian 
Church?" 23. 
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[tJhc re~urrectlUn represent.~ my haslc 1'a1lh commitment that Ites. Ylolence and death v, ill 
not have the last wurd In human arblf~. Life will triumph (l\'er death: truth \\ III Win out 
fmall) against deceit That the~e are faith commitmenb mean" that they re;,t ,10 a 
fundamental trust 111 God and In the meamng:tulne~s of human lIfe. that trans~'end~ the 
"facts" of human. hlstoncal expenence. 1.1 1 

In this essay Ruether therefore suggests that belief in the resurrection i~, a 

metaphorical expression of belief in the power of God to make life meaningful by 

overcoming lies, VIOlence and death. The purpose of metaphoric language is to 

relate the word which is being used as a metaphor to that which it is pointing. 

When Shakespeare states that" [l]ife's but a walking shadow. a poor player. that 

struts and frets his hour upon the stage and then is heard no more," one is able to 

distinguish between life, a shadow and a player as distinct nouns while at the same 

time drawing a relationship between them. Ruether states that she uses the term 

resurrection as a metaphor to indicate that God overcomes death as well as lies and 

violence. But does not the term resurrection in and of itself refer to the overcoming 

of death? Is it possible to use a particular word as a metaphor to suggest that which 

the word in fact means? This is a rather confusing use of metaphoric language. 

which seems to reflect Ruether's confusion concerning the concept of resurrection. 

In this essay Ruether also raises the question of what she view..; as 

ambiguous contemporary theological language around key Christian terms ~uch a~ 

the resurrection. Ruether maintains that theologians and biblical scholars often use 

ambiguous language for one of three reasons. 

First, they often haven't fully ~orted out the .. .hfference I hetween the literal meanmg of the 
resurrectIOn and the ml'taphOficai and paradigmatic J 111 theIr own mlDd~ Secundly. 
fundamentali~ts are in plllJtical power in the church, and they don't waD[ to struggle With 
them. And. linally, and most importantly. the educatIOnal and cultural gap hetween pre
cntJl'al and theologICally-educated Chnstlan.., makes It difficult to hndge the tv. 0 kmd:, uf 
consciousnes~ in any other way. i:12 

131 Ibid., 23-24. 
132 Ibid., 23. Her second and third reasons certainly highlight Ruether's 

chscomtort with subjective immortality. Her view that only fundamentalists 
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Ruether does not apply this analysis to her own work. but it seems possible to do 

so, I think that Ruether's own ambiguous language concerning the resurrection 

results from the first reason that she cites. By this I am suggesting that Ruether i:'. 

unclear m her own mind about the nature of the term "resurrection" in relation to 

her own theological position. While for the most part it seems that Ruether would 

certainly deny a concept of physical resurrection. and would certainly reject any 

traditional eschatological vision which "focuses on the personal eschatology of the 

souL which passes on to places of punishment. purgation. or glory immediately 

after death in a realm transcendent to this present finite world."133 when she use:'. 

the traditional terminology and tries to reflect a "Christian" position in Disputed 

Questiolls her theology becomes somewhat muddled. 

It may be argued that Ruether is trying to use traditional language in non-

traditional ways There is certainly nothing wrong with such an approach l['hell 

the alternative view is clearly distinguished from more traditional views. As I 

indicate below in Chapter Four. Suchocki uses the concept of resurrection in a very 

different way from its traditional usage. By explaining the metaphysical pnnciples 

upon whIch she IS developing the term there is. however. no confuslOn that what 

Suchocki means hy the term resurrection differs from the traditional understanding. 

As I will discuss 1Il some detaIl belo'W. in Suchocki's case she is presenting an 

alternative view of a form of "actual" resurrection. The self is resurrected mto God 

and continues to "live" now within God. One can certainly disagree with 

Suchocki'" view. but at least it is apparent that she is presenting an alternative use 

of the language. 

and the tht'ologically uneducated succumb to the illusion of subjective 
immortality. is a rather stereotypic portrayal of those who believe in subjective 
immortali tv. 

133 -Ruether. Sexism and God-Talk, 245. 
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Ruether In turn suggests that ~he IS using metaphorical language to explalll 

God's activity. In other words she seems to be suggesting that while we cannot 

talk about resurrection in terms of d physical resurrection thrpugh which evil is 

overcome and the individual continues to live, we can nevertheless talk about 

resurrection as pointing to God'~ power to overcome "lies, violence and death." 

But to repeat my earlier question, why state that \ve must "[hold] on to the memory 

of Jesus' re~urrection from the grave as the oasis for Ollr refusal to take evil as the 

last word and Ollr hope that God will W10 In the end." 1.l4 Does such use of 

resurrection language not simply lead to confusion? How is it that God wins in the 

end? On to what memory are we being asked to hold so that we arc to have hope in 

such victory'? 

Ruether might very well insist that I am taking the term resurrection too 

literally. that I must recognize her metaphorical use of it. I argue., however. th;lt 

Ruether's metaphorical use of the term is not clear and that it does not lead to an 

alternative vision of God's power. but into a confusion of her disavowal and 

acceptance of traditional views. I think that Ruether's use of the term resurrection 

as a metaphor is too ambiguous, too undifferentiated from the traditional concept of 

re~urrection. 

The second example of tension 111 Ruether's work vis-' a-vis her 

understanding of the concept of ~ubjectiw immortality is her use of a prayer \vhich 

she composed for a funeral. As I indicated above, Ruether states that this prayer 

sums up her view of feminist eschatulogical -.,pirituality. It would seem that if thi~ 

prayer presents :l summatIOn of her vie\vs, some of the key points she would want 

to include would be that we do not know what happens after death; we must accept 

134 Ruether, Disputed Questions: On Being (l Christian, 72. 
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the finitude of our indivIduated centres of being: there is no split bet\veen the body 

and the soul; \\e hand our "deeds" over to the divine so that the divine can use what 

has occurred in our lives: and it is the divine Matrix and not some form of 

individual comciousness \\ hich survives death. One would presume that the 

language she would use in such a prayer would express these ideas in a \vay that 

provides comfort for those ill mourning and helps the community to have a \'ision 

of the relationship between the divme and the self so as to understand more fully the 

relationship between life and death. In view of her insistence on developing a 

concept of Godless ~o as to overcome the detrimental aspects of a patriarchal \'ic\\ 

of God, one would think that this prayer would provide a propitious opportunity to 

present Images of the self and the divme to help develop an alternative Christian 

vision. It is necessary therefore to consider the nature of the images and the 

metaphors that Ruether uses to try to ascertain the \vay in which her prayer is meant 

to console and to inspire. 

The prayer that Ruether offers is as follows. 

UnIt~s :I seed bIb into the ground and dies. it does n"t flse agalI1 So our human SpIrlb 

must Itt gll of their pf'ri.l/iah/c f()rlll t(l he transformed Into tlli! lit/pens/whit. ThiS I~ a 
great mystery which we do not pretend to understand. But we trust With that Luth of lIttle 
chIldren who put their hand llltn the hand of a loving parent. knowing they well he led 
anght So we trust. even without kn()\.\ ledge. 111 that great Crt:ator-Spmt trum \\ hlch all 
lIle eomes and to which It returns. to r{l/sc Il1lS human IJlInt t() /ll/lIIortal lite. Take hack 
now our sl~tt:r Into y('ur hO~llm. 0 \VIsdom-Splflt In faith we entru,t her mIll your 
arms 13-'; 

Keeping in ITIlnd that thi,; prayer is according to Ruether a summation of her 

understanding of feminist eschatological spirituality, the imagery that she uses 

raises numerous questions. Ruether hegins with the image of a human heing as a 

135 Ruether. "Eschatology and Feminism." 123-4. Also see Ruether. 
V\'omen-Church: Theology and Practice oj Feminist Liturgical Communities 
(San Francisco: Harper & Row. 1985), 213. Emphasis added. 
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:-.eed which must return to the earth.13o A seed is not an image of a mature being 

that has lived its life and now after nourishing must die and return to the earth. A 

seed is an image of potential life. The image suggests that death is the birth of that 

which the human spirit is really destined to become. Beginning with this image 

Ruether shifts the emphasis of the meaning of existence off of life to death. Life 

produced the seed which now must come to fullness of being through death. This 

image certainly seems to be at odds with Ruether's view that human eXIstence is 

bound by the limitations of finitude. 

But this is just the beginning of the questions that the prayer raises. What 

does Ruether mean by the human spirit letting go of its "perishable" form to be 

transformed into the "imperishable"'! I have indlcated that Ruether contends that the 

self as energy-matter is not lo:-,t after death but returns to the great Matrix. \\That 

then is the perishable form of the human spirit? And into what is it transformed':' 

Does the imperishable refer to the Godless': And what does she mean by saying 

that we must trust the great Creator-SpIrit "to raise this human spirit to immortal 

life"'? What i:, the nature of the human spmt that is being taken back into the 

Wisdom-Spirit') Is this separate from the energy-matter that comprises the 

individual? Does "the spiflt" mean the deeds of one's life? What is the nature of 

thIS "immortal life",! Is this purely metaphorical language or is Ruether offering 

,>ome other vision than that of the ~elf a:-, energy-matter becoming part of the cosmic 

matrix 'I 

1 ~)6 Seed imagery is prevalent throughout both the Hf'brew BIble and the 
New Testament. It is used to refer to "the posterity of any particular man. as the 
seed of Abraham. referring to his descendants." l>Jexander Cruden. ed. emden's 
Complete Concordance to the Old and New Testaments (ChIcago: The John C. 
Winston Co, 1930). 575. It also refers both literally and metaphorically to the 
'Seed of plants. MetaphOriC use of the word includes the idea that God sows God's 
"imperishable" seed within the mortal budy. It is this seed which survives when 
the body perishes. See e.g .. 1 Corinthians 12: 35-38. 1 Peter 1:23. and 1 John 3:9. 
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Another issue that needs to be considered is Ruether's use of parental 

language for God, and the "little children" language for the communIty. A:-. I 

indicated above, in Sexism and God-Talk Ruether argues that the use of parental 

language for the divll1e does not promote the full humanity of women when it 

encourages dependence and not autonomy. In this later prayer ( 1990) she seems to 

contradict her earlier viev.. She IS not using affirmative parental language that 

symbolizes our roots thereby affirming independence and autonomy, but language 

that refers to a kind of permanent parent-child relationship to God. 137 

It is of course significant that this prayer was written for a funeraL There 

can be no doubt that It was WrItten in such a way so as to offer hope at the time of 

death. In this prayer, however. Ruether seems to be suggesting that hope is not 

just hope for the retention of the "meaning" of our lives as I discussed above, but 

for some form of hope which would necessitate some form of a "conscious" self 

after death. It seems therefore that when it comes to that crucial moment of 

addressing the relationshIp between the dIvine and the self in the face of death that 

Ruether's language alludes to the possibility of a self which endures death other 

than as energy-matter, or the continuation of 'the meaning" of the self. 

It is Interesting to note that while this prayer was first published in 1985 In 

Women-Church: Theolog.,' lIlId Practice of Feminist Liturgical Communities, 

Ruether includes the prayer in her 1990 essay "Eschatology and FeminIsm." What 

IS significant about this point is that "b,chatology and Feminism" is a reworking of 

her earlier chapter on eschatology found in Sexism and God-Talk (1983). This 

prayer doe,> not appear in this chapter. \vhich may indeed simply be due to the fact 

that It was not as yet \vritten. Ruether, however, has nevertheless deliberately added 

137 Set' above, 76. 
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this prayer to the later essay as her conclmion to her view of J femlDist 

eschatology. I think that it i~ important to consider why she would add a prayer 

that admits so easily to a traditional eschatological interpretation. and not develop a 

prayer which in fact challenges traditional eschatological viewpoints and 

endeavours to create an altemative one. 

I think that an answer to this question may be ascertained by trying to put 

into perspective the development of Ruether\ eschatological VIsion. On 

considering the development of Ruether's eschatological VIsion, albeit an 

underdeveloped aspect of her theology, there seem to be two interconnected shifts 

in her thought. While it is possible to trace her vision of God's redemptive activlly 

as a future unity within God from early in her work. beginning with Faith and 

Fratricide ( 1975) thi:-. IS not a static vision. The most significant shift b from a very 

obscure view of 3 final endpolllt by which she emph:lsizes the kinship of all of 

humanity in Faith and Fratricide to a two- fold concept of God's redemptive activity 

in SC.yiSJIl and God- Talk ( J 983): the returning of all that exists within finitude as 

energy-matter back to the Matrix, and the taking up of all that occur~ withm finitude 

into God's self 

This redemptive activity not only addre-;ses the Issue of the universal 

kinship of all of humanity as does Faith and Fratricide. but Jiso addres:-.es the 

question of loss within finitude by redeeming or givmg meaning to all that ha~ heen 

as it returns to the divine. and by redeeming all that has (lccllncd within finitude as 

it is taken up within the divine. A", I argued. the latter part of this redemptive 

process appears to be -;imilar to a process understanding of objective immortality. 

But this shift is not all that is to be ~aid about Ruether';-, understandmg of 

the process of liberation. It IS moreover possible to note an ongoing tension within 

Ruether's work which seems to indicate an unacknowledged reluctance to abandon 
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completely a view of the possibility of God's redemptive activity whIch in Sllmr 

way includes an interplay between God and the retention of human consciousness. 

That is to say, while Ruether remonstrates the concept of an immortal selL she is in 

fact hesitant to give up the concept completely. Her ambiguity toward the concept 

seems to be the reason for her ambiguous use of resurrection language in Disputed 

Qllestions and her use of the funereal prayer in "Eschatology and Feminism." 

Both the ambiguity of her thought and a shift in her position vis-' a-vis 

immortality are e\"ident in the third passage which I wish to examine, her chapter of 

Sexism and Cud·-Talk titled 'Eschatology and Feminism." In this chapter Ruether 

asks "whether women have the same stake in denying their mortality through 

doctrines of life after death, or whether this is not the apogee of male individualIsm 

and egoism'?"! 3X To answer this question Ruether draws on the work of 

psychotherapist Anne Wilson Schaef, and economist and philosopher Charlotte 

Perkins Gilman. 

Gilman addresses the issue of gender and immortality in her book His 

ReligiON and Hers (1923).J39 Gilman suggests that there are "two fundamentally 

different orientatiom to I ife based on the crises of male and female experience" l·W 

From these expenences two religions emerge: the death-based male religion \vhich 

"becomes centered on the "blood mystery" of death and how to escape it" and the 

birth-based female religion in whIch the pivotal experience is birth and [the] basic 

concern is how to nurture ongoing life here on earth."14l Gilman argues that the 

main question of death-based religion, "What is going to happen to me after J 

138 Ibid., 235. 
139 Charlotte Perkins Gilman, His Religion and Hers (New York: 

CenturY, 1923). 
"140 Ruether. Sexism and God-Talk. 2~)6. 
14] Ibid. 
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die'~." [the male question] exemplifies a posthumou:-, egoism: while the bU1h-based 

[female] qucstic1n. "What is to be done for the child who b born?" indicates an 

attitude of immediate altruism. 1.+2 

Schad. in turn. Ruether tells us. suggesh that women are not so concerned 

about personal immortality as men. 1'+3 Schaef maintains that "[i]f women think 

about [immortality 1 at alL it is primarily in the context of relationship - they would 

like to be able to see loved ones who haw dIed - \vhiJe males are primarily 

concerned about their own self-perpetuation." 1+1-

It is interesting to note that in her 1990 e~say "Eschatology and Feminism" 

published seven years after Sexism and God··Tolk Ruether seems to have altered her 

position on the meaning of life after death for women. In the later essay, which 

appears to be a reworkmg of the earlier. one significant difference is that while 

Ruether still draws on the work of Gilman to argue for a gendered notion of 

religion and to suggest that "our first responsibility lies in building upon the powers 

of birth," 1.+5 she omits any reference to Schaef. 

Ruether does not explicitly revoke her earlier usc of Schad"-; work: she 

nevertheless implicitly rejects Schaef's argument. While in Sc-.;ism and God- Talk 

Ruether draws on Schad to deft'nd the idea that life after death i~ not an Issue for 

women, in her later essay Ruether now writes that "[a]lthough eschatology ha~ 

been shaped by a male intelligentsia in a way that negate~ woman, this does not 

142 Ibid. 
143 Anne Wilson Schaer. Women's Rf'alit~J: An Emerging Female System 

in the W11iie A1ale SOcletu (Minneapolis: Winston Press. 1981). 
144 Ruether. Gaia and God. 235. Schaef suggests that "[slincl:' White Male

System persons so firmly belIeve that it is possible for one to become God. they 
are understandably concerned with the issuE' of immortality. Female-System 
persons. on the other hand, realize that immortality is not a genuine possibility 
and spend little or no time worrying about it." 235. 

145 Ruetht'r, "Eschatology and Feminism," 121. 
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necessaril:\ mean that the meaning of life after death is not an issue for women." !..t6 

Ruether therefore no longer asserts that interest in life after death is a genJered 

issue. She grants that women may 111 fact be II1terested in the afterlife, arguing that 

"[aJs women increasingly claim the right to be autonomous. individuated persom, 

persons with 'selves' of their own. and not simply auxiliaries to males. they 

certainl y do want to ask about the permanent meaning of their existence." l..t '7 

Ruether therefore links the idea of women's concern for life after death directly to 

the development of a concept of the self for \vomen as an autollomOllS self. 

One question that arISes from this apparent shift in Ruether's thought i" the 

way lI1 which she connects this view of the self in terms of an autonomom, 

individuated self with her concept of the self as energy-matter which is to return to 

the cosmJc matrix as well as with the redemption of one's deeds into the divine, If 

Ruether continues to defend her view of the self as energy-matter. \vould it not be 

irrelevant that women are now concerned about an autonomous self in relatIOn to 

the after··Jife'? 

In thiS passage we can see another example of the tension in Ruether's work 

concerning the nature of the self in relation to redemptIve activity. On the one 

hand. throughout her wntings Ruether emphasizes the transience of existence, the 

value of each transient selL and the injurious nature of the concept of an immortal 

:-,elf as the foundation of spiritual and ethical practice~. Moreover. as Ruether's 

theology develop,>, she states more explicitly that the concept of the imm0l1al self IS 

the source of sin, As Sands points out. in Ruether's latest work Gaia and God 

"Ruether's etiology of sin '" centers :-,quarely on the rejection of the body and on 

dualism. its phIlosophical corollary, which she nov" defines as 'the rejection of 

146 Ibid, Emphasis added. 
147 Ibid. 
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mortality.' "l..j.X On the other hand, Ruether insists that the human self has some 

form of ongoing meaning, and she allude~, to the idea that "meaning" appear~ to 

demand the retention of consciousness beyond death. 

This tension extends into her latest major work Gaia alld God (1994). In 

this work Ruether cites process thought as a contemporary model for developing an 

ecofeminist theology. In her discussion Ruether briefly outlines what she views as 

the process concept of God. Ruether states that 

[p ]rocess theologians also postulate that this Conse4uent Nature of God. reflectIng the 
memory of all that has been. l~ taken up in some way mto the Pnmordial Nature of God. 
n(lt only preserving Immortally all that has been. but abo mcorpmatmg It into the tntal 
VIsion of what could and should have been. to reconcile the eVlh and mIssed Opp()rtunitlcs 
of l)]~ton'. In thIS way :ill that ha~ been I~ tlOf md\' rl:'lIlclIlhercd m the eternal beinl!. bw 
IS rcdt'C';lCd as wcll 149 . ~ 

Technical error asideY'iO Ruether's description of the process concept of God's 

redemptive activity is noteworthy. Ruether states that God's redempti ve act1 vity 

goes beyond remembering or preserving all. the basic assumption of objective 

immortality. to include reconciling "the evils and missed opportunities of history." 

and thereby redeeming all. Ruether therefore differentiates between 

"remembering. It which is the traditional view of objective lmmortality, and 

"reconciling and redeeming." This disbnction indicates that remembering is but 

one component of God's redemptive activity. not the complete redemptive proce<.;s. 

Moreover, at the end of this passage, Ruether refers the reader to 

Suchocki's works The End of Evil and God-Christ-Church. In this footnote 

148 Sands. Escapejrom Paradise, 100. In Gaia and God Ruether writes 
that "even as we take into our spirituality and ethical practice the transience of 
selves. relinquishing the illusion of permanence, and accepting the dissolution 
of our physical substance into primal energy. to become new matter for 
organisms, we also come to value again the personal centre of each being." 
Ruether. Gaia and GocL 252. 

149 Ruether, Gaia and God. 246 .. 7. Emphasis added. 
150 In process thought the Consequent nature is not "taken up" into the 

Primordial nature of God as Ruether states. The primordial nature and 
consequent nature are two ever-present aspects ot God. 
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Ruether cites the specific passages in these works in which Suchocki discusses the 

development of subjective immortality in relation to the fulfillment of justice ,1:1 1 By 

explaining God's activity as remembering ,md redeeming, and by referring to 

Suchocki's works, it seems that in the passage quoted above that Ruether is not 

descnbing the dominant process view of God's redemptive activity as objective 

immortality, but is describing what appears to be Sllchocki's understanding of 

God's reJempti ve activity which is predicated upon subjective immortality. 152 

Assuming that Ruether has read Suchocki's work, \vhich the specificity of 

her referencing certainly suggests, she could not fail to recognize Suchocki's 

explicit demand for subjective immortality as a requisite for the fulfillment of 

justice. Ruether's reference to Suchocki therefore raises the question as to what in 

fact Ruether means by the statement that" all that has been is nor only rememhered 

in the eternal bemg, but is redeemed as well." Why does she contrast the concepts 

of "remembered" and "being redeemed"'? I have argued that although she does not 

state it explicitly, Ruether's understandmg of the redemptive nature of God seems 

to be indebted to the process concept of objective immortality. Why then would 

Ruether refer her readers to Suchocki's work \vhich explicitly rejects objective 

immortality in favor of a very expliCit demand for subjective immortality" Why 

does Ruether not challenge Suchocki's demand for subjective immortality, or 

perhaps draw on a process theologian who champions objective immortality and not 

subjecti ve immol1ality? 

If there were no further references to process thought concerning the 

redempti\e nature of the divine, this passage might be viewed as an inconsequential 

151 Ruether cites. Suchocki. The End of El'il. 97-1]4 and God-Christ
Church. 18~)-216. 

] 52 For a discussion of Suchocki's view of God's redemptive activity see 
Chapter Four. 20.3 if 
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sideline of Ruether's main argument. There is, however. a further reference which 

i~ worth noting. Ruether contends that the divine is a personal deity, "a heart that 

knows us."15.' Ruether raises questions con,:erning the nature of this delty in view 

of a process understanding of the redemptive nature of God. 

Is there also a consclOusne~s that rememhers alld enVisions alld u','ollcllc:, all thing~. a" 
the Proces~ thcolilgians belIeve',' Surel). It we arc kIn to all things and nffspnng ()l the 
unrverse. then what has tlmvered in u" as con"ClOusness must abo he ret1ected in that 
universe as well. In the ongoing creatIve Matrix of the whnle. 15 ..j. 

Ruether repeats her view of the process view of redemptive nature as 

"remembering. envisioning and reconciling." which, as I just noted raises questions 

as to what in fact she means by the concept of reconciliation. 

We also need to ask what Ruether views as the relationship between 

reconciliation and the reflection of our consciousness in the univer~e. While God's 

consciousness of us certainly does not imply that \ve too are conscious, it seems 

that by raising the question the way she does begs the question whether there can be 

reconciliation if on!.\, God is conscious of all that occurs. God may be able to 

"redeem." as in remembering alL but is there indeed "reconciliation"'! 

Although the passages I h3ve cited are by no means probative of a shift m 

Ruether\ thought, they nevertheless indicate a per~islenL underlying tension 

throughout Ruether's work concerning her view of God's redemptive actt vity. 

While at most it is only possible to say 'With any assurance that Ruether does not 

restrict liberation to emancipation and '~alvation and that she has a notion of 

redemption which can best be referred to as a form of objective immortality, it 

seems incorrect to conclude that Ruether has taken a definitive position vis-' a-vis 

God's redemptive activity. 

153 Ruether, Gaia and God. 253 
154 Ibid. Emphasb added. 
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What is important to consider for the moment is that the tension in Ruether's 

work that I have noted seems to indicate a possible openness on Ruether's part to 

entertain some form of subjective immortality. While such a statement seems to 

contradict the heart of Ruether's argument. that is, that the concept of an immortal 

self is the root of injustice and is therefore untenable, it seems that in trying to 

formulate an eschatological position which can in fact address injustice. it may be 

that Ruether feds somewhat compelled to develop a concept which takes into 

account the retention of individual consciousness. The apparent systemic nature of 

injustice which served to validate her early "better intuitions" that the concept of an 

immortal self i~ untenable seems to be failing her. I venture. and I must state 

venture very warily, to suggest that at this stage in her theological development 

Ruether i~, perhaps questioning the limitation:;. of a finite vie~ of human nature as it 

relates to the redemptive nature of the divine. The enormity of systemic injustice 

and the tremendous loss that results for which there is no hope of this-worldly 

emancipation may be a decisive factor in Ruether's reassessment of the tenability of 

the concept of an lmmortal self on both moral and intellectual grounds. 
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Summary 

III my discussion of Ruether's understanding of the process of lIberation 1 

have suggested that there are two ways in which she views the process of liberation 

as occurring. First. she develops a salvific component based on her vie\\ of 

metalloia, conversion, the proces'> of changing one's consciousness. Second. 

Ruether develops the emancipative aspect of the process of liberation in term,> of 

social change resulting from personal conversIOn initiated by the divine. Third. she 

proposes a redemptive aspect 1I1 the form of a future unity within God. In 

Ruether"> view the redemptive aspect of the process of liberation therefore occurs 

within the divine in two distinct ways: the return of all as energy-matter tf) the great 

Matrix. and the inclusion of all deeds and achievements within the divine. 

Throughout her writings Ruether -;tresses the emancipative aspect of the 

process of liberation. the creation of a just social order. which is the primal Y 

concern of her theological enterprise. She develops the redemptive aspect of the 

process of liberation, which involves her eschatological vision in a more limited and 

somewhat ambiguous way. Ambiguity in Ruether's thought concernmg 

e~chatological questions seems to result from the dIfficulty that she has bnnging 

together the relevance of her feminist concerns and her Christian identity.ls5 

From a femilllst perspecti ve the difficulty that ~he faces is to present hope in 

terms that do not rely on a dualistic way of understanding the human :-,elf which 

- - ----- -- ------- - ----

155 111 the ilrst chapter of his work The Crucijied God Jurgen Moltmann 
discusses what he refers to as the' crisis of relevance" and the "erisis of 
identity." Moltmann writes that "[tlheologians, churches and Christians are 
cunfronted in their Chnstian life today more than ever v.ith a double crisis: the 
crisis of relevance and the crisis QI identll!J. These two crises are 
complementary. The more theology and the church attempt to become relevant 
to tlw problems of tIlt' present day, the more deeply they are drawn into the Crisis 
of their own Christian identity in tradItjonal dogmas, rites. and moral notions, 
the mon~ irrelevant and unbelievable they become." Jurgen Moltmann. The 
Cruc(ficd God: The Cross oj Christ as the Foundation and Criticism and 
Chnstian TIleology, Wilson & Bowden. trans. (New York: Harper & Row, 197,-1), 7. 
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lead~ to the denigration of \vomen and nature. As a Christian theologian the 

difficulty she face:, is that in refusing to abandon the Christian tradition she wanb 

nevertheless to redefine by divesting it of its patriarchal trappings. The basic 

patriarchal trapping is the concept of an immortal self which traditIOnally has 

offered a means by which the fulfillment of justice can be achieved in other-worldly 

terms. 

The problem that arise~, however, is that if justice is conceIved as the 

righting of \vrong relationships. the \vorld certainly does not offer a way in which 

for justice to be fulfilled. It very well may be that without some form of other

worldly venue for the fulfillment of justice the meaningfulness of existence can be 

called into question. 

This tension leads to questions of the success of Ruether's ability to develop 

a concept of the process of liberation in terms of the fulfillment of justice. I will 

consider this questIon in some detail in Chapter Five. In Chapter FIve I abo will 

consider whether the tension in her worL which is an important creative impetus 

behind her theology, may in fact be instrumental in leaving her more open to 

considering an alternati\'e understanding of an enduring form of the self to allow for 

the fulfillment of justIce. 
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Conclusions to Part One 

In Part One of thi-; work I have examined Ruether's understanding of 

oppression and the proce~~ of liberation. Ruether argues (hat the concept of all 

immortal self is the root of injustice 111 the western world. Her analysis of 

oppression depends on her ability to expose \vhat she views as the fallacious nature 

of the concept of an immortal self. and to indicate the way in which oppressive 

structures have resulted from this misguided anthropology. Ruether contends that 

to live fully human lives we must content ourselves to live within the limib of 

finitude and not cast our hopes onto some other-worldly existence. 

In her analysis of oppression Ruether distinguishes between "S1I1" as social 

injustice whIch results from the misuse of human freedom and "evil" as that which 

arises directly from finitude. She moreover contends that "[t]he reconstruction of 

the ethical tradition must hegin by a clear separation of the questions of finitude 

from those of sin."15t, 

In my view her understanding of oppre~sion IS somewhat flawed. Ruether 

does not examine the nature of finitude and the way in which finitude impact" on 

the freedom to develop just social structures. Her analysis of oppression separate~ 

rather than brll1gs together these two interconnected aspects of eXistence. It places 

1l10rdinate responsibJlity on human freedom to fulfill justice. As I Jiscuss more 

fully 111 Chapter Five. Ruether's vie\v of oppression is con.sequently unablie to 

account adequately for the "particularity of injustice." 

Ruether's limited view of the nature of oppres~ion abo hll1ders her ability to 

develop an adequate understanding of redemptIve aspect of the process of 

liberation. The tension in her work which arises from her ambiguous 

156 Ruether. Gaia cmd God. 141. 
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understanding of the nature of the self and of God's redemptive nature anses 

directly from her neglect to address the nature of finitude. While ~he attempt:- to 

account for the question of loss Within finitude through a form of objective 

immortality, her view of this redemptiYe process is intellectually wanting. Ruether 

is not able to account for God's redemptive activity in relation to the nature of 

finitude. While she insists on the inherent relationality of existence and on the need 

for justice. she does not provide an adequate understanding of the way in which 

this occurs. Her argument is not only intellectually questionable but also morally. 

Since the relational nature of existence is not addressed by her undertandmg of 

God's redemptive activity. justice. when understood as the righting or wrong 

relatIOnships. is indeed not fulfilled. It is questionable whether her view provide,; 

hope beyond the restructuring of social structures. 

I have noted. however. that there is however an underlying tension in her 

work arising from whether in fact she does champion the view of a mortal self o,er 

against that of an immortal self. Again her failure to explain sufficiently the nature 

of fil1ltude so as to support her view of a finite self seems to underlie this contusion 

in her theology Without a more developed understanding of the nature of fmitlIe 

and the nature of the self within finitude in relation to the divine her theology 

remains obscure. The Jmblglllty of her thought might also be read a~ her inability 

to marry her hope for justice in an inherently relJtion world with an adequate 

expression of the fulfillment of this hope. She does not want to den; the 

meJningfulness of existence: she does not want to leave injustice unaccounted for. 

Other than some underdeveloped form of objective immortJlity she does not seem 

to be able to formulate an expression of God's redemptive activity. 
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PART T\VO 

MARJORIE HEWITT SUCHOCKI 

The Nature of Oppression 
and 

The Process of Liberation 





Chapter Three 

The Nature of Oppression 

Introduction 

In Chapter One I began my discussion of Ruether's understandIng of 

oppression with a brief biographic overview of some of the personal experience:'. 

which have influenced the early development of her theology and her understanding 

of oppression. Unlike Ruether, Suchocki does not provide extensive 

autobiographlcal details upon which to draw to discuss her theological 

development Nevertheless, in her essay "Weaving the World"l Suchocki relates a 

personal experience which warrants consideration for it apparently served as her 

"watershed experience" much as the summer of 1966 did for Ruether. 2 

Suchocki writes that before she began to study theology (in the 1960s), she 

"had the entire world figured out." J She was fully confident that she "knew the 

divine mind and the divine plan and the whole scheme of things."4 Reflecting on 

this period of her life Suchocki describes herself as weanng her theological 

1 Suchocki. "Weaving the World." 76-86. 
2 Ruether. Disputed Questions. 76. The summer of 1966 refers to the 

summer that Ruether spent in Mississippi working with the civil rights 
movement. See Chapter One. 26. 

3 Suchocki. "Weaving the World," 84. 
4 Ibid. 
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certainty "like a thing of crystal which encased me - rigid. unglving "5 But her 

crystal shroud did not endure. It began to crack one day when. a~ she recalls. "it 

suddenly occurred to me that out of the about four billion people in the world it wa" 

very odd, even ludicrous. that lout of the bi ilions should be nght on so important a 

point as the fundamental nature of the llniverse."b This revelation inspired 

Suchocki to organize a women's Bible-study group. However. when confronted 

with the stark reality of the women's personal problems. Suchocki found that hel 

Bible-study guide did not help her to provide answers to questions of "eviL 

meaning. life. [and] death."7 She threw the guide away and began to rely solely 011 

the text. Answers still eluded her. 

Unlike for Ruether. for Suchocki the core experience of her theological 

awakening did not involve confronting the depths of systemic oppression of which 

she had hitherto heen una\vare. but confronting oppression th:lt seemed to emerge 

from the depth and complexity of existence itself oppression which "eem.'. to creep 

stealthily into one's life or which seems to demand recognition by :.tfflicting a 

devastating blow. Thi~ is not to suggest that Suchocki denies or trivializes systemic 

inJustice. that is. socially enforced oppression which is sm.tained by rationalizing .1 

particular worldvie\\i, Her initiation into the quest for understanding. however. 

seems to have begun with her a\varenes~ of the pervasiveness of \vhat appears to be 

"inatlOnal" oppression evidenced 111 all of eXistence, 

5 Ibid, 
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid. Suchocki v",rites that "[t]hese women prOvided a spectrum of some 

of the worlds problems. Vi's baby had died when only eight months old; Anne. 
who \\'as about to rdurn to school for her longed-for masters. bad Just been told 
that she had multiple sclerosis: Mary's grown son was institutionalized for a 
severe metal disorder, witb no realistic hope of recovery. A neighbor boy had 
randomly dropped a plastiC bag of water from the overpass on a nearby 
interstate, killing the random motorist." 84. 
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Suchocki's search for understanding reached a CrISIS one night. She 

recounts awaking from a terrifying dream to find that "the crystal theology 

surrounding me, protecting me from the \vorld, had cracked completely and 

crumbled, falling in tinkling shards to my feeL" 

Ncm there wa~ nnly darknes~. and I was faIlIng through It. only there was no place to 
fall No walk no bottom. no ceiling - no God. God had crumbled with the crystal. and I 
no longer knev. the diYlne mmd nor the dlvme plan. ThIS was all a long time ago -
certamly long before I became a femmlst. or knew of process thought - and If I had. I 
would ha\'e thought It heathen I But I stili remember the agony of that night. And I 
remember Jt~ profoundly simple rbolutwn. There came over my fnghtened ~Plflt the 
sen,;.: that the darkne~s was God. I had fallen out of "faith" and into God. Or. to put It 
into more accurate theolo~!lcallarH!Uaf:'e. I had moved from faIth in my Idea~ about God tll 
faith m GodS ~ - ~ -

With her theological certamty shattered Suchocki was left with but her faIth in God 

upon wh1ch to found a new theological basis to answer critical theological 

questions 

Suchocki found the base for an alternative theology when she was a 

graduate student at the School of Theology at Claremont. At this time Suchocki 

was formally introduced to Alfred North Whitehead's major work Process and 

RCLI/in': A.n Ess(/y in Cosllwlogy ( 1929).9 Suchocki describe..; this experience m 

epiphanic terms. 

Whllehead \\ as de~cnbrng my expenence. Suddenly I had found a phIlosupher \\ hll kne\\ 
the ~ame wllrld I did. but who had the puwer tll penetrate the dynamiCS of that world. and 
to furmulale Its nature In term~ of a (omprehemi\'e metaphy~rcs. Smce then. I ha\c 
c()nsclUu~ly mcorporated mto my life ~tructure v.hat was llnplicit m my \'Ie\"s for ~\' 

Il)ni' I dll mdeed Interpret the world from a "Whrteheadian per~pectIve."!O 

8 Ibid .. 84·-85, 
9 Alfred North Whitehead. Process and Reality: An Essay in Cosmology 

(New York: The Macmillan Co .. 1929). 
10 Suchocki. "Openness and Mutuality in Feminist Thought and 

Action," 62. In her 1994 work The Fall to Violence Suchocki. however, begins 
to use the phrase "relational theology" rather than "process theology" to describe 
her work. Suchocki writes that "[aJll theologies based upon the work of Alfred 
North Whitehead deal with relationships as central to existence, and the phrase 
'relational theology communicates this. 'Process' denotes the dynamism of 
existence. and assuredly implies this relational existence. Insofar as this 
implication is not always obvious to those unfamiliar with Whitehead's works. I 
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Whitehead's thought provided the framework for Suchocki to begin inquiring into 

fundamental theological questions eviL meaning. life, and death. and to begin 

formulating some answers of her own. I I Because of "the existential quality of 

[his] thought"12 Suchocki. therefore. took up Whitehead'5. thought "not as an 

interesting speculative system. though it is surely that, but from [her] need to 

understand [her] world in holistic terms through a conceptuality which fits [her] 

experience." J 3 

Out of this inqUIry came Suchocki's Ph.D. dissertation. TlU' Correlation 

Between God and E\'ii (197·0, Suchocki later reworked her dissertation into The 

End o/Tvil: Process Eschatology in Historical Contt'xt (1988). While nle End (~r 

En'[ is not Suchocki's first major work, in 198:2 she published God-Christ-CllIIrch. 

A PrLlctical Guide to Process Theology. it is in The End ~r Evil that Suchocki 

develops most fully her understanding of the nature of oppresslOn. In my 

discussion of Suchocki's understanding of oppression L therefore. rely heavily on 

this text. 

Smce Suchocki's theology is based on Whiteheadian metaphysics, in this 

section I often refer directly to passages from Whitehead's work to help clarify 

basic notions of process thought. On occasion I also draw on the work of other 

process theologians when I think that it can help to elucidate some of the complex 

-------
have chosen to use 'relational theology' as the more explicitly descriptive term." 
48. footnote 1, 

11 It is interesting to note that it appears that Whitehead's personal need 
to come to terms with questions of evil. meaning. life and death played a 
signif1cant role in the development of his philosophy, Bertrand Russell reports 
that Whitehead suffered "appalling grief' over the death of his youngest son Eric 
who. serving in the Royal Flying Corps. was shot down in France:' in March 1918. 
Russell writes that Eric's death "had a great deal to do with turning [Whiteheads] 
thoughb to philosophy and with causing him to seek ways of escaping from 
belief in a merely mechanistic universe." Portraits from Memory (New York: 
Simon & Schuster. 1951), 100. 

12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid .. 62-63. 
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aspects of WhJtehead's philosophy. When I refer directly to Whitehead or to other 

process theologians, my reading of their work concur~ wIth that of Suchocki unless 

otherwise mdicated. 

Before I begin my discussion of Suchocki's VIew of oppres:-ion. it is 

necessary to make two general comments. First. in the elaboration of his 

philosophy. referred to as process philmophy. Whitehead developed his 0\\ n 

idiosyncratic. technical language. Unable to explain adequately his vis10n of the 

experience of reahty through available philosophical language, Whitehead created 

his own. J·1 Since Suchocki's view of reaht)' and the language which she uses to 

describe her \ iew are inextricably linked. it is necessary to use process 

terminology. To the reader who is unacquainted with process philosophy. 

Whiteheadian terminology may be confusing. To assist the reader I endeavour to 

explain the most important process terms as fully as possible when they first arise 

within the discussion. 1 'i 

Second. it will become quickly apparent that my discussion of Suchocki's 

view of oppreSSIOn differs significantly from that of Ruether. Suchocki would not 

disagree with Ruether's criticism of traditional Christianity as an oppreSSIve 

14 This is not to suggest that Whitehead saw his own language as in any 
way definitivE'. As he writes. "no language can be anything but elliptical. 
requiring a leap of the imagination to understand its meaning in its relevance to 
immediate experience. ll1e positlOn of metaphYSiCS in the development of 
culture cannot be understood without remembering that no verbal statement is 
the adequate expression ot a proposition." Whitehead. Process and Reality. 20. 

15 Introductions to \Vhitehead's thought include. Ivor LeClerc. 
'Whitehead's Metaphysics: An Introductory E-'.posl/wn (London: George Allen & 
Unwin Ltd., 19651: William A Chlistian. An Interpretation oj Whitehead's 
MetaphYSiCS (New Haven: Yale University Press. 1967): Victor Lowe. 
Understanding V/hirehead (Baltimore: The John's Hopkins Press, 1966): Donald 
W. Sherburne. ed .. A Key to Whaehead's Process And Reality (New York: 
Macmillan. 1982): and Thomas E. Hosinski. Stubborn Fact and Creative 
Advance: An Introduction of the Metaphysics oJ Alfred North Whitehead 
(Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield Publ.. 1993). 
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patriarchal religion.!(' However. unlike Ruether. whose analysi\ of oppression 

involves deconstructing traditional Christianity so as to expose ih underlying 

inadequacies. Suchocki. as I have indicated. bases her understanding of oppression 

on a metaphysical system. 

In the discussion that follows I explain Suchocki's view of oppression in 

relation to this metaphysics. It is not. however. my intention to challenge 

Suchocki's lise of Whitehead's thought lIor to challenge the fundamentJI 

metaphysical claims which it makes. It is my intention to discuss as clearly as 

possible Suchocki's use of process metaphysics so as to explain her understanding 

of oppression, and to provide the necessary background to understand the 

modificatiom; that she makes to Whitehead's thought to develop her view of the 

process of Jiberation (Chapter Four). 

The Nature Of Oppression 

In Suchocki's view this-worldly oppression arises out of the inevitability of 

evil and sin. To understand what Suchocki mean;., by oppression 11. is necessary to 

examine each of these term;., separately. 

The Nature Of Evil 

Suchocki states that at the root of Whitehead's understanding of evil is the 

"dominant fad" of destmction I7 SuchockI observes that by this Whitehead means 

that the primary defining feature of evil is that of the experience of destruction 

l6 See, e.g., "Weaving the World," Process Studies. 14,2 (Summer 1985), 
76-86, "Openness and Mutuality in Feminist Thought and Action," Femmism 
and Process Thought, ed. Sheila Greeve Davaney, New York: Edwin Mellen, 
1 s)81. "Anxiety and Trust in Femimst Experience," The Joumal oj Religion, 
60/4(1980)' 'The Challenge of Mary Daly," Encounter, Vol. 41, No.4, (1980). 

17 Suchocki. The End qfEvil, 62. 
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which "involves the los~ of po~slbility and the los~ of actuality ... "IX In 

Whitehead\ vIew to equate evil with the experience of destruction is. however. too 

simplistic. Whitehead contends that evil arises from the collective activity of three 

metaphysical 19 principles: 

( 1) that all actualiLarillD b ilnIte: (2) that finitude involves the eXCIU'ilOn 01 alternatl\ e 
pn~~lbdIty. (3) That mental tunctlOnlng Introduce,; Into realIzatIOn ~ubJectl\'c form, 
conformal tll reievant alternatIves excluded from the completeness oj phYSIcal 
re~tli/allpn 2() 

Suchocki discusses these prmciples in terms commensurate to those of 

Whitehead: 1) evIl is an inevitable act of finitude which results in perpetual 

perishing. :::) evil involves the exclusion of alternative possibilities. and 3) evil 

resulb from "ideals born out of season.,,2] One. however. must be attendant to the 

fact that although Whitehead's, and hence Suchocki's. understanding of evil can be 

stated ![] terms of these principles, they do not exist independently of each other: as 

')1 

Whitehead states "[e]vil arises from [their] conjoint operation."--

Evil as Perpetual Perishing 

Suchocki maintams that there are two distinct ways in \vhich the nature of 

evil has been formulated within the Christian traditIOn. The first formulation 

depends on freedom. or on what SuchockI refers to as the primacy of the subjecti\c 

18 Ibid. 
19 I am follOWing Schubert M. Ogden's use of the term metaphYSiCS as 

refening "to that form of critical reflection which seeks to make fully explicit 
and understandable the most fundamental presuppositions of all our experience 
and thought. or. as I may also say. the most universal principles that are the 
strictly necessary conditions of the possibility of anything whatever." Faith and 
Freedom. 61. 

20 Alfred North Whitehead. Adventures oj Ideas (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press. 1933),333. 

21 SuchockI: The End oj Evil. 66. 

22 n)id .. 62. 
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pole of eviI.2~' Another way to state this i:', that in this view evil is rooted in the 

human will. The second formulation of evil depends on the primacy of the 

(~bjecti ve pole That is, evil is understood as primarily rooted in the very "tructures 

of finitude. Suchocki argues that within any system of thought in the Christian 

tradition both views have been present though with one or the other tending: to 

dominate. The first view. the primacy of the subjective pole. dominated the 

tradition until the seventeenth century. The second view. evil as rooted in the 

structures of finitude, dominates the contemporary era. 2-1-

Suchocki maintains that the dominance of one view over the other results in 

an inadequate theory of evil. In her view a satisfactory theory must explain evil in 

~uch a way that the subjectIve pole of eviL freedom of the human will. is balanced 

by the objective pole of eviL the structures of finitude. Suchocki contends that 

Whitehead's theory of evil provides such a balance. 

Suchocki states that WhItehead's theory of evil result~ from his view of the 

creative processes which determine the world. In \Vhitehead's view there is an 

inexorahle link between evil and the creative process of what Whitehead refers to as 

"actual entities." Through his development of a process or "organic" philosophy 

WhItehead strives to correct philosophical thought that deals in abstract notions 

thereby creating what he refers to as "the fallacy of 'misplaced concreteness.' '25 

23 Ibid .. 6. 
24 Albeit in differing ways Suchocki contends that Augustine and Kant L _ _ 

emphasize the subjective pole of evil: Leibniz. Schleiermacher, Hegel and 
Nietzsche in tum emphasize the objective pole. Suchocki summarizes their 
ideas as: "the sin of a misdIrected will that raises the finite to the infinite i.n 
idolatrous loves [Augustine): the problem of an inevitable conflict in values 
[LeibnizJ: the perverse moral failure to act for the good of an ethical 
commonwealth [Kant]: incompleteness of being [SchleiermacherJ: alienation 
from oneself. one's destiny, one's projected good. or one's true society [Hegel]: the 
meaninglessness which is entailed in the loss of a sense of a unifying 
transcendence, and its corollary, fragmentation [Nietzsche)." The End oJEviL 
E")1-62. 

25 Whitehead. Process and Realiry. 27. 
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Imtead of basing philosophy on abstract notions such as "mere a\vareness. mere 

private sen."ation. mere emotion. mere purpose, mere appearance. mere 

causation,"2f> Whitehead argues that "an endeavor has to be made to base 

philosophical thought upon the most concrete elements in our experience."27 

Actual entity, along with the terms nexus and prehension. which I describe brietly 

below. are the three notions that Whitehead develops to base philosophy in concrete 

experience. These notions express in Whitehead's view the most basic experiences 

that occur within the world. 

The concept of an actual entity. also referred to as an actual occasion. 2s IS 

fundamental to Whitehead's philosophy. Suchocki. quoting Whitehead. defines 

actual entities as the "final real things of \vhich the world is made up."2LJ The 

concept of an actual entity is Whitehead's answer to the question. What sorts of 

things are there which constitute existence?30 

Whitehead's own words ale helpful to elucidate this definition. Whitehead 

writes that 

26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid. 

28 Suchocki suggests that the one distinction between an actual entity 
and an actual occasion IS that "the word occasion implies a locus in the spatio
temporal extensi\'eness of the universe. Thus 'actual occaSlOn' refers to a finite 
reality. 'Actual f'ntity,' on the other hand. is not so limited." The End oj Eml. 
175. An actual entity can also refer to God. Suchocki argues that there is an 
aspect of God WhICh is nontemporal. therefore, "God is always referred to as an 
actual entity, and never as an actual occaSlOn," Ibid. See below for a dIscussion 
of Suchocki's understanding of the nature of God. 

29 Whitehead. Proc~ss and Reality. 175, Actual entities can be' compared 
with what White'he'ad reft'[s to as "e'ternal obje'cts." Eternal objects Whitehead 
e'xplains "transcend particular concrete' occasions of actual happening." Eternal 
objects include for e'xample colors, scents, sounds and geometrical figures, 
Eternal objects are pure potenttals for becoming, Their resemblance to Plato's 
forms or eternal ideas is obvious. Alfred North Whitehead. Religion in the 
Making, 17. 

30 Whitehead's philosophy grounded on the' conce'pt of actual entitie's is 
an alternative to, for example, philosophies of substance' or quality (Aristotle 
and Aqumas) or the Cartesian bodiless mind/mindlt'ss body philosophy. 
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It Ihere I, no glllng hehll1d actual cntJtlC~ to [mo anythll1g Dwrc reill They differ a1l1un~' 
themsdn;,: Gl10 l~ an actual entlly. and ,,0 b thl' m()~t trn lal puff elf eXistence ll1 lar-()f! 
empty space. BuT. though there arc grad,lllOm of irllpurtanle, and Jl\crslties Ill' fUl1l'tlun. 
yet ll1 the pnnClples which actualIty n.empllfles all .lfe on the same lcvel. The fll1al lOiCh 

are, all alik.e, actual entilles, and these actual entitles are drups of c'.penenee, compie'. and 
lI1tcrdepenticn L 3 j 

There are a number of point" that need to be stre~sed here. Fir<;t, actual 

entities are the most r('{/l aspects of the world. 'Within a proces~ view ()f the world 

"each unit of process is called an actual enlity .. , Actual entities are the building 

blocks that, through an essential interconnectedness. make up the composite \\ orld 

of rocks. trees, and people. "32 In Whitehead's view actual entities come together 

as societies, In Adventures afldeas Whitehead writes that 

ltlhe Ul11verse achieves ib values hy reason of its clllllomatinn mto suclctic, III socletie<, 
and 111 socleties ut" sOCietles of societIes Thus an army IS a S\lClC:t: of regllTIcnts, and 
rcgll11cnb arc ~lJl ictllC~ of men. and men arc socletles llt (.dls, and tlf hlood, and pi hone" 
hlgether With the dommant "oelety of ptTslinal human expenenc e, and ,'db are ;,()Clt'lit'S 

of small phYSical entllic~ su.:h as proton", and so on, and Sl) on ; ~ 

To be a society actual entities are ordered among themselve-; in such a way that they 

are self-sustaining. or as Whitehead states. "that it is its own reason."3'+ For 

Whitehead humans are societies of actual entities with per~onal order.35 

Following directly from the point that actual entities are the most real aspects 

of the \\ arid it needs to be stre'>sed that all creation. from the mo,>t inaIllmate particle 

In God. arc all compnsed of actual entities. As Whitehead ~uggests. "there are 

gradation-; of importance and diversities of functions." nevertheless both God and, 

for example. an atom. a stone and a tree are all societies or aggregates of actual 

entitie';. Despite their diversity all actual elltities. including the divine. are affected 

31 Whitehead, Religion in the Making. 27-28, 

~32 Suchocki. The End oJ Evil, 175. 
33 Whitehead. Adventures oj Ideas, 206. 
34 Whitehead, Process and Realittl. 137. 
35 Whitehead differentiates betw;'en "personal" and "non-personal", 

"living" and "lifeless" societies, Whlle a plant is a living society it is not a 
personal society, All animals are personal societies, but not as personal as 
humans, See Process and Realit~J. 136-167. 
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by the :..ame basic metaphysical principles. Whitehead recognizes. of course. that 

"there is a specific difference between the nature of God and that of am 

occasion. "36 

Another point that needs to be stressed. and one that I will emphasize 

throughout my discussion of Suchocki's theology. is that actual entities are 

interdependent. All actual entitie:.. are highly relational. As Norman Pittenger 

state:... "thi:.. i:.. a societal world in which everything influences or affects everything 

else."37 Since God is also an actual entity and subjected to the metaphysical laws 

of the \\'L)rld. God IS also highly relational and hence is influenced by the world.'~ 

The last aspect of the nature of actual entities that I want to stres:.. is that 

actual entIties are not static. Whitehead argues that actual entitles are "drops of 

experience," always in the process of becoming. "Every actual occasion." 

Whitehead writes. "exhibits itself as a process: it is a becomingnes:... ".\9 The 

concept of the process of becoming i:.. fundamental to Whitehead's philosophy. 

Whitehead refers to this activity as concrescClIce. a process by which forces come 

together to become concrete centers of activity and reactivity. The process of 

concrescence depends on the creative participation of each actual entity in Its O\vn 

actualIzation. or self-creation as a "subjecHuperJect". 

While the actual entity IS involved in ib own self-productIon as a "ubjcct. 

the highly relational nature of existence means that it can not carry out thi.'. procesc-; 

in isolation from other actual entItIes. As Suchocki explains "[1]0 be :,omethlllg for 

36 Whitehead. Process and Realit~J. 110. 
37 Norman Pittenger. "Redemption: A 'Process Theology' 

Interpretation." Theology 88 (l985). 446-453. 
38 For a discussion of Suchocki s view of the nature of God, see below 178 

n. 
39 Whitehead, Science and the Modem World, 175. 
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oneself necessarily entails bemg something for others."..\.o In Whitehead's terms 

this means that an occasion is not only a subject but also a "superject." "Superject 

refers to the sense in which an occasion ha~, an effect beyond itself. This is not 

optional; it is simply a matter of fact. Whitehead underscores this frequently by 

calling an actual entity a'subject/superject."'41 

Since all actual entities. including God. are subject/superject each actual 

entity affects other actual entities and is In turn affected by other actual entities. For 

this process to occur Whitehead identified each actual entity as having the capacity 

to "feel." or. in Whiteheadian terms, to "prehend" other actual entities. 

To understand the concept of prehension I think that it is helpful to draw 

directly on Whitehead's formulation of the term . ..\.: Whitehead refers to the term 

prehension as "a determinate operation. "..\.3 This operation involves five factors. 

"(j) the 'subject' [the actual entity] which feels. (ii) the 'initial data' which are to be 

felt. (iii) the 'elimination' in virtue of negative prehensions. (iv) the 'objective 

datum' [a nexus] which is felt (V) the 'subjective form' which is how that subject 

feels that objective datum."..w Every moment of creation. or concrescence. involves 

these five factors as the actual entity undergoes a transition from what it is. to what 

It will be. 

Prehensions therefore are multi-faceted processes. The subject. the actual 

entity. receives the initial data. which the actual entity expenence,,.,. Initial or 

primary data. in Whitehead's view. are "particular existents. "..\.5 As the actual entity 

40 Suchocki, The End oj Evil, 177. 
41 Ibid. 
42 Whitehead develops his theory of feeling i.n Process and Reality. Part 

3. "The Theorv of Prehensions.' 331-428. 
43 whitehead, Process and Reality. 337. 
44 Ibid .. 338. 
45 Ibid., 230. 
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expenences these data. it eliminates those that it cannot or does not want to carry 

forward into the future. Stated in somewhat different terms. "Whitehead argue~ 

that an actual entity alway:.. decides. consciously or unconsciously and to a greater 

and a lesser degree. what qualities and quantities to appropriate."-I6 

The processes by which some data are eliminated are referred to a~ 

"negative prehenSIOns." That which is maintained is referred to as the "objective 

datum" or the "nexw,."-I7 While the objective datum refers to a constellation of 

actual entities. the "subjective form." indicated above in point five. refers to the \\a) 

in which an actual entity feels. or values. that objective datum as it incorporatc~ it 

into itself 

Due to the highly relational nature of this process the actual entity ]s 

consequently both self-determlTled and other-determined. It is self-determined 

through its ability to prehend the past. It IS other-determined in that the past 

determines \vhat the actual entity will become. What is, is bound wlthm the 

limitations of the world as it strives to become. As Maurice Barineau explaim. 

[oln (Jnc h::md. dn al·tual occasIOn is a creature fomled under the IImitatlons of the UI1l\'crst? 
open to Ib comprehenSIve caraelly On the otht?f hand. an actual occasIOn IS "the cause 
of l(:,e11. It~ uwn creatIve act." An actual occasIOn l~ a "~e1f-creatInf! crt?aturc" o.hlbJtmf! 
spontaneIty or frt?edom wnhlll the buunds ut JeterrmnatlOn:H; ~ ~ 

It must abo be stressed that as the actual entity carnes out thl~ process 

within what Barineau refers to as "the bounds of determination." it must prehend 

other actual entities and evaluate these prehensions. Through this evaluative 

process the actual entity decides which prehen~ions It is going to integrate into itself 

46 R. Maurice Banneau. The Theodicy of Alfred North 'Whitehead: A 
Logical and Ethical Vindication (New York: University Press of America. 1991), 
82. 

47 Whitehead describes a neXl1S as "[aJny particular fact of togetherness 
among actual entities," Ibid., 30, 

48 Barineau, The Theodlcy of Alfred North Whitehead. 83, 
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as a final unity. Those which are included are felt "positively" and those that arc 

excluded are felt "negatively" 

To be able to understand the way in which this evaluative process occurs 

there is one more technical aspect of the process of concrescence that needs to be 

discussed. The proces~ of concrescence depend~ on what is referred to as the 

actual entity's "dipolar nature." In Whitehead's view each actual entity is composed 

of a physical and a mental pole. The physical pole, or actuality. refers to that which 

is available from the past, the data. for the actual entity to prehend or feeL The 

mental pole, in turn, refers to "an aspect of the actual entity which responds to what 

is given. "...J-') The mental pole therefore is the aspect of the entity which permits it to 

choose and to value. Through the mental pole the actual entity "grasps the 

possibilities relative to the subject's own becoming. ,,50 By mean" of this process 

the "many" of the past become concretized into the "one" of the future. When 

unity is determined, "satisfaction" is achieved. Therefnre, "[e]ntity succeeds emity, 

or as Whitehead put it. 'the many become one, and increa~ed by one.' ":i 1 

Satisfaction which completes the occasion i,~ the goal of concrescence.s:' 

Concrescence. which ends in satisfaction. is experienced by all actual 

entities. While all actual entities undergo this process, the process varies for each 

actual entity. The more complex the actual entity, the greater the ability to prehend 

49 Donald Sherburne, A Key to Whitehead's Process and Reality. 228. 
Sherburne writes that "the terms physical pole and mental pole may not be the 
happiest of terms to introduce into a philosophy that repudiates the Cartesian 
dualism and insists that actual entities are the only finally real actualities. 
Certainly Whitehead has no intention of reintroducing the old concepts of mind 
and matter, and it is emphatically not the case that actual entities i.n the 
physical world have only physical poles and that mental poles are present only 
in the higher organisms." Ibid .. 228-9. Sherburne's emphasis. 

50 Suchocki, Tile End oj Evil. 176. 
51 lliid .. 136. 
52 Ibid .. 177. For a discussion of the way in which Suchocki e:.\.iends 

Whitehead's concept of satisfaction see Chapter Four. 
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data. The greater the degree of complexity therefore result:,- in a greater degree of 

self-determinacy. A person. a complex actual entity, possesse:. a greater degree of 

self-determinacy, or freedom, than any other form of actual entity. apart from the 

divine. Freedom is necessary for there to be positive value. albeit at the risk of 

possible moral evil or sin. 

Concrescence is therefore the basic creative process on which all actual 

entities depend for their existence. My discussion of this process has highlighted 

two basic tenet, of process thought: all existence participates in the creative process 

of becoming. and all existence is highly and inherently relational. Suchocki cite~ 

two important implications of these metaphysICal principles with respect to 

Whitehead's understanding of evil as destruction. First. as a result of the process 

of concrescence there arises the "stubborn facticity" that the actual entity becomes 

this and not that. The many possibilities prehended or felt by the mental pole 8re 

actualized into a particular "one." As a result of this process there is a "thisness" of 

actuality. Something becomes, and that something is concrete. and therefore reaL 

In other words. "there is an inescapable definiteness to actuality ... .',SJ 

The second implication that Suchocki cites pertains to the inevitable outcome 

of this process. The process of concrescence is a constant movement of commg 

into being of actual entities which must eventually loose their immediacy and 

perish. Suchocki argues that "[t]his loss of immediacy is the primary meaning of 

evil as perpetual perishing in Whitehead."s,,+ 

Although an entity perishes. it does not disappear. The one that is now 

becomes part of the data of the settled past which future concrescentes can and 

53 Ibid .. 63. 
54 Ibid. 
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somehow must take into account in theIr own acts of self-determination. To 

exemplify perpetual perishing Suchocki uses the an::dogy of a mighty waterfall. 

If each drop uf waler which has ner fallen ovcr the underlymg ledges and clIff, fm 
millenma of tllne could bc concelvcd a~ an actual enwy reachmg the cdge . .md tumbhng 
duwn. crashmg mto the wmlmg flvcr which It Ihelf hclp~ Iu LTeatt:. only III be ~ucceedcll 
on the kdge~ above hy mnumerahk other~. the force of "perpetual pcnshing" might he 
grasped Each drop mo\"e~ mlo the fiver. but Ihe '" atertall a, a whole c<mtmues thrl1ugh 
time. Perpetual pen:;hmg 1, the loss nt eal·h drop of actuality, even though there I~ all 

endurance l)1 the tot:.!1 elieel 55 

Through perishing each actual entity becomes "a stubhorn fact for the 

future."S(, Suchocki's language here is not gratuitous. The actual entity becomes a 

stuhhorn fact. because that which perishes cannot be changed. It is determined. 

resolute. Tu hecome a stubhorn. resolute fact the entity loses its immediacy. That I'> 

(0 say. each entity loses ib "own experience of ibelf in the concrescent process. ":',7 

It becomes objectified. Thi~ loss of immediacy is also referred to as "ohjective 

immortality." 

"Objective immortality" is another crucial term that need:-, to be con~idered 

here brieny. First. it must he noted that there are two interrelated ways in which to 

understand objective immortality. I mentioned the concept of objective immortality 

ahove in relation to my definition of subjective immortality as God's ability to retain 

all within God's selCit' I di~cuss this meaning of objective immortality in greater 

detail in Chapter Four in relation to Suchocki's development of the concept of 

subjective immortality. Objective immortality not only refers to the retention of all 

withm God. it also refers to an aspect of the process of concrescence within 

finitude. For the moment I \vish to consider this latter meaning of the term. 

55 Ibid. 
56 Ibid. 
57 Ibid .. 176. Immediacy in process philosophy is often referred to as 

'subjective immediacy." 
58 See Introduction. 5 ff. 
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A~ I have indicated, a'> an actual entity reaches satisfaction, the actual entity 

"Jies" as a subjective form. The actual entity does not disappear, but becomes part 

of the data that other actual entities incorporate and thus use in their O\vn acts of 

self-creation. In this way actual entities affect successive actual entities not as active 

subjects but as objective data as the actual entity that is in the process of becoming 

prehends the data to create a new future. 

Suchocki suggests that this "process is objectil'e, since no finite occasion 

can prehend another in its entirety. Hence the other is felt as object." 5<) The 

prehending entlty feels other actual entities as ohjects. The subjective existence that 

is lost becomes an objective existence and as such "an efficient cause or influence 

for subsequent occasIons. "6U Suchocki goes on to suggest that "[t]his process IS 

termed immortality, since it perpetuates one's continuing effect throughout the 

universe." 61 Thus Whitehead wntes, "as we perish we are immortaL" It belongs 

to the essence of a subject that it passes into "objective immortality" and that "its 

own activity in selj~ formation passes into the activity of otlzer-formation."62 

In sum, Suchocki maintains that the first aspect of evil refers to perpetual 

perishing. This aspect emphasizes that all creation is in a constant process of 

becoming. All actual entities perpetually perish. lose immediacy and become 

objectively immortalized as stubborn facts or datQ for their successors. In 

Whitehead'..; VIe"", the destruction of the actual entity, as subject through the 

process of concrescence. IS understood as evil. In the ongoing creative process 

59 Suchocki, The End oJEvil. 176-77. 
60 Barineau. The Theodicy oj Alfred North Whitehead. 81. 
61 Suchocki. The End of Evil. 177. Emphasis added. Suchocki's 

development of the concept of subjective immortality. "the finite occasion's 
participation in God," is in large part in response to what in her view are the 
limitations of objectiVE' immorality to fulfill justice. See below. 

62 Ibid. 
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there is necessarily de:-,tmction through "perpetual perishing." Once actuaL nothing 

ceases to be. That which has come to be, will continue to he. Proces~e~ of coming 

to be, that i~ to say, acts of becoming, however. come to an end. All actual entities 

become, and all actual entities die masmuch as they lose their subjective immediacy. 

Perpetual perishing as the loss or destmction of subjective immediacy, whlle an 

inevitable result of the process of concrescence WIthin finitude, is, Suchock.I 

contends, "the primary meaning of evil ... in \Vhitehead. "63 

Eril as the Exclusion of Alternative Possibility 

To say that perpetual perishing is evil may at first glance seem to render the 

term "e\iJ" meaningless since all actual entities partake in the proces:'. of 

concrescence and all must perish. If perpetual perishing is necessary for the 

ongoing process of concrescence to occur, can It really be thought of as "evi!"': To 

be able to understand perpetual perishing as evil Suchocki com.iders the 

interrelationship between the objective and the subjective poles of evil as they are 

presented in Whitehead's thought. I have indicated above that Suchocki argues that 

to have an adequate theory of evil, the concept of evil as rooted in the objective 

pole. or finitude, ha~ to be balanced by the concept of evil as looted in the 

subjective pole, or freedom. 

While I stated that the concept of evil a~ perpetual perishing accounts for the 

ohJective pole of eviL the second aspect of evil accounts for the subjective pole. the 

freedom of the actual entity to act within the stmctures of finitude. While perpetual 

6:3 Ibid., 62 
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perishing is necessary within finitude. for :-.omething to become lhis and no! that, 

the actual entity must assess that which it prehends. 

Depending on the complexity of an actual entity. it determine:-. to a greater or 

lesser degree that which it is to become. Because of the limited nature of less 

complex actual entities. they have less opportunity to determine their futures. More 

complex. actual entities. particularly human heings which are the most highly self-

determinate societies of actual entities. save for the dIvine, have, on the contrary. 

considerable freedom to determine their futures through the process of 

concrescence. 

No mattel how complex actual entities are. it is not possible for actual 

entities to appropriate all that they prehend. As they engage in the process of 

prehending other actual entIties. certain possibilities are necessarily excluded 

Choice. as Suchocki. following Whitehead. argues. "is by definition exclusive."o-/ 

The process of becoming there tore depends on the exclusionary nature of choice. 

That whIch an actual entity chooses to value positively. that is. to include in the 

future, or negatively. to exclude. is determined through an act of comparison. 

When a feeling is prehended negatively and excluded from the entity's concrescent 

activity. the feeling which has been lost in the process of perpetual penshing is 

consequently lo:-.t again in relation to the emerging occasion. [t is not extended into 

being. Loss therefore is understood as evil for it entails the destruction of 

possibilIty through the necessity of choice. 

This aspect of evil has SIgnificant consequences for the creation of the actual 

entity. Since the actual entity cannot include all within itself, it must limit itself 

&+ Ibid., 64, 



through the choices that it makes. The actual entity is therefore not only self-

determining. but also self-limiting. 

Other actual entities are also affected by this process. The relational nature 

of actual entities means that one actual entity depends on another for its 

"perpetuation of meaning."
b

) Actual entities. objectively immortalized in the past. 

must be brought from the past into the present. Vlhen an actual entity chooses not 

to bnng the past 111to the present Whitehead contends that evil results for there has 

been loss of the possibility of actuality. 

Evil as descrihed ahove is an inherent part of finitude. As with perpetual 

perishing it cannot be avoidccl. h6 Process is unavoidahly tragic. Evil. however. 

lakes on moral .'.ig111ficance and becl)me" "sm" when through the possibility of 

choice the well-being of another actual entity is denied when it could indeed have 

been enhanced. This occurs in one of t\\/O \vays: through extensive positive or 

extensive negative valuing. 

Extensive positive valu1l1g refers to the actual entity trying to bring "all" of 

the past into the present. It is however Impossible for the entity to incorporate or to 

65 Ihid. 

66 Maintaining that evil result~ from these metaphYSical principles 
raise~ the questlOn whether Suchocki'S use of thc tern} "metaphysical evil" is a 
correct expression of Whitehead's understanding of evil. MetaphYSical evil 
refers to "evils which necessarily infect the realm of finite actualitv." Barineau 
The Theodtcy qf A ({red North \V11itehead. ~19. This notion of evil su-g,gests that 
"tlnite experiences should be called 'evil' SImply because they are finite." David 
Ray Griffin. God. Power and Evil (Phi.ladelphl.1: Westminster Press. 1976). 2~4. 
Griffin argues that Whitehead rejects this notion of evil. Barineau argues that 
"Ielvery e\'il in Whitehead's cosmology is a 'physical' evil ratiltT than a 
metaphysical evil.' Barineau contends that' '[pjhysical evil refers to the evil 01 
the actual world over which actual entities, in their own degree of self
creativity. exercise some measure of control, and 'actual entities' refer to both 
natural and moral agents. Physical evil occurs within the process of Creativity 
but. unlike mC'taphysical evi!. is not beyond the consci.ous volition or 
unconsCIOUS spontaneity of actual entities'" Barineau. 99. Whi1C' Suchocki uses 
the term metaphysical eviL I think that sht' would concur with Barineau 
inasmuch as she seems to be stating that while evil is ineVitable, th(' way it 
which it manifests Itself depends on,-as Barineau suggests. thC' conscious 
volition or unconscious spontaneity of actual entities. 
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reiterate all that it prehends from the pasL By trying to do so the actual entity 

disregards its own limitations within finitude. Extensive positive valuing 

overwhelms the actual entity and leaves it in a state of dysfunction. 

The extreme use of negative prehensions refers to a very different respon~e 

to the world. In thi~ case the actual entity tries to eliminate as much of the past as 

possible. \vhich results in "a trivialization of experience.,,67 On an individual level 

this means that through extensi ve non-reiteration the actual entity endeavors to close 

itself off to change. The actual entity tries to maintain a form of stasis by treating 

data it prehends as irrelevant trivial or unimportant. The actual entity thereby :-.eeks 

to close itself off from further experience. By doing so. it tries to deny the 

relational nature of existence by trying to maintain the lie that it is an autonomom 

being. unconnected to other actual entitie;.;, It tries to resist appropriating data from 

the past by living as if the past were in some way irrelevant to its own being. By 

doing so it also, however. closes off experience from being taken into the future for 

other actual entitles. 

Suchocki does not provide an example of this situation. but for the purposes 

of this argument I suggest we consideL for example. a factory owner I will call Ms 

Jones. Let us imagme that Ms Jones is currently in conflict with her employees 

because she refuses to address her employees' complaints concerning the quality of 

workplace conditions. By denying the relevance of their complaints. [vIs Jones 

denies herself the possibility of developing a healthier environment within which 

her employees could work. Ms Jones' refusal to support her employees' demands 

affects her as she has to resist acti ve J y external infl uences by tri vializing them as 

unimportant. Her response also affects her workers. Where policies could be 

67 Suchocki. The End oJEvil. 65. 
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implemented that would enhance the quality of life of the workers and consequently 

their productivity. this possibility is not actualized. Visions of an alternativt' 

wl)[king environment are lost. 

Just as the extreme use of negative prehensions can diminish the experience 

of the entity, the extreme use of positive prehensions is also potentially detrimental. 

but for very different reasons. If one Jets oneself be overly affected by the past and 

is reluctant to exclude any feelings. there is the danger. as Suchocki states. of 

opening oneself "to the evil of discord. or the seme of unreconcilabk 

alternatives 6R If our hypothetical Ms Jones tries to incorporate all the demands of 

the employees into effective policy, she may find herself in a state of despair :.is she 

is unable to meet :.ill demands tully. Her effectiveness as an employer would be 

jeopardized. as well as the productivity of her buslI1ess. Owner and employees 

would be adversely affected. 

Trivialization of experience and lhscord created by an imbalance hetween 

positive and negative prehensions are in Whitehead's view manifestations of evil. 

Suchockl suggests that while positive and negative prehensions are always in 

tension, a balance need" to be sought to try to ensure inclusive well-being. This is 

not to suggest that a balance call necessarily be achieved. but that a balance should 

be pursued to try to avoid triViality or discord and their "attendant interpretations of 

'J ,,69 eVI . 

In sum, while the first principle of eviL which stresses the process of 

becomin£, refers to the unavoidable loss of the continuin£ immediacv of the actual 
~ L • 

entity through perpetual perishing. the second pnnciple of evil suggests that due to 

the valorative process carried out by all actual entities certain possibil ities cannot be 

68 Ibid. 

6Sl Ibid. 
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actualized. This aspect of the process empha-;izes the possibility of choice that is 

necessary tor the ongoll1g creation of actuJI entities. 

There are two features of the second principle of evil that need to be 

highlighted. First, this principle as with the first reinforces the relational nature of 

the world. Actual entities depend on each other to be extended into the future. 

Second, this principle also suggests the ethical nature of existence. The process of 

valuing. of having to apply value to the mitial data to be able to move them forward 

into the future or deny their actualization. depends on the way in which the actual 

entity perCelyeS available choices. 

El'i! as "ideals born out of seaSOll." 

In the previous section I examined the second metaphysical princIple of evll 

which states that within finitude there is always an exclusion of possible alternatIves 

as actual entities move into an ever-new present through the creative process of 

concrescence, Whitehead's third principle of evil focuses on the inabdit) of the 

actual enwy to carryall possibilities mto the future, Evil results from the frustratll1g 

or rendering unrealizable of "relevant alternatives." 1 emphasize the word relevant 

due to its ambiguous nature. 

Suchocki refers to these unactualized alternatives as "ideals born out of 

season in a time not yet npe for their fullest realization ,,70 To consider an 

alternative as relevant It must first be Judged as such by those who feel frustrated by 

its lack of realIzation, For the alternative to continue to be considered as an "ideal 

70 [bOd 6" I ., b. 
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born out of season," hO\vever, it also has to be reevaluated at some future time. 

This two-fold process leads to the ambiguous nature of this aspect of evi L 

On the one hand, there is loss for the entity that is not able to actualize 

visionary ideal:,. As ideal:, they are momentarily impeded thereby creating "anguish 

and impatierICe.,,71 Suffering which could have been avoided results from this lo'.s. 

On the other hand, there is also gam. "Such a situation becomes the motivating 

power toward achievement of a different actuality. ,,72 There is. as 'Whitehead says. 

an " 'intermingling of Beauty and EviL' "7.1 

To illustrate this aspect of evil Suchocki cites the attempts of Anna Oliver 

and Anna Howard Shaw to obtain permission to be ordained within the Methodist 

Episcopal Church in 1880. On the one hand, the struggles of these women had 

detrimental effects on their personal lives. The denial of ordination lead to the early 

death of Oliver. Shaw was later ordained within the smaller Methodbt Protestant 

Church but the struggle left her embittered and finally estranged from the church. 

On the other hand. Suchocki argues that "[t]he efforts of Oliver and Shaw, while of 

little effect as far as they were concerned. nonetheless surely contributed to the slow 

change in society whereby other women can serve where they could not. "74 

This principle of evil as ideals born out of season raise:-. questions 

concerning the issue of justice, While the actual entity may be used in the future in 

an objectively immortalized form, it has suffered in the past. But IS thc.'re any hope 

of justice for the suffering that is experienced by the past actual entity. In other 

\vords, while the experiences of Oliver and Shaw may have been beneficial to 

others in the long run. do Oliver and Shaw experience sume form of persol\al 
,--

71 Ibid. 
72 Ibid. 
73 [bid .. 67. 
74 Ibid. 
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Justice for the suffering that they endured during their lives') Js the particularity of 

their personal suffering addressed in such a way that does justice to theIr suffenng" 

These questions are addressed in Chapter Four. 

In sum, Suchocki argues that there are three principles of evIl: "perpetual 

perishing, a competition of values resulting in a self-selected exclusion of 

possibilities. and a competition of values resulting in an other-imposed exclusion of 

possibilities.,,75 The first stresses the way in which all actual entities participate in 

the process of concrescence by which they inevitably lose subjective immedIacy. 

The second stresses the possibility of choice and the inevitable loss involved in the 

creative process as each actual entity must value the data prehended. All 

possibilities cannot be included within the entity. Choice involves inclusion but 

also exclusion, gain but also loss. Possibilities are often impossibilities. The 

actualization of one possibility involves exclusion and thus loss of others. The 

third principle, in turn. stresses that one's choices not only affect others but that one 

is in turn affected by others' choices. That which one values can be excluded from 

actualization not by one's choice but by that of others. 

Each of these pnnciples is "an essential component of every element of 

existence: every entity IS finite. 11 involves the exclU'-.lOn of alternatIve pos~ibditIes, 

and it is open to the effect of alternatives not its own. ,,76 The degree to which an 

actual entity participates in eviL however. depends on the level of determinacy that 

it possesse~. An atom, a stone. a plant and a human being have varying levcls of 

determinacy and thcrefore participate in the creation of evil in different ways. 

To conclude this section I wish to summarize Suchocki's position by 

highlighting three key points of her argument. First, by incorporatmg both the 

- ------- -------------

75 Ib'd -5 I ., I . 

76 Ibid" 67. 
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subjective and objective poles of evil. Suchocki argues that WhIteheads concept of 

evil provides a more balanced vie\"\ of evil than the tradition has hitherto provided. 

The limiting principles of finitude and the freedom of the actual entity combine to 

form the basis of evil. As Suchocki states, " '[f]reedom in community' 1<., the 

fundamental structure allowing both subjective and objective pole.., of evil to be held 

in creative tension."77 Second, based on Whltehe::tdian metaphysics SuchockI 

understands evil as inextricably relational. Evil results from the three princIples of 

perpetual perishing. ex.clusion and mIsbegotten ideals as all actual entitles engage m 

the creative process of concrescence 

The third point that I want to stre:"s is that although evil i<., inevitable within 

fmitude, at the human level there is a relatively high degree of cholCe albeit choice 

dependent upon the relational nature of freedom in community. In Suchocki's 

words. human 

freedom is relative to the conJitlUn of fImtudc. hut It I~ freedom nonethelc ~S, ~o that the 
final rcason tor what a thll1g hecome~ b to be found V\ Ithln that thing and wlth1l1 the 
condItions imm which It aro~e. Thus the suhjectIVe pole of freedom l~ as Invulved m the 

metaphysIcs of e\ il a~ 1~ the objcctlve pole uf fll1itude 7'1' 

The Nature of Sin 

A study of Suchocki's major works on the nature of S1l1 ll1dicates that there 

is an ong01l1g development in the way in which she understands the concept. In 

The End (!t E\'i! (1988) Suchocki suggests that sin IS a form of evil tor which one 

can be held morally responsihle. In her 1991 essay "Original Sin Revisited" 

Suchocki states her operative definition of sin as "those intents and actions that 

77 Ibid., 62. 
78 Ibid., 68. 
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work the ill-being of any facer of existence."7l) In The Fall to Violence (199'+) 

Suchocki extends her earlier understanding of sin by proposing that "sin IS 

unnecessary vIolence against any aspect of existence. whether through act or intent. 

whether consciously chosen or otherwise,"xn When these three definitions are 

taken in conjunction a number of questions arise. In what way does Suchocki 

define moral responsibility') What does Suchocki mean by unnecessary violence" 

Is there "necessary" violence that leads to injustice? Is there possibly necessary 

violence that does not lead to injustice? How does one participate in this violence') 

Why does she suggest that violence is at the root of sin'? How can one's actions be 

called sin if they are unconsciously chosen? Does sin not involve some degree of 

intentionality? Moreover. we need to ask if sin is directed against the creation. what 

is the relationship between sin and the divine? 

I want to begin answering these questions with a discussion of Suchocki\ 

vie\v of the dyadic nature of sin. Suchocki maintains that sin is both transpersonal 

and personaL8l As I discuss below. these are not mutually exclusive aspects of 

S1I1. Suchocki maintains that they need to be identified as separate terms to be able 

to explain fully the relationship between the individual and sin. In this section I 

discuss Suchocki's view of transpersonal and personal sin beginning with the 

former. 

~------------- -~-

79 Suchocki. "Onginal Sin Re\isited." Process Studies. 20. 4 (Winter 
1991), 238. 

80 Suchocki, The Fall to Violence. 16. 

81 Suchocki. God-Christ-Church, 14. In her discussion of the nature of 
sin Suchocki follows traditional Christian analysis of sin which establishes 
this dual focus of personal and transpersonal sin. 14. 
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Transpersonal Sill 

Suchucki contends that tran~per~onal :-;ll1 reter~ to de~tructl ve social 

conditlons into which one i:-; born. ThIs form of sin j-. referred to as 

"transper~onal" for no one actual entity can be held dIrectly respon:-;ible for the 

creation of these conditions. The creatIOn of these condition~ goes beYOlld 

individual accountability. 

In God-Christ-Chllrclz Suchocki develop~ the concept of transpersonal sin 

in terms of "original sin" and the "demonic." Suchncki's development of these 

terms, as determined by her reliance on process thought. differ~. however, from 

traditional Christian usage. In Suchocki's view original sin refer~, "to that which 

precede,> the individual and is greater than the individual. ·'R':' Suchocki, therefore. 

llSC-; the term llrig1l1al in the sen~e of antecedent or prior. As with Ruether, R.' for 

Suchocki the term does not carry connotation" found in, fOJ ex,:nnplc. the 

Augustinian tradition. of a primary or unique event that ushered SIl1 into a 

previously sinless world, which was void of evil and death. 

Original sin. in Suchocki's view. "de:,cribes the human condition in which 

we find ourselves; it i~ the stage upon which we play out the drama of our human 

Jives."?'-J. OriglJ1al sin refers to the complexity of inherited soci .. d. culturaL 

economic and political structures \'.hlch are already in place before one's birth. 

Suchocki interprets original sin as "mhented structures of consciousness, acting as 

socially sanctIOned norms, that assume the ill-being of earth or any of its 

inhahitants, "85 The~e structures create social conditions that are preexistent to 

82 Ibid .. ]6. 
83 See Chapter One. 
84 Suehoc ki. The Fall to \liolence, 16l. 
85 Suchocki. "Original Sin Revisited," 23&. 
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one'~ personal influence or responsibility. As part of an intrinsically relational 

world each individual inherits the sinfulness which results from social structures. % 

While the term "original sm" describes the destructive conditions into \vhich 

one is born, the term "demonic" refers to the power that is derived from original sin 

as an inherited condition. Unlike theological views which Suchocki claims have 

projected the po\vers that make up the transpersonal aspect of sin "away from 

ourselves .lS a nonhuman being, [onto 1 a devil. whose temptation of humanity in its 

very beginning' resulted in transgression and original sin,"87 Suchocki argues that 

process theology "suggests a more tragic view. naming the cumulative acts of 

human bemgs in society as the source of the demonic."8s Origmal sin is. 

consequently, demonic because of the "confluence of many powers. some remote 

and some near. all of which create an environment that will pressure toward 

destruction."g<) The power of the demonic is its ability to affect the process of 

concrescence not for. but against well-being. 

Suchocki stresses that it is because of this demonic force that a 

reappropriation of the concept of original sin is necessary. Without such a concept, 

the onus of sin falls solely upon the individual, neglecting the fact that we are born 

into a world that has been determined by actions other than our own. Some of 

these actions are destructi ve of human well-being, that is to say, some are evil. 

Resultant social structures embody and perpetuate this evil. No single individual 
---~------------------

86 Suchocki also differentiates her view from that e.g., of Sigmund 
Freud. Suchocki writes that "Freud speaks of a primal murder, as does his more 
recent fo1lower Rene Girard. But my intent is not to posit an original violent act. 
which in effect follows the same dynamics as looking for an original Adam and 
Eve." The Fall to Violence. 29. 

87 Suchocki, God-Christ-Church. 15. Suchocki does not clarify to 
which views she is referring and whether she understands these views of the 
demonic as entailing, for example. a prinCiple independent of God. an aspect of 
God, or a fallen. created being. 

88 Ibid. 
89 Ibid .. 16. 
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can be held responsible for the sms produced by these structures. The 

individualization of sin trivializes the concept thereby divesting it of meaning. 

Suchocki argues that the concept of original sin is consequently indispensable 

within Chnstian theology. an essential doctrine to understand freedom within 

community. 

As I discussed in Chapter One. traditionally original sin is understood in 

terms of "the fall" from perfectIOn as developed within the Augustinian tradition 

While SuchockI suggests that "( w ]hile we cannot use the myth of Adam and its 

corporate corruption."9Uas it developed with traditional Christianity. she 

nevertheless contends that the myth holds an essential meaning inasmuch as it 

reflects that there is "a corporate human conditi011 preceding and affecting each 

mdividual."91 It is this COrpl'lrate condition that needs to be reformulated in terms 

that are meaningful today. 

In The FuJI to Violence Suchocki develops her concept of origin::tl SID more 

fully. She extends her definition of original sin to include 

a hent toward violence through ('ur n'l,lu(wn. the Il1lerwoven rclatlonahly that create" a 
solidanty tu the human faLC. and the temporal st[uLtures nt intersubjCClinty through 
which we inhent assumptIOns concermng ho\". we Interpret. value and act Il1 our world.')'2 

Each part of this tripartite definition of origmal sin brings with it one or more 

important developments in Suchocki's thought. I want to discuss briefly those 

which are most pertinent to the present work heginning wIth those developmenb 

which arise out of her concept of a bent toward violence through our evolution 

Suchocki maintains that part of our inheritance as social beings who are 

compelled to act within a relational and evolutionary is the inclination to violence. 

------------------- ~----

90 Suchocki. "Original Sin Revisited." 233. 
91 Ibid. 

92 Suchocki. TIlE' Fall to Violence. 13. 
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In fact, Suchocki contends that "innate human aggressiveness and its corollary 

violence are the basis of sin. and that God's continuing creative call is toward a 

spirituality that embraces the well-being of all things."93 Suchocki draws on four 

thinkers to "connect the religiow, and secular analysis of violence in relation to 

evolution."9-1 The second century theologian Irenaeus (d. c. 202), and the 

nineteenth century theologian Friedrich Schleiermacher provide her with an early 

and later formulation of an evolutionary model of the emergence of sin \vithin the 

Christian tradition. The contemporary physicist and student of archeological 

research Christoph 'Wassermann, and the contemporary ethologist Irenaeus Eibl-

Eibesfeldt provide "a more empirical ground1Og to the intuitions of [Irenaeus and 

Schleiermacher] concerning the role of sin in the evolving history of the human 

race."9.5 

Suchocki argues that Irenaeus provides an early evolutionary model within 

the Christian tradition. Irenaeus's view differs from the Augustinian formulation In 

that he understands the whole of the human race as undergoing a process of 

developmentY" In his attempt to "account for the universality of SI!1 and 

suffering ... he dId so by considering the human race as a whole to be 10 its 

infancy."97 Born In the "image" of God creation passes through a painful process 

to become the "likeness" of God. Christ, as a healing and empowering model. 

revealed to humankind the nature of God's likeness.,)i\ 

93 Ibid .. 87. 
94 Ibid., 92. 
95 Ibid. 
96 T11f' Irenaean tradition, \vhich emphasizes sin as the result of 

flnitude. is often contrasted to the Augustinian tradition which emphasizes 
free-will. See e.g., John Hicks "An Irenaean Theodicy." Stephen Davis. ed .. 
Encountering Evil: Live Options in Theodicy (Atlanta: John Knox Press. 1981). 
4-0-52. 

97 Suchocki, The Fall to Violence. 87. 
98 Ibid. 
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While Suchocki draw:-. on lrenaeus as an early Christian n.ample of 

understanding: human nature in terms of an evolutionary proces:-., she dr:.lws in tum 

on Schleiermacher to provide a similar yet more contemporary understanding: of the 

development of human nature. "Like Irenaeus." Suchocki writes, "Schleiermacher 

saw our physical beginnings as eXisting for the -;ake of that which could emerge 

from physical existence, which is to say. the God-consciousness of spirituality ,,(;q 

Suchocki .states that Schleiermacher suggests that sin and evil result from the 

qruggle that ensues as the creation evolved from self-centeredness to God-

consciousness. iO(1 

Suchocki states that within the evolutionary process, as put forth by 

Schlelermacher. "physicality precedes spirituality, and IS it:-. nece:-.sary 

foundatIOn." 10] The physical world exists prior to the development of the 

consciousness of the actual entities which exist within the world. Consciousness 

arises out of the physical world. The greater the consciousness, the more a\\ are the 

actual entity is of its relatIOnship to the world. For Schleiermacher 

Itlhe human predIcament i~ that the n3scenl splfllualny IS much weaker than the long
e~tabl!~heJ scir-centereJne~~ ... thiS precedence of the phY<.,lCal n,lture and ~uh<.,equent 
dIfficulty of the emergll1g ~plfllua] nature functIOned m the roll- "r l'nginal sm. 1 02 

While lrenaeu~ and SchIeiermacher provide theological and philosophIcal 

support for Suchocki':;. "jew of the evolutionary development of human nature. she 

maintains that Wassermann and Eibl-Eibesfeldt empirically ground Irenaeu,,'s and 

Schleiermacher's intuitions "concerning the role of sin in the evolving history of the 

hu man race." 1 ():; 

99 rbid .. 88. 
100 Ibid .. 89. 
10 I Ibid .. 93. 
102 Ibid .. 89. 
J03 Ibid. 
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SuchockI argues that Wassermann and Eibl-Eibesfeldt concur that "human 

~urvival necessarily entailed violence, but that violence itself was ambiguou~, 

yielding life-enhancing as well as life-destroying behaviour."Jo..J. She contends that 

in his essay "The Evolutionary Understanding of Man and the Problem of Evil"I()'i 

Wassermann "carries the evolutionary theory further through the archaeologICal 

evidence suggesting that our long physical struggle depended integrally, If 

ambiguously, on the fact of human violence." 1 06 Suchocki argues that Eibl-

Eibesfeldt, in his work Lm'e (Jnd Hate, "gives a descriptive analysis of the 

contemporary phenomenon of aggression throughout life."!07 Suchocki writes that 

in Elbl-Eibesfeldt's view 

I!\'mg creature, posse~s In~tInct~ toward aggressIOn and mstmet:, toward ,Dewl hondmg. 
Tht: tlrst YIelds \ IOlence. whether toward those beyond Dr wIthIn the km group. ~md he 
argues cUll\lncmgly that there IS no lIVIng species WIthout \wlent behaviour. The 

10-1 Ibid. 
105 Christoph Wassermann, "The Evolutionary Understanding of Man 

and tht' Problem of Evil.' H. May, ed .. KooperaUon und Wettbewerb: Zur Ethik 
und Biologie menschlichen Socialverhaltens (Loccumer Protokolle Bd. 75. 
1989). 

106 Suchocki, The Fall to Vwlence. 90, Wassermann develops "four 
major transitions in the evolution of humankind, seeing in each a double-edged 
COIl sequence holding new forms of good and evil." The four transitions includt': 
1) the prehistoric period of three million yt'ars ago. Wassermann SU&~t'sts that 
during this pt'riod two types of hominoids inhabited the African contment, a 
larger vegetarian type and a smalkr meat-eater. He argues that during the 
drought period of the end ot tht' Pliocene and the beginning of tht' Pleistocene 
period the mobile nomadic hunters sun.ived. 2) Lower Pleistocene era. 
Wassermann traces the development of the hunting and gathering period, which 
also depended upon violent death. "At the same time, however. tool-making also 
marked an advance through greatt'r complexity of existt'nce and greater 
possibilities for stability of existence." 3) Transition to Neolithic age. Nt'olithic 
agt' which developed farming and the domt'stication of animals. Two key 
dt'velopments during this latter pt'riod were the nurturing of animals before 
slaughter. and the use of slavery as an alternativt' to killing nonkinship groups. 
As society bf'comes more complex the way in which violence is used also 
develops. 4) The introduction of urbanism. Wassermann indicates that through 
"new behavioural patterns of codes of law and warrare ... [thatl once again. the 
increase in the human ability to inflict violent death \vas integrally related to 
tht' human abilIty to evolve more complex forms of social life." 90-9l. 

107 IlJid .. 90. 
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~econd IS a general drive within mdlYlduab to seck and Ill,lmt.lIn ~l)me tmm of dnsene~'; 
with anothe;.lUX 

Through hIS study of innate behavior patterns of birds, anim:1b and human" EibJ-

Eibesfeldt concludes that the "universality of the responses indicate" that the manner 

of response is coded within the physiological structures of the specie';." \lJll Eibl-

Eibesfeldt argues that we therefore inherit not only the instinct for aggression but 

also specific patterns of aggressive responses. 

Suchocki stresses that "the force of Eibl-Eibesfeldt's work is hIs 

demonstratIOn of the universality and physiological basis of :1ggressive instincts in 

human life. and the strong implication that these instincts denve from our own 

evolutionary history "110 Suchocki argues that internalized violent tendencies are 

mitigated by the instinct toward soc131 bonding. Violence and bonding are therefore 

always in tension. 

If we turn now to the second part of Suchocki\ definition of original sm. 

the interwoven relationality that provides solidarity within the human race. we can 

see another development in Suchocki's thought. Suchocki argues that sin through 

human solidarity refers to the ontological fact of human connectedness or 

relationality. We sin "in our solidarity with the human race."lll Sin is not an 

Isolated act. Sin is relatlOnal 

When Suchocki argues that S111 IS relational her understanding of 

relationaJity is indeed comple:-... Suchocki insists that "what happem in one entity 

has an effect on all entities."ll:: Consequently in her view the -;in of one is felr by 

all. Through this theory of what might be referred to as "radical relationality" 

108 Ibid., 91-2. 
109 mid., 92. 
1 10 mid .. 93. 
] 11 Ibid .. WI. 
112 Suchocki TIle Fall to Violence. 104. 
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Suchocki is extending the notion of prehemion, of one actual entity feeling another. 

to include all actual entities feeling or prehending all other actual entitie~ albeit some 

more immediately and vividly than others. 

Suchocki. however. qualifies the ontic fact of being bound up in one 

another's good by suggesting that the prehension of all actual entities goes beyond 

"what our consciousness is capable of handling." m In other words, while an 

actual entity feeb or prehends all other actual entities. it is not fully conscious of It'; 

own feelings. Suchocki contends that "a responsive anxiety is the half-way house 

between unconscious and conscious experiences of sin as mediated through the 

solidarity of the race."ll'+ This raises, however. a serious question. If, as 

SuchockI ,ldmits. "one is not conscious of the violence, then what difference does it 

make')"II) 

SuchockI argues that although one may not be conscious of the details of the 

act of violence. "the subliminal experience of violence gives rise to an existential 

anxiety." II b Unlike Reinhold Niebuhr's view that anxiety is the cause of violence. 

Suchocki maintains that anxiety is produced In response to an inherently violent 

world. Suchocki asserts that 

[\ ]lOlenct'. not mortalIty. IS the source of the an'oety that lIes Just beyond the edge, of 
the human conscIOusness. PrOXInl1t) to VIolence pushes anXIety mtn a\\'arenes~ 

\VheTher expenenced con,cwusly or subconscJOusly. anxIety 0\ er vIOlence combme, WIth 
our own mdindual bent toward violence. mcreasing the probabilIty of sin. ll ? 

Suchocki is not just suggesting that violence directed against the individual is felt by 

the individual hut that allY violence against the world. Clll.'>' injustice against the 

world, produces a subconscious response in the form of anxiety. Suchocki, 

113 Ibid .. 105. 
114 Ibid .. 101. 
115 Ibid., 106. 
116 Ibid., 107. 
117 Ibid., 163. 
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however, does not clarify what she mean~ by subconscious experiences of Sill other 

than that they exist and produce anxiety. 

Despite the murkiness of this limited explanation of anxiety produced by 

suhconscious experiences of sin, 1 think that this is a notable development in her 

work. As I discuss in Chapter Four, Suchocki's vislOn of the process of liberatIon 

depends on the ability of entities to prehend each other fully. As I indicate. 

however. complete prehension can only occur within God. In her understanding of 

sin through human solidarity Suchocki seems. however. to be suggesting that the 

human capacity for complete prehension is present within finitude. albeit limited 

inasmuch as the entity is not aware of this capacity within finitude The Implication 

of this point is that the difference between finitude and infinity. between earth and 

the realm of God. is not onc 0f kind but of degree. While all c~jstence is related. 

this can only be fully comprehended when the entity is totally contained within 

God, which can only happen upon death. I come back to this point in Chapter 

Four. 

There is one last point (hat I wish to conSIder regarding Suchocki's 

understanding of original sin. This point pertains to the third part of her definition, 

the temporal structures of intersuhjectIvity. Suchocki mamtams that despite the 

power of the ~ocial circumstances !Oto which one is born, this power does not 

negate individual responsibility. While one is born into u net\vork of social 

structures and institutions. that is to say, one is born into SOCIally inherited sin. 

Suchocki suggests that what makes this sin and not merely evil. i.e .. that which is 

destructive but that which one cannot control and for that which one is not 

responsible, is the individual's ability to transcend the circumstances through the 

power of self-transcendence. 
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WhIle the concept of transpersonal -;in relieves the individual of the full 

responsibility of social sin. it does not mean that the individual is unable to respond 

to the demonic powers of social sin. On the contrary. Suchocki argue~ that 

members of any given group have it within their own personal ability to transcend 

demonic power. Slllce the individual ha:'. the possibility to do good. Suchocki 

argues that "[a]:.. in a Kantian modeL the possibility to do good is the responsibility 

to do good. "lIS Self-transcendence. which I di.'tcuss in detail below. is the means 

bv which one reco£:nizes orizinal sin. The human ability of self-transcendence also 
~ '- '-- ... 

brIngs with It personal culpability. that is personal sin. 

Persollal Sill 

Suchockl argues that the concept of "personal" sin presupposes individual 

accountability. If we are cast into a world already full of sin. how can we be 

individually responsible? One. for sure. cannot be held accountable for one\ 

actions If one has not had the opportunity to act with some degree of freedom. 

With Niebuhr. Suchocki states that while "sins arise from the condition of Sill." that 

is to say that sin:.. arise from the systems that propagate sin. individual freedom 

exists to transcend these condition:-,.llll Suchocki holds that the WhIteheadian 

model of creativity as discu.'tsed above not only indicates the inevitabIlity of evil but 

abo the possibility of freedom within fimtude. Although the power of the demol1Ic 

is greater than the individual in that the individual finds herself Immersed within 

1 18 Suchocki, The End oj Euil, 129. 
119 Suchocki, "Original Sin ReVisited," 237. 
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power structures without prior con~ent, Suchocki contends that "[tlhere is always a 

wedge of novelty that entails a degree of freedom and responsibility." J:O 

Suchocki's concept of personal sin stresse~ free will. or the subje,;::tiyc pole 

of evil. Free wilL however. cannot be separated from the objective pole of evil. the 

limitations within which the actual entity acts. As I discussed above. the.se 

limitations are determined by the basic metaphysical prinCIples of perpetual 

perishing, exclusion and misbegotten ideals. Through the contluence of formel 

human activity specific limitations are imposed upon the individual. 

Suchocki develops her concept of freedom in terms of the basic proces~ of 

concrescence a~ described above. Three POInts concerning this process need to be 

restated here. First. through the process of concre~cence all actual entities prehend 

the available data of the past in their act of creating the future Second, actual 

entities respond to the past by evaluatIng the data which they prehend or feel. 

Third, within creation there are varying degree~ of freedom which determine the 

nature of this process for each actual entity. 

Because of the highly relational nature of existence. freedom is exercised 

from within the complexity of relationships. Suchocki goes one . .;tep further. 

however. and insists that freedom is the basis of relationship~. "The very 

possibility of relationships," Suchocki mamtains. "depends upon the abIlity to 

respond to relationships and that this 'response-ability' IS at the core of every 

moment of our JiYes."1::1 There is no level of eXIstence that does not have some 

level of "re~pollSe-abil!ly." The degree, however. varies from "minuscule 

indeterminism on a chain that includes. at its other end. what we call human 

120 SuchockI. God-Chnst-Church. 17. 
121 Suchocki. The .Fall to Violence, 132. 
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freedom." 122 In human beings the level of freedom is at its greatest a~ one 

responds in the present to the past in view of future po~sibilities. Freedom as 

"present perceptions of what can be done have an influence on what Il'ill be 

done." 1 ::.3 

The ability to respond begins with the child's first "why?" Through this 

questioning. Suchocki suggests. 

IS the hegInnIng (If self-transcendence. for recognrZIng structures I" seeIng them a~ heIng 
Il1 some re,pect dItTerentIateJ from the self. The marvel (If thIS occurrence I~ that the 
<;tructurl'~ that are dIfferentIated from the ~elf yet form the self: for tlm, reason. a 
que~tlOnIng of the structures IS already self-tran~cenJellce I~-+ 

Suchocki therefore suggest:-. that freedom resides 111 the ontological nature of 

being. In Suchocki's vIew original sin becomes personal sin and one becomes 

accountable for one's actions "when freedom to transcend the structures of well-

being is present and one does not transcend these structures." 125 When one live" 

as if one has no power over the past, one IS living under the power of the demonic. 

"The demonic consumes the past and denies any future but its own perpetuation. 

under the illusion that the future must be only more of the same. "12(1 

Suchocki recognizes that there is a "Catch 22" in all of this. That j" to say 

per.;onal actIon depends upon structures of con"ClOusness whIch them"elve, Invoh e ,eed, 
uf their own tramcendence The pos~IbJlIty fur ~elf-tran~cendence through ljue,tlOnIng 
one\ ,tructured norms cre<ltes the respun<;IhIlIty and theretore the gUIlt th:lt I, entaIled In 
the lran,ltwn ffllm uriginal SIl1 W sins HO\\e\er- and we are agall1 Il1 a "Catch 22" - III 

the nature oj the case. we inherit structures of conscj()u~ness from our bIrth onw<lrd. and 
hen..:e hv the tIme questIOnIng IS pusslble. the uestructIve norms are :.tlready InternalIzed. 
The comoIlled power of intersubJectivIty creates the gruO\ es of subJCcti VIty 127 

122 Ibid. 

123 Ibid .. 134. 
124 Ibid., 136. 
125 Ibid .. 130. Suchocki suggests that there are three fom1s of guilt: 

"ontological guilt incurred through solidarity with the human race. or passive 
guilt through failure to transcend boundaries that work ill-bemg, or active guilt 
through personal participation in acts of psychic or physical violence." Ibid., 
142. 

126 Suchocki. God-Christ-Church, 18. 
I27 Suchocki. "Original Sin Revisited." 243. 
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While Suchocki admits to the circularity of her argument. she nevertheless 

maintains that it is through the power of self-tran~cendence that new forms of well-

being can be established. 

Suchocki argues that self-transcendence IS an inherent aspect of the human 

self. In her view self-transcendence cannot be viewed as solely atemporal. other-

worldly experiences. Suchocki maintains that self-tramcendence is "extraordinariJ:\ 

ordinary. qualifying every existent reality." 

It docs not provide the vantage pOint of .l lotty perspectivl" ~ur\'eying the universe trom 
ahoyc It docs pnwlue. through the very thoroughnes~ of ib relationalny. a vantage pOInt 
that transcend~ the [L'st lOf the world through Its unIquenes~. even when It relatl"~ tll the 
re:o,t ()i the world through Its relativity It may Illdeed survey the universe trom wlthm I.,:, 

Suchocki contends that there are three fundamental characteristics of the self which 

permit self-transcendence withm finitude: memory. empathy, and imagination. The 

"failure of one or more of these modes of self-transcendence" is the basis of the 

violation of well-being. in other word~. the basl~ of sin. 

Violating another through the failure of memory, empathy or imagmation. 

or sinning. always occurs within the confines of relationships. Since relatIOnshIps 

occur within the world by selve'l who are agents of self-transcendence. the ability 

to sin depends on the self as an actual entity which is "constituted as hlstorical."l."::'! 

It b through the transcendent capacity of memory that the self can be referred to as 

historicaL Memory provide>; the self with the capacity to be conscious of its 

relationship to others and to the otherness of ih own past. Memory therefore "is 

entailed in the very constitution of self-consciousness"130 as it "evolves through 

one's relatlOll to tme's past. anJ the cre::ttion of one's historicity."131 

128 Suchocki. The Fall to Violence, 34. 
129 Ibid. 37. 
130 Ibid .. 39. 
131 Ibid., 41. 
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Empathy. the second form of self-·transcendence. "relates to the hoft' of 

one's response. "13.:2 Self-transcendence through empathy "entaib a regard for the 

other as the other. openness to the other as subject. and the transformation of the 

self."13.' Empathy as an effective means of transcendence consequently demands 

one of two scenario'>: first. that one does not absolutize the self. that is, that one 

acknowledges the 'otherness" of others, and second. that one does not absolutize 

the other. thereby disregarding the self. "Transcendence through empathy is a 

present phenomenon created through relation to the other as subjective other." 13--1-

While tramcendence through memory emphasizes the past and 

transcendence through empathy emphasizes the present. transcendence through 

imagination in turn emphasizes the future by calling "upon the novelty of that which 

may yet be."u5 Imagination entails "a projective phase. lof the creatIve proces"J 

wherein the completed reality participates with the rest of the universe in calling 

new realities into being". 136 

As a historical agent with the transcendent capacities of memory, empathy. 

and imagination, the self i~ "created through the successiveness of its continually 

emerging transcendence," 137 The ability for self-tran,>cendence allow" the actual 

entity to become. In a way unique to human eXIstence. as the actual entity prehend:.. 

and makes effective choices. 

As indicated above. Suchocki maintains that sin is not simply a result of 

choice, There are ~Ituations in which one must make choices whIch do not alway:.. 

allow for a "good" choice. Suchocki cites a poignant example from William 

132 Ibid. 
133 lbid. 
134 Ibid. 
135 Ibid. 
136 Ibid .. 55. 
137 Ibid. 
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Styron's novel Sophie's Clzuia. On her arrival at Auschwitz Sophie has to decide 

which of her two children is to stay with her and which is to be sent directly to the 

gas chambers. us In this case while a choice has to be made there is no "good" 

choice which enhances the well-being of all. Life presents numerous instances 

where. as in Sophie's case. chOICe results in conflict within fimtude. 

The "sin" that Sophle commits is bound to the circumstances in which she 

finds herself. circumstances over which she has little controL but nevertheless must 

act within. The entity's freedom. its ability to make choices. is never carried out in 

solitude but is always situated within community. Although an entilY's choices 

ultimately determInes what that entity will become. the nature of the possible 

choices depends upon the social environment which establishes the limitations of 

freedom. "No actuality's value can be determined solely upon its own grounds in a 

relational universe."HY Sin therefore is always relational. Sin follows "inevitablv 

f t· d . h' . ,,14ll rom ree om Wit m commumty. 

It is the nature of finitude to create an arena whereby value come~ into 

existence. From the alternatives offered. an individual values and chooses within 

the context of relationships. "The relation to others is essential to every being. and 

therefore one'" meaning of goodness or evil must finally be reckoned not on the 

basis of the single entity alone. but upon the basis of the entity and its 

I · h' ,,1.+1 re atlOns IpS. 

I want to stress three points here. First. Suchocki views sin as inevitable. 

Inherentlv relational existence meam that although one may trv to avoid sinning. 
.. I...- .. ~ "-

138 William Styron. Sophie's Choice (New York: Randon House. 1976). 
483-484. 

139 Suchocki. The Fall to Violence. 70. 
140 Ibid .. 75. 

141 Ibid .. 71. 
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there will be circumstances under which one \vill act in such a way which will not 

enhance well-being. Second. Suchocki argues that sin whIch is the "unnecessary 

violation of this Interdependence" 1.+2 in a relational world is first and foremost a sin 

against the creation. Sin against the creation can be in the form of violence against 

the self. others or against nature .143 Third. Suchocki argues that since one cannot 

avoid sinning against the world, one cannot avoid sinning against God. 

lJp until this point in this work I have said very little about Suchocki's view 

of the nature of God and God's relationship to the world. In this section of this 

chapter I wish to discuss briefly Suchocki's understanding of these topics. To 

discuss Suchocki's understanding of the nature of God and God's relationship to 

the world it is necessary to draw once again on the Whiteheadian process 

tenninology that r introduced earlier in this chapter. 

The Nature of God 

As I lI1dicated above. in Whitehead's view all existence demonstrates 

relational dynamics that are determined by metaphysical principles. Within thIS 

view of eAistence. God IS no exception to the metaphysical principles that determine 

eXIstence. As Whitehead states, "God is not to be treated as an exception to all 

metaphysical principles. invoked to save their collapse. He is their chief 

exemplification." I M 

Whitehead maintains that God. like all actual entities, has a dipolar nature 

comprised of a mental and a physicaJ pole. God, however. differs from other 

142 Ibid .. 43. 
143 Ibid. 

144 Whitehead. Process and Reality. 521. 
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actual entities in that God's dipolar nature is the reversc of that In other entities. 1-+) 

Whereas in the finite entity the mental pole refers tn "an aspect of the actual entity 

which responds to what is given:' 1..J.6 the mental pole in God, also known a~ 

God's primordial nature, refers to 'God's grasp of all possibilities. This grasp 

involves an ordering evaluation of possibilities into a harmony that i~ called the 

primordial vision, or primordial envisagement.'1..J.7 

\Vhereas in the case of the creatures the mental pole presupposes the 

physical pole: in the case of God the physical presupposes the mental. That is. for 

actual entities within finitude. the "mental" pole depend~ on the creatures' coming to 

terms with the stubborn facts that characterize the environment in which they find 

themselves "thrust" as they cnvision the particular possibilities that emerge from 

their particular. limiting situation. 

In the case of the divine, God grasps from all eternity the wealth of pure 

possibilities prior to and presupposed by the subsequent actualization of any 

particular possibilities. All specific actualizations. divine or otherwise. presuppose 

God's original and abiding envisagement. which Whitehead refers to as God', ... 

primordial nature. 148 

While God's primordial nature contains all possibilities. God has no 

knowledge of the way in which any given actual entity will act. This is not because 

God's knowledge is deficient. God's knowledge. however, has to be understood 

145 For a discussion of the way in which Suchocki develops the concept 
of God's dipolar nature in relation to other process thinkers see 'The 
Metaphysical Ground of the Whiteheadian God." Process Studies, 5. 4- (Winter 
1975). 237. 

146 Sherburne. A Key to Whitehead's Process and Reality. 228. 
147 Suchocki. The End of Evil. 177. 
148 Ibid .. 136. -
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in tenus of reality as consisting of what i~ ~md \vhat might or might not be, That i:-.. 

God'~ know ledge needs to be understood in tenns of actuality and potentiality, 

God knows all that has been actualized. and God knows all potentialitie:-. for 

actualization, It needs to be made clear that SuchockI is not suggesting that God 

has a speciflC vision of a particular world that God wants to see actualized. 

Suchocki contrasts Whitehead's view with that of Leibniz, Leibniz argues that God 

envisions the best of all possible worlds. implying that God has a specific vision of 

the way in which the world is to be. Whitehead argues that God envisions lithe best 

possible for (/In \vorld." 1..!9 God's initial aim "yields a particular possibility for 

what the new occa~ion might become."150 This possibility is qualitative not 

quantitative. While God "is the organ of novelty."151 God does not have a specific 

vision but lures the world In terms of creating a unity founded on adventure. zest. 

truth. beauty and peace. As Suchocki maintains. "[r]hus the vision [of God] 1S as 

much a matter of how the possibilities are held together as it is what is held 

h 
H,e, 

toget er. ! .'-

Gl)d's ~ubjectlve :llm toward the reallzallon of possIbilItIes is clothed WIth the feelIng for 
hJrmon:-. ImplYIng or containIng wIthIn that feelIng the Intent toward adventure. lest. 
truth, beJuty. and peace qualitatIve feehng~ whIch can he manIfested In an InfInIte \ancty 
of way" Th(' \VhIteheadlan valuatIOn m Its qualItatIve scnse rclers nOI to a prevlsIOncd 
world. hut to qualltJe~ whIch \\ ()uld work to the ultImate enhancement of am world 15.i 

While affirming that God pro\'ides the inItial aim in terms of potentiality 

within finitude, Suchocki writes. that 

(\\']hat the cntIt) becomes. then. depends fmally upon that cntny. gJ\'en the rarametcr~ set 
elm,'n froll1 Ils past and the pm~lhIlIties rele\~iI1t to Ib luture. But Ib becomIng I, always 
[h(' actualIzatlOn of a po;,slbIllty. whcther that one optnnally presented by God. or some 

149 Ibid .. 177, Emphasis added. 
150 Ibid .. 176. 
151 Whitehead. Process and Reality, 116. 

152 Suchocki. The End oJEhl. 118. 
153 Ibid .. 119. 
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sugge~ted aitern,IU\t.: .1ctuali7ed In~teild. Once the cntIt) ht.:cllme~. It lS n"e\f a force 
generating an efkcl. And G, )u. :.1, well a, the wurld. recel\'C~ th:l\ efkct l5.+ 

God'~ dependence on the actualization of the possibilities is the physical pole or 

consequent nature of God. The physical pole is "consequent" for two reason'S. 

First. because "it follows from the primordial nature in God. and second. because. 

it follows from the actual happenings in the world." 155 

In Suchocki's view. God i'S dependent on the wodd for the manifestation of 

particularities. This is not to say that in Suchocki's view God is the creation in a 

pantheistic sense. but that God is both in the world and separate from the world. 

God therefore relates to the world panentheistically. God is directly and intern:llly 

affected by that which occurs within finitude. as God incorporates into God that 

which occurs within finitude. and gives back to the world that which the world 

must now use to help create well-hemg withill the world. The emancipative proce'Ss 

not only creates well-being Within the world. but it also faciltitates the completion of 

God. Without the world God is only potentiality. God b not complete. God IS. 

as 'Whitehead suggests, "defiCIently actual." 15b 

Con~equentJy, while God j~ eternaL God is not static. God therefore not 

only depends on the world to manife~t particularities. God also depends on the 

world to create an eternal yet ever-changing divine harmony. 

The h:mnony of God is a hamlOny Jnvo]vmg the particulanty which ha~ been achieved 
through the multIple creatiVIty of the f!TIlle world Smce occaSIons are const~\l1tly being 

154 Suchocki. God-Chnst-Church, 33. 
155 Suchocki. The End oj Evil. 176. 
156 Whitehead writes that God "is: .ot before all creation, but with all 

creation. But. as primordiaL so far is he from 'eminent reality,' that in this 
abstraction he is 'defiCiently actual' - and this in two ways. His feelings are only 
conceptual and so lack the fullness of actuality. Secondly. conceptual feelmgs, 
apart from complex integration with physical feelings. are devoid of 
consciousness in their subjective forms." Process and Reality. 521. 
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l1lultJpileJ, the harmony I, dynamIc; there can he no statIc pattern of dl \'IIlC haOllUll y 
SIllCr: the pattern changes WIth every prehensIOn 1:;7 

God therefore prehend~ all actualities within God's self. Although all 

occasions are accepted and none are rejected, this does not occur indiscriminately. 

God ahvays prehends, or feels, "the world in the full consciousness of purposive 

valuatIOn," J 5S God values all occasions in relation to God's own purposes, i,e., in 

terms of God's initial aim. As I indicated above, God's initial aim is not 

quantitative but qualitative, Each occasion is valued not only for itself as self. but 

also for its capacity to help unify the many occasions that God receives into God's 

being. As Suchocki explains, "the evaluative vision of God is a complex unity. 

where possibilities are so ordered that their way of combining is the intensity which 

is itself a manifestation of adventure, zest, truth, beauty and peace."J59 

In Suchocki's view therefore "relationality occurs on the divine level 

through God's feelings of the world, integrated with God's vision of harmonized 

possibilities." J 6() God is not totally separate from the world but is in constant 

relation with the world offering possibilities, luring entities toward divine purposes. 

yet God is dependent on the world for the actualization of possibilities. God 

receives all into God's self, values all in relation to God's aim and lures the world 

forward in relation to the existent but ever-changing harmony. This is in effect the 

redemptive aspect of the process of liberation. I discuss this aspect of the proce,,>s 

of liberatIOn in detail in Chapter Four. 

How, the~. does God's nature relate to the questIOn of sin? Suchocki 

maintains that sin and subsequent injustice which creates undue suffering is first an 

157 Ibid. This refers to the redemptive activity of God, See Chapter Four. 

158 Ibid_. 143, 
159 Ibid .. 118. 
] 60 Suchocki, God-Chnst-Church. 253. 
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act of rebellion against creation. By viewing sin primarily in term~ of injusti(c 

within the world Suchocki is by no means discounting :-,in against God. 

I indicated above that in Suchocki's view God contains within God's self 

all the possibilities that may he actualized within the world. as well as all the 

actualizations of the world. God therefore has full knowledge of what is. \vhat 

was. and of what ma: ... be. Suchl)cki argues that it is "precisely the fullness of 

God's knowledge of the world that b the basis of maintaining that violation of 1.he 

world is violation of God as we1L"161 

How can Suchocki move from the assertion that God has full knowledge of 

the world to say th;.lt the fullness of God's knowledge is the basis for maintaimng 

that violation of the world is also the violation of God') As we have seen. God. as 

understood within the process model, is anything but exempt from reJationality. 

God is "providentl~l energy" affecting every emerging act by acting as a source of 

guidance. God proVIdes the initial aim, the lure to the best possible future within 

the limitations of the present as the entity unifies the past with the rossibiJities of the 

future to create the actual moment of the present. 

Suchocki argue~ that as actual entities experIence the process of 

concrescence and God takes all into God's selL God is affected by that which the 

world has created. Thi~ is where the pn.cess theist's concept of God differs from 

that of the traditional theist. What IS perhaps most original about process theism is 

that it emphasizes the reciprocity between God and the world. God affects the 

world as traditional metaphysics also grants. In process theism the world. 

however, also affects God. thereby introducing change. becoming and sufferIng 

l61 Ibid., 54. 
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into God. Traditional theism doe~ not admit to this view of God since change 

wnhin God indicates imperi'ection within the divine. 

Moreover. the process theist and traditional thelst both say that God love" 

the world. However. for the latter love is equated with agency. that is. doing 

something to and for the other. For the former. love equals both agency anel 

receptivity. God not only gives to the world. but also allows the 'World to give to 

God's self. that is. God receives from and responds to the world. There is thu!> a 

literal sense in which the creature is given the opportunity to serve and glorify God. 

When an actual entity has sinned agamst another actual entity by not promoting its 

well-being. God receives the effects of this experience within God's selL and this 

experience affects God. Suchocki emphasizes that sin against Gael is not "a primal 

violatJon of a commaml." 162 but a "primal violation of well- being." ]63 

It 1S at this point that Suchocki diverges from the more cornman view of 

process thought that identifies sin "as deviation from God's initial aim" 16-1 \vhich 

identifies sin as first an action against God. This is a position that Suchocki doe~ 

not champion. Suchocki presents four reasons agamst this position: 

11 the mtent of the aim must be mf1uentwl rather than determmatIve: 2) the aim I;' already 
contcxtualiled. ~o that It relate>. to the actual conditIOns uf the \\ orld and npt :m Ide.lli7ed 
condltl\1n unrelated to the \vorlJ, 3) the .11m b not f()r a smgle good, hut 3ctuall\ IS morc 
complex than that. and can Imply multiple goods. each of whIch can ;i1eld Jltferent 
JuJg:mcnb In telln~ of what mIght he called "hcst": 4) not all devlatlOm from inItial alln~ 
can be counted a, sm. 165 

Suchocki suggests that what is missing from the traditional process understanding 

of sin. and which in turn provides the basis of correctJon for its position. is the 

factor of "unnecessary violence"16li within the creation. Sin as the unnecessary 

162 Suchocki, The Fall to \/iolence, 64. 
163 Ibid. 
164 Ibid., 57. 
165 Ibid. 
166 Ibid. 
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violation of well-being within creation has an effect upon God. Suchocki contends 

that in terms of God\ initial aim the "interpretation of sin a'; being against God 

becomes les,'; what one has done with God's aim and more with what one has done-

to God as God receives the effects of one's deeds into God's own experience." 1 f-i 

Sin against creation is consequently sin agaillsr God because, in the simplest of 

terms, when one sins against creation one affects God, as God takes this creative 

activity into God's self. The vlObtion of well-being of the creation leads directly to 

the violation of well-being of God, One cannot sin directly against God onl) 

indirectly. As Suchocki wTites. 

humankmd IS in rehellion again~t the fullness of well-bemg for creation, and that aeb 
agamst God follow lI1dlfeetly a~ a result oj' thl~ pnmal n::bellll'll ag:lInst creatton. 
RehelliLln again,,( creatIOn eonstltute~ humans as ~mncrs. and even God feels lh,: 
efiecb I/)~ 

In sum, Suchocki offers three criteria by which it is possible to call action~ 

sin: "1] these actions should not have happened, 2J there is human responsibility 

for these actions, 3] there IS an alternative vision for how interdependent human 

beings can resolve di'Sputes. "169 Moreover in Suchocki's view sin disavows well-

being, first against the creation and only secondly and by extension against God. 

Before I leave this discussion of Suchocki's view of oppression there i~ one 

other aspect of her thought that needs to be considered brielly _ Suchocki contend:; 

that ~in against God entails a "primal violation ot well-being."170 But how, in fact. 

does she measure well-being'? What criterion does she use to gauge whether well-

being is present in any given situation? 

167 Ibid. 
]68 Ibid., l62. 
169 [bid., 45. 
170 lliid .. 64. 
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Suchocki discusses the concept of well-being most fully in The Falf t() 

Violence. I7l Beginning with her definition of sin as "rebellion against well-being 

of any aspect of existence" Suchocki proposes that the criterion needed to measure 

the degree of well-being must "be located within the whole of existence. II I 7:: That 

is to say the criterion to identify well-being must refer to an interdependent world. a 

relatIOnal God and the togetherness of the world and God. ln 

Suchocki states that there are two basic problems which arise in trying to 

establish all-inclusiveness as the criterion for well-being. The first she puts 111 

terms of Whitehead's phrase, "[l]ife 1S robbery." 17.+ 

All hk, and not Ju~t human lIfe. hves through the destructlOn of other I1fe. whether that 
be anImal or vegetahle. How can "well-hemg" serve as a concept for measunng ~m. If 111 

fa..:! our \tTy eXIstence depends upon the destructlOn, and therefore the ill-be1l1g, of other 
lIfe')] 7." 

While the first problem that Suchocki cites arises at the most basic level of 

creaturely biological interdependence, the second problem arises at the cultural 

level. Well-being, Suchocki admits. "is a culturally dependent concept."176 The 

way in which well-being is understood culturally reflects different religious 

approaches to the concept of sin. This raises the question whether "sin is in fact a 

17] See Chapter Four, 'The Criterion of Well-being." 66-80. 
] 72 Suchocki. The Fall 10 Vwlence. 66. 
173 Ibid. 
174 Whitehead. Process and Reality, 
175 Suchocki. The Fall to Violence, 67. Suchocki's emphasis on the 

basiC biological interdependence of the world and thus the destructiveness of 
nature is poignantly exemplified by Ernest Becker in his work Escape from 
Evil. Becker wntes that "[llife cannot go on without the mutual devouring of 
organisms. If at tlw end of each person's life, he were to be presented with the 
living spectacle of all that he had organismically incorporated in order to stay 
alive, he might well feel horrified by the living energy he had ingested. The 
horizon of a gounnet. or even the average person, might be taken up v,ith 
hundreds of chickens. flocks of lambs and sheep, a small herd of steers. sties full 
of pigs, and rivers of fish. To paraphrase Elias CanettL each organism raises its 
head over a field of corpses. smiles into the sun. and declares life good." Ernest 
Bf'cker. Escape From Evil (Free Press: New York. 1975). 2. 

176 Suchocki. The Fall to Violence, 67. 
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culturally limited concept with no application between cultures')" 177 If the concept 

of sin cannot be applied between cutures. does this mean that the concept of well-

being is also limited in its intercultural application? 

Having presented the problems which challenge the possibility of inclusiq: 

well-being. Suchocki, nevertheless, contends that the concept of inclusive well· 

being needs to be used as an ideal. Suchocki finds a precedent within the Christian 

tradition for the ideal of inclusive well-being in Julian of Norwich's statement 

"[tJhat all shall be welL and all shall he well, and all manner of things shall be 

well." 17~ There are, however. two prohlems with respect to Suchocki's argument 

The first problem pertains to Suchocki's use of Juhan's statement. 

Although Suchocki quotes this phra'le throughout her work The Fall to Violellcc, 

she does not qualify her use of it. This gives the impression that Suchocki and 

Julian share the same understanding of the phrase "and all shall be welI." WhIle 

Suchocki develops the notion of 11llil'er.\ol well-being which is fulfilled through the 

intenelationship between God and the divine, Julian does not. 

In Julian's view the phrase "and all shall be well" does not refer to inclusive 

reconciliation, as does Suchocki's view, but to a vision of retributive justice. 1n her 

work Showings Julian states that 

loJur faith IS founded on God's word, and It belongs to our fmth that we beheve that God';; 
\\Inrd \\ III he preserved In all thmgs. And one article of uur faith I~ that many creatures 
\'.'Ill he damned, ~uch as the angels who tell out of heaven because ot pnde. who are now 
de, ils, and many men upon earth \\ ho die out at the faIth of Holy Church. that is to say 
tho~e who 3fe pagans and many WilD have received baptism and who hve unchristwn l!ve~ 
3nd ~o die out of G,x\'s lo\'e All these w1l1 be eternally condemned to hdl, as Holy 
Church leachl'~ me I.) believe, l7'" 

177 Ibid. 
178 Ibid. 
179 Julian of Norwich. Showings. Edmund Colledge. Q,S.A., & James 

Walsh, S.J" trans .. (New York: Paulist Press. 1978), 151. 
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As will become clearer ill my discussion of Suchocki's VIew of the process of 

liberation. Suchocki's and Julian's eschatologIcal visions are very much at odd~_ It 

seems therefore to weaken Suchocki's argument to draw on. albeit a catchy 

rhetorical phrase. one that she use.., very much out of context. and one which in fact 

counters her own vision of the process of liberation. 

The second and much more serious problem with Suchocki's understanding 

of the concept of well-being is that while she is able to address the problem of "life 

as robbery" in terms of the process of concresence, she reduces the problem of 

pluralism to the position that the concept of well-being is a useful "ideaL" 

While Suchocki acknowledges that there are signficantly different cultural 

and religious VIews of \vell-bemg. she argues that "[t]here may be no resolution 

short of heated debate over the immediate Issues [that is. how God's truth. lo\-e and 

beauty are equally represellted in the Christian and the Hindu traditions]. II 180 She 

therefore contends that the focus should not be on the reason for suffering. which 

she suggests is "for the sake of eventual well-being" 18 ! but on "the ideLl! 

represented by the goal." 182 

That 1\. each religIOUS sy~tem and/or cultural system tends toward endorsemellt of ,.-mle 
Idealized {,)ml of well-beml.!. ;.tnd l! I, In that teleolol.!lcal or esclJatolo;!lcal formulat](ln 
that the recogmzahlc marks ~)f truth. love. and beauty ~Ill be found_ l 83 ~ 

Suchocki msists that the Ideal represented by the goal will help to a-;certain true 

manifestations of well-being. Suchocki argues that the criteria for \\ ell-being are 

botb open and recognizable in relation to sin. 

To the degree that \\ ell-belll~ I, \ lolated. to the degree that human cooduct negates the 
truth pf the other's or one\ 0\\ n fullness. to the degree that human conduct ha~ nu love 
toward tbe other\ or onc\ own good: to the degree that human conduct malntalll'" a 

180 Suchocki, The Fall to Vwlence, 79. 
181 Ibid. 
182 Ibid. Emphasis added. 
183 Ibid. 
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hhndnc~:; to bC:1UtV In form~ othcr than onc's own. to thJI dct!rec thcrc b sm Sin IS thc 
\'lolatwn llf thc w:ll-bcincr of creatIOn I 11'+ ~ c 

But we have come full circle and are left pondering the relation~hip between 

differing views of sin as they relate to differing views of well-being. In this work 

Suchocki has not found a suitable way in which to addre~s the questJOn of 

pluralism. but rather her argument begs the question. 

In her earlier essay "Openness and Mutuality m Process Thought and 

Feminist Action," (1981) Suchocki presents an ;lltemative way in which to address 

the question of well-being. In this essay she argues that there is an important link 

hetween process thought and feminist thought in establishing a vision of well-

bemg. She contends that "[t]he two perspectives. process and femmism. meet in 

the values related to mutuality and openness." 185 By openness she is referring to 

"the orientation of existence to ever-new forms of value."18h Openness, Suchockl 

states. "is the reality of alternatives made availahle to persons; it is the enlargement 

of real potentiality in the actual world." 1117 Suchocki maintains that" [f]emifllsts 

define and actualize the moving edge of openness." 1 R8 She contends that 

"[t]hrough feminists -- and indeed. all liberation groups -- openness is defined. 

actu al ized. and concretized. " IS':} 

By mutuality Suchocki is referring to "the intelTelationshlps of existence 

whereby value is created through mteniependence." 190 Suchocki contends that 

there are three ways in \vhich "feminists call for a concrete actualization of this 

184 Ibid., 80. 
185 Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki. "Openness and Mutuality in Process 

Thought and Femmist Action," Feminism and Process Thought. Sheila Greeve 
Davanev. ed. (New York: Edwin Mellen. 1981). 64. 

'186 Ibid. 
187 Ibid., 77. 
188 Ibid .. 76. 
189 Ibid. 
190 Ibid., 63. 
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value [mutuality] in the fabric of society:"191 first. through the "bonding together 

to achieve new goals." second. "through the very breaking of traditIonal role~ 

when they are assumed by \vomen." and third. "through the uniqueness of 

women's presence in society." 192 

It would seem that Suchocki could develop her earlier msights into 

openness and mutuality to advance her understandmg of the concept of well-being 

and to fonnulate a more satisfactory answer to the problem of pluralism. She does 

not. however. do so nor does she seek an alternative solution. She therefore leave 

her discussion of pluralism considerably underdeveloped. 

Summary 

In this chapter I bave presented a rather technical examination of Suchocki's 

understandmg of the nature of oppression in terms of her view of evil and sin. 

Evil, which she explaim in Whiteheadian terms as the interrelated metaphysical 

principles of perpetual perishing. exclusion and misbegotten ideals. resulh from the 

limitatiom. of finitude and is inevitable. While Suchocki contends that sin. or moral 

evil. is best explained in terms of freedom. it is also ineVItable. Since one must act 

within an "evJl" world. that is. a world where perpetual perIShing. exclusion and 

misbegotten ideab are ineyitable. it is not al\\ ays possible to act in a morally just 

way. that IS to say. it is not always possible to act in such a way that promotes the 

191 Ibid .. 78. 
192 Ibid., 79. By this third point Suchocki is not suggesting some fonn of 

essentialism. but that because women are in constant contact with men their 
"pervasi"f' presence" allows them to influence the world as they develop the 
value of mutuality. 
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well-being for all. While there may be freedom to choose between this and that. 

none of the available choices may indeed be propitious. 

In this chapter I have therefore stressed Suchocki's view of the nature of 

oppression in terms of the metaphysical principles upon which, in her view, the 

world depends. As I will explain in the following chapter, SuchockI's 

understanding of these princIples provides the foundation for her development ot 

the concept of the process of liberation. 
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Chapter Four 

A Balm for Gilead: 
The Process of Liberation 

If God is a God of justice (as I belie~'e), 

then there must be subjective immortality. 
Marjorie Suchocki 

The major issue is not immortality per se, but justice, and ... the fullness of 
justice requires a transhistorical dimension through some form of existence 

beyond death. I 
l\Iarjorie Suchocki 

Introduction 

To examine Suchocki's understanding of the process of liberation I \vish to 

begin with her assertion that "for those \\iho have been broken by eviL only 

subjective immortality can provide a sufficient redemption. "2 Suchocki maintains 

that "the major issue is not immortality per se. but justice. and that the fullness of 

1 Marjorie Suchocki. "Evil. Eschatology. and God: Response to David 
GritIin," Process Studies 18. 1 (Spring 1989). 63. 

2 Suchocki. The End oJ Evil. 165. n. 2. 
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justice requires a tram,historical dimension through some form of existence beyond 

death."3 

In this chapter I will examine the way in which Suchocki develops the 

relationship between the concept of subjective immortality and her understanding of 

the process of liheration. I will begin by considerlllg Suchocki's discussion of 

subjective immortality in "The Question of Immortahty"4 (1977). It is in this essay 

that Suchocki first raises the question whether one can affirm objective immortality 

and subjective immortality disjunctively or conjointly. Suchocki\ question does 

not challenge objective immortality per se but challenges whether mere/y objective 

immortality is sufficient given the Christian promise of hope. In the second section 

of this chapter. I present a detailed discussion of her development of the 

relationship bet\\'een the concept of subjective immortality and the process of 

liberation drawing on her works The End o( £\'il (198S). God-Christ-Chllrch 

(1982). and The Fall tu Violence (1994). 

The Questi(ln Of Immortality 

SuchockI begins her essay 'The Question of Immortality" by raising Job's 

question. "If a man die. shall he live again')"" Suchocki answers in the affirmative. 

that yes. one live~ after death. I suggested above that there are variou:- ways in 
-~--~---- ------

3 Suchocki, "Evil, Eschatology, and God: Response to David Griffin." 63. 
Cf. John Hick who makes a similar claim: "If there is any eventual resolution of 
the interplay between good and e\iL it must lif' beyond this world and beyond 
the enigma of death. Therefore we cannot hope to state a Christian thf'odicy 
without taking seriously the doctrine of life beyond the grave .... " Evil and the 
Love orGad (London: Fontana. ] 968), 375. 

- 4 Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki. ''The Question of Immortality," Joumal oj 
[{eligion 57. 3 (July 1977), 288-306. 

5 Suchocki. "The Question of Immortality," 288. 
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which to understand the concept of life after death. 6 Suchocki understands this 

concept in terms of subjective immortality. That IS to say. Suchocki understands 

the concept of an immortal self as the entity's ability to continue experiencing as a 

subjective centre of consciousness after death. 

Suchocki develops her argument of the need for subjective immortality over 

against those who argue that God's redemptive activity involves (merely) objective 

immortality. To explain Suchocki's development of this concept I will consider 

three issues: what is meant by the concept of objective immortality. Suchocki's 

objections to the concept. and her development of the concept of subjective 

immortality. 

Objective Immortality 

There are two ways of understanding objective immortality both of which 

address the issue of loss. The first. which refers to loss within finitude. I 

examined in Chapter Three in my discussion of evil as perpetual penshing. that is. 

the loss of an entity's subjectivity within finitude. Once an entity loses Its 

subjectivity it becomes "a stubborn fact for the future."7 Alternatively one can say 

that the occasion becomes "objectively immortal." 

The second \vay of understanding objective immortality refers to the lo:-,s of 

subjectivity in infinity or \vithin the divine. In this second sense. loss of 

subjectivity is considered to be sunnounted by the retention of all occasions \vithin 

6 See Introduction. 6. 
7 Suchocki. The End oJEvil. 63. 
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the memory of God. This form of objective immortality is "the standard process 

solution to the threat of meaninglessness mherent in perpetual perishing."1< 

Suchocki states that in his 1975 essay ''The Meaning of Christian Hcpe"9 

Schubert M. Ogden offers one of the most cogent statements of the concept of 

objective immorality.lO In this essay Ogden states that 

[c ]vcn if all creatures e\ entually pcri~h or pass away. in that they reach the term of theIr 
own subJective partICIpatIon In life. their live~ ncvcrthcles, are ohiectil'cl\' 1111 fII 0 rta I 
through God's lcwIng partIcipation In them. and thu~ arc 1D no sen~e lo~t or Jc!'.troycJ. 
All that they are and C\cr havc heen. for good or for cviL \" f<med heyond their own death 
and tranSIence lI1to the eternal lIfe ot Gud hImself. where it abIdes forever as Impenshably 
slgnificant.!l 

What needs to be stressed is that in Ogden's view death and transience are 

overcome not through some fonn of subjective immortality, but through God taking 

all mto God's self thereby objectively immortalizing all that occurs within finitude. 

Ogden suggests that God's power to take all within God':;, self IS therefore the end. 

the t('los, of the creative process for all actual entities. That is to say, when entities 

reach their completion or satisfaction, although they no longer exist as centres of 

consciousness, they become immortalized a~ a part l)f the divine memory. 

Accordingly. nothing is lost that occurs within finitude. All is eternalized within 

God. 

Following from his understanding of the redemptive process in terms of 

objective immortality, Ogden insists that "the meaning of Christian hope "WI' and 

must be so redefined that the hope for our own subjective immortality can no longer 

be held to be essential to it."12 Ogden recognizes "the unusual claim" that he is 

8 David Ray Griffm, "Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki. The End oj Evil: 
Process Eschatology in Historical ConleAi." Process Studies 18, ] (Spring. 1989, 
57-62l- 58. 

9 Schubert M. Ogden. "The Meaning of Christian Hope." Union Seminary 
Quarterly Review: 3 (197:1, 153-64). 

10 Suchocki. The End oj Evil, 165. n. 2. 
11 Ogden. "The Meaning of Christian Hope," 162. Emphasis added. 
12 Ibid .. 156. 
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making a:-. a Christian theologian. SubjectIve immortality is generally considered to 

be a basic principle of Christian faith. Ogden nevertheless insists on the legItimacy 

of his claim, which he defends in t\VO ways: 1) through his understanding of the 

nature of the self in relation to the divine. and 2) through his understanding of the 

New Testament message of hope 

Ogden refers to the self as "something like a little indwelling god" L1 

incarnate in the body. This "little god" 111 Ogden's view is limited spatially and 

temporally. It "interacts directly only with its own brain cells. or. at most with the 

cells of its central nervous system."l.+ Spatially confined to the limItations of the 

body the self can only relate indirectly to the rest of the world. The self is also 

temporally confined, bound by birth and by death. The self. transient and finite, 

has a marked beginning and end. 

But what about the selfs relatiomhip to the divine'? Ogden maintains that 

God is distinct from the world yet immanent in it as its "primordial ground." 1 ~ As 

the self is to the individual hody, God is to the world. While the self which is the 

"god" of an individual body relates indirectly to all else. the divine indwells in all 

and consequently relates directly to all the world. 16 

Cntlcai to Ogden's argument is the way 111 which he VIews memory 

operating 111 the self and in God. In the self memory is limited. Experience is 

constantly lost through the selfs inahility to retain more than a fragment of its 

experiences. "Each moment is. as it were, a little dying. a prefiguring already in the 

present of the final loss of experience as such." 17 Ogden argues that God's 

13 lliid., 153. 
14 Ibid .. 154. 
15 lliid. 
16 Ibid. Ogden meanmg of "the world" includes the entire universe. 
17 IbId .. 155. 
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memory on the contrary is infallible. Nothing is lost and everything everlastingly 

remains immediate in it. All is eternalized, divinized, or immortalized in God. 

Through God's ability to retain all within God's memory "the transience of life is 

overcome, or rather simply does not exist."18 

Ogden also argues that God is not only able to retain all within God's 

memory but that God's primary characteristic is God's boundless love for al1. 19 

Since God, spatially and temporally limitless, interacts directly with all, the power 

of God's endless love affects all the world embracing all everlastingly. 

It is through God's ability to embrace all that Ogden contends that God is 

the "redeemer," that is to say, the one who overcomes sin, death and transience. 

One, however, has to be attentive as to the way in which Ogden uses these terms. 

Although Ogden claims that God overcomes death, this does not include the 

overcoming of individual death, if one understands the overcoming of individual 

death in terms of the retention of consciousness after the cessation of what are 

considered to be fundamental corporal functions. In Ogden's view one transcends 

death through the eternalization of one's deeds within God. Ogden therefore argues 

that Christian hope rests "in the confidence that the significance of our efforts and 

all our values are retained everlastingly, without loss of vividness, in the memory 

of God."2o 

It is therefore within the context of this relationship between the self and 

God, the self as finite, limited and transient, God as eternal, unlimited, and 

intransient that Ogden makes the claim that the meaning of Christian hope 

necessarily excludes our own subjective immortality. The self cannot exist after 

18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid. 
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death except within the memory of God. To hope otherwise is to fail to recognize 

that earthly e\.lstence is transient and finite. 

Ogden maintains that Christian hope is "classically attested by Scripture and 

tradition,"21 and \vas formulated under the influence of apocalyptic and Gnostic 

thought. Ogden claims that apocalyptic hope. affirmed by Paul. e.g .. in 1 Thess. 

4: 16-17 ,22 offers hope in the resurrection which includes the process by which all 

will be judged and "consigned to [their] final destiny."23 Gnostic hope arises 

when apocalyptic hope is left unfulfilled and Christians more and more "found 

themselves in a flon-Jewish cultural [i.e. Hellenistic] community."24 Unlike 

apocalyptic hope, in a gnostIC framework the decisive happening is "not the 

resurrection of the dead and the judgment of the \vorld. but the death of each 

individual person, when .. provided he is properly instructed - he ascends 

immediately to the heavenly world of light from which he originally fell."25 

---.---

21 Ibid .. 156. 

22 Paul writes. "For the Lord himself will descend from heaven \vith a 
cry of command, \\1th the archangels call. and with the sound of the trumpet of 
God. And the dead in Christ will rise first: then we who are alive. who are left. 
shall be caught up together \\ith them in the clouds to meet the Lord m the air: 
and so we shall always be \\ith the Lord." 

23 Ogden. 'The Meaning of Christian Hope." 156. 
24- Ibid. Ogden seems to be suggesting that Greek thought did not 

influence Christianity until after it began its mission to the Gentile world. 
Following from this argument he would seem to be suggesting that Paul was not 
at all influenced by Greek thought. Cf. his view to that of James Barr. The 
Garden oJ Eden and the Hope Q{ Immortality (Minneapolis: Fortress Press. 
1992). Barr argues that the "clearest antecedent of Paul is the Wisdom of 
Solomon [whIch Barr contends "is undoubtedly among the most Hellenistic in 
style and thought"]: it most clearly stated the parameters that were to be 
regulative for St. Paul: God created man for incorruptlOn and made him in the 
image of hi~ own eternity: but through the devil's envy death entered the world. 
and those who belong to his party experience it. (Wisdom 2.23)." Barr states that 
"[wk do not know with certainty whether Paul had read the Wisdom of Solomon: 
but it does not matter much. for if he had not read it, that only means that he 
followed the same tradition of understanding which it was the fIrst writing now 
e>..1:ant to express." 16-17. 

25 Ibid. 
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Ogden consequently differentiates between apocalyptic hope which "is 

projected along the horizontal line of historical development and anticipate~ the 

resurrection of the body" and Gnostic hope which "is really a vertical projection 

which envisages solely the immortality of the human soul. "2(, Ogden contends that 

despite the waning of apocalyptic hope Gnostic interpretations of hope do 110t for 

the most part replace apocalyptic hope,27 but become "superimposed upon 

apocalypticism to express the hope of Christian orthodoxy. "2R 

What is important for the present argument is that Ogden contends that both 

of these visions of hope "are thoroughly mythological and must be intet preted 

accordingly."29 Ogden suggests that "[tlhe real intention of myth - and in this lies 

its distmctive kind of meaning and truth - ... is to express our own most basic 

understanding of ourselves in relation to reality as such. ".iO Ogden qualifies this 

view by suggesting that myth does not "speaJ-. of the various details of reality in a 

scientific manner."31 By adding this disclaimer Ogden argues that Christian hope 

must not be taken to mean litera! resurrection or literal immortality of the soul. 

Ogden argues that the terms resunection and immortality of the soul are ways of 

speaking that "disclose the truth of our existence in relation to reality a~ a whole, ".\2 

which need to be understood strictly as metaphors. They refer to a way of speaking 

about a this-worldly vision of existence" Ogden com.equently contends that 

Christian eschatology must be demythologized sO as to make sense of these 

metaphors in relation to the nature of the world. Ogden contends that hope must 

26 lliid.. 156-7. 
27 Ogden cites the Gospel of John as an exception. 
28 Ogden. 'The Meaning of Christian Hope," 157" 
29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Ibid .. 158. 
32 IbId. 
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therefore be interpreted in tenm of the world as many, limited. finite selves and an 

unlimited eternal God. 

Once New Testament eschatological hopes have been demythologized, 

Ogden argues. it becomes evident that according to the New Testament "the only 

proper object of Christian hope .,. [isJ nothing other than God's boundless love for 

US."33 Ogden therefore contends that "our own subjective immortality i:-. not to be 

counted as belonging essentially to [God's love for usJ."3-+ Subjective immortality 

cannot be taken as a "real" but only as a metaphorical e.\pression of hope. 

Ogden moreover argues that to hope for subjective immortality is to desire 

to be like God. thereby denying the "essential difference between God and man -

the Creator and creature. and Redeemer and redeemed."i:; Defending subjective 

immortality. in Ogden's view. is not only wrong-minded but an idolatrous act. 

Idolatry. which refers to worshipping the non-divine as if it were divine. results 

from viewing oneself as immortal and therefore "god-like." One is attributing to 

oneself characteristics that are only attributable to the divine. 

While Ogden argues agamst the notion of belief in subjective immortality. 

he is nevertheles,- critical of contemporary theologIcal positions which collapse all 

redemptive acti\ity into this-worldly emancipation. Ogden contends that 

the mo,t senou, danger confrontIng contemporary theology I, hardly that It wIll succumb 
to false other· worldlmes, \\ hiCh ohscures the truth that Chnstwn hope has tll do wIth thIS 
world\ ultImate SIgnIfICanCe and fulfillment. The greater danger. rather. I~ that In Ih 

concern \v Ith dcn:lopmg such thmgs a, polItIc.!1 theologle~ and theologIes oj hope and 
IIheratIon. theology today wIll repeat the mIstake of the socwl gospel and reduce 
ChristIan hope m God\ 1m e to lIttle more than a secular hope for thIs-worldl) human 
fulfIllment. 3h 

Ogden maintains that such theological positions 

--- ------~.-----

33 Ibid .. 160. 
34 Ibid .. 160-61. 

35 Suchocki.. "The Question of Immortality." 288. 
36 Ogden. "The Meaning of Christian Hope." 164. 
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seem to forget .,. that although Christian hope dllCS Il1deed have to do \\!th thl\ world. 
and ti1U~ I~ OpeJl to all that secularity It~e11 cem hope [m. it neverthelc" IS nor m thh 
world hut In the boundless lon' embracmg it that such hope has Its Sllie uillmatc ground 
and object 37 

Ogden therefore contends that the sole ultimate ground and object of Christian hope 

is recognizing that one becomes objectively immortalized in God\ memory. 

Suchocki's Critique OJ Objective Immortality: A Lack Of Hope 

In her response to Ogden's position. Suchocki grants that "[tJhe beauty of 

Ogden's view lies in the appreciation and zest it engenders toward a world ill which 

\"'e are responsible for creating value. "38 She contends. however. that his view 

overlooks a crucial aspect of the Christian faith: the overcoming of evil. Suchocki 

argues that there must be some "future fullness of life beyond suffering:" if not. 

she argues, there is no basis for redeeming hope. 39 

To fulfill the promise of Christian hope Suchocki contends that the entity 

needs to expcriellCt' the fulfillment of redemption. "If God is to overcome evil 

wholly. there must be some 'present' in which the individual fully realizes hislher 

redemption from evil in the depths of experience. "..to Suchock.i argues that without 

a form of subjectl ve immortality through which God can heal the "scars of being." 

evil keeps the upper hand. "For many victims. evil is the final and overwhelming 

word: apart from redemption. this word remams in everlasting contradiction to the 

redemptive word of God.""! 

:37 Ibid. 

38 Suchocki. "The Question of Immortality." 288. 
39 Ibid .. 290. 
40 Ibid., 291. 
41 Ibid .. 298. 
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Suchocki therefore contends that. contrary to the reduction of immortality to 

objective immortality, it i5> not enough that God merely remembers U5>, Evil must be 

overcome in such a way that the entIty. subjectively and not merely objectively 

immortalized, is conscious of God's redemptive power as it participates in the 

fulfillment of justice,-+2 

Suchocki's Development of Subjective Immortality 

To develop a basis for the overcoming of evil through subjective 

immortality Suchocki, as with Ogden. draws on process metaphysics and the New 

Testament witness. The development of her concept of subjective immortality 

therefore depends on her ability to bring these sources together in a coherent and 

logical manner. In thiS section I begin by discussing her view of the New 

Testament witness, Her revision of Whitehead's thought, the diSCUSSIOn of which 

comprises the most extensive part of this section, provides the metaphysical basis 

for understanding the way in which the New Testament witness is fulfilled. 

42 The concept of objective immortality has also met with criticism by 
non-process theologians, Thomas Morris and Austin Farrer, for example, do 
not agree v,lith Hartshorne'S notion of eternal joy based on, as Morris states, 
"divine snapshots of my life preserved forever in the gallery of omniscience." 
Thomas Morris, "God and the World," Anselmtan K\]Jlorations: Essays in 
Philosophical Theolog~j. (Notre Dame. Indiana: University of Notre Dame 
Press), 147. Austin Farrer cites the error of process thought as establishing God 
"as an act of thought resulting from the world-order" thereby not allOWing souls 
created in the divine image to be rescued from "the whirlpool of transience" and 
"given fellowship \\lith what solely endures." Austin Farrer, " The Pnor 
Actuality of God," Rejlectil'e Faith: Essays in Philosophical Theology, Charles 
C. Conti, ed. (London: SPCK. 1972). ] 88 & 180. 
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The New Testament Witness 

In her early development of the concept of subjective immortality Suchocki 

contests Ogden's view that hope in subjective immortality 1S not an essential aspect 

of Christian thought. As with Ogden. Suchocki defends her position in terms of 

the New Testament witnes-,. In Suchocki's view subjective immortality, as a 

provision for the hope of a future life beyond death through which evil is 

overcome, is an inherent part of Christian thought. Unlike Ogden, Suchocki. 

argues that "for the New Testament writers subjective immortality was an integral 

component in God's victory over evil."4~ 

Suchocki. however. does not develop her argument in much detail. She 

briefly discusses three New Testament texts. the Gospeb of Mark. and John. and 

the Epistle of James. as examples of early Christian hope which "demonstrate a 

dynamic relationship between the Christian's future and his present, "44 thereby 

attesting to the deliverance from evil through subjective immortality. Suchocki 

concludes that a vision of future hope through subjective immortality is a central 

insight found in the New Testament witness of the early Christian experience. This 

insight, she argues. must be preserved and not regarded as a time-bound myth as 

Ogden suggests. Suchocki insists that 

[tlhc contemporary theological task of clanfying scnptural text" thwugh 
demythologizatIOn may well questIOn the contmued usefulness of the Imagery. but care 
must be taken tu preserve the central inSight. whICh I, the jid/ness of redemption fwm 
tvilfor each indl\'idllal.'!'~ 

Suchocki therefore argues, against Ogden's view. that the concept of hope 

In the New Testament includes the overcoming of evil through subjective 

immortalIty. Citing Ignatius. Irenaeus and Tertul1ian as representative of three 

43 Suchocki, "The Question of Immortality," 289. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Ibid. Emphasis added. 
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doctrinal positions that the early church developed concerning "the importance of 

immortality to the overcoming of evil."-+6 Suchocki moreover contends that the 

overcommg of evil through suhjective immortality is a major theme that is carried 

beyond the New Testament and into the theology of the early Church. It is not 

rooted in idolatry as Ogden suggests. but emerges from the Christian witness of 

God's victory over evil. 

Suchocki does not offer an explicit expbnation as to why she and Ogden 

come to such different conclusions concerning the New Testament witness other 

than to say that "there is another dimensIOn to the doctrine of immortality which IS 

not addressed by arguments such as Ogden's. and this dimension - the overcoming 

of evil - calls for continued theological consideration of the question of 

immortality."·n The different positions that they take on the witness of the New 

Testament vic;-' (1- vis subjective immortality appears, however. to depend in large 

part on their poinb of departure. As I indicated above. Ogden begins with an 

understanding of the self as finite and subject to the limitations of finitude. 

Although that which occurs within the world is taken up into God. the finite nature 

of this-worldly existence precludes any possibility of conscious participation in thIS 

process. While God is eternal and unlimited. it is not within God's nature to 

overcome the selfs transience and death by preservll1g the self as a centre of 

consciousness after death. 

Suchocki's approach differs in that she reads New Testament and early 

church views of the rebtionship between immortality and the overcommg of evil a.'\ 

a literal "event" and not a metaphoncal hope. She argues that the Ne\v Testament 

witness claims that suhJective immortality answers evil inasmuch as subjectiYt:: 

46 Ibid .. 291. 
47 Ibid .. 288. 
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immortality is necessary for the fulfillment of justice. Con~equently. and this is key 

to Suchocki's argument, she supports the concept of subjective immortality not as 

an end in itself but as the means hy which to allow for the fulfillment of justice. 

Suchocki provides her most cogent statement on her view of the relationship 

between immortality and injustice in her 1992 essay "Charles Hartshorne and 

Subjective Immortality." I quote a rather lengthy section of her essay to indICate 

the essence of her argument. 

WIth regard tu JustIce. I can only agree that the VISIOn of suhjectIve Immortality is absurd 
llr selfi~h If In fact all per~ons are as prIvileged as mo~t plnlusophers and theologjan~. 
The point IS not that we dic. nor that Sllme of u~ die young. nor th,lt others uf us die 
painfully. Death. like life. comes In many W<lyS: why noe Dcath i~ not the prohlem -
the prohlem IS InjustIce. There are httlc children who ale gro~~ly mlstreatcd. burned. 
battered. and contmuously raped. who manage III survIve phYSICally. but do not sun'lVe 
psychIcally. NCHT haVing known love. thcy nevcr learn to gI\'e luve. and tht:If ll\es are 
lIved In a web of tragedy.... Boloe,lUsts. genOCIdes. nuckar destructIOn - how many 
mlsenes can people sur\'lVC ') The problem IS not dc:lth. M:my uf these victIms lTIlght -
and e\cntually do - welcome It as a solution to thc problem of life The decper prublem 
IS mjustlce. Th,lt there i~ nc) Jusllce fur many in thb life is quite eVident. But we belIeve 
In G(ld: i~ God IW more Ju~t than our sorry histories'? Is there no balm In Gilead,)4f, 

Suchocki. therefore. inextricably links justice and subjective immortality. 

Subjective immortality allows for the possibility ot the fulfillment of justice: the 

fulfillment of justice relies Oil a concept of subjective immortality. 

It is interesting to note that in the aforementioned essay Suchocki argues that 

Hartshorne's rejection of subjective immortality on the hasis that it reflects "the 

tradition's coercive way of demanding good action hecause of rewards and 

punishments. "49 attests to his failure to consider the concept of subjective 

immortality in terms other than it is traditionally conceived. Hartshorne. one of the 

48 Suchocki, "Charles Hartshorne and Subjective Immortality," Process 
Studies 21. 2 (Summer 1992). 119. 

49 Ibid., 120. 
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most prominent and influential Whiteheadian process thinkers, suggests that the 

desire for eternity is an egoistic aspiration. 50 

Hartshorne maintains, as does Ogden whose argument is highly influenced 

by that of Hartshorne, that it is only through the power of divine memory that 

humanity is eternalized. Hartshorne states that the image of God as judge has 

fostered social relationships based all the possibility of the hope of future reward or 

the fear of punishment and not on the more appropriate human possibility that "one 

is to love one another and wish well to one another as intrinsically valuable."~ 1 

Hartshorne moreover suggests thaI. "[p ]erhaps our culture will find its way back 

after a long detour to the original Jewish insight that only two things matter. 

creaturely life between birth and death, and the unborn and undying life of God."5':: 

Hartshorne argues that "[t]he sale bargain or covenant to make with God is that we 

do our best and trust him to salvage what can be salvaged from our failures and to 

make the most that can be made of our successes. "53 Hartshorne maintains that 

God's love for us is "as we are, between birth and death," not for us as "some 

magically different yet oddly identical entities after death." 54 

Suchocki. however. states that her view that subjective immortality IS a 

means to an end and not an end in itself "constitutes [her] basic difference with 

Hartshorne .... " For as Suchocki indicates, Hartshorne in fact "maintains that God 

50 Hartshorne also argues against subjective immortality on the' 
grounds that it would be monotonous and boring. Charles Hartshorne. The 
Logic oj Perfection and Other Essays in Neoclassical MetaphYSiCS (Lasalle. Ill.: 
Open Court. 1962). 26 L 

51 Charles Hartshorne. DLL'ine Relativity: A Social Conception oj God ( 
New Haven: Yale University Press. 1948). 127. 

52 Charles Hartshorne. A Natural Theology oj Our Time. ( Lasalle. Ill.: 
Open Court, 1967). 110. 

53 Ibid. 
54 Ibid. 
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receives the subjectIve immediacy of the occasion. but doe:-; not develop the effects 

of God's concrescence on the occasion itself. "5) 

Suchocki states that Hartshorne, "never transcended his view of a defective 

Immortality to discover the possibilIties inherent in the completeness of God's 

prehensions for providing a more adequate view of a defective immortal i ty." 5 (, 

Suchocki, moreover. argues that 

[ilf Hartshorne's argumcnt for God's prehension of the suh]cctlvity ot an occasion hold~. 
then regardless of his preference tor objectIve Immortality. he has proVIded thc ba~Is for 
subjective immortality and therefore the basIs for the further pos'lhility lJfJustice)7 

In other words, Suchocki's argument suggesu, that if Hartshorne were able to 

accept Suchocki's argument as morally credible, that is, not as a form of egoistic 

desire, he may be willing to enteltain it as intellectually credible. 

It is po,>sible that Suchocki could apply the same argument to Ogden. For 

Ogden to consider the possibility of the concept of subjective immortality he would 

have to accept her argument as intellectually credible, that is to say, as 

metaphysically pOSSible. Moreover. for Ogden to consider the possibility of the 

concept of subjective immortality he would have to able to admit that there is an 

alternative, non-idolatrous way of understanding the concept of :'>ubjective 

immortality, which would render the concept morally credible. 

Process Metaphysics 

It needs to be reiterated that Suchocki is not advocating sub.1ective 

immortality for its own sake. As stated above. Suchocki maintains that "[t]he 

55 Suchocki. TIle End oj Evil, 169. footnote 2. Suchocki's critiCism Will 
become clearer in light of my discussion of her development of subjective 
immortality in the following section. 

56 Ibid. 
57 Suchocki. "Charles Hartshorne and Subjective Immortality," 119. 
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major issue is not Immortality per .'II.'. hut justice. and that the fullness of justice 

requIres a tram-historical dimension through some form of existence be.vonJ 

death."5X Suchocki states that a concept of justice that does not include the 

possibility of Its actual fulfillment through subjective immortality has serious ethIcal 

limitations in that it "cannot inspire the hope that is so necessary to effective 

action."5LJ Without a vision of empowering justice. i.e .. "unless a vision of justice 

holds within it the rea] possibility of it:-, fulfiJlmenc"6o it will be inadequate. 

contributing "to lI1justice through the quenching of hope."6J Since the fulfillment 

of justice cannot occur within finitude. Suchocki contends that some form of 

subjective immortality is indIspensable. 

Suchocki details her development of the concept of subjective lJnmortality 

most fully in The End olE,·il.()2 In Chapter Five of this text she presents what 

she refers to as "a simple metaphysical argument ... for the establishment of 

subjective immortality."b:1 This argument involves developing the way in which 

each actual occasion is "resurrected" into God. In Chapter Six of the same \\ ark 

Suchocki embark.s on what she refers to as "a far more speCUlative work of the 

imagination."I1-+ This '~peculative aspect follo\vs from her argument that it is 

necessary to question what happens to the resurrected occasion once It is part of 

God. Suchocki admits that "[l]ike the angels of a hymn. we should 100ver our eyes 

63. 
58 Suchocki, "Evil. Eschatology, and God: Response' to Davirl. Griftln," 

59 Suchocki. God-Christ-Church. 76. 
60 Ibid. 
61 Ibid. 

62 For earlier dIScussions of her vif'w of subjective immortality see 
Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki and Lewis S. Ford, "A Whitehcadian Ref1ection on 
Subjective Immortality." Process Studies (1977). 1-13: and Marjorie Hewitt 
Suchocki. "The Question of Immortality," JOl1mal oj Religion 57/33 (July 1977). 
288-306. 

63 SuchockI. The End oJEvil, 66. 
64 Ibid. 
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rather than gaze mto such mysteries las the nature of the resurrected self]. "(,:; She 

also admit.." however. that "philosophical theologians have ne\'er been noted for 

humility."()() and she boldly sets out to examine this mystery. 

Through her examination of the mystery of immortality Suchocki modifies 

Whiteheadian thought and provides an alternative view of subjective immortahty. 

However. for her argument to be intellectually credible Suchocki must be able to 

demonstrate that the actual entity can consciously participate within God. In 

technical terms Suchocki has to be able to show that the occasion is able to retain 

some form of subjective immediacy, that is to say, the entity must be able to retain 

its "own experience of itself in the concrescent process."67 The entity, as an 

individual entity. must be able to participate consciously within God. 

Since Suchocki i:-:. arguing that subjective immortality is not in fact the 

principle issue at hand but the fulfillment of justice, Suchocki has to be able to 

defend her view that as the entity now consciously participates in God, it must also 

be able to experience the fulfillment of justice. [n other words, the entity must be 

able to participate actively, thus self-consciously anJ with full awareness in the 

process whereby well-being IS created both for itself and for others, and therefore 

for God. The question is whether process thought as a philosophical sy~tem in fact 

allows for thIS possibility to occur. 

While Suchocki admits that subjective immortality is not a category 

developed by Whitehead. she nevertheless argues that in his struggle with the 

"insufficiency of objective immortality alone in relation to the reality of perishing"61o: 

there are intimations of subjective immortality m his thought. It is in view of the 

65 Ibid .. 67. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Ibid .. 176. 
68 Ibid .. 84. 
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insufficiency of the concept of objective immortality as a way to address loss withm 

finitude that Suchocki considers three passages from Part Five of Whitehead's 

Process and RealiTY which seem to hint at the po~~ibility of subjective immortality. 

In the first passage Whitehead states that "[i]n the temporal world. it is the empirical 

fact that process entaib loss: the past is present under an abstraction. (PR 340)"69 

As I discussed in Chapter Three, this form of loss refers to the inevitability of 

perpetual perishing. Whitehead continues by stating that "there is no reason of any 

ultimate metaphysical generality why this [that is. that process entails loss 1 should 

be the whole story (PR 340). "70 

While Whitehead suggests that loss is not the whole story, he does not 

explain his view any further. Suchocki takes it upon herself to add what she 

considers to be missing, a chapter on subjective immortality, which following from 

Whitehead's basic metaphysical principles would address the question of loss.7 1 

69 Ibid .. 92. The passages that Suchocki quotes from Whitehead's 
Process and Reality. which she refers to as (PR). are taken from the 1978 edition. 
David Ray Griffin and Donald W. Sherburne eds. (New York: The Free Press. 
1978). 

70 llild. 
71 Whitehead states that his philosophy was "entirely neutral" on the 

question of subjective immortality. Alfred North Whitehead. Religion in the 
Making (Cleveland: Meridian Books. 1960). 107, David Griffin. who with 
Suchocki contends that Whitehead's thought suggests that "subjective 
immortality may be a real possibility" argues that "[t]he fact that Whitehead 
himself was little interested in this question [I.e .. the question of subjective 
immortality] increases the weight of his support rather than decreases it. since 
it can hardly be claimed that he developed his principles precisely in order to 
give this support." Griffin. 'The Possibility of Subjective Immortality in 
Whitehead's Philosophy." The Modern Schoolman LIII (November 1975), 57. 
Whitehead did in fact write one essay on the question of immortality. 
"Immortality." The Philosophy oj Alfred North ·Whitehead. Paul Arthur 
Schilpp. ed. (Lasalle: Open Court. 1941).682-700. His argument. however. is very 
obscure. As Suchocki notes in The End q( Evil "his most concrete statements 
concerning immortality are that "the World of Value exhibits the essential 
unification of the Universe. Thus while it exhibits the immortal side of the 
many persons. it also mvolves the unification of personality. This is the 
concept of God.' (p.694). Later on the same page he writes that God 'is the 
unification of the multiple personalities received from the Active World.' 
Suchocki goes on to state that "Whitehead does not expand upon these notions; I 
hope to do so in this and the following chapters." 166-7. 
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Suchocki also draws on two passages that hint more specifically at the way 

In which Whitehead's metaphysical principles. in her view. provide a basis for 

subjectlve immortality. FIrst 'Whitehead states that "[i]n [God's consequent nature] 

there is no loss. no obstruction. The world is felt in a unison of immediacy. The 

property of combining creative advance with the retention of mutual immediacy is 

what ... is meant by the term 'everl:lsting.' (PR 346)"72 

This passage obviously implies that "everlastingness" refers to a process 

which involves some form of creativity on the part of the divine. Suchocki 

contends. however. that thIS passage alsf' seems to suggest that this creative 

process includes some form of immediate awareness on the part of th:Jt whIch is 

taken up into God. In Suchocki's VIew. Whitehead's notion of "creative advance" 

hints at something other than the standard process concept of objective immortality 

which contends that that which is taken up into God is unaware of Its presence 

within the divine. Suchocki asks. 

I c lould It not be that thls creatIve ad"ance Intn n('\\ Immediacy IS made pOSSIble by the 
passag:c of the attamed lInmedlacy nut mtn n(lthlOgne~;,. nor llltn sheer memory. nor yet 
Into the shrouded pa"l, but lllto Gnd'? A~ God prehends the llnmcdiacy at the ('CC:[,lOn, 
lIfting It lIlto lhe diVIne nature. IS nnt thIS the rnakmg way far a new lI11mcdlac\,?73 

The last passage which Suchocki draws on is Whitehead's statement that 

"ri1n everlastingness. immediacy is reconciled with objective immortality (PR 

351 ). ,,74 Suchocki contends that this passage suggests that the entity's ability to 

prehend or feel which resu\t:-- in objective immortality within finitude is in some 

way resolved in evcrlastJl1gne:'>s. that is. resolved within God. In other words. in 

some way loss within finitude is overcome wIthin GodJ5 Here Suchocki argues 

72 Suchocki. The End qi EviL 92. 
73 Ibid., 94. 
74 Ibid. 
75 Ibid. 
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nol have the last word. The concept of immediacy. the ongoing feeling of the 

entity. is extended within God. 

Relying on these passages Suchocki suggests that the concept of subjective 

immortality "seems to haunt the edges of his [Whitehead's] system."76 Suchocki. 

consequently. makes two modifications to Whitehead's understanding of the 

process of concrescence and develops a concept of subjective Immortality which 

she contends transforms SUbjectivity and immortality from discontinuous into 

continuous terms. Through her modification of Whitehead's concept of becoming 

subjectivity becomes linked to immortality so that within Suchocki's revisionary 

form of process theology subjective immortality joins objective immortality as a 

fundamental category of existence. 

The first modification which Suchocki makes involves the development of a 

third phase of the creative process. Suchocki maintains that between the two 

phases of the creati ve process, the concrescent and the transitional phases. there is 

an intermediary phase, \Vhich she refers to as enjovl1lent. While in the concrescent 

phase the occasion is involved in selecting and determining its future. in this 

intermediary phase the occasion engages in the enjoyment of its prior activity. 

Satisfaction. the attainment of concrescence is normally understood as a passive 

activity. In Suchocki's view. however. enjoyment is an active response to that 

which the entity has created. As an active aspect of the process the satisfaction that 

results from what the occasion has prehended "is in itself a form of creatIvity which 

then naturally gives rise 1:0 givingne.,>s, or the transitional power which offers just 

76 Ibid .. 84. 
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this mode ot determinateness to a future. evoking that future into becoming a new 

pre~ent. "77 

The second modification that Suchocki develops addresses the nature of 

enjoyment in relation to the way it is perceived as either objective or ~ubJective 

immortality. The perspective which leads to objectification is. in Suchocki's view. 

determined by the nature of finite prehension which demands that "[a] finite 

occasion must prehend other occasions selectively, feeling the other from its own 

new standpoint and in accordance with the kind of harmony now made possible."78 

The act of objectification therefore "stems from the conditions of creativity whereby 

the nascent occasion must narrow the creati ve possibilities offered by its past. "7'1 

The act ,)f ohjectiflcation hes m the p:1I1ialIty by which a becoming occaSIOn prehenas 
each past occasion. No fmlte occasIOn can prehend another OCCl~llln wholly; 11 must 
elimmate portion>; of each occasIOn through negatl\'c prehensions m order to unify ih 
w(lrld through its :,ubJective becL)Jning,80 

Suchocki argues that this does not hold true for God. Since God take~ the 

whole process of concrescence into God's selL God also takes up the enjoyment 

that the entity experiences. God is able to retam the immediacy of enjoyment within 

God's self. While from the perspective of the world the occasion is considered to 

be objectively immortal: from the perspective of God the occasion is considered to 

be subjectively immortal. 

Suchocki moreover suggests that a~ "God prehends the immediacy of the 

occasion, lifting it into the divine nature, this very act may be making way for a 

new immediacy."Rl Suchocki argues that immediacy does not end with the 

satisfaction of the occasion. In the finite world the occasion takes on an objective 

77 Ibid .. 88. 
78 Ibid., 9l. 
79 Ibid. 
80 Ibid. 
81 Ibid., 94. 
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immortalitv acting as an impetus for the future. In the realm of God it IS the 

subjective nature of the occasion which is prehended. or felt. by God. 

Consequently. Suchocki maintains that within God the occasion continues to feel 

its own consCIOUSlless of the satisfaction. that is to say. it continues to feel its own 

concrescent activity. as ',\ell as feelIng the consciousness of God as God values the 

occasion transforming it toward God's own "self-defined subjective aim."s:: 

Suchocki is therefore able to contend that the occasion therefore participates in God 

as a subJecti ve Iy immortal entity. 

Suchocki also refers to the process of subjective immortality as 

"resurrection." Suchocki's understanding of the resurrection differs sigmficantly. 

however. from a concept of resurrection which suggests that the new spiritual body 

shall be awakened at the eschaton. that is. at some distant point in time. On the 

contrary. in Suchocki's view resurrection occurs continuously as each occasion j", 

taken up into God. The resurrection experience IS the continual rebirth within God 

of all of the occasIOns \\ hich "have been the whole person's life. body and soul. ":-.;3 

To explain this form of subjective immortality as resurrection Suchocki 

maintains that 

[ulne coulJ SZ'y Iklt ()cca~]()m arc re,urrected dIrectly. anJ per~()ns IndIrectly Insofar a, the 
partIcular t()gethcrn,:~, ()f ()cca,j()n~ ereatcd Just thl~ per~()n Thl" would mC:ln. then. that 
In God £Ill C\ ents 0[' tlIllCS of a pcrsl1n are present. :lnJ ntH sImply thc flt1al cvcnt 1Il the 
total ~enes of the soul :-:-1 

82 Ibid .. 103. 
83 Suchocki's understanding of resurrection depends on her 

understanding of personhood. which she bases on the metaphYSical model of 
persons "composed of a \vhole SOCiety of actual occasions continuously coming 
into being and perishing." Suchocki argues that \vhile a person is a SOCiety of 
occasions she or he finds unity as a personality "in that each concrescent 
immediacy includes reflectin' consciousness not of its own experience. but of 
the experience of its immediate predecessor." ContinUIty occurs through the 
prehension of the past and the creation of a conSClOusness for the immediate 
future. The End of Evil. 107. 

84 Suchocki, TIle End of Euil. 108. 
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Suchocki argue~ that this process suggests that the resurrected identity that occur~ 

within God is better thought of in terms of " 'thick.' much deeper than the 

'thinness' of senalIty. The wholeness of the person's life is present and not just the 

concluding moment."85 There is therefore a depth to the entity's resurrected 

identify \vithm God. There is, in effect. a "layering" of the resurrected self as many 

resurrected selves. There are successive phase~ or episodes that make up a 

person's life history. 

This layerll1g occurs for the resurrection experience does 1I0t happen after 

one's death. ResurrectIon occurs continually. That part of one's life that one has 

already lived is consequently already resurrected into God. Suchocki describes the 

resurrection expenence in terms of "a multiple transcendence of personality in 

God."86 Suchocki argues that this involves a tripartite process involving the self. 

others and God. Suchocki writes that there is "first a transcendence of seriality 

into the fullness of the self. "n It is not just the self which is transcended but what 

she refers to as a transcendence of self-hood. The second form of transcendence 

occurs through the :-.elfs "mutuality of feeling with all other selves and 

occaslOns."s~ 

The third aspect of thi~ process involves "a transcendence of selves into the 

Selfhood of God."89 In this case Suchocki argues that "[tJhe concrescent 

subjectivity of God is the unifying force whereby the occasions formerly held in 

seriality are again created as a composite personality in God."9o Through thi~ 

resurrection process each occasIon enters a new relationship with itself. with others 

85 Ibid. 
86 Ibid. 
87 Ibid. 
88 Ibid. 
89 Ibid. 
90 Ibid. 
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and with the divine. This transcendent relationship provides the ba~is for the 

fulfillment of justice and comequently for the well-being for all. 

Having modified Wlllteheadian thought so as to include the concept of 

subjective immortality. Suchocki now has to identify the way in \vhich the 

fulfillment of justice occurs within God. To recalL subjective immortality is only 

the means by \vhich the process of liberation occurs: "it is not in itself a sufficient 

answer to evil."Yl Suchocki recognizes that subjective immortality alone "could 

itself constitute a form of evil. In the case of pain. the immortal retention of pain 

would resemble Augustine's helL and in the case of pleasure. its immortal retention 

formed the first circle of Dante's he1L"92 

Subjective Immortality and The Process Of Liberation 

In this section I discuss what Suchocki refers to as her speculative view of 

the fulfillment of justice.':!::; The two primary questions that I address are. What l~ 

the role of the divine within the process of the fulfillment of justice') And what role 

do the finIte actual entities play in the process assuming that they are subjectively 

immortalized and consequently retain their immediacy? I begin by considering the 

role of the divine. 

As indicated above. Suchocki maintains that God takes all occasions into 

God's self. Once the occasions are within God. God integrates these occasions 

into God's own experience and life. God feels the world in three concurrent ways: 

-----~-----

91 Ibid., 97. 
92 Ibid. 
93 See above, 208. 
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in relation to all other aspect... of the world, "ro the mitial Illtluence God has offered 

that entity ... [and] relative to God':-. own character."l).f This act IS both judgmental 

and redemptive.9) 

In The Fall to V;olence Suchocki develops her view of God's redemptive 

nature in terms of truth. love and beauty.96 Truth as a redemptive category means 

that "the distortions that mitigate against well-bemg would be impossible in 

God. "97 Truth corresponds to God's knO\vJedge. "The application of this quality 

to human life means that despite the mystery of the self even to its own self. one is 

knov. n. "l)S Truth in God therefore means that all is known absolutely by God. 

While truth has to do with God's knowledge of alL love as a redemptive 

characteristic of God has to do with God's "absolute acceptance of every entity in 

the fullness of what it can be."l)Y Love as redemptive is denved from the notion 

that "love involves an ultimate acceptance of the other as the other really ")1)(1 

Since only God can truly know the other. "then God's love becomes a standard for 

all other forms of love."101 

Finally Suchocki suggests that beauty as redemptive is the end. the final 

adventure. (If God's feeling. She explains that 

[IJn term~ of bcmty. God's feelmg of the world IS not SImply fur the sJke nf fcelmg thc 
world. nor even nfJUllgmg the wurld. nor even of lonng the v,orld. But Glld'~ leeimg. 
Judgment. and 111Vt: of the world are tor the ~ake of mlegratlllg the world mto God's own 

-- ._----_ .... - -------

94 Suchocki. The End qfEvil. 97. 
95 Ibid .. 74. 
96 Cf., e.g .. Whitehead's statement. "He [God] does not creatf' the world. he 

saves it: or. more accurately. he is the poet of the world. Ihith tender patIence 
leading it by his \'ision of truth. beauty and goodness." Process and Realittj. 526. 

97 Suchocki. TILe Fall to Violence. 75. 
98 Ibid .. 78. 
99 Ibid. 
100 Ibid. 
101 IbId. 



nature J~ the final adventure of thing~ In a hamwny that continuously surpasses Itself. 
and thl~ I;; beauty, 102 

Beauty consequently involves "God's ability to integrate every entity not only with 

all others in a 'reconciliation of all things' within God's own nature, but also with 

the infinite resources of the divine harmony."11l3 Hm\!. It is necessary to ask. does 

Suchocki's concept of beauty as "the final adventure of things in a harmony that 

surpasses itself" relate to the fulfillment of justice? To answer this question it is 

necessary to consider the way in which Suchocki extends her understanding of 

God's nature to include the fulfillment of justIce as the process of forgiveness. 10-1-

Forgiveness as Restorati~'e Justice 

In my view Suchocki's understanding of forgiveness is one of the 

distinguishing feature~, of her understanding of the process of liberation. I wish 

therefore to discuss her view of the concept in some detail with particular attention 

to the way in which she views forgiveness as occurring within the divine. 

It needs to be stressed that Suchocki certainly recognizes the problematic 

nature of forgiveness and admits that the concept "may be the most diffIcult of 

virtues," 105 I think that it is safe to say that Suchocki would most likely agree with 

102 Ibid. 
103 Ibid. 
104 Suchocki develops the concept of forgiveness most fully in The Fall 

to Violence. See Chapter Nine. "Forgiveness and Transformation," 144-160. 
105 Ibid .. 144. In her work The Human Action oJForgiveness Jean 

Lambert provides what she contends to be "four specific errors in defintion that 
are madt> v.ithin the Christian tradition: confusing forgiving with forgetting, 
condoning and pardoning: understanding it as a purely divine action: 
understanding it as reward for good bahaviour; and understanding it 
substatively,' i.e .. "as a quasi substance; a person 'forgives' and a person 'receives 
forgiveness.' " The Human Action oj Forgiving: A Critical Application oj the 
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Sharon Ringe who states that "theologians of liberation [which include feminist 

theologies] ... seem not to be drawn to the theological motlf of forgiveness. and for 

very good reason .... it is heard as a word that would whitewash past abuses 

whose pre~ent consequences continue to be felt." 106 

While Ringe cautions against the uncritical use of the concepT of 

forgiveness. she does not in fact deny the possibility of developing the concept. 

She contends. however. that 

to move too quickly to "forgIveness" , .. wIthout addressing the way the pattcrn~ of 
oppression have become mstltu(iona1ized. risks ~imply perpetuating the status quo, 
Before "forgi veness" can find its \Vav back into the leXIcon of liberatIon. ]\ mu,t he linked 
10 JustIce 107 -

What is significant about Suchocki's view of forgiveness is that she does in 

fact link forgiveness to justice, or to more specifically what might be referred to as 

restorative justice. lOX that is to a form of justice whose primary demand is 

Metaphysics oj Alfred North 'Whitehead (Lanham. MD.: University of America 
Press. 1985). l. 

106 Sharon Ringe, Jesus. Liberation and Biblical Jubilee. 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press. 1985), 95. Compare Marie Fortune who writes. 
with particular reference to the issues of rape and sexual abuse. "[florgiveness IS 

a word which has become more and more meaningless in our society. Somt> 
people mean that they want to simply forget what happened - just put it oul of 
their mind. Others mean by forgiving that the offense or injury which occurred 
is okay, i.e., that somehow it becomes a non-offense. Neither of these meanings 
is adequate to the experience of rape or sexual abuse. A person can never forget 
these offenses. the memory of the event will always be in the victim's 
consciousness. It becomes part of one's history as do one's positive experiences. 
And nothing can evt"r make the offense a non-otfense. It will never be okay that 
a person was raped or molested. It is forever a wrong done to another human 
being." Marie Fortune. Sexual Violence (New York:Pilgnm Press, 1983). 208-
215. As quoted in Pamela Cooper-White The Cn) of Tamar: Violence Against 
Women and the Church's Response (Mi.nneapolis: Fortress Press, ] 995). 255, 

107 IbId .. 94, Cf. Pamela Cooper-White who writes, "[blecause premature 
forgiveness bypasses consequences and rehabilitation for the offender, it is. in 
fact. tacit permission - perhaps even an invitation - to continue the violence." 
The Cry of Tamar, 256. 

108 While I use the term "restorative justice" to describe Suchocki's 
understanding of forgiveness. it is not one which she uses to describe her 
understanding of forgiveness. She does, however. describe it in terms of 
transformation of relationships which leads to reconciliation. See e.g.. The 
Fall to VioLence. 160. 
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reconciliation and not retribution. 10Sl SuchockI. moreover. develops a concept of 

restorative justice which finds ih completion within the dIvine. 

To understand Suchocki's view of forgiveness a~ justice let us begin by 

considering her definition of forgivenes~. Suchocki defines the concept of 

forgiveness as "willing the well-being of victim(s) and violaror(s) in the context of 

the fullest possible knowledge of the nature of the violation."IIO Suchocki states 

that her understanding of the nature of forgiveness serves to undercut two popular 

understandings of the concept: that "to forgive entails feelings of love." and that "to 

forgive is to accept the other."l! I While the ability to feel plays an essential role in 

the process. SuchockI contends that forgiveness is essentially an act of the wilL 

109 In his work Justice that Heals: A Biblical Vision lor Vlctims and 
Ojfenders Arthur Paul Boers outlines five primary distinctions between 
restorative and retributive justice as developed by Howard Zehr, director of tht' 
Mennonite Central Committee U.S. Office on Criminal Justice: 1) "In retributivt' 
justice, crime violates the state and its laws. Crime is against the state .... Tht' 
afft'cted community of victims is not included in the 'dut' process.'" Boers statt's 
that "[iln restorative justice. however, crime violates people and relatlOnships .... 
Crime IS a breaking down of community. a break down that can only be restored 
by the community." 2) "Retributive justice focuses on determining blame and 
guilt in the P ist (i.t'., did he/she do it?), [r]estorative justice aims to identIf)" 
needs and oblIgation. with a future- onented focus on problem solving (i.e., \vhat 
should be done:).' 3) In the retributive model the focus on guilt pits tht' offender 
"against tht' state m an adversarial relationship of 'due process.' Court trials arf' 
not such a careful im't'stIgation of the truth as a contest between lav/yers (paId 
professional proxies)." Bot'rs contends, however. that "[iJn restorative justice, 
negotiation and e)'change of information are done in \vays that give victims and 
offenders central roles. The insights of tht' VIctim-offender mediation made a 
crucial contributIOn to this process of bringmg healing to both victims and 
offender." 4) "In retributive justict', doses of pain are measured out to punish, 
deter, and prevent further crimes. In restorative Justict'. the priorities are 
restitutlOn as a mean of restoring both parties with the hopt' of reconciliation as 
the goal. so that insofar as possible things can be made right." 5) "In retributive 
justice, rules and intentlOI1S outweigh outcomes: one side \\ins and the other 
loses. In this system the victim is largely ignored and a convicted offt'nder 
merely receives punishment." Restorative justice diffns in that the system "is 
judged by the eAient to which responsibilities are assumed. need are met. cmd 
ht'aling (of mdividuals and relationships) is encouraged." Arthur Boers, A 
Biblical FisionJor Victims and OlJenders (Newton: Faith and Life Press, 1992), 
23. 

110 Suchocki, The Fall to Violence, 145. 
III Ibid. 



She writes that "[t]he pnmacy of forgivenc:-,s :lS an act of will assures that 

forgiveness and its concomitant release are possible even when the valued qualities 

of warmth and acceptance are not authentically vIable." 11:: 

To understand forgiveness as a willed activity demands the recognitlOl1 of 

the nature of violation within a relational world. Within a relational world the 

violation is neither external to the mdividuals involved nor to the SocIety. rather it is 

internalized by the individuals involved and by the society as a whole. On an 

interpersonal level Suchocki contends that there is "an entwining of victim and 

violator through the very nature of violation. The well-being of one is necessarily 

affected by the well-being of the other." 113 There is no separation between violator 

and victim. They both expenence the event not only at the moment that it occurs 

but also as an ongoing memory For the victim this meJ.ns that "[v]iolence does not 

end with the completion of its occurrence: it insinuates ibelf into the ongomg 

experience of the victim." 114 The past IS not only violated bur al-.o the future for 

"r vliolation amounts to the robbery of future time by forcing what should be new 

experiences to conform to the contours of the old." 115 

The effects of violence moreover are social. They become internalized 

Within the community as part of the cumulative effects of original sin. 116 The 

violation of one becomes the "sm" of all. 

As a willed activity Suchocki contends that forgiveness is both self and 

other directed. It is the means by which to overcome the internalized effects of 

violence through the constellation of memory. empathy and im~ginati()n. Each of 

112 Ibid., 146. 
113 Ibid., 147, 
114 Ibid. 
115 Ibid. 
116 Ibid., 157. 
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these human capabilitie~ alJO\vs one to tran~cend one's present. thereby mitigating 

against the effects of intemalized violence. 

Suchocki argues that "[t]hrough the transcendence of memory. one 

differentiates oneself from the absorption into the past by allowing the past to he 

past." 117 Memory allows one to know the past and to see the past as past. 

Forgiveness. however. entails remembering with the specific end of 

transformation. 

Suchocki contrasts the transformative nature of forgiveness to the 

destructive nature of vengeance. which can also be referred to as retributive 

justice. IIg In the case of retributive justice one remembers not with the view to a 

new transformed future but in order to seek revenge. to pUl11sh or even. in more 

extreme cases. to destroy .II LJ Vengeance does not aim to heal the effects of violence 

but to perpetrate violence. I2lJ The shift from retributive to restorative justice. which 

117 Ibid .. 152. 
1 18 See above footnote' 108. 
119 Suchocki. The Fall to Violence. 151. Cf. Sam Keen who states that. 

"fflorgiveness alone allmvs me both to accept my past and to be free from its 
crippling wounds. Hatred bmds me in a repetitive complusion. in a continual 
search for targets (or its opposite - paranoia - to a conviction that I am a 
universal targetL Sam Keen. To a Dancing God (New York: Harper & Row. 1970). 
34. 

120 In his work Violence and the Sacred Rene Girard offers an 
insightful. albeit a somewhat reductionist. view of the nature of justice . Rene 
Girard. Violence and the Sacred. Patrick Gregory. trans. (Baltimore: The Johns 
Hopkins Uni\'ersity Press. 1977). Girard argues that our current justice system 
is rooted in the principle of vengeance and that "the specter of vengeance plays 
an important role m shaping relationships among individuals." 15 Girard 
contends that "[tJhe obligation never to shed blood cannot be distinguished from 
the obligation to exact vengeance on those who shed it. If men wish to prevent 
an interminable outbreak of vengeance (just as today we wish to prevent nuclear 
war). it is not enough to cOIlvince their fellows that violence is detestable - for it 
is prf'cisely bf'cause they detest violence that men make a duty of vengeance." 15. 
Cf. e.g .. John Howard Yoder who writes "vengeance does not need to be 
commanded: it happens. It is the normal response of fallen humanity to any 
situation that calls forth hostility. And normally such vengeance is unlimited.' 
TIle Christian and Capital Punishment (Newton: Faith and Life Press. 1961), 6. 
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entails a shift from viewing the aim of memories to preserve violence to viewing the 

aim of memories to heal, is at the base of Suchocki's view of forgiveness. 

Reconciliation demands not only the tran;,cendence of memory but also 

what Suchocki refers to as the transcendence of empathy. Suchocki contends that. 

"[t]hrough the transcendence of empathy, one gains the ability to separate self from 

the other and to see the other as fully other. even in relation to the self." I:' I Once 

one is abk to feel the other as a separate self, Suchocki argues, "[0 Jne is then free 

to will one's own well-being and the other's well-being." 122 In Suchocki's view 

the other is not in opposition to the self. As I stressed in Chapter Three, Suchocki 

views existence as inextricably relational so that to see the self In opposition to the 

other is to create a false dichotomv between individuals. The value and integritv of - ~ .; 

the other is known empathetically through the inherent l'elationality of existence. 

Another way to state this is that Suchocki'..; view :-.upports the' "autonomy" 

of each individual. Autonomy in this case does not mean isolation, separation or 

independence, but interdependence, that is to say. integnty in relationship. The 

transcendence of empathy allows one to appreciate the autonomy of the other and 

thereby to wish the well-being of the other. 1 L' 

Suchocki argues that the third aspect of forgiveness involves the 

imagination. She maintains that " [t]hrough the transcendence of imagination, one 

receive's release from the past through openness to a new future. In and through 

imagination, the will to well-being moves into visions of well-being, which 

themselves empower one to work toward well-being."12J 

2 ff. 

121 Suchocki. ThE' fall to Violence. lSI. 
122 Ibid. 
123 For a more detailed discussion of the concept of autonomy st'e below, 

124 Suchocki. The Fall to Violence, 152. 
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Suchocki also stresse~ the role of prayer as an essential part of the 

redemptive process so as to wish the well-being of all. While Suchocki insists that 

"[t]o forgive is to will the well-being of the other, and to live accordingly," 125 she 

acknowledges the difficulty of the demand to pray for those who have violated 

one's existence. Nevertheless, she argues that "[w]e must pray for the other's 

well-being, even through gritted teeth, in the honesty of our souls."126 She goes 

on to state that "[s]ometimes the prayer is as crude as "oh God, I wish they would 

rot in hell, but I pray for their well-being anyway, and ask you to forgive my own 

evil wishes even though I prefer to keep on wishing them: God help us both. 

Amen."127 

SuchockI admIts that the benefit of a vengeful prayer is limited and that 

"[t]here is seldom great release in such praying, since we are in the grip of 

hatred,"128 Despite Its limitations Suchocki argues that 

respondmg to my wIshes for vengeance with a prayer for the other's well-hemg actually 
begins to rele<lsc me fmm my own partICIpatIOn m hatred and transform me. God 
universally deSIres well-bemg. and God deSIres my enemy's well-being. Should I not he 
III conformity with God\ own great will toward well-hemg'1129 

While Suchocki suggests that forgiveness should be striven for \vithin the 

world, forgiveness within finitude differs, however, from forgiveness within the 

divine. Suchocki argue" that in God 

125 Suchocki. In God's Presence. 54. 
126 Ibid. 
127 Ibid. 
128 Ibid. 
129 Ibid. Suchocki's position is reflected in a letter written by a woman 

to her father who had molested her as a child. (The letter written as an exercise 
in therapy. was never sent) "Dad .... I believe God wants me to forgive. \\Thy? You 
don't deserve it - God knows that. All the demons in hell know it. You don't even 
want it. So why would [ forgive you? For me! As I forgIve you I let go of you - the 
sorrow, the rage. the memories. and gain peace - imperceptibly. minutt:' bits at a 
time. I do not forgive because you deserve it. but because I deserve it and God asks 
it of me. I cannot live with my bitterness any longer. for it has nearly destroyed 
me. I forgive you. 1 ask God to forgive you. I release you." Cooper-White. The 
Cry oJTamar. 259-60. 
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the cnterion of well-hclII§! (truth. luvc and beauty). and the dements that make Tor 

forglvene:"s (memory. empathv. and imagmatiLlDl11lerge. so lhat In a ~en~e one mIght say 
that the dIVine character IS forgIveness. J 3(1 

Truth merges with memory in God. All is in God not as the past. for God "doe~ 

not have 'a' past - but God contains the pasT." \31 Through the power of God's 

memory the past in God is ever-present. Truth refers to all that is in God: this is 

"the fullest possible knowledge of all that has ever been." 1,~ 

Empathy and love also converge within God. Empathy and love share the 

characteristic of having the capacity to feel the otherness of the other. In God this 

process is intensified. As Suchocki argues. 

li]t indeed God ... resurrecb the world into the divine lik [e lach element of the \\ arid 
would be recontextuall1:ed in God. bell1g fully lbelf (since God feels it m ll~ entJrety I. and 
yet a partICIpant 111 God. who contall1s and sustains ll. Othernes~ and sameness dance 111 

the lI1tcrchange between God and a resurrected world. In Gou. empath) and love 
converge 13' 

Suchocki also speculates that within God imagination and beauty come 

together as one. Whereas in the world imagination is restricted hy this-worldly 

limitations. no such limitations exist within God. Suchocki argues that "God's 

transforming power is an ultimate form of imagination. And the imagination of 

God is an ever-changing vision of beauty wherein all manner of things shall be 

well." lq. Suchocki therefore equates God's love with forgiveness. God receives 

the world. All is thereby "invited" into the "divine love that is God's forgiveness. 

God's own will toward our well-being." 135 Within God, God's love IS the baSIS of 

130 Suchocki. The Fall to Violence, 158. 
131 Ibid. 
132 Ibid. 
133 Ibid .. 159. 
134 Ibid. 
135 Ibid. It is interesting to note Suchocki's use of the word "invitation." 

An inVItation implies something that can be refused. In her earlier work there 
is no suggestion that one can refuse God's will once taken up within God. 
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all forgiveness. Suchocki consequently concludes that "[t]o forgive b to participate 

in the nature of God." ]36 

Suchocki's argument calls to mind Alexander Pope's adage that "to err is 

human and to forgive is divll1e."I'7 While Suchocki would certainly agree that to 

err is human. within her vIew the possibilIty for forgiveness as the fulfillment of 

justice depends on the interrelatIOnship between God and the world. Suchocki 

refers to forgiveness as a vision which IS "drawn from the whole universe of 

relations. and it bespeaks the beauty of reciprocal well-being. of Justice. of lovc 

without boundaries." I 'S This vision provides the basis for the hope of 

transformation and rcconciliation. Suchocki indicates that the vision necessitates 

divine and human activity as "[t]he vision is brought ever to fruition through the 

divine and human event offorgiveness."139 

The question of forgiveness as divine and human activity needs to be 

considered briefly in rellation to the larger issue of divine grace and human freedom. 

It is well beyond the scope of this chapter to go into a lengthy discussion of thiS 

topic.1-lO Let us consIder. however the Pauline - Augustinian - Lutheran traditIon in 

which humans are viewed as having the capacity of carrying out certain actIvities 

(for example. exercisIng saving faIth, truly loving. that is. without ulterior. self-

serving moti ves. or experiencing steadfast hope), only by virtue of the grace of 

God working within them. All of these acts or virtues are rooted in the "heart." 

The ungraced (and thus unsaved) heart IS self-oriented rather than God-oriented and 

136 Ibid .. 160. 
137 William Warburton. ed.. 171e Works of Alexander Pope. vol. 

l."Essav on Criticism" [New York: William Durell. 1807). Part I. line 325. 
'138 Suchocki, The Fall to Violence. 160. 
139 Ibid. 

1-1-0 See. e.g .. Hans Kung. Justijication; The Doctrine of Karl Barth and a 
Catholic Response. T. Collins. E.E. Talk. & D. Granskou. trans. (London: 
Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1965). 
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:lcts emanating from thIS orientation can be. at best. nothing but. a~ Augustine 

:"tates. "splendid vices." 1,J.1 

But thanks to grace (gratia operans) - a fresh creative act of God - the heart 

can be radically changed. from self-love to love of God. set free and energized to 

real virtue. The que~tion arises if this means that God rather than individuals 

perform these acts? At the very least this tradition maintains that we must ~ay that 

our rea/love. our rea! faith is God's grace working through m, 

Does this view. therefore, diminish our humanity making us merely 

mechanical puppets of God? Christian theology typically denies this. although the 

concern about this was certainly raised by the Pelagians l '+2 and the Arminians. 1.+J 

Augustine. e.g .. contends that the more filled with grace (grath7 operallS and gratia 

cooprran) we arc. the more human we become. It is self-love, i.e .. S111, that 

dehumanizes us. In this view the love of God restores our fallen and vitiated 

humanity. The more dependent we are on grace. the freer we become - and the 

more blessed. 144 

Related to this question. and worth mentioning briefly with respect to the 

current discussion. is the issue of extrinsic or juridicial versus intrinsic justification. 

Against the idea of works-righteousness held by the Roman Catholic Church the 

sixteenth century Reformer Martin Luther claimed that we are justifIed by grace 

141 See e.g .. Romans 1:21: Romans 7: 18. and 2 Cor. 3:5. 
142 Pelagianism, which was named for the British theologian Pelagius 

c.360-c. 420 and strongly opposed by St. Augustine. taught tha1 humans can 
achieve salvation through their own sustained efforts. 

143 ArminiaIlis~ takes its name from th(' Dutch Reformed theologian 
.Jacobus Arminius (Jakob Hennans) (1560- 1609). Against the Calvinist 
position that Christ died only for the elect. Le .. the predestmed tew. the 
Armil1lan~ argued that Christ died for all of humanitv. In the 18th century 
John Wesley 11703-17911. founder of Methodism. taught a fonn of " 
Arminianism. See A.C. Outler. John Wesley (New York: Oxford University 
Press. 1964. 

144 Also see footnote 208 below. 
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alone (so/a), and not by our deeds. 1-iS Swi~s reformer John Calvin, for example. 

said that by grace God clothes and covers us with "the robe of Chn~t's 

righteousne~s" and henceforth loob. at it when he looks at us, seeing it and not the 

vile content of our hearts and souls. The Reformers said that God regards us "as 

if" we were righteous, even though we are not. We are declared righteous rather 

than made righteous. Moreover they 1llSisted that faith and grace do not keep us 

from being still wretchd sinners. We are, Luther states, Sillllll illstllS et peccator-

at once righteous though sinful. 

Against this extreme emphasis, however. Roman Catholicism insisted on 

both extrinsic and intrInsic righteousness. 1-ih God does forgive us and love us 

even though we are sinful but God's will is not only to regard us as though we 

were righteoLl~ but also to make us internally righteous. to bring us to the state of 

conforming to the divine will. Granted this does not happen immediately upon the 

birth of saving faith, indeed it only begins then and may not be completed in this 

life (hence the need for purgatory). It does, however, begin with faith and this IS 

its goal and trajectory. 

While parallels can be drawn between Suchocki's vie\\! of the action of 

God's forgi\!enes~ and that of the Roman Catholic tradition inasmuch as ~he 

stresses that this activity occurs as a process as one is in effect "purged" of one's 

sins, her view differs signifIcantly from more traditional views in that God's 

145 Luther's conflict \vith the Roman Catholic Church arose from a 
personal experience which convinced him of Augustine's emphasis on 
theocentricity. of the nothingness of humanity alongSide of God and of the 
sense of personal assurance that God grants salvation to individual souls. 

146 As Bernard of Clairvaux (l 090-1153) writes: "Take away free \\ill 
and there \vill be nothing to sa\'e; take away grace. and there will be nothing by 
which salvation is wrought.. .. Grace arouses free \\ill when it plants reflection: 
grace heals when it changes the desire; grace strengths free \\ill that it may be 
lead to achon: it preserves it from thinking of defection." As quoted in. Kung. 
Just~rication. 266. 
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forgiveness is not given directly but is, mediated to us, through other~. This is not J. 

unilateral process, nor for that matter a bilateral process, betvveen God and the 

individual. l-P In Suchocki's view forgiveness demands the resolution of speclfic 

transgressions of justice. Breaches of right relationship must be transformed from 

within the very relationships whlch went amis:-,. While God can and does facilitate 

this transformation for aIL this proces'S of forgiveness involves that we forgive 

others and that others forgive us. God as judge mediates this process by conferring 

knowledge upon those involved so that they can come to know God's will and in 

this, way he reconciled to each other within God. 

In God-Christ-Church Suchocki illustrates the way in which the fulfillment 

()f ju...;tice as forgiveness is carried out by introducing the scenario of a medieval 

woman who was tried, found guilty. and ourned as a witch. J think that it is \vorth 

discussing her description of this process at length to indicate the way in which 

Suchocki envisions the role of actual entities within the redemptive process. In 

presenting this scenario SuchockI explains her view of the relationship amongst the 

varioll'> byers of the resurrected "selves" of the woman and the experience of these 

~elves within the divine. Suchocki suggesh that WIthin God 

[t[he ~e\'en-year-(lld chIld fed~ the t]mty-seven-year-,)ld woman burmng at thc stake-hut It 
abo means th,lt the thlfty-~c\'en-:ve:lf nld woman feeb agall1 With a ~lInultanetty the 
dehghb of other ml)l11enb in her life. The regathered perslmaltty 111 God l~ the resurrected 
hodv l!1 all a!2e~ and OP al!eo transcendll1g even moment l'( eXistence in the reUl1lun uf all 
mUl~lenls pf ~xl~tcn(e.l-+~ ~. 

147 P. Dupont. for example. writes that '0 •• Man is 'reconciled' in that he 
sees his situation between God changed. Tht' change is accomplished at the time 
of the death of Christ. It precedes everv change in the personal attitudes of man. 
Christ has made peace once [or alL Henceforth the world find~ itself at peace 
\\lith God." as quoted in Kung. Justification, 231. 

148 Suchocki. God-Christ-Church, 212. 
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Suchocki contends that" [t]his phase of judgment is the suprapersonaJ totality of the 

self, feeling one'~ whole existence as copresent in God and with God, and as felt 

by God."l+'! 

The wuman taken up into God is not. however. the whole story. In the first 

place the many resurrected selves are not alone in God, and in the second place, the 

woman has not experienced justice within God. To be able to experience justice the 

woman has to experience not only God's judgment but she also has to be aware of 

the judge who sentenced her to death. Suchocki \\Tites that the judge also 

"experiences resurrection in God: he, too. experiences the totality of himself: he, 

too. experiences his effects upon others."15U Within the divine the judge \-vill 

therefore know his actions as God knows them. and consequently he will know his 

actions as not responding to God's initial aim. Since within God there is fullness 

of knowledge, he will be aware not only of his personal complicity but also of the 

complicity of the whole system that sanctioned his earthly judgments. That is to 

say, he will be aware of his own personal sin as well as the manifestations of 

original sin. 

His sm IS more than individual sm. Sin is never wholly private and 

demands more than Just an individual solution. Just as sin is not solely a private 

matter neither is forgiveness. The danger with an individualized understanding of 

sin and forgiveness IS that It is "very useful for the oppressors."])] 

I f the oppre,;..ed and other;.. can he conVInced that ,In and forgiveness are Indl Vidual 
matter,. then they will not see that SIn and torgl\ eness have S) stemH: and structural flloh. 
They \vIlI not ~ee th.lt In order to root out SIn and promote real forgiveness. the structures 

of oppressIOn haw to he changed. ]52 

149 Ibid. 
150 Ibid. 

151 The Amanecida Collective. Revolutionary Forgiveness. 91, 
152 Ibid. The way in which our society sanctions abuse is poignantly 

exemplified in a statement made by an abused woman. "My husband struck me 
on our honeymoon. He killed our first child by kicking the four-month child 



The abused are asked to be "patient forbearing. and 'forgiving' of the wrongs 

done to them. As such. 'good Negroes: 'good girls.' and 'good peasants' hZlrbor 

no grudges. They 'forgive' the harm done to them by acting as if nothing were the 

matter. " 15J 

It is. however, within the realm of God'. that is. God's knowledge that 

comprehensive judgment and consequently forgiveness can occur. To return to the 

earlier scenario of the woman and the judge Suchocki contends that "[t]he 

inexorable movement whereby God pulls [the judge's] subjectivIty mto increasing 

self-knowledge is experienced by him not as freedom. but as that which goes 

agamst hi ... own freedom .... " 154 Suchocki argues that" [t]he divine freedom 

governs the divine concrescence; insofar as one's own use of freedom was m 

conformity with the nature of God, one will experience God as heaven; insofar as 

one's freedom was against the nature of God, one will experience God as hell." 155 

This does not mean, of course. that in God there is literally a pit of fire and 

brimstone, at the entrance to which one is warned to "[a]bandon hope. all who enter 

here." A different scenario arises. By participating m God the entity becomes 

opened up to another sort of hell. perhaps, as I indicated above, better referred to 

as a form of purgatory. 

[Ill' th[e] occasion fomlcd Itself agamst the divine will toward the well-hemg uf all. then 
that occasIOn will expenence GoJ\ frcedlim a, Its own rc~tnctl\'-: hell, and it will burq 

out of my uterus. My doctor asked me what I did to make him so mad. our 
Anglican minister reminded me that I had married for better or worse. the 
lawyer wanted to know where I would get the money to pay the fees. and my 
mother told my husband where I was hiding. I calkd the police after my 
husband hit me. The officer arrived and saJd to me, 'Would you mind shutting up 
and sitting down.' He spoke to my husband even though I called him to help me." 
Anonymous, quoted in Minister of Supply and Services. Canada. Final Report 
q{ [he Canadian Panel on \'io[ence Against Women. 5. 

15:3 Ibid., 92. 
154 Ibid .. 214. 
155 Ibid. 
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aga1l1st the hond~ ,)1' such ImprIsonment until It finds the hond~ dl~~oh ed through ih own 
transformation 1111'-' God', love,15h 

Through this partIcipation, through the power of divine knowledge. transformatIOn 

occurs, In the case of the woman and the judge Suchocki writes that the woman is 

aware of the judge 

expenenc1I1g her pain wlth1l1 the dl\'1I1e nature But her own movement IS heyond that 
pam mto transfomlatlon, The Judge j, not locked mto her pam, any more than she l~, the 
Judge, too, expenences her transformatIOn 111 God, and therefore partJClpate~ In that 
transformatlUn She contributes to hIS redemption,157 

Knowledge, as divine prehension. becomes transformed, Within the limits of fimte 

reality knowledge of oneself is "mediated" by God, In the realm of God one 

participates 10 a more profound form of knowledge as God's judgment. and come~ 

to recognize one's self and others in terms of God's love and forgiveness, 

Process theologian and Jesuit Joseph Bracken suggests that "[p]erfect 

knowledge implie:-. perfect love, and vice"versa," 158 This movement toward perteet 

love is one wherem multiplicity moves deeper and deeper into unity. 

The Judge move" iwm alienatIon from the others toward supplementatIon hy the others 
toward completIOn through and contnbutIon to Llthers m the full integration of God, Ju:.t 
as the redemptIon of the \\ oman he harmed contrIbuted to hI' redemptIon, even so, 111:, 
mcreasmg redemptIon contnhutes to her deepenmg JO) For the ultimate transformatllln 
and umty m God IS love. pervaSIve, deep, e\erlastmg l5LJ 

There is in Suchocki'~ view a reciprocity of feelings. She is not suggesting 

that the woman's joy deepem as the judge suffers his own personal helL This is 

not a vision of the nghteous delighting in the suffering of the sinfuL 160 It is a 

156 Suchocki, "EYil, Eschatology and God: Response to David Griffin." 
67, 

157 Suchocki. God-Chnst-Church,214, 
158 Joseph Bracken, S,J" Society and Spirit: A Trinitarian Cosmlogy 

(Selinsgrove: Susquehanna University Press, 1991). s 174, 
159 Suchocki, God-Chnst-Church, 215, 
160 Geddes MacGregor Wlites that "even the generally moderate and 

judicial temper of Thomas Aquinas [1225-1274J did not prevent his endorsing 
the view, by then Widely held, that the blessed in heaven will be grantf'd a perfect 
vic\v of the punishment of the damned and will have no pity on them: indeed. tlw 
punishmf'nt of the damned will be an indirect result of the joy of the blessed. 
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vision of the transfonn:.ttion of '>uffering through participation within the power of 

God's knowledge and forgivenes~. 

To conclude this discussion of Suchocki's view of forgiveness a" 

restorative justice it IS necessary to point out that a review uf the literature indicates 

that Suchocki's view of justIce linked tu forgiveness is indeed not unique withm the 

field of feminist theology. Important work in this area has been done hy Marie 

Fortune,16l Pamela Cooper-White,lG2 the Amanecida Collective,lb,' and Frederick: 

Keenc.1b.f Suchocki's view. however. differs in that she provides an 

since it is part of the fulfillment of God's justice." Images oj the AJtprl~fe: BelipJs 
from Antiquity to Modem Times (New York: Paragon House, 1992). 179-80. 

] 61 Marie Fortune. Keeping the Faith: Questwns and AnswersJor the 
Abu.<;ed Woman ((San Francisco: Harper and Row. 1987). Also see Mane Fortune, 
Sexual Violpnce: The Unmentionable Sin (New York: Pilgrim Press, 1983). 
Fortune views justice as a "prerequisite for a victim to move toward 
forgiveness.... If justice is the right relation between persons, then 
reconciliation is the making of justice where there was injustice." Sexual 
Violence, 2] 1. 213. Fortune contends that Justice making" must be carried out 
through truth-telling. acknowledging the truth. compassion. protecting the 
vulnerable, accountability, restitution and vindication for the victims. 

162 Cooper-White The Cry oJTamar. 
] 6;3 The Amanecida Collective, RevolutionanJ Forgweness: Feminist 

R~flections on Nicaragua (Orbis Books: New York, 1987). The collective is 
comprised of thirteen American citizens. students. teachers and ministers. The 
group includes Carter Heyward, Anne GIlson, Kirsten Lundblad, Susna Harlow. 
Margarita Suarez, Laura Biddle, Florence Gelo. Elaine Koenig, Virginia Lund. 
Pat Michaels, Laurie RoCinot, Jane Van Zandt, and Carol Vogler. Amongst them 
the members of the collective made five trips to Nicaragua bet\veen January 
1983 and August 1985. Dunng their visits to Nicaragua members of the 
Amanecida Collectlve were confronted with a hitherto unknO\\ITI viSion of 
forgiveness. In trying to forge a new form of society which would not propagate 
the hatred and the vengefulness that the Somoza regime had fostered the 
Sandinista regime sought to develop an alternative vision of justice based on 
what the collective refers to as "revolutionary forgiveness." Through the 
collective's examination of the Sandinista regime's attempt to rreate a just 
society, I.e., a society of right relationships, the collective concludes that "an 
essential key for moving; beyond wrong relationship to right relationship is 
forgiveness" RevolutionanJ Forgweness. 

16-+ Frederick W. Keene, "Structures of Forgiveness in the New 
Testament." Carol J. Adams & Marie M. Fortune. eds. Violence Against Women 
and Children: A Christian Theological Sourcebook (Continuum Publishing 
Company, 1995), 121-134, Keene develops a model offorgiveness as an 
alternative to "repentance required" or the conservative model of forgiveness 
(based on such texis as Mark 1 :4: Luke 3:3) and the "unconditional" or the liberal 
model (based on such tex"ts as Mark 2:1-12: Matt. 9:2-8, Luke 5:17-26). Keene 
argues that a careful study of the concept of forgIveness in the New Testament 
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understanding of God's redemptive nature through which forgiveness for all 

occurs. I come back to this point in Chapter Five. Suffice to say for the moment 

that while SuchockI's vIew of forgiveness finds support in that of other feminist 

theologians who develop the concept of forgiveness as restorative justice. Suchocki 

expressly bases her view of emancipative forgiveness in the nature of God's 

redemptive activity whIch allows for the transformation and reconciliation of all 

relationships. 

In sum. SuchockI insist~ on the need for some form of subjective 

immortality to be able to defend the basic ChrIstian hope of overcoming eviL 

through the fulfillment of justIce. In her works God-Christ-Chllrch and The End 

of E\'il Suchocki develops the concept of subjective immortality based on 

modifications that she makes to Whiteheadian metaphysics. Suchocki suggests that 

justice is achieved within God through the process of forgiveness as each entity 

moves into a fuller knowledge of its 0\\ n actions from the perspective of God's 

initial aim. It is through divine knowledge that each entIty comes to knO\v itself. the 

other in God. and God. Justice is fulfilled through the process of forgiveness. that 

is. through knowing. feeling and forgiving within God. 

reveals that another model of forgiveness emerges. "one where forgiveness 
occurs only when the parties involved possess equal power in the relationship 
where forgiveness is applicable. or else when the person with the grievance has 
the greater power within that relationship." Follo\\ing from this view of 
forgiveness Keene argues that "[i]f an offence [sic] is committed against the 
weaker by the more powerful. the weaker are not expected to be forgiving." 
Keene. therefore. main1ains that "no one should be asked or expected to forgive 
those who relain the power in a relationship where forgh'eness might be 
applicable .... Only when the patterns of power are reversed can the act of 
forgiveness be considered." "Structures of Forgiveness in the New Testament," 
129-132. 
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Assessing Suchocki's Understanding of the Process of Liberation 

To assess Suchocki's understanding of the proce:--s of liberation in this 

section I consider her argument in relation to the criticism raised against it by 

process theologian David Griffin and Jesuit process theologian Joseph Bracken. 

Among:--t those process theologiam. who advocate some form of subjective 

immortality.16S Griffin 166 has provided the most detailed critique of SuchockI's 

understanding of the concept in hi:-- reView of The End olEl'il.ln7 \Vhile. as I 

discussed above. Suchocki challenges Ogden with respect to the need for subjective 

immortality to address God's ability to overcome eviL in this section I show that 

Griffin challenges Suchocki with respect to her formullitioll of the process of 

subjective immortality as a means to overcome evil. 

J 65 Other examples of process arguments for suujective immortality 
include Tyron Inbody. "Process Theology and Personal Surviva1." The Iliff 
Review 31 (1974), 31-42: DavId Ray Griffin. 'The Possibility of Subjective 
Immortality in th<:' Philosophy of Whitehead," The Modem Sclwolman 53 
(1975). 342-~i60: John B. Cobb, Jr. Christ in a Pluralistic Age (Philadelphia: The 
\Vestminister Press, 1975). Chapter Sixteen: Charles Hartshorne. 'Three 
Responses to Neville's Crearivit~J and God." Process Studies 10/3-4 (Fall-Winter 
1980),93-97. and Joseph Bracken. The Tnune S~lmbol: Persons. Process and 
Community (Lanham: University of America Press. 1985). Chapter Seven. 

166 As .Joseph Bracken suggests. "Griffin's argument is limited to 
subjective immortality for human bein~s in their temporal consciousness. 
Since the human psyche ('ven in this life enjnys a certain independence of the 
body in which i1 is housed. it seems entirely possible that. freed from the body 
through death. it could relate to God and other finite selves mor<:' directly and 
immediately than it can in the present life." Society and Spirit. 143. See David 
Ray Griffin. "The Possibility of SubjectlVt:' Immortality in Whit<:'head's 
Philosophy," The Modem School man 53 (1965-76). 

167 See Griffin. "Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki, The End (~r Evil: Process 
Eschatology in Historical Conte:d.'" Griftln does not develop as fully as 
Suchocki the concept of subjective immortality. but he does argue that in view of 
'Whitehead s philosophy he "is neither a dualistic nor a materialist. and is yet a 
pluralistiC realist" which means that Whitehead's philosophy opens up an 
alternative way of understanding the self. From this Griffin contends that "the 
human soul could not have emerged except by being located at tlw focal point of a 
highly complex. C'oordinated animal body. so organized as tn contribute the 
maiority of its data to this focal point. and in turn to be receptive to influence 
from this point." Griffin suggests. however. that "it does not seem to require that 
this high-level actuality. onC'e it has fully emerged. would be unable to survive. 
and eV<:'I1 flourish. in another environment." "Subjective Immortality in 
Whitehead's Philosophy," 55. 
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Unlike Griffin. Bracken for the most part supports Suchocki's vie,\, of 

subjective immortality. While Bracken is by no means uncritical of Suchocki's 

argument he not only defends much of it but he also uses it as the base for the 

development of his own understanding of divine-creaturely relationships.l be: 

Assessing Suchocki's view of subjective immortality in light of Griffin's and 

Bracken's arguments highlights not only some of the possible weaknesses of her 

argument but also its many strengths. 

In his review of The End of Evil. Griffin maintains that he now agrees wIth 

Suchocki that "an adequate theodicy requires an eschatology thdt portrays God\ 

power as sufficient to guarantee the victory of good over evil."169 While Griffin 

supports SuchoCki's vie\v that there is a need to develop an eschatology \vhich 

includes the fulfillmenl of justice. he nevertheless criticizes the way in which she 

carries out the task. It needs to be kept in mind that it is not subjective immortality 

per se that Griffin criticizes but whether Suchocki has been able to develop an 

adequate concept of subjective immortality based on Whitehead's metaphysical 

prinCiples. 

Griffin's pnmary objection to the way in which Suchocki develops her 

modifications of Whitehead's thought to establish her concept of subjective 

168 See Joseph Bracken. S.J.. Society and Spirit: A Trinitarian 
Cosmlogy (Selinsgrove: Susquehanna University Press. 1991). Chapter Seven. 
169 Griffin. "Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki. The End Q.fEvil." 62. When discussing 
the nature of God in relation to the question of justice. what is referred to as the 
problem of evil or the question of theodicy comes to the fore. While the term 
theodicy. etymologIcally derived from the Greek theos. God. and dike. justice. 
was introduced by Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716). the problem of evil 
was apparently first fonnulated by Epicurus (341-270 BC) in the form of a 
dilemma which perhaps receives its most succinct formulation in the words of 
David Hume (1711-76): "Is he willing to prevent evil. but not able? then he is 
impotent. Is he able but not willing? then he is malevolent. Is he both able and 
willing? whence then is evil'?" Dwlogues Conceming Natural Religion. in The 
English Philosophers Jrom Bacon to Mill Edwin A. Burtt. ed. (New York: the 
Modern Library. 1939). 741. Suchocki defines theodicy "as the justification of 
God in the face of unnecessary evil in creation." The End oJ Evil. 2. 
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Immortality is that her addition of t>njoyment as a third mode of creati vity 170 and her 

suggestion that "the satisfaction, with its subjective immediacy, can be prehended 

either objectively or subjectively"l7l are incompatible with fundamental 

Whiteheadian categories. Griffin argues that the::;e additions le:.1d to three problems. 

Flr~t, the notion that subjective Immediacy persists in the "creatIvity of enjoyment" In 

the satlsiactlOn docs not Imply that it would persIst In the "transItIOnal creativIty." 
Second. her argument seems tt> turn :l dIfference of degree mto :l dlffert'nce of kmd: ~hc 
goe" from saying that an occa~i()n's Immediacy C:lnnot b<.' "fully retained" when It is 
prehended hy a fimte actu:ll entity to the ahsolute dIstinctIOn hetween objectIve and 
subjective immort:lhty. Third. It IS not clear that the "nnmedJacy" that IS reconciled with 
objective immort::tlny in \Vhltehead's statement ["m everla~tingnes~ lIllmedIac~ I, 
reconciled w1th ohjectlve ImmortalIty"] i~ subject;\'(' Immediacy: the issue taken m 
context . ., seems to be that m Gud'" experience, unlike our". the distant past IS not felt 
WIth less ImmedIacy than the immedIate present. 172 

In light of his reading of Whitehead's philosophy Griffin therefore challenges the 

coherence of Suchocki's modifications which support her concept of subjective 

immortality. 

I wish to consider briefly Griffin's first point which strikes at the heart of 

her argument. the addition of enjoyment as a third mode of creativity, Griffin 

argues that there is not necessarily a retention of subjective immediacy in 

tr:.1nsitional creativity just because there is the retention of subjective immediacy in 

the creati vay of enjoyment. One does not necessarily follow from the other, at least 

not if one assumes. as Griffin's argument seem." to. that at some point enjoyment 

must reach completion thereby providing the opportunity for subjective immediacy 

to be lost. In Griffin's view positing a third form of creativity, enjoyment. as the 

retention of immediacy. negates Whitehead's underst:.1nding of creativity. 

Suchocki addresses this question in The End of Evil by arguing that the 

subjective immediacy of an occasion needs to be understood in terms of "process 

170 
171 
172 

See above. 22. 
Griffin, "Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki. 
Ibid" 59. 

The End of Evil," 58. 
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and outcome, rather than process alone."17.:; In other words, Suchocki argues that 

the activity of enjoyment includes immedIacy although during thi-; part of the 

proces~ of concrescence, it "does not come within the category of prehension at all -

it is the result of what has been done with prehensions."17-1- In her view satisfaction 

as enjoyment i~ active, which "naturally gives rise to givingness. or the transitional 

power which offers just this mode of to a future, evoking that future into becoming 

a new present." 175 

[n response to Griffin's criticism that positing a third form of creatIvity, 

enjoyment. as the retention of immediacy, negates Whitehead's understanding of 

creativity, Suchocki argues that enjoyment is not only a tenable modification but 

also a necessary modifIcation to Whitehead's understanding of creativity if one 

wishes to be able to explain more fully the relationship between concrescent activity 

and transitional activity. In Suchocki's view. this distinction is only one of 

perspective. As she contends in The End of E1'il "there is onlY concrescent 

creativity or only transitional creativity. depending upon whether one spoke from 

the perspective of the present or the past." 171:> Immediacy IS found through an 

"enjoyment which is the dynamic holding together of the many into the unity of the 

now determined being."l77 This modification is crucial for Suchocki's argument. 

By claiming that immediacy is not lost "he is able to contend that the occasion is 

active within God and not passive as Griffin contends.17~ 

173 Ibid., 87. 
174 Ibid., 88. 
175 Ibid. 
176 Ibid. 

177 Suchocki, "EviL Eschatology and God," 66. 
178 The idea of the occasion as passive within God follows from 

Whitehead's statement that "[nlo actual entity can be conscious of its own 
satisfaction: for such knowledge would be a component in the process, and 
would thereby alter the satIsfaction." Whitehead. Process and Reality. 31. 
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II seems to me that Suchocki's development of the ('oncept of enjoyment lS a 

fea.-,ible modifIcation of Whitehead's thought. It j:-, interestmg to note that Joseph 

Bracken applauds Suchocki's development of the concept of enjoyment what he 

refers to as "a minor modification of Whitehead"; conceptual scheme that would 

enable literally every actual occasion to enjoy subjective immortality withm the 

consequent nature of God." 17l) We need, however, to consider the consequences 

of this view of subjective immortality, 

Suchocki suggests that as an entity becomes apotheosized it becomes part of 

God. thereby participating in God's immediacy, feelmg the immediacy of as o\vn 

existence and that of others. Griffin argues that Suchocki's argument implies that 

while for Whitehead "the 'completion' applied only to the occasion as objeCtive 

superject [i.e .. the occasion has an effect beyond itself]: it was not a completion to 

be felt by the t.)ccasion's immt?diacy." 1 so Griffin argues that in effect Suchocki 

collapses the subject/superject nature of the occasion when the occasion is taken up 

into God. Through her concept of enjoyment the occasion remains itself while 

becoming more than itself. Griffin contends that this vie\v contradicts a basic 

\Vhiteheadian claim that "the occasion's satisfaction '" admits of no addition."lKl 

That IS to say. once satisfaction ha:-. heen completed, once the concrescence process 

ha:-. been completed. the occasion perishes before a new occasion arises. There 

must be a form of closure hefore a new occasion can arise. 

Suchocki contests Griffin's critIcism by suggesting that the problem lies in 

their differing understandings of the nature of God. There are two ways in which 

179 Bracken, Societ~1 a.nd Spirit. 143. Bracken moreover builds on 
Suchocki'S reviSions to develop a trinitarian and what he refers to as a "tIeld
oriented" approach to the God-world relationship. Ibid .. 140-160. 

IRO Griffin, "Mariorie Hewitt Suchocki. The End of EviL" 60. 
181 Ibid. . 
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Whitehead mterpreters understand God. as either an "e\'erlasting actual entity."ls.:' 

Suchocki's pOSItIOn. or as a "temporal society of divine occasions." Griffin's 

view.l x.' 

The difference in the two vIews IS based on the way in which one 

understands the dipolar nature of God. From the perspective of God as an 

everlasting entity God. unlike all other actual entities. begins with the mental pole. 

i.e .. God begins with a primordial satisfaction. and is completed through the 

phYSIcal pole. As Griffin explains. 

[m lany 'vVhlteheau mterpreters believe that 'vVhltehead's account of God as a smt'le actual 
entity mtcractll1g with the world I~ m;,uperably prohlematic. Whitehead ,aId that God 
wa, not to be an exceptlOn to metaphyslI.:al pnnClpics. The pnonty of ph) ;,Ical to mental 
feelmgs ;,eems a good camhdate for a metaphYSIcal pnnclplc. yet God IS saId to ongll1ate 
fwm thc mental pnle. And It seem, to be a l11etaphY,Ical pnnclpic that contcmpllfane, 
cannl't 1I1teract: yet God IS ~all.L whIle m the midst uf concrescencc. to take 111 worldly 
actual OCL'aS]l)J1S 111 return. therehy sIl11ultane()usl} exertmg final and effiCient causatIon. 
Many \VhlteheadJans, most notahly John Cobh m A Christian Nutural Theulog.\, l1a\ e 
re,olved the:-.e prohlems by 10110\\ 1I1g Hartshorne\ lead 111 defll1ll1g God a:-. a temporal 
SOCIety uf dJ\,ll1e ()CCaSlOm. J;)'+ 

Suchocki maintains that SInce Griffin views God as a society of occasion'> 

rather than an actual entity he finds it problematic "that there are mutual prehenSlOl1S 

of occasIOns within a ~,ociety." J 85 Suchocki contends. in what I find to be a rather 

obscure answer. that "the prehended data. whether in God or in a finite occasion. 

must be felt relative to one another in comparisom. and contrasts." 1 So 

Suchocki seems to circumvent Griffin's question by asking In turn what 

difference it makes "if the prehended data include retained immediacies. with some 

of these immediacies including consciousness." 1 87 Suchocki argues that she 

182 For a detlnition of an actual entity see Chapter Three I Off. 
183 Grif1ln. "Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki, The End oj Evil." 59. 
184 Ibid .. 59. 
185 Suchocki, "Evil. Eschatology and God." 67. 
186 Ibid. 
187 Ibid. 
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explores the pos~lhihty ,hal the COlhClou~nes~ (wht'n aprlIl'able) of the re~urrectl'l! 
OCCaSillll is grounded In the greater CllnSCH1U~nes;, of God. <lnd therefore - III the unJt~ pi 
Glld - p:lftiClpates in both It C()ntlllue~ to c,\pencnl'e Ib (l\\'D ~atlsfact]()n. but also. a~ 
part of God. expt'nence~ God\ satls/action, Put another \\ ay'. God\ conselOusne:-, is 
mflllitely C()ll1plex, lllc\udmg a variety of standpolllb. The pan IS s~l\('d by its n:\atloll to 
the whole. 

To be able to address Griffin adequately Suchocki needs to be able to explain more 

fully what she means by the variety of standpoints which make up the infinite 

complexity of God's consciousness. How do these in fact stand in relation to the 

whole'7 The question still remains whether in fact from these myriad of variant 

standpoint experiences new prehensions arise. 

Bracken approaches this problem in Suchocki's thought by suggesting that 

"the self-constituting decisions of the occasions are not thereby altered: only the 

degree of self-acceptance is altered as the occasions progressively learn to make 

God's feelmgs in this regard the basis for their own feelings about themselves." 188 

Suchocki and Bracken seem to avoid the question of additions to the occasIOn's 

satisfaction by emphasizing the shift in consciousness or self-awareness \vhich 

occurs with the process of liberation within God. The question that must be asked 

is whether a shift m consciousness necessarily means an addition to the occasion's 

satisfaction? 

Bracken seems to be able to differentiate in Suchocki's thought between 

self-acceptance and an additioJl to the occasion's satisfactIOn. As I indicated 

aboeve. Bracken defends hIS position by suggesting that through the transformation 

process "the self-constituting decisions of the occasions are not thereby altered: 

only the degree of self-accept:mce is altered as the occasions progressively learn to 

make God's feelings in their regard the basis for theIr own feelings about 

themselves." 189 Bracken recognizes that his argument raises questions with regard 

188 Bracken. Society and Spirit. 147. 
189 Ibid. 
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to a hasic Whiteheadian understanding of the process of concrescence. He. 

however. grounds his defense on Whitehead's statement from Process and Rcalin' 

that 

God IS complcted by thc indivIdual. fluent satistactlllns of fmite fact. and the temporal 
(l\.:casion~ are completed by theIr everlastmg umon with theIr transformed selves. purged 
mIll coniormatlOn with the eternal order whh.:h I~ fmal ab~olute "wIsdom." I 90 

While I concur that Bracken's analysis of Suchocki is correct. that is to say. 

that she is suggesting :lO alteration of self-acceptance. I do not think that he takes 

the significance of her thought far enough. It seems to me that the \vay in \vhich 

Suchocki presents the process of liheration invol ves not only self-acceptance but 

moreover the acceptance of the other as one enters into a fuller knowledge of 

oneself through God. Being within God leads to forgiveness. It seems to me that 

the process which leads to forgiveness would necessarily mean some form of 

change within the occasion. 

It is. therefore. not clear to me that Bracken can separate this act of self-

acceptance which comes from being "purged into conformation with the eternal 

order" from an addition to the occasion's satisfaction. It seems that the problem lIes 

in. as Bracken states. the fact that in the "last part of Process and Reality 

Whitehead was trving to express inSIghts and feelings for whIch his prevIously 

worked out categoreal scheme was no longer fully adequate."191 

It is nevertheless essential for Suchocki's argument that the resurrected 

occasion he able to experience its own satisfaction within God. but as I just 

suggested I think that ~he is perhaps presenting a more complex scenario than 

Bracken suggests. This brings me to my next point that both Griffin and Bracken 

also acknowledge. If it is necessary for the "indIvidual" to experience subjectiw 

----------

190 Ibid. 
191 Ibid., 142. 
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of individuality. The scenario that Suchocki present. that of the woman and the 

judge, certainly suggests that it does. Griffin, however. contends that Suchocki's 

argument results in the loss of the "conceptual protection for distinct 

indi viduals. 0' 1 ':l2 

This point calls into question the way in which actual entities relate 

internally and externally. Griffin argues that Suchocki's vision implies "mutual 

prehensions [which] would he mfinitely reciprocal" therefore resulting in the break 

down of individuality. As Griffin explains it: "A feels B, and B feels A: A 

therefore feels B feeling it. and B feels A feeling it: A therefore feels B feeling A 

feeling B-and so on to infinity."lLJ.' 

Griffin's concern here is an important one. The issue of the reciprocity of 

mutual prehensions could moreover he extended beyond what Griffin suggests. 

For A not only feels B, but also C. D, E. F etc. which all in turn also feel A. Can 

individuality in fact be maintained within all this morass of relationships? Is 

individuality retained so that the fulfillment of justice which depends on indIvidual 

experience can occur') 

Bracken raises the question of mainta1l1ing individuality within God as "the 

ambiguity of maintaining that one and the :-,ame reality j.', both a transcendent 

individual entity and a community of finite Individuals." He argues that the 

problem is that "rr]eductively the one concept mu<;t be subordinate to the other." 194 

Bracken contends that Suchocki's solution to the problem results in pantheism 

rather than the process notion of panentheism. In thi:-. case. the individual loses its 

192 Griffln, " Marjorie He\:vitt Suchocki. The End oj Evil," 6l. 
193 Ibid. 

194 Bracken, Spirit and SOCiety, 148. 
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finite form and becomc:-. part of the reality of the other substance (the divine 

being)."IY) 

Bracken's solu1ion to thIS problem is to develop Suchocki's concept of 

subjective immortality in terms of "a genuinely panentheistic under~tanding of the 

God-world relationship [which] envision[s] God as a community of divine person:-

within whose all-comprehensive field of activity the field proper to the community 

of all finite entities ha~ its place."1<J6 This is not the place to go into a detailed 

discussion of Bracken's theory. Suffice to say that while Suchocki's solution to 

the problem of individuality is problematic. it may be that Suchocki's modification 

of Whiteheadian metaphysics. as further developed by Bracken. can in fact support 

her view. I come hack to this l~sue below from a somewhat different perspective. 

Gnffin's next CrIticism center:-. on what he refers to as Suchocki's extreme 

requirement of overcoming all instance:-. of evil. He argues that Suchocki", 

requirement 

lcads tu an cxtreme ~lllul!lm. whIch IS that evcry occaSIon of cxperIence .. t?nIO\' 
subJectIvc llllmortalIty in God. and that thI~ ImmortalIty involve" a rcdemptIH' 
tran~fllrmatJon In whIch all cnl IS o\ercome bv thc chYJne harmony. rcsultJnl:' In 

cverla~tIng peacc f(lr c~lL'h uccaS](ln. 197' . ~ 

Griffin argue", that by advocating the redemption of all Suchocki attnbutes to God a 

capacity for PO\\ er that IS "appropriate only to the God of Augustme and Lelbniz 

with its absolute omnipotence."IY:;: 

195 Ibid. 
196 IbId. 

197 Griffm. "Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki. The End oIEl'il," 58. While 
Griffin. on the one hanel, challenges the credibility of her view. Bracken, on the 
other, defends the inclusive nature of her position. Bracken moreover argues 
that this aspect of SuchockI's argument need to be taken even further. He states 
that Suchocki tends to discuss ''those occasions that constitute temporal 
consciousness or the psyche v.ithm human beings." Society and Spirit. 145. 
Bracken contends. however, that "it is important to propose subjective 
immortality not only for human beings but also for all other societies of 
occasions as well.' Ibid .. 141. 

198 Ibid. 
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Griffin suggests that Suchocki's concept of divine power mean~ that the 

fulfillment of justice is guaranteed at the expense of freedom. Griffin \\/fites that 

[()]cca~lOns WIth conscious S:ltIS -actIOns are evcr-lastingly conscious In God, hut thcy 
have no freedom to excrci~c this conSClOusncs>. in :l de~tructlvc, evcn a self-de,truclJvc' 
fa>.hion Peace and harmony are thercfllrc guaranteed by thc divine suhJectlve aim 

Suchocki contests Griffin's challenge by suggesting that there is a "process 

analogue to the absolute power of God," Unlike the classical position. proces<., 

thought does not admit to an absolutely omnipotent God. On the contrary process 

thought posits a God who depends on the creation to complete God's power. As 

Whitehead states. "[ilt is as true to say that God creates the World, as that the 

World creates God."199 

This is not to say that the term omnipotence is inapplicable to the God of 

process thought \Vhen the term is used. however. it takes on a meaning different 

from that of the traditional usage as a sheer monopoly of power. God is 

omnipotent in as much as God has the maximum power that one among many 

agents could have. In his discussion of God's omnipotence from a process 

perspective Ogden writes that 

the only coherent meanlllg that 'all-p\)\v~rful" or "Olllllipotent" could have IS not all the 
rower there b - sillce nothing can have that, power being :,ocwl or dl\ Ided hv the: very 
meanmg of the word - but only ..ill the power that anyone Illdlvidual could conceivably 
have consistently 'IN Ilh there being other Illdlvlduab who are as such must themsel ve" 
abo have ~()me rOWeL howcver millimal. 200 

It is this form of "omnipotent" power to which Suchocki IS referring. Such 

omnipotence i~ power that extends to all things but IS not absolute in its relationship 

199 Whitehead, Process and Realit~J, 528. For a dlscussion of the nature 
of God s omnipotence in process thought see, e.g., R. Maurice Barineau, 
"Whitehead on Omnipotence." The Theodicy oIA~rTed North Whitehead, 152-
178. 

200 Schubert Ogden, "Evil and Belief in God: The Distinctive Relevance 
of a 'Process Theology,''' Perkins Joumal (Summer 1978)' 3~). Ogden's emphasis. 
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to all thing:-.. God depends upon the creation to be able to manifest God's power. 

Suchocki states that 

[IJt God IS a SIngle but unfathomable complex actual entIty. then what happen, wIthIn 
Gocl'~ con-:rescence depend~ upon God. What God muq deal WIth In the dIVIne 
concrescenCt' depend~ upon the world: hmr Gud deab with It depend~ upon God. 2U ] 

Suchocki argues that we cannot control the way in which God deals with that which 

God receives within God's self. She contends moreover that "[t]he dim IS not to 

develop the answer to evil that we like, but to follow the metaphysics as far as 

Possible to see what kind of an answer it suggests. "202 
~~ 

Within Suchocki':-. metaphysical view God, however. does not have the 

power to select that which God takes into God's self. Actuality depends on the 

creative process of actual entities. That which occurs within God, the completion 

of the fulfillment of Justice. depends on the nature of the occasions taken up into 

God. Once within God freedom is experienced in relation to God's will. Suchocki 

admits that this overrides personal freedom. Suchocki maintains, however. that 

losing personal freedom means gaining a new form of freedom. Suchocki wntes 

that 

67. 

I pOSIt that If a now suhJectIvely immortal occaSIOn 111 God has yearned fllf the well-beIng 
of alL and ,n f()nned Itself that It was 111 confornllt) WIth God'~ o\\n desm: tor the \\ell
hell1g uf the world:. then that occaSIon WIll expenen..:e Gud\ freedom a, ib (l\\ n mll,( 
delmousl) .10) tul 1reedum. It will be freer than It ever hoped to be, But If that llccaSllln 
fomled Jt~elt c1gamst the dIVIne will toward the well-bem!" uf all. then that oceaswn will 
expenence God\ freedurn as Ib own restnetlve hell. and It WIll burst agall1st the hond, llf 

such Impnsonment until It fmd, the bond, dissuived through its own transformatilln mil) 

God's 1,)\ c, 2')-' 

201 Suchockl.'Evil. Eschatology and God: Response to David Griffin." 

202 Ibid .. 167. 
203 Elsewhere Suchocki \\Tites that "[ilt is God's subjectivity into which 

the occasion is now incorporated. and hence God's subjective aim and God's own 
freedom governs the process. The occasion is therefore not free to accept or 
reject its completion within God. for freedom belongs with the concrescing 
subject. This is now God. The occasion's freedom was exercised in its tInite 
proc('ss of becoming. and was exhausted in the process. Hence its incorporation 
is an incorporation into the freedom of God." The End oj ELlil. II 1. 
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But has Suchocki been able to answer Griffin's concern convmcingly" 

Suchocki wants to suggest that there is awareness within God and that there is a 

change of perception so that the resurrected "self" feels all. gams knowledge and 

ultimately forgives and is forgiven. There are two points that need to be made here. 

First. is this act of forgiveness significant given that within God one can act in no 

other way? Is the power of God's being such that forgiveness can be viewed as 

the C'isence of one's true heing? Is freedom an illusion which must give way to 

forgiveness? Is there indeed some fonn of moral agency? 

This question is particularly relevant from a feminist perspective. 

Developing the concept of the self as a moral agent is critical for feminist theology. 

Granted that there are feminist thinkers who would argue to the contrary,204 I agree 

WIth Wanda Berry that. "[ilf feminist theology is to help women become fully 

human, it must make central all image which facilitates the assumption of 

responsibility for one's own life - past, present and future. "205 To suggest that the 

self is a moral agent is to admit that women are autonomous selves responsible for 

their own moral decisions, a social and an ontological status that women have not 

always heen awarded. 2oA To make this claim in a meaningful way within a feminist 

context, it is necessary to reconsider the nature of autonomy. 207 

204 Feminist criticisms of the concept of a self come from post
modernists critiques. See e.g .. Judith Butler. Gender Trouble: Feminism and the 
Subversion oJldentity (Routledge, New York & London. 1990). For a critique of 
postmodernism from a feminist perspective see Seyla Benhabib, Situating the 
SelJ Gender. Community and Postmodemism in Contemporary Ethics 
(Cambridge: Polity Press. 1992), 203-239. Benhabib argues that "[tlhe 
postmodernist position(s) thought through to their conclusions may eliminate 
not only the specificity of feminist theory but place in question the very 
emancipatory ideals of the women's movements altogether." Ibid., 213. 

205 Wanda Warren Berry, "Images of Sin and Salvation in Feminist 
Theology." Anglican Theological Review 60 (1978), 51. 

206 Kathryn Pauly Morgan argues that "lwlomen can be denied full 
moral agency in at least three separate ways: first. through a process of pseudo
blind gender essentialist thinking; second, by generating theories of women's 
nature which claim that women and men are different in degree or ki.nd to such 



Feminist ethicist Susan Sherwin conte nus that 

fernllllst ethIC' ,hare, with fcnllnlne ethILs a reJectIon oj the paradIgm llt moral ,uhJe((, 
a, autonomllU-;. ralluna!. Independent. and virtually Indl~tlllgUlshabk trtlm une allllther. It 
,eenb clear that an ontolug) that con,lders only Isolated. fully developed hell1g, I, nllt 
adequate for ethlC,.20S 

Feminist ethics consequently challenges more traditional ethical theories which view 

moral agents as "isolated, dIsembodied, purely rational decision-makers."20l! A:-. 

Sherwin writes. 

I p jeoplc do not approach <l socJaI contract with no moral history, a, most contractanan-; 
would have It'. nor do they prIvately delIherate ahout moral laws a, purely ratIOnal being,. 
a, Kant presumes. FuIther, the~ can only follow the uulitanan inJunctIon to value the 
happll1e\s elf other, ]1' they expenence them~el\'es as members of a community where 
people are mutually canng about OIle another':, well-bell1g.210 

~------- --------
an eAi:ent that women are, necessarily, mferior to men by nature; and third, by 
alleging that women's lIves are marked by a kind of negative moral 
epiphenomenalism." ,. Women and Moral Madness," Science, Morality and 
Feminist Theory, 202. Examples of the difference-in-degree theory are found in 
Aristotle's Politics, see e.g .. 1 143a8, 1260a4 and 1260a30: Aquinas, Summa 
111eologica, (Westminisler: Christian ClaSSICS, 1981 J. see e.g., Part L Question 
92, Reply to Objection I and Reply to Objection 2, and Part III, Question 39, Reply 
to Objection 3: Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Emile: Or on Education, Allan Bloom, 
trans., New York: Basic Books, 1979: Immanuel Kant, Obsen'atiorLc; on the 
Feeling of the BeautifuL and Sublime, John Goldthwait. trans, (Berkeley: 
University of Cali1(Jrnia. Press. 1960): Lawrence Kohlberg, The Phtlosophy of 
Moral Development (San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1981). 

207 For an early diSCUSSIOn of the way in \vhich woman have been 
excluded from the commumty of moral persons see Manlyn Frye, "Male 
Chaunnism," Philosophy and Sex, Robert Baker and Frederick Ellison eds., 
(Buffalo: Prometheus Books, 1975). For a more extensive historical analysis of 
the philosophical tradition, see Genevieve Lloyd The Alan of Reason: 'Male' and 
'Female' in ~\:'estern Philosophy (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
1984). 

208 Susan Sherwin, No Longer Patient: Feminist Ethics and Health Care 
(Philadelphia: University Press, 1992), 52-3. Sherwin argues that "feminist" 
ethics is different from "feminine" ethics in that the former "derives from the 
explicitly political perspective of feminism, wherein the oppression of women is 
seen to be morally and politically unacceptable." Sher\\in argues that unlike 
the latter which involves "the recognition of womens actual experiences and 
moral practices, feminist ethics 'incorporates a critique of the specifk practices 
that constitute [women's1 oppression." 49, 

209 Ibid., 61. 
210 Ibid., 53. This is not, however, to suggest that only feminist ethics 

has provided a critique of the abstract nature of the individual agent. 
Communitarian theories prm'ide a similar critique, but they differ from 
feminist ethics in that they are conservative in nature. They fail to analyze 
hierarchies of oppression and seek to maintain the status quo while fen{inist 
ethicists insist on challenging it. Ibid., 54. 
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From Suchocki's VIew exi-;tence \\lthin finitude is not separate from 

existence within the divine. But call it be said that the :-.elf, as a moral agent exist:-. 

at once within finitude and withm the divine'? 

Suchocki's view does seem h) allow for a degree of moral agency within the 

divine albeit in a sigl1lficantly different form from that within flOitudc. Within the 

divine, the entity now experiences from the perception of God's love and 

knowledge. To recalL within the divine the entity is no longer lured toward God's 

will but now as part of God it becomes immersed in God's will and feels, or 

prehends, itself and others in the totality of that will. The concern is whether the 

"totality" of God's will is not perhaps indistinguishable from a "totalitarianism" of 

God's will. 

\Vithin the Christian tradttion Suchocki certainly has a precedent in 

Augustine when she suggests that the freedom within God to do good and not have 

the freedom to sin is the highest form of freedom.:::]l But is this view of freedom 

meaningful? In his discussion of Suchocki's theology Bracken addresses this 

question by suggesting that although there is no longer self-determinacy per se 

within God there IS neverthele.ss a deepening of moral awareness. Bracken 

contends that "the occasions progressively learn to make God's feelings . the 

basis for their own feelmgs ahout themselves."::!::' Following Bracken's lead, it is 

211 Augllstinp's position. of course, differs greatly from that of 
Suchocki. Augustine an:>:lles that prior to the original fall humans had the 
freedom to sin (posse peccare) and the freedom not to sin (posse non peccare). 
After the fall. before heaven, and apart from grace. we have the freedom to sin in 
various ways. In heaven the redeemed enjoy the possibility not to sin (posse non 
peccare) and not the having the possibility to sin (non posse pcccare). This is not 
quite the same as the pre-lapsarian state in which humans had the possibility to 
sin and the possibility not to sin (posse peccare and posse non peccare). The 
hi.ghest form of freedom for Augustine, therefore. is that of which one may 
pa-rticipate in heaven: the freedom to do good and not hav(' the freedom to sin. 
St. Augustine. The Citll qfGod. Gerald G. Walsh et a1. trans. (New York: Image 
Books. 1958), 541-2. 

212 Bracken, Society and Spirit. 146. 
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possible to S;ly that while moral agency IS retained within the divine, there is a 

reversal of its effects 0 Within the world moral agency affects the world first and 

second, Godo Within God moral agency refers to becoming fully aware of the 

implication~ of one's former agency, and the way in which other agents haye 

affected one's existenceo Since the effect a subjectively immortalized entity has on 

the world is predicated upon ib ever-increasing depth of moral awarenes~, there is 

consequently a reversal of the effects of moral agencyo Through the entity's ever-

deepening knowledge the entity now enriches first the divine and second the world 

as "the reality of heaven passes back into the worldo"::;13 It seems therefore 

possible to suggest that Suchocki's understanding of redemption supports a form of 

moral agency within the divine, granted that it is different from moral agency within 

finitudeo 

The second point that I want to make pertains to the variety of experiences 

that any given entity has within Godo As more occasions are taken into God, it 

would follow that the occasion's experience would change accordinglyo The entity, 

if aware of that \vhich was taken into God, would recognize its own complicity in 

the whole as it changes and would feel the resolution in terms of God's will as 

resolution occurSo But does this also mean that if each actual entity is potentially 

aware of all that occur" within God, is It part of an never-ending experience of 

conflict and resolutIOn 'Ivithin God'?214 Bracken contends that the ever-deepening 

of one's feelings \vithin the divine answers, for example, Hartshorne's concern that 

213 Whitehead. Process and Reality. 3510 
214 This question might be considered in light of HoHo Price's concept of 

subjective immortality as possibly invohing "many next worlds. a dIfferent 
ont' for each group of like-minded personalitieso" Price admits that he does not 
know what he means b~T like-minded but what is interestmg is his idea of a 
limited group of selves ,vhich interact after deatho "Survival and the Idea of 
'Another World,''' Immortality. Terence Penelhum. edo (Belmont, CA.: 
Wadsworth, 1973), 370 
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subjective immortality would in fact be monotonous and boring.:l'i We need, 

however. to ask what this would mean in terms of one's "freedom" if one is to be 

cast about within the depths of the divine wIth no opportunity to effect change but 

only able to partIcipate within the divine's will in relation to all that occurs within 

the world. 

Lack of freedom leads to another important concern which Griffin raises. 

He argues that if there is no freedom, "there would be no such thmg as genuine 

evil."2)!) All evil would be prima facie.:!'17 Griffin argues that under these 

conditions "it would then not matter what happens in the temporal world, because 

God could create the greatest possible harmony no matter what.":u,; What follows 

from Griffin's argument is that if genuine evil does not exist since all is going to be 

overcome by God, nothing that happens in history ultimately matkrs. God will 

prevail and all will be well. 

Griffin asks if "Suchocki's emphasis on the inevitable ambiguit.y of 

finitude, which means that good simply is not possible without the possibility of a 

correlative degree of evil [does] not provide a sufficient answer to at least many 

fom1s of evil'') "219 In other words he asks if Suchocki would be willing to accept a 

certain degree of tragedy which results from genuine evil. 

215 Bracken. Society and Spirit. 146. 
216 Suchocki, "Evil. Eschatology and God: Response to Davi.d Glitfin." 

61. 
217 Griffin distinguishes between prima facie evil. evil which "is 

necessitated by the conditions of finitude, which could not. by hypothesis, be 
othenvise," and genuine evil. that "which is caused by the free decisions of 
actualities." Griffm, "Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki. The End oj Evil: Process 
Eschatology in Historical Context." 57. 

218 Suchocki, "Evil, Eschatology and God: Response to David Griffin," 
61. 

219 Ibid .. 57-58. 
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Suchocki answers no. She defends the concept of inclusin: \vell-being. 

She argues hmvever that a reading of her work \vhich reduces genuine e\il to primu 

facie evil is a "gross misreading." Suchocki contends that 

I w]hat harrens III history has an everla~tlIlg effect on God. and even God \vould be better 
off wIthout much that is In our hlstones. And what hapren~ in God ha~ an effect un 
hl~t(lry. "ReaiII~d" and "future" eschatoll1gle" arc woven togetlier 111 a rnlCe\~ 
eschatology. each form demands tI an;,formatlon. both In histOrIcal tIme and III 

n erla~tIngne;,s. It m::llters Indeed what happens 111 human history. The future - huth 
temporal and everlasting - depends on It. 220 

Suchocki therefore argue~ that to focus solely on what happens within God 

overlooks the inextricable relationship between God and finitude. between God and 

history. Evil as enacted within finitude influences God and the creation determming 

the particular way in which the creation and consequently God unfold. The 

overcoming of evil is an ongoing eschatological event, which does not deny the 

reality of genuine evil but recognizes God's power to overcome it. 

This brings me to the last point that I want to note, which can be stated in 

terms of Griffin's question: "Does the eschatology portrayed by Suchocki make any 

connection \vith the kind of salvation for which anyone has yearned, whether for 

themselves or for others,?"221 Griffin says that Suchocki's understandmg of 

Immortality as enduring momentary expenences. rather than in the more tradItIOnal 

sense of enduring persons, presents a Vision of immortality based on a myriad of 

experiences with which the individual cannot identify. GriffIn state:;, that "if I 

cannot now identify with those already extant immortal experiences, I cannot he 

excIted by the thought that, after I die, experiences of the <.;ame kind kno\\,1I1g 

themselves to have been DaVId Griffin will be immortal.·'222 

220 Ibid .. 68-69. 
221 Ibid. 

222 Griffin. "Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki. ThE' End oj Evil. 62. 



Suchocki acknowledges Griffin'~ criticism which she refers to a" "the 

problem of 'the million MarJories.' "22.' The difficulty arises from the nngoing 

re<;urrection of occasions into God. Suchocki addresses this problem in terms of 

the nature of the metaphysics -.;he champions. 

I am bounu by the met:JphysIC," to posIt not that God prehends each fmlle persun and Vl 

re~urrect~ the person. bUI that God prehends each lmite occasion. and Sll resurrects the 
occasions. some of WhlLh arc indeed personal. \Vhat arc we ttl d() wlth ~o many of 
ourselves around·)22.:1-

Suchocki suggests that despite the problem of "so many of ourselves around" this 

ongoing resurrection proce'>s "offers intriguing possibilities for understanding 

persnnality."225 Suchocki <;tates that unlike "the old understanding of 'corporate 

personality.' in which Individuality was lost to the greater whole: it requires 

instead a fuller mutuality. a togetherness of deep reciprocity. "22b Suchocki 

acknowledges, however. that Griffin's critique raises a deeper problem of the 

"continuity of temporal and everlasting identity." 227 

The difficulty that Griffin points out with Suchocki's argument concernIng 

the "million Marjories" is in effect a version of a problem that process philosophy 

has long acknowledged. The problem arises from process philosophy's challenge 

to the classical way in which the self is understood. Classical metaphysics thought 

of the self in terms of a perduring substance qualified by mere "accidents" i.e .. 

characteristics such 35 quality, quantity. space and time which II1here in a 

223 Suchocki, "Evil, Eschatology and God: Response to David Griffin." 
67 Griffin also raises the identity problem in terms of the "eight billion David 
Grimns." Griffin calculates that "[iJfwe assume that I have five occasions of 
experience per second. and that I lIve for 70 years. 1 will have over] 1 billion 
occasions of experience in my lifetime." Griffin calculates his number of 
occaSIOns at the time of writing the review at R billion. Grif1in. "MaIjorie Hewitt 
Suchocki. The End of Evil ." 62. 

224 Ibid. . 

225 Ibid. 
226 Ibid .. 68. 
227 Ibid. 
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suhstance, cannot exist independently of it, but as such are not essential to the 

substance. While this view of the self allows for an explanation of our experience 

of self-identity through time (a sub:-.tance does not change). it nevertheless fails to 

do justice to our experience of becoming and change (e.g., growth, sleep, bpses 

into unconSCIOusness, personality ch::tnges, acts of repentance, conversion. 

"rebirth" ). 

Process metaphysics. which has been radically critical of the adequacy of 

the idea of substance, more successfully addresses our experience of change than 

substance metaphysics by electing to make becoming and not being the root 

metaphor and inclusive category of eXIstence. Process metaphysics. howewL has 

more difficulty with the experience of identity than substance metaphysics. 

Process philosophers have certainly not failed to acknowledge this problem. nor 

have they failed to lesf'ond to the problem with some measure of success.228 

Process philosophers recognize that we do have some sense of ourselyes as 

both changing and as perduring. The latter can be explained, they argue, in terms 

of feeling and intention, memory and reiteration (or non-reiteration) of purpose 

There is indeed a sense in which I am a series of momentary psychical event:;,. 

Each psychical event. however, haying a "physical pole" feels its neighbours. 

especially its closest n':lghbour. that is. the past event of the same name as itself. 

In one's present activity of concresence by \vhich I in part must create myself. I 

must prehend or feel in some way or another antecedent realities, including 

especially my own previous self. 

228 See e.g .. Charles Hartshorne, Creatil'e S1Jnthesis and PhilosophlC 
Method (London: SCM Press, 1970), 173-204. and John B. Cobb, Jr.. A Christian 
Natural Theology oj Our Time Based 011 the Thought oj Alfred North Vlhitehead 
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1965),71-78. 
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To recall. a:;. I discussed in Chapter Three, one can prehend In different 

ways. One can choose to reiterate either totally or partially the subjective cllm or 

mtention of the other or one can prehend it negatively, that is. elect not to reiterate 

it. Insofar as r reiterate the other the possibility of continuity and for a bond 

between myself and the other develops. Over a period of time by reiterating and 

reaffirming previous purposes one becomes a unified self. Unity and identity. 

however. are not simple. but complex. not static but dynamic. The self is more 

like the unity of a narrati ve than of a stone or an abstract entity like a triangle or a 

number. One becomes a self in a growing cumulative manner. 

Process philospohers are often challenged as to the adequacy of their own 

modeL Nevertheless this situation is not vie\ved as one which discredits process 

thought but one that demands ongoing thought and attention. 

Now 1 suggest that the difficulty that Griffin points out with Suchocki's 

argument concerning the "million Marjories" b not different in kind from the one 

process philosophers have Identified and addressed before. The difference is that 

111 this case the self is becoming not the "earthly" self but the "heavenly" self. As 

each actual entity is re"urrected into God, a layering of selves results. The 

question is whether this serial concept of identity can be explained in such a way to 

provide an adequate account of identity. 

In her response to Griffin Suchocki suggests that pos:-'lbly through death 

and the cessation of finite occasions the "I" IS unified within God, which might 

mean that the unified entity at that point becomes fully conscious of itself in God. 

Suchocki does not develop this line of rea~onmg in this article and to my 

knowledge she does not pursue it in any other of her writings. She. ultimately, 

admits that at this stage of her theological development she does not have an 

answer to this problem. "But it seems to me ," Suchocki writes, 
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that thl~ musIng-II]..." elll speculatIOns concerning ~uch erhemer:ll thIng~ a~ everla~tIng hie 
and the tuil realItv of Ju~tJce-ls a mIXIng of metaphY~lc~ and mtuJtI\'e ImagmatIOn, the 
ngor of logilall! ntendmg the metaphYSICS fails, and I have not adequately answered the 
obJection,22,) 

Criticism and her own acknowledgment of the limitations of the 

metaphysical coherency of her argument have not, however, dissuaded Suchocki 

from continuing to apply her view of subjective immortality and God's redemptive 

activity. 230 While the difficulties in Suchocki's thought are certainly reaL they are 

not decisive disqualifications when considered within this heavenly context any 

more than in the this-worldly context previously familiar to process thought. It is, 

however, still to be seen if Suchocki's intellectual musings can reshape 

Whiteheadian thought so that her religious sensibilIty will find a way in which to 

address the question of identity within the divine. 

While Suchocki to date has not provided an answer to this question, 

through his development of Suchocki's thought Joseph Bracken has attempted to 

do so, Bracken contends that his field-oriented approach to the nature of reality can 

indeed explain the SUcflockian problem of "how finite occasions within the divine 

consequent nature can grasp their predecessors not serially as in the space-time 

continuum. but simultaneously," 231 

Bracken's view of existence as a "complex hierarchy of structured fields of 

activity: for example, the field proper to some local community or environment. to 

our planet the creation as a \vhoIe, and, finally. to the all-embracing activity of the 

229 Ibid. 
230 See e.g .. her most recent work In God's Presence: Theological 

R~tlections on Prayer (1996) in which Suchocki applies her understanding of 
subjective immortality in relation to specific this-worldly situations. 

231 Bracken, Sociery and Spirit, 
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three divine persoO';,"23::.' provides the base upon whIch he claims that identity can 

be maintained. Bracken argues that a resurrected occa~ion within the divine 

"grasps" its predecessors for it "can prehend the field as a structured whole" and 

can therefore "read the past history of the society to which It belongs in the stlUcture 

of the field, and thereby identity with all the previous subjectivities thereIn 

represented."::.'3j Bracken contends that since reality is in effect :-.tlUctured fields the 

entity is not limited to identifymg with each previous subjectivity serially.:3-1-

Bracken's argument which depends on his application of his field-oriented 

approach to the nature of reality challenges the Platonic paradigm of the One and the 

Many to which he states Whitehead's and Suchocki's philosophies conform. 2.l5 

Within the Platonic paradigm. the "Many" are grounded in a transcendent "One." 

Within the new paradigm Bracken, however. shifts the emphasis off of the 

predominance of rhe One and onto the interrebtedness of the Many. Bracken 

maintains that the "One," which he refers to as the "all-embracing cosmic society," 

is in fact "the dynamic unity of all interrelated subsocieties."2:'6 

This is not to suggest that Bracken is proposing a pantheistic solution to the 

question but that. as he states. "the three divine person" ' .. have \vith us humans 

and indeed with all their creatures :1 common world. the world of creation that is co-

constituted at every moment by all actual occasions (finite and infinite) in eXIstence 

:1t that instance.":37 This is not the place to go into a detailed di"cllssion of 

232 Ibid .. 151. For a detailed discussion of the way in which Bracken 
develups a fIeld-oriented approach to the God-world relationship see Society 
and Spint. Chapter Six. 

233 Ibid., 150. 
234 Ibid. 

235 Bracken notes the role that Heidegger has played in bringing about 
this paradigm shift. See Society and Spirit 29 ff 

236 Bracken. Society and Spirit. 151. 
237 Ibid .. 157. 
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Bracken"; arguments. Suffice to say that Bracken does indeed recognize the 

difficulty with Suchocki'~ vi Sew of identity. He is able, however, to go beyond 

mere criticIsm and provide a cogent solution to the Bracken's view of identity 

within the divine depends on Suchocki's view of subjective immortality.) 

Summary 

In sum, to end thi~ discussion of Suchocki's view of subjective immortality 

it is necessary to begin by distinguishing between 1) Suchocki's argument for the 

need for and the reality of subjective immortality, and 2) her particular conception 

of. that is. the details, of the nature of subjective immortality and the fulfillment of 

justice. I think that Suchocki perhaps ~ucceeds more completely at the first than at 

the second, that j" she argues more convincingly for the need for subjective 

immortality than for the way in which it occurs. Her argument for the need for 

subJective immortality as a way in which to allow for the fulfillment of justice. and 

moreover a particular form of justice (forgiveness as restorative justice) is highly 

commendable. This is flat a frivolous demand to receive that which one feeb one 

was not granted in finitude, but the demand of an inherently relational world in 

which indiVIduality is valued. accountability to the other demanded and the 

transfom1ation and restoration of relationships granted. 

While her formulation of the way in which thIS occurs within the divine still 

requires some development, I think that Suchocki has been successful at modifying 

Whitehead'>; thought in such a way that a promising path for imaginatIve and 

rational thought has been opened. Bracken's development of Suchocki's views 

certainly attests to their tenabilIty. that is. the possibility of envisioning an original 

view of subjective immortality and the fulfillment of justice. 
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Conclusions to Part Two 

In Part Two of this work] have examined Suchocki's understanding of 

oppres..,ion and the proce..,s of liberation. While I provide a detailed discussion of 

my conclusions of Suchocki's views III the following chapter. there are, however. 

three points which need to be highlighted briefly at this point in my discussion. 

First, Suchocki's view of oppression as re~ulting at once from the complexity of 

freedom and finitude can account for the way in which particular instances of 

injustice arise be that as the result of social injustice or from the limitations of 

finitude. 

Second, the metaphY5icai basis upon which "he explains oppressIOn 

provides the framework within which she develops her understanding of the 

process of liberation. Through her modification of Whitehead's view of 

concrescence Suchocki develops an original view of the nature of subjective 

immortality which allows for the fulfillment of justice for all. While her argument 

needs further development. it seems possible to address many of the critIcisms 

levied against it. Suchocki's modifications, moreover, provide the basis for 

extending the discussion of the concept of subjective immortality and the fulfillment 

of justice as evidenced. for example. by Br3cken's development of her thought. 

Third, through her formulation of subjective immortality Suchocki allows 

for the development of the concept of the process of forgiveness as restorative 

justice both within this-worldly and "other-worldly" contexts. Her formulation of 

God's redemptive activity provides a unique model for this-worldly emancipative 

activity. Just as God's love mediates the restoration of all relationships, the world 

is called to assume responsibility and to find the most adequate means to promote 

right relationship, that is, to find the means to promote justice. 
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Chapter Five 

Conclusions 

In Part~ One and Two I have shown that central to Suchocki's and 

Ruether's theologie~ is their concern for justice as flowing out of their concern for 

liberation from oppres:-,ion. What then can be concluded concerning their views of 

oppression? And what can be concluded concerning their views of the fulfillment 

of justice in relatIOn to their understandings of immortality'? Do their \'jews of 

immortality as developed in relation to the process of liberation provide a 

meaningful concept or JustIce? Moreover, what can we say about the way in which 

theIr views address the "partIcularity of injustice" which demands the "particulanty 

of justice')" 

To recall. the particularity of Injustice refer:.. to the very specific nature of 

injustice. As I dIscussed in the Introduction. fundamental to feminist inquiry has 

been exposing and seekmg to redress the systemic nature of injustice. The extent of 

the tyranny of systemic Injustice can. however. only be properly understood in 

terms of indi VIdual suffering. or what I refer to as the particulanty of injustice. 

While systemic injustice is recognized by the effects it has on specific mdividuals or 

groups of individuals. for example, sexism on women. heterosexism on the gay 

community, racism on blacks. the consequences of these systems need to be 
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addressed in a way that inc ludes attention to what 1 refer to as the particularity of 

justice. The partIcularity of justice does not attend only to the systems pcr Sf but 

also to the particular relationships which have resulted from and in fact maintain the 

systems. 

It needs to be stressed emphatically and unambiguously that this emphasis 

on the particularity of justice is certainly not meant to go back on one of the central 

insights of liberation theologies, that is, the insight into the systemic nature of 

injustice. Social systems are not stable givens but human creations which must be 

continually assessed, critiqued and when appropriate changed. Social ethics is not 

solely a matter of changing behaviour within social structures but also a matter of 

changing the structures them',elves. The emphasis on the particularity of justice is 

not meant to revoke this crucial insight but to go beyond it, and to deepen it. 

The demand for the particularity of justice is predicated upon an inclusive 

vision of the process of liberation. If, as I have suggested, for both SuchockI and 

Ruether the fulfillment of justice refers to the righting of wrong relatIOnships. what 

can we conclude about the way in which they view God's redemptive activity to 

provide an inclusive understanding of the process ofliberation'l 

The discussion in this chapter presupposes, of course, the arguments 

developed in Parts One and Two. While I do not go into a detailed discussion of all 

of the issue~ already addressed. it is nevertheless necessary to revisi t a numbel of 

them. (For clarification of general. summary statements I refer the reader to Part 

One for my discussion of Ruether's understanding of oppression and liberation. 

and to Part Two for my discussion of Suchocki's understanding of these topics.) 
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Oppression 

In my view Suchocki provides a more adequate understanding of the way 

in which oppression arises than does Ruether. As I discussed in Chapter One. 

Ruether traces oppression back to a misuse of human freedom. A verse to ha\ e 

oppression described in terms of finitude. lest humans thereby evade responsibility 

for injustice within rhe world. Ruether not only focuses exclusively on freedom a~ 

the cause of oppre~sion. but she also contends that "[t]he reconstruction of the 

ethical tradition must begm by a clear separation of the questions of finitude from 

those of sin." 1 

There are three general conclusions that we can draw concerning Ruether's 

radical separation of question" which arise from freedom and those which arise 

from fiTIltude. First. by neglecting to examine the nature of finitude. her 

understanding of oppression tends to be a critique of the oppressive nature of 

\vestern society. rather than an exhaustive analysis of the nature of oppression in 

ibelf. In her analysis of oppression and attendant injustice Ruether does not take 

into account the nature of finitude within which all social structures arise. While 

Ruether claims that it is necessary to accept the limitations of finitude. she does not 

examine what these lImitations are. Without recognizing the complexity of the 

world within which ethical decisions are made. i.e .. \vithout taking into 

consideration the fact that social systems develop within a world \vhich imposes 

restrictions upon all human activIty. unrealistic demands are placed on the human 

capacity to create socially just systems. 

The second primary pomt that needs to be made is that while Ruether argues 

that the root of injustice is the concept of an immortal self. I have mdicated that 

Ruether's view of the concept of an immortal self is in fact somewhat ambiguous. 

1 Ruether. Gaia and God. 141. 
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It would seem therefore that her ambiguous position challenges what she in fact 

views as the root of oppression. As I argued in Chapter One. to support her 

argument she needs to qualify her understanding of subjective immortality so as to 

make clear that the point of contention is the concept of an immortal self as it has 

developed within a patriarchal Christian framework. 

The third conclusion that can be drawn from Ruether's understanding of 

oppression is that while she addresses systemic oppression and resultant injustice, 

her analysis of oppression falls short in that it does not adequately address 

particular instances of injustice which cannot be explained in terms of systemic 

oppression. We might recall some of the issues which the women of Suchocki':-, 

early Bible study group had to face: 2 the despair of a woman whose baby who had 

died when only eight months old: the dismay of a woman who was about to attend 

graduate school when she discovered that she had multiple sclerosis; and the plight 

of the woman whose grown son was institutionalized for a severe metal disorder. 

with no realistic hope of recovery. 

Are these not instances of injustice which demand some sort of theological 

explanation? It seems that in terms of Ruether's view of oppression they cannot be 

explained. They simply do not "fit" into her scheme of things. It may be that in 

attempting to correct for the lack of attention to systemic injustice, Ruether has in 

fact overcorrected her theological perpectlve thereby disregarding and potentIally 

trivializing certain forms of suffering. While it certainly would be grossly 

misleading to suggest that Ruether is indifferent to individual suffering it must be 

acknowledged that her understanding of oppression fail." to address these events 

adequately. 

2 See Chapter Three. . 
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Suchocki. b>' contrast. contend~ that an adequate analysi~ of oppression 

must not separate. but. in fact. must bring together freedom and finitude as 

"accomplices" m the creation of oppression. By stressing that both freedom and 

finItude must be taken into account to understand the nature of oppression. 

Suchocki does not disregard the role of human responsibility 111 the creation of 

justice. as Ruether fears will happen if one includes the limitations of fimtude 

within an analy~is of oppression. By acknowledging that there is an ethical 

imperative that all should strive to promote the well being of alL \vhile also 

acknowledgmg that human choice no matter how \vell-intentioned will not al\\ ays 

result in the promotIon of well-being. Suchocki's view of oppreSSIOn explains. m 

my opinion. more adequately the relationship between personal responsibility 

(freedom) and the world WIthin which one is obliged to act (finitude). 

Suchocki's analysis of oppression acknowledges the metaphy.,>ical 

complexity of the ',v'orId within which decisions are made and within which 

injustice arises. By n~cognizing the tripartite nature of evil as "an inevitable act of 

finitude which results in perpetual perishing .... the exclusion of alternative 

possIbilities." and as ansing from "ideals born out of season'" Suchocki's analYSIS 

of injustice is more comprehensive than Ruether's. It includes not only an analysis 

of oppression as it arIses from freedom. and an analysis of oppression as it arise-.; 

from the nature of finitude, but also accounts for the way these two aspects of 

existence relate. It i~ thus does more justice to the complexity of the world within 

which all must act. Without reducing decision making merely to free acts. 

3 Suchocki. The End ojEvi/. 66. 
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The Process of Liberation 

The pfClcess of liberation, as defined in this work, i~ comprised of three 

distinct but interconnected pfClcesses, salvation, emancipation and redemption.-+ 

Redemption is the most pertinent aspect of the process of liberation for the present 

discussion. for it is through God\; redemptive activity that the fulfillment of justice 

ultimately occurs. It is also through an examination of God's redemptive activity 

that the question of immortality as part of the process of liberation arises. Before 

beginning my discussion of Suchocki's and Ruether's views of redemption it IS 

necessary to consider briefly their views of salvation and emancipation so as to be 

able to understand the interconnection between these aspects of liberation and 

Suchocki's and Ruether's views of God's redemptive activity. 

Salvation 

Given that salvation is understood as a faith response to divine activity. it is 

possible to identify in hoth Suchocki's and Ruether's theologies that which can be 

referred to as a salvific component of their understanding of the process of 

liberation. For Suchocki and for Ruether salvation depends all four interconnected 

presuppositions: that God exists, that knowledge of God\. will [s universally 

accessible, that God's will reflech justice and goodness, and that all individual:-, are 

capable of freely responding to God's will. 

As a critical component of the process of liberation the concept of salvation 

provides the base for the \vay in which Suchocki and Ruether understand divine-

4- To recall. "salvation" refers to the creature's faith response to the hope 
of redemption, "emancipation" which refers to working for "fundamental social 
and cultural change" depends on the interaction behveen tile divine and the 
creation, and "redemption" refers to God's unique activity of overcoming sin. 
transience and death. 
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human relation~hlp". For both Suchocki and Ruether salvation is not a transaction 

which occurs solely between the divine and the individual: it is rather an event 

which is carried out between the divine and individuals within a com III ZIlI ity. That 

is to say, on their understandings, one never responds directly to God. It is 

through one's response to the world that one in fact responds to the divine. This is 

a crucial similarity in Suchocki's and Ruether's understandings of salvation. For 

both Suchocki and Ruether salvation involves. moreover. most emphatically 

Involves. an awareness of specific manifestations of social injustice. 

While both Suchocki and Ruether contend that there is an ever-present 

salvific relationship between the creation and the divine -- God is there for the 

creature, and the creature has the capacity to respond --. there is a significant 

difference in their thought Process metaphysics provides Suchocki with two 

important starting points to develop an understanding of a salvific relationship 

between God and the world: 1) a model of a dipolar God, which offers the world 

God's "initial aim." while also offering to the world the "feelings" of that \vhich has 

occurred. and 21 a model of "concrescence." the process by which the self respond~ 

to God by responding to the world. 

While the s,-dviflc aspect of Suchocki's process of liberation can be 

explained in terms e,f her metaphysically grounded view of the divine-creation 

relationship, Ruether faces a situation somevvhat different from that of Suchocki. 

Ruether seeks to dismantle what she considers to be a false concept of God to allO\v 

for an "authentiC" faith response. Working outside of a given theological 

framework, Ruether endeavour~ to understand the nature of the divine without 

repeating detrimental patriarchal assumptions. Her starting point is the im.istence 

that the patriarchal concept of a god and the true God are not to be equated. 

One of the most ~erious weaknesses of Ruether's argument is her failure to 
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explain adequately the transcendence of God so as to be able to support her view of 

metal/oio. that is. a salvific experience. Ruether attempts to link God's 

transcendence, the being of God beyond the world. to true knowledge of God 

within the world. As I discussed in Chapter Two. Ruether contends that the dIvine 

a:-, "spirit and matter are not dichotomized but are the inside and outside of the same 

thing."5 We need to ask. however, to what is faith responding? Ruether does not 

succeed in clarifying what she meam by "the same thing." Consequently the way 

in which Ruether in fact understands the transcendent nature of God is not c\ear. 

While Ruether certainly intends to maintain the transcendence of God so as to avoid 

the charge of pantheism. her lack of God-talk in fact leaves her open to that very 

charge.1) This is a significant concern in view of the current discussion. 

If Ruether cannot in fact provide an adequate way in which to explain the 

transcendent nature of the divine. she will not be able to develop an adequate 

understanding of the redemptive nature of God, Consequently. her view of the 

process of liberation will not be able to provide an adequate answer to the question 

of the particularity of justice. 

Suchocki's religious intuition, relying as it does on process thought. 

grounds her view of salvation in a way that Ruether's religious intuition can not. 

By formulating the divine nature' and the divine-human relationship more fully than 

Ruether, Suchocki's view provides a more adequate basis to explain the redemptive 

aspect of the process ofliberation, and consequently, as I discuss below, is able to 

address the demands of the particulanty of justice. Salvation is not restricted to 

finitude but extends into experience within God. 

5 Ruether. Gaia and God.. Emphasis added. 
6 Stanley Grenz and Roger Olsen. for example. argue that Ruether's 

"account of Godless is only a hairsbreadth from the nature-personification 
Mother Goddess of the radical feminists who worship the earth and themselves." 
20th Centunj Theologtj. 233. 
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Emancipatioll 

The secand aspect af the process af liberatian which needs toO be cansidered 

is emancipatian. ToO recalL Ogden claims that 

by tar the mLJ~t IInportant way 10 which we partIcipate 10 God's work of emanCIpatIOn l~ 
to labor lor fundamental soc];}1 and cultural change - the kInd of structural or sy~teIl1h: 
change m the very order of our socIety and culturc that I" clearly ncce;-.sary If each and 
ever) person is to be the actIve ;..ubJect of her or hi~ history instead of merely Its pa;,;-.ivc 
object. 7 

Undaubtedly Ruether can nat be repraved far lacking a this-warldly 

emancipative companent to her understanding of the process af liberatian. On the 

contrary. she h:lS been criticized by those who complain that her theology is little 

mare than a sacial activist platfarm.~ While Ruether has been taken to task for 

callapsing her concept of the process of liberatian into that of emancipati ve acti vity. 

Suchocki has been criticized an the grounds that her view of emancipative actiVIty is 

meaningless. Griffin. for example. charges that given Suchocki's belief that all is 

ultimately redeemed within God "it would then not matter what happens in the 

temporal world. because God cauld create the greatest possible harmany na matter 

what."9 

A significant difference in Suchacki's and Ruether's views which leads to 

these differing criticisms is the way in whIch they develap their understandmgs of 

the human and divme roles \vithin emancipative activity. A similar criticism can be 

levied against the emancipative aspect of Ruether's view of the process af liberation 

as against the sah"ific. Just as Ruether does not clarify the nature of divine activity 

in relation to salvation. neIther daes she clarify the nature of divine activity in 

relation to emancipation. Her underdeveloped dactrine of Gad leaves her apen toO 

the criticism that her theology is all imperative. that is to say. moral injunctian. the 

7 Ibid .. 78. 
8 See Chapter Two. 
9 Suchocki, "Evil, Eschatology and God: Response to Dayid Griffin," 61. 
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call to social Jction, and not indicative, that IS, affirmation. a proclamation ;15. to 

God's activity. 

Suchocki. however. links emancipative and redemptive activity. As well-

being occur ... within the world and consequently within God, this is given back w 

the world. as "what is done in the world is transformed into a reality in heaven, and 

the reality of heaven passes back into the world." 10 As Suchocki writes, 

ft)he redemptive cummunlty I~ called to aduali'L' a movmg image of God wlthm Ih own 
structures. WIth a mutuality of good and im:]uslycness oj well-hemg:. The Luthtulnc~~ of 
God ensure~ that gUIdance is ever gIven toward the form "I' thi~ structure, and also that tlie 
actual form will he dynamiC rather than static. mov1I1g always to fuller modes of 
community. I J 

It is misleading to state, as for example Griffin doe .... ]::: that Suchocki 

develops God's redemptive power at the expense of this-worldly actiVity. This 

misrepresentation of her view undercuts the concepb of incluSlvity and rebtionality 

which are e ... sential components of her view of the process of liberation. Suchocki 

draws an explicit link between emancipatlve and redemptive activity. The 

fulfillment of justice which can be carried out to a limited extent within the world. 

comes to fruItion within God as the vvorld is subjectively immortalized within the 

divine. While emancipative activity may be limited for many within this world, that 

WhICh occurs within the world is nevertheless lInked to that which is completed 

within the divine. 

Suchocki's model thereby allows her to state with some degree of 

theological assurance that 

m~ofar a~ God is Llllhful 111 proVldmg all societie,s with :l1m~ whIch ;m: c()n~onanJ as 
p('~slhlc With the div1I1e nature. the redemptIVe' SOCIety lahors WIth G(,d, increa~II1g 

po,siblhtlcs for redcmpllon [emancipationj m the wurld. The n:demptlve [crnanclpatl\e] 
~Oclety '. modeb Gud's peace wtth1l1 lls own commul11ty .... l.< 

10 Whitehead. Process and Reality. 351. 
11 Suchocki. The End ofEllil, 131. 
12 See Chapter Four. 
13 Suchocki. The End of Evil. 131. 
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Ruether is unable to make such a clear statement of the relationship between 

divine activity and emancipation. Ruether may claim that the salvific respon:-.e to 

divine will is manifested through emancipative activity thereby helping to promote 

this-worldly justice as right relationship and as such helps to restore this-worldly 

justice. The question remains. however. whether Ruether indeed presents a view 

of God as being indeed anything other than "the nice side of the universe." so to 

speak. In other words. what one misses in her theology is the sense of a divine 

"Thou" addres~ing. calling and challenging the self in dialogue, responsibility. and 

emancipatoryaction. 

Redemption 

In this section it is necessary to consider in some detail what we can 

conclude from Suchocki's and Ruether's views of redemption. As an integral part 

of the process of liberation. redemption refers to God's activity which brings about 

"liberation from the bondage of death, transience and sin."I-+ Following Ogden. thl'> 

a:-.pect of liberation is "the unique process of God's self-actualizatIOn. \vhereby God 

creatively synthesize:-. all other things into God's own actual being as God."l) 

Suchocki vIews this process of God"; creative activity as depending on subjective 

immortality: Ruether in tum views God's creative activity as depending on objective 

immortality. But we need to ask, do Suchocki's and Ruether's views of God\; 

activity. dependent as they are on subJective and objective immortality respectively. 

address the demand of the particularity of justice: 

14 Ibid .. 103. 
15 Ibid .. 69. 
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In Ruether's view God redeems all in that all that "15" within the world 

returns to the primal matrix and all that" occurs" within the \vorJd, that is, the deeds 

of the world, are taken up into God. Her attempt. however. to develop an account 

of redemption involving a form of objecti ve lmmortality (and an underdeveloped 

and largely implicit version of this belief at that) does not, in my view, provide a 

satisfactory answer to the dilemma of human existence as we find it. 

A serious problem with Ruether's argument is her reliance on "agnosticism" 

to account for God's activity. While Ruether does not claim complete agnosticism. 

that is, she does not claim that we can know absolutely nothing as to the nature of 

God's activity. she does claim a form of mitigated agnosticism. We can have, in 

her view. the assurance that " [tlhat great collective personhood is the Holy Being in 

which our achievements and failures are gathered up, assimilated into the fabric of 

being, and carried forward into new possibilities." It> She nevertheless contends 

that we "do not know what this means."17 

Introducing what seems to be a rather sophisticated "agnostic" view of 

God's activity without offering some explanation other than we must have faith in 

its veracity creates theological confusion rather than clarity as to the redemptive 

nature of God. We need to ask how in fact she can say as much as she does. 

Upon what is she basing this faith claim? How can all be "gathered up. assimilated 

into the fabric of being, and carried forward into new possibilities"': Is this 

statement at all meaningful without some explanation as to the nature of the 

relationship between the divine and the world so as to allow for this gathering up. 

assimilation and carrying forward to occur') Ruether's concept of God's 

16 Ruether. Sexism and God-Talk, 258. 
17 Ibid. 
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redemptive activity requires further development to make her agno<,tic pO~lt!On 

intelJigible. 

The conceptual shortcomings of her argument are exacerbated by its moral 

shortcomings. It follows from her view that justice depends solely on emancipat1ve 

activity, that is, on that which can occur within fmitude. The events that are taken 

up into God are consequently disassociated from the agents governing those events. 

As there is no way to redeem specific instances of injustice, those who suffered and 

those who caused suffering are not granted an arena beyond their limited life-span 

on earth in whIch to reconcile their relationships. Instead those who suffer are 

entitled only to the satisfaction or reassurance of the belief that somehow God use.~ 

their suffering to the world's advantage as all is taken up into the divine. 

Kathleen Sands states that Ruether's view of the process of liberatIOn, 

particularly its redemptIve component of objective immortal ity, 18 is a far too 

optimistic and mclusive a view of the process of liberation. Sands contends that 

Ruether',," reliance on a notion of transcendent goodness leads to her refusal tu 

accept tht:: hard realIties of tragedy. 

I concur WIth Sands that Ruether does le~s than full justice to the tragIc 

element uf existence. WhIle Sands argues that hope does not stem from the illusion 

of an omnibeneficent delly but from "our messy, multiform continuance ... ",19 

does not the very tragic nature of existence demand an even more inclUSive view of 

the proce..;s of liberation than Ruether provides? Without a more specific vision of 

the way in which God uses alL to what "good" is God's redemptive activity mdeed 

aimed') 

It' Sands does not use this tenninology but her objections to Ruether's 
theology are directed at what I refer to as Ruether's view of God's activity as a 
form of nbjecth'e immortality. 

19 Ruether. SC,\.1sm and God Talle. 169. 
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If we recall Greenberg's demand that any theological statement must he 

credible to the "burning children," the insufficiency of Ruether\' argument becomes 

clearer. 2o While God may "take up" the meaning of the children's cfles of pain. 

angui,>h and despair and may in some way use these experiences, Ruether does not 

offer a vision of the way in which the children'~ experience can be righted 111 any 

meaningful way for the children There IS thus no way to address their particular 

experiences. There can be no righting of that which they endured. Ruether 

maintains that we must have faith so as to claim meaning for these events. But. we 

must ask. what sort of meaning? 

Ruether's redemptive vision of God consequently offers very little 

theological support for her argument. By basing her doctrine of God on her 

rejection of traditional concepts, her l'ia negativa tends to be a dark and nebulous 

dead-end alley rather than a clear. illuminated path to liberation. One need not for a 

moment. of course, doubt Ruether's compassion for the suffenng ::md loss of. say. 

holocaust children. Within her theological vision, however. the children's cries of 

despair would be of little avail to the children, 

Moreover. it follows from Ruether'S view that those who cause suffering 

are not necessarily held accountable for their actions. Her view of God does not 

include any vi~ion of God's ability to act as healer. mediator or judge (all 

characteristics of Suchocki's view of the divine) so as to in fact bring ahout right 

relationships. By retreating into the weak assurances of agnosticism Ruether's 

doctrine of God does not provide a satisfactory model of divine activity upon which 

to ba~e this-worldly social relationships. The emancipative model which 

follows from her redemptive model is the righting of wrong relationships so that 

20 See Introduction. 
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future injustice will be minimized. The vision that systemic injustice must be 

dismantled overrides the vision of healing. rectifying or righting specific instances 

of injustice that have occurred. 

In contrast to Ruether's position Suchocki certainly cannot be accused of 

suffering from the weakness of having an exclusive view of the proces~ of 

liberation and the fulfillment of justice. While I grant that her argument raise~ 

question.., concerning the metaphysical credibility of her radically inclusive position, 

her argument IS. nevertheless a necessary (if to date not sufficient) basis upon \vhich 

to develop a more coherent view of subjective immortality. Her argument, certainly 

forceful enough to promote further development as evidenced by the work of 

Bracken, seems to he able to find a firm foothold within the sphere of process 

thought. 

We need however to consider the credibility of her VIew of God's 

redemptive activity in light of the fact that most feminist theologians view the 

concept of subjective immortality as a gendered and thus pernicious concept. 

objectionable to femmist theological sensibilities. Suchocki's alternative vie\y of the 

concept challenges the limitations of the traditional concept of subjective 

immortality, thereby attesting to the possibility of variant ways in which the concept 

can be fnrmulated. Suchocki's development of an alternative view of subjective 

immortality serves "to problematize" the concept. That is to say. her vie\v of 

subjective immortalIty highlights the fact that there may be as yet unformulated 

ways of understanding the concept. The "meaning" of subjectIve immortality 

should. therefore. not be taken for granted. but be open to further analysis from 

altemati\ e perspectives and given a new hearing. 

When one equate5 subjective immortality solely with traditional 

understalldings of the concept which are detrimental to women, one is in effect still 
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caught within the trappings of a patriarchal mindset Suchocki's view provides a 

vision which offers the possibility of disengaging belief in immortality as such from 

some of its traditional forms, including those which so many teminist theologians 

have faulted. 

It is possible that Susan Sherwin's distinction between "feminist" and 

"feminine" ethics might be helpful here to provide us with a model. As I indicated 

in Chapter Four. in her work No LOllger Patient: Feminist Ethics and Health Care 

Sherwin contends that "feminIst" ethics differs from "feminine" ethics in that the 

former "derives from the explicitly political perspective of feminism. wherein the 

oppression of women is seen to be morally and politically unacceptable. "21 

Sherwin argues that unlike the latter which involves "the recognition of women's 

actual experiences and moral practices." feminist ethics "incorporates a critique of 

the specific practices that constitute [women's] oppression."22 

It may be that once we allow for an alternative formulation of subjective 

immortality and following Sherwin's distinction between "feminine" and "feminist" 

a distinction can be drawn between "feminine" views of subjective immortality. 

views that suggest that women by nature reject the concept of subjective 

immortality. and "femmist" views of subjective immortality which do not reject 

outright the idea as a gendered concept but instead anaJyze the concept in relation to 

the way in which it is promoted within specific social contexts. For the most part 

the latter approach to the concept of subjective immortality has not been pursued 

within feminist theology. I suggest that Suchocki's view of subjective immortality 

may indeed be a model to open up discussion of the concept from a femimst 

perspecti ve. 

21 Sherwin. No Longer Patient: FeminL<;t Ethics and Health Care. 49. 
22 Ibid. 
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It is, however. important to stress that Suchocki's concept of subjectJ\'c 

immortality must not be severed from her vision of the fulfillment of justice, for 

which subjective immortality provides the means. It is necessary to recall and to 

heed Suchocki's words that "for those who have been broken by evil. only 

subjective immortalicy can provide a sufficient redemption,"23 while she also insists 

that "the major issue is not immortality per se, but justice ... ."24 

What is significant about Suchocki's view of the inclusive nature of the 

process l)f liberation which is predicated upon subjective immortality is her notion 

of justice as forgiveness. Although Suchocki argues that all is taken up into God 

and comequently redeemed. Suchocki objects to a view of redemption which 

involves some form of '''cheap grace' whereby persons do not have to deal with the 

consequences of their actions."25 While God's love is freely given. and while all 

are taken into God. forgiveness as restorative justice involves the righting of 

relationshIps from within the relationship. While complete forgiveness can only 

happen w1thin God. the demand of God's love is that justice is attained through 

reconciliatIOn. God's eternal being, in which God "acts" as judge and as mediator, 

provides the arena for this to occur. 

As I discussed in Chapter Four. the concept of forgiveness is problematIc. 

The concept is unacceptable if victims are expected to "forgive" meaning simply to 

"Jove." "accept." or "exonerate" unconditionally the violator(s). Forgiveness 

demands. Suchocki's vie\\ rightly contends. justice, the restoration of 

relationships. 

2~; Suchocki. The End oJEvil, 165, n. 2. 
24 Suchocki. "Evil, Eschatology, and God: Response to David Griffm, 

63. 
25 Ibid., 1.,1.7. Dietrich Bonhoeffer coins the phrase "cheap grace" in ills 

work The Cost oj DisCipleship, RH. Fuller. E. Booth trans. (New York: 
Macmillan, 1976).47-48. 
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Moreover as I also discussed in Chapter Four, a review of the literature 

indicates that Suchocki's view that justice must be linked to forgiveness is indeed 

not unique. I cited various examples of feminist theologians who develop the 

concept of forgiveness as restorative justice. Suchocki's view of forgivene~s is not, 

therefore, an anomaly but finds support within the field of feminist theology. 

While Suchocki's championing of forgiveness as restorative justice is not 

unique, her view of forgiveness offers an original theological perspective in that it 

provides a vision of inclusive redemption. Suchocki provides a "divine model" of 

forgiveness which challenges other more traditional models in that all is redeemed. 

Inclusive redemption is not a unilateral activity fulfilled solely by the divine but one 

in which the creatures also subjectively participate not only in this life but also in the 

next, in which the reconciliation of specific relationships, the fulfillment of the 

particularity of justice is mediated by Gnd's eternal love. 

Suchocki's vision offers a metaphysical understanding of forgiveness in 

terms of the relational nature of existence which brings together in a coherent way 

redemptive activity and emancipative activity. According to the metaphysics upon 

which she bases her argument this redemptive activity is not restricted to the 

divine. That which occurs within the world has a direct influence upon all that is 

taken up into the divine. That which occurs within the divine ha<; a direct influence 

upon this-worldly relationships. A salvific response to the divine will can help to 

promote this-worldly emancipation. The interconnectedness of existence binds 

"heaven" and "earth." 

I have argued that Ruether's understanding of the process of liberation as 

the fulfillment of justice falls short of providing a satIsfactory ethical model. I 

think, however, that Suchocki's argument. which IS predicated on her 

understanding of subjective immortality, can provide a way to conceptualize the 
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requirement that for there to be justice there must be forgiYene:-,~, and for there to be 

forgiveness there must be reconciliation. 

As the value" of justice become more embodied within the world, then 

influence will not only serve to restore that which has heen harmed but also to 

promote "careful" relatiomhip". that is. relationships \vhich proceed \\'ith caution, 

mindful of the demands of justice, so as to try to avoid harm and promote well

being. These values are in turn taken back into God to help promote the fulfillment 

of justice. The threl= aspects of the process of liberation. salvation, emancipat!lOn 

and redemption coalesce around the concept of forgiveness as the fulfillment of 

justice. 

In Suchodl's Vle\v subjective immortality is not a \\'ay to serve the 

individual ego. nor i" it ;m idolatrous attempt to be like God. Moreover, her 

formulatlOn of subjective immortality does not result in trivializing or degrading the 

world. Her vie\v is thus not so vulnerable to prevalent modern CrItique" of 

subjective Immortahty as are the more traditional conceptions. SubjectJ\'e 

immortality is a way in which to bring person:-, into right relationship" through the 

reconciliatory proces:, of forgIveness. 

I would venture to say, albeit very guardedly, that the temion whIch I noted 

in Ruether's work concernIng immortality may arise from her recognition, although 

she does not state it explicitly. that hope cannot be offered, that justice cannot be 

fulfilled without the retention of consciousness. Ruether's early intuitions that led 

to her rejection of the concept of an immortal self as the source of injustice may at 

this later stage of her theological development be giving way to intuitions of the 

need for ~ome form of a concept of an immortal self to allow for the fulfillment of 

justIce. 
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It i~, as I indicated, impossible on the basis of textual evidence to defend 

this p()~ition with any assurance. If. however. Ruether in fact is entertaining the 

possibility of admitting that some form of subjective immortality is admissible 

\Vithin feminist theology. it may be an influential move. This is certainly not to 

suggest that there would be an immediate acceptance of the concept by feminist 

theologians, but I think that because of her status within the field of feminist 

theology her admission of the possible moral and intellectual credibilty of subjective 

immortality would help to advance discussion of the concept. 

While Suchocki's argument is to date unique within the field of feminist 

theology. I contend that it warrants serious and wider consideration. Suchocki's 

argument serves to suggest persuasively that subjective immortality is not 

necessarily a gendered concept. While subjective immortality can. and has been. 

interpreted in deleterious ways. Suchocki's view does not lend itself to such 

interpretations. Her view moreover reflects the inherently relational nature of 

existence, which is a central concern of feminist thought. 26 

While I contend that Suchocki presents a more satisfactory view of the 

proce~s of liberation, I do not think that Suchocki's and Ruether'~ views of the 

fulfillment of justice are entirely at odds. With any assurance it is only possible to 

say that neither theologian is willing to dismiss the need for some form of divine 

redemptive activity, be that Suchocki's reliance on subjective immortality or 

26 In his essay "Woman and Last Things" Peter Ph an offers an important 
insight when he suggests that "femimst theolo~v would do well to retrieve the 
eschatologies in writings such as Mechthild of Magdeburg and Gertrude of 
Helita, as well as in feminIst science fiction. The former writings prOVide 
glimpses into how medieval women, despite the androcentric tendency of their 
age. succeeded in carving out for themselves a vision of eternal life that gave 
dignity to them as women (or more precisely. as virgins), and the latter afTer a 
subversive vision of the eschaton. a utopia that refuses to validate the status quo 
and emphasizes relationality and connectedness." 223. 
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Ruether"- reliance on objective immortality. Neither theologian is content to leave 

humanity adrift on the sea of tragedy without ~ome access to divine succor. 

The primary issues around which their views differ remain their differing 

views of the nature of God and their understandings of the nature of the s.cl1'. 

While there may be intimations in Ruether's work that she may is perhaps willing to 

admit to the possibility that for the fulfillment of justice to occur consciousness 

must in "ome way be retained. there can be no doubt that she is very reluctant to 

incorporate the concept of subjective immortality into her theology. Throughout her 

work sht' continues to insist on the pernicious nature of the concept of the immortal 

self. 

Ruether's concern that subjective immortality is inherently detrimental to 

women cannot be taken lightly. It would seem however that Suchocki's revision of 

the concept of subjective immortality provides a commendable alternative which 

does not present the problems of subjective immortality as traditionally conceived 

and propounded. Ruether's objections to the concept of an immortal self do not 

hold against Suchocki's view of subjective immortality. a view which neither 

deprecatt's women. nor diminishes the need for this-worldly emancipation. 

A Final \Vord 

In the modern age in particular, the concept of subjective immortality has 

been under attack on t\\'O fronts: its conceivability and its morality, John Cobb 

quite rightly states.. "I know of no doctrine of God [and we could extend this to 

include the concept of suhJective immortality] in any tradition which is not be~,et 

'With prohlems ... the question. then, j;; not whether [the doctrine of God. or the 



concept of subjective immonality] is problem free, but whether it is sufficiently 

cogent and fruitful to warrant continuing work."~7 

In my view. Suchocki's understanding of God's redemptive activity and her 

view of subjective immortality are "sufficiently cogent and fruitful to warrant 

continuing work. "21' Her views have helped us to see how the concept of 

subjective immortality can be conceived so as to eliminate many of its most morally 

objectionable features, most of which are associated with radical individualism. 

Moreover. she has helped us to appreciate the moral considerations that favour 

belief in subjective immortality, concerns also shared by Ruether. 

Put differently, Suchocki has forcefully argued that liberation requires not 

only emancipation and salvation but also redemption, and that redemption requires 

subjective immortality. That is, her vision is not a self-centered, lI1dividuali~tic pie-

in-the-sky. Her concern is for the fulfillment of justice, which requires 

forgiveness, which m turn requires restoration. Restoration. however. requIres 

more than this earthly life alone can provide. Even though Ruether argues 

forcefully against traditional ideas of immortality, her argument seems not to hold 

against Suchocki's revisionary position. Indeed some of her own concerns seem to 

be resolved by Suchocki's path of thinking. However. that path. I belteve. IS a 

path and not a final resting place. Challenges remain and unfinished tasks beckon. 

Nevertheless it seems to me that Suchocki's formulation of subjective immortality 

and the fulfillment of justice are certamly headed in the right direction. 

27 John B. Cobb, Jr .. Charles Hartshorne. and Lewis S. Ford, 'Three 
Rt'sponst's to Neville's Creativir~J and God." Process Scudies 10/3-4 Wall-Winter 
1980)' 98 as quoted in Suchocki, "Evil. Eschatolog,v and God: Response to David 
Grifnn." 65. 

28 ,John B. Cobb. Jr.. Charles Hartshorne. and Lewis S. Ford, ''Three 
Responses to Neville's Creativit~1 a.nd God." Process Studies 10/~)-4 (Fall-Winter 
1980), 98. as quoted in Suchocki. "EviL Eschatology and God: Response to David 
Griffin." 65. 
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